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Abstract 
 
The research scope of this thesis focused on traditional forest management 
practices in eastern Psiloritis Mountain in Crete, employing oral history, 
archival information and GIS. The main focus was over the end of the 19th 
century till present.  
The useful and productive forest of the past, extensively exploited by local 
populations, is often considered nowadays as unproductive and thus 
neglected by modern society.  
Historical and social incidences influenced the behaviour of local population 
towards natural resources and their interaction with their natural 
environment has changed over time. Therefore, different traditional 
management practices were applied locally in the past and recorded in this 
thesis.  
A unique forest landscape was evolved based on a complex system of 
interactions among the trees with animals and the human population that 
were dependent on the forest.  
The use of GIS helped unveil a wealth of information further elucidating 
archival material and explain better different geographical phenomena.  
Several management practices of the past contributed for the creation of a 
rich biodiversity and cultural elements helped shape the forest landscape of 
Psiloritis. The importance of this traditional management was highlighted 
with regard to the conservation of the forest today. In this way the thesis 
shows that forest history can help modern forestry to establish a more 
effective management of the forests for the benefit both of the 
environment and the society.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
One of the most important elements in Mediterranean islands is their eco-
diversity. Long term human influence has resulted in an agro-silvo-pastoral 
landscape (Papanastasis 2004) DQGµSROLWLFDO¶ODQGVFDSHµUHIOHFWLQJFXOWXUDO
HFRORJLFDODQGHFRQRPLFIDFWRUVLQWKHSROLWLFDODJHQGD¶(Naveh 2008, p.ix). 
In order to maintain Mediterranean Island landscapes within fragile 
mountainous areas, a holistic approach is needed. There is a need to 
understand the traditional management practices that were applied. 
Traditional management practices generally include: controlled grazing, 
burning, and wood cutting, (Moreno et al. 1993, Papanastasis 2004) and 
several researchers have suggested that conservation should focus on 
maintaining a diverse landscape rather than mono-cultivation (Naveh 
2008, Papanastasis 2004, Rackham and Moody 1996).       
In forest history it is crucial to recognise traditional practices and 
correlate them with human interactions with their natural environment 
from both an historical and ecological perspective. The past can help to 
understand the present and to predict how the future of woodland will 
evolve. In forest management, it is essential to know how management 
will influence the forest of the future as this is not only connected with 
timber production but also with wildlife, eco-biodiversity, and cultural and 
landscape values (Chatzistathis and Ispikoudis 1995, Vogiatzakis et al. 
2007).  
Despite considerable research in Crete information regarding forests and 
their management is rare. The lack of management knowledge in terms of 
the history of forests in Crete has helped to lead to an absence of forest 
management by the contemporary Forest Commission. This has led to the 
forests being used only as pastureland and they are generally 
FKDUDFWHULVHGDVµXQSURGXFWLYH¶ 
The research of this thesis was conducted in the eastern Psiloritis 
(ƺǆǊǎǏİǁĲǆǐ) in Crete (Figure 1.1). The Mountain is also called Idi or Idha, 
derived from its ancient Greek name, but in contemporary Crete it is called 
3VLORULWLVGHULYHGIURPWKH*UHHNZRUGµSVLORV¶PHDQLQJKLJK7KHPRXQWDLQ
range of Psiloritis includes five high summits, with one of them being the 
highest in the island of Crete (Timios Stavros, 2 456 m). The name of this 
summit relates to the church that is built there in the architectural style of 
VKHSKHUGV¶ VHWWOHPHQWV LQ WKH PRXQWDLQV RI &UHWH 7KH H[LVWHQFH RI WKDW
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church on the highest summit is mentioned by Melena (1892), an Anglo-
German woman who moved to Crete in 1865 and wrote about her travel 
experiences.     
 
 
Figure 1.1: The research area in eastern Psiloritis Mountain.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS 
A diversity of forest ecosystems can be found in the area today, largely 
as a result of different physical conditions and different human activities 
over time. However, in the Mediterranean region and particularly on the 
island of Crete, the lifestyle has dramatically changed over the last ninety 
years. This period has been characterised by rapid transformation 
connected with intensive mono-cultivation agricultural practices, increased 
animal husbandry, mass touristic development and migration from rural to 
urban areas (Papanastasis 2004, Rackham and Moody 1996, Vogiatzakis 
and Rackham 2007). Hence contemporary Crete is characterized by a 
modified landscape, more homogenized and alien to the traditional 
elements of Cretan landscape features. Landscape diversity has been 
replaced by mono-cultivation of olives and the introduction of greenhouses 
together with large scale modern hotels close to the sea. All these changes 
have been associated with a decrease of landscape value and biodiversity 
(Vogiatzakis et al. 2007).  
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The Forest Commission largely focuses on the protection of forests and 
some small scale works when public funds are available. Contemporary 
forest infrastructural development is limited to forest road construction and 
some narrow strips of plantations, mainly with conifers. There is also a 
great concern to conserve endemic species or ancient trees and several 
DUHDV DUH XQGHU OHJDO SURWHFWLRQ DQG KDYH EHHQ GHVLJQDWHG DV µQDWXUDO
PRQXPHQWV¶ VHH JORVVDU\ ,Q the Heraklion prefecture this includes 
endemic orchids, oak trees and plane trees (Table 1.1).     
In addition, the majority of the forests in Crete fall within a NATURA 
2000 (see glossary) site. This includes Psiloritis, thus this area is of great 
importance at the European level, in terms of biodiversity, ecological and 
cultural elements (Table 1.2). The area of Psiloritis has also been recently 
included in the European Geopark Network (see glossary) that was 
established in 2000 (EGN 2011) for its geological values. Moreover, the 
new Greek forest law, introduced in 2003 suggests WKDW µIRU WKH
management of forests and forested areas provision should be made for 
the conservation of all the levels of biodiversity (genetic, species, 
HFRV\VWHPVDQGODQGVFDSH¶(Hellenic Republic 2003, p.5182).  
 
Title Year 
The evergreen plane tree 
in Festos, Crete 
1977 
The oak tree in Corfes 
village, Heraklion 
1980 
The Cretan Cephalanthera 
in Kamares village, 
Heraklion 
1985 
Table 1.1: Natural monuments in Heraklion Prefecture.   
Source: Table drawn by the author, based on archival information of H.F.D. (HFDA12) 
Over the last thirty years in the UK and other European countries, the 
concept of ancient woodland has become a key concern in forest 
management and nature conservation (Howard et al. 2002, Watkins and 
Kirby 1998), and is connected with the forest history knowledge of an 
area. However, this trend has not yet been a concern in Greece. The 
ancient nature of Greek forests remains a mystery and there is a gap in 
terms of how to manage this quite new concept. Furthermore, new trends 
LQIRUHVWU\KDYHIRFXVHGQRWRQO\RQZRRGDQGWLPEHUSURGXFWLRQEXWµWKH
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concept of sustainable forest management has been broadened to include 
HFRQRPLFHQYLURQPHQWDOVRFLDODQGFXOWXUDOGLPHQVLRQV¶ &DVWDxHGD
p.34).  
Code Name Area (ha) 
GR 4310002 Yiouchtas Gorge of Agia Eirini 716 
GR4310003 Island of Dia 1.337 
GR4310004 West Asterousia 2.922 
GR4310005 Asterousia 16.173 
GR4310006 Mount Dikti 3.939 
GR 4330002 Mount Kedros 4.500 
GR 4330003 Gorge of Kourtaliotis 3.425 
GR 4330004 Prasiano Gorge, Patsos, coast of 
Rethymnon  
14.500 
GR 4330005 Idi Mountain (Psiloritis) 44.800 
Table 1.2: The areas Heraklion and Rethymnon Prefectures that are 
designated as NATURA 2000 site.  
Source: (M.E.C.C. 2011a) 
The main goal of this research is to explore traditional management 
practices in the forests of eastern Psiloritis Mountain at a local spatial scale 
using GIS and by exploring the role that humans played in shaping them. 
It is intended that the results will be integrated into modern forestry 
management and could influence the type of management that should be 
encouraged in Crete today.     
My background as a forester, employed since 2002 in H.F.D., inspired 
me in relation to this lack of management in Cretan forests, particularly in 
the context of the new conservation targets set within NATURA 2000 sites. 
Being a forester gave me the opportunity to be familiar with the area and 
the local population of eastern Psiloritis.  
However, elements that you have learned during your undergraduate 
studies are often driving your decisions and the viHZ RI RWKHU SHRSOH¶V
opinions in relation to forestry topics, regarding the fact that you are 
considered an expert on the field (Johnston et al. 2000). In addition, 
Takacs (2003, p.27) states that:  
few things are more difficult than to see outside the bounds of 
your own perspective ± to be able to identify assumptions that 
you take as universal truths but, which, instead, have been 
crafted by your own unique identity and experiences in the 
world.  
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The findings though, that came out during the research and especially 
the fact that local people have a connection with the Mountain and the 
forests of the area made me carefully listen to what they had to say. 
The thesis examines the forest history of the area from the end of 19th 
century up to present and the interactions of local people with their forest 
resources and their continuity and presence in the area. In order to 
address the above goals, a multi-method research approach has been 
carried out in the area of eastern Psiloritis that includes archival research, 
oral history, field observation, and GIS analysis.      
7KH UHGLVFRYHU\ RI WKLV µlost¶ knowledge could help us to understand 
better the current forest and it will help to make better decisions in forest 
policy in Crete in the future. This research will hopefully be used as a case 
study-example and the methods and approaches applied to other forested 
areas of Crete and the Mediterranean islands generally.     
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Chapter 2: Literature review  
2.1 Introduction 
Forest history is a key approach for studying the environment. Historical 
ecology, environmental history, climate history, forest history and so forth, 
are all histories of the earth, of the environment we all live in. Thus, they 
are referring to research concerning interactions of humans with earth 
surface (Horden and Purcell 2000). The only difference from physical 
science is that it is adding an historical perspective in order to understand 
current situations and try to explain phenomena that probably cannot be 
explained with only the study of environmental and physical data. Saratsi 
(2003, p.78) DUJXHVWKDWWKHµSDVWDQGSUHVHQWVKRXOGEHVWXGLHGLQSDUDOOHO
so that one can inform and elucidate the RWKHU¶ 
Therefore, research into forest history is a complex problem, as it 
contains a variety of different methods and approaches, requires 
interdisciplinary collaboration (Watkins and Kirby 1998) and most 
importantly the lack of evidence and data in an area can be a very 
common problem. 
The formal website of Forest History Society (F.H.S.) supports that their 
µFRUHPLVVLRQLV WRSURPRWH the study of the history of human interaction 
with the environment¶ (F.H.S. 2010, p.1). In other words forest history 
µlinks the past to the future by identifying, collecting, preserving, 
interpreting, and disseminating information on the history of interactions 
between people, forests, and their related resources - timber, water, soil, 
forage, fish and wildlife, recreation, and scenic or spiritual values¶(F.H.S. 
2009, p.1).           
2.2 How forest history starts 
Forest history research can be dated back to 14th (Pietro de Crescenzi) and 
18th (Friedrich Stisser) century publications in Italy and Germany 
respectively, and Agnoletti (2000, p.2) PHQWLRQV WKDW µIRUHVW KLVWRU\ ZDV
always treated together with hunting history or as an introduction to other 
VXEMHFWV¶+RZHYHUIRUHVWU\DVDKROLVWLFGLVFLSOLQHFRQWDLQVQRWRQOy timber 
production but also wildlife management and it is normal to be studied in 
parallel with other topics.  
,Q  -RKQ (YHO\Q SXEOLVKHG LQ (QJODQG WKH ERRN µ6LOYD¶ DQG KH
highlighted the negative results of overexploitation of forests (Chinard 
1945), DQG WKH µQHHGV IRU IXWXUH JHQHUDWLRQV IRU FRQWLQXHG XVH RI WKHVH
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UHVRXUFHV¶ (Wiersum 1995, p.322). Thus, forestry had emerged from 
historical incidences that resulted in timber shortage and the need to 
sustain natural resources for future generations. As early as the 18th 
century A.D. in German forestry, the term sustainability 
µ1DFKKDOWLJNHLWVSULQ]LS¶KDGDOUHDG\EHHQXVHG(Wiersum 1995).   
Furthermore, several modern disciplines such as historical ecology and 
environmental history have their roots in the study of woodland history or 
actually started from a forest focused research. Watkins and Kirby (1998) 
mentioned that historical ecology has only recently been considered a 
distinct discipline and is connected with the history of woodland.  
In Greek scholarship, several publications contain forest history 
elements (Table 2.1) and even information from ancient philosophers 
regarding forests could be seen as preliminary forest history approaches. 
For example, Homer wrote about forest fires and the impacts of numbers 
of goats grazing in forests, and Aristotle mentioned good productive forests 
in west Crete and Macedonia (Zagas 2007).  
Undoubtedly, what actually brought a new methodology to the study of 
IRUHVWVZDV WKHSXEOLFDWLRQRIRI WKHERRN µ7UHHVDQG:RRGODQG LQ
WKH %ULWLVK /DQGVFDSH¶ E\ 2OLYHU 5DFNKDP (1976). It introduced a new 
approach to study forest history, by integrating ecological and historical 
information in order to understand landscape and forest changes. 
However, despite the recognition of this new approach that includes human 
LQWHUDFWLRQZLWK WKH IRUHVW VFLHQWLVWV VWLOO IRFXV WKHLU UHVHDUFKRQ µFOLPDWH
and soil as the main factors afIHFWLQJYHJHWDWLRQFKDQJHV¶(Agnoletti 2000, 
p.5).  
$OWKRXJK LQ *UHDW %ULWDLQ DQG 1RUWKHUQ (XURSH KLVWRULFDO HFRORJ\ µKDV
been consolidated during the 1970s as part of studies for environmental 
FRQVHUYDWLRQ¶ (Moreno and Montanari 2008, p.31), in other places, for 
example in Italy, it has been integrated into geographical and historical 
studies since the 1980s.  
)XUWKHUPRUHLWVKRXOGEHPHQWLRQHGWKDWLQDQLQWHUQDWLRQDOOHYHOµWKH
foundation of a research group of the International Union of Forestry 
ReseaUFK 2UJDQLVDWLRQV ,8)52 GHGLFDWHG WR IRUHVW KLVWRU\¶ LQ 
(Agnoletti 2000, p.4) was an important step for more global collaboration 
on this issue. In addition, the foundation of societies such as the F.H.S. in 
1946 in the US with a focus in the Americas, and the European Society for 
Environmental History (E.S.E.H.) in 1999, have promoted the significance 
of forest history in current academic research. 
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In addition, scholarly journals dedicated to environmental history 
include forest history publications that help new knowledge to be 
distributed and increase the interest in forest history research. The two 
main Environmental History journals are: the US based Environmental 
History Journal edited by Nancy Langston (EH 2011) and the UK based 
Environment and History Journal that was edited by Georgina Endfield and 
now by Stephen Mosley (WHP 2011). More recently (2008) another Journal 
of History and Natural and Social Sciences, based in Italy, the Global 
Environment, edited by Mauro Agnoletti and Gabriella Corona has been 
published (GE 2007, ESEH 2009).      
 
Author Title Year  
Kontos, P  Greek Forest history  1929 
Kontos, P.  
Forest policy in Greece: contemporary forest issues with 
elements of agricultural policy  
1929 
Kiriakos G.  Forest policy formerly and now  1939 
Grispos, P.  Forest history of contemporary Greece  1973 
Papastavrou, A. and 
Makris, K.I.  
Forest policy  1985 
Gerasimidis, A.  History of Forest vegetation  2001 
Table 2.1: Publications in Greek literature regarding forest history and 
forest policy.  
Source: Table drawn by the author.  
2.3 Research in forest history 
A clear methodological approach to forest history has not yet been 
established. Different approaches in the methodology (Watkins 1998, 
Agnoletti 2000) are a result of variations between different parts of the 
ZRUOG DQG WKH GLYHUVH UHVHDUFKHUV¶ EDFNJURXQGV ,Q WKH ,8)52 
publication, Methods and approaches in forest history, several 
methodologies are mentioned and analysed. Agnoletti (2000, p.1) 
FRQVLGHUV WKH GLIIHUHQW µSHUVSHFWLYHV IURPDQWKURSRORJ\ ERWDQ\ HFRORJ\
HFRQRPLF KLVWRU\ JHQHWLFV JHRJUDSK\ IRUHVWU\ DQG KLVWRU\¶ DQG
HPSKDVLVHV WKDW WKHUH DUH µGLIIHUHQW PHWKRGV EXW DOVR D GLYHUVH FXOWXUDO
approach to the PDWWHURIKXPDQIRUHVWUHODWLRQVKLSV¶(YHQWKHFRQFHSWRI
µIRUHVW¶ LWVHOI LV D YHU\ FRPSOH[ DQG DPELJXRXV WRSLF WKXV DGGLQJ PRUH
fuzziness to forest history research.  
In addition, forest history deals with human interactions with the 
HQYLURQPHQW WKXV µencompassing humans and nature as a total 
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SKHQRPHQRQ¶(Agnoletti 2000, p.6). As a consequence, the use of different 
methodologies is essential in order to have a more objective and accurate 
outcome in your research.  
Forest and woodland vegetation are characterised by their dynamic, 
large scale and long term processes (Watkins and Kirby 1998) which can 
be difficult to study with conventional methods. Even the fast growing 
poplar hybrid plantations have a harvesting time of 15 ± 20 years 
(Panetsos 1989), while a coniferous forest needs almost 80 years of 
growth for timber production (Ntafis 1990). In addition to this slow growth, 
human and animal interactions make the study of forest ecosystems even 
more complex (Watkins 1998).  
Moreover there are important connections between forest history and 
other environmental historical studies, such as: landscape history, 
historical ecology and rural geography. Methodologies applied in these 
fields can be also very useful in forest history research.  
Several methodologies have been used in forest history studies, 
depending on the purpose of the study. For example, pollen analysis is 
DEOH WR JLYH LQIRUPDWLRQ IRU µWKH ORQJHVW WLPH IUDPH¶ (Watkins and Kirby 
1998, p.x), while written sources can cover the historical era, and both of 
WKHVH WZR PHWKRGV DUH µVXSSOHPHQWHG E\ SKRWRJUDSKV RUDO UHFRUGV DQG
GLUHFW REVHUYDWLRQ¶ (Watkins and Kirby 1998, p.xi). On the other hand 
another method, Dendrochronology, has mainly been used in 
reconstructing past climates, and has proved to be useful in studies 
regarding conservation of ancient forests (Ranius et al. 2009, Watkins et 
al. 2004).  
For example pollen data along with archaeological data and micro-
charcoal analysis were used to investigate woodland history and leaf 
fodder production in the Ligurian Apennines in Italy (Cevasco and Molinari 
2009). In Greece, Gerasimidis (2009) investigated palynological evidence 
to explain human influence in the evolutionary process of the main 
vegetation zones of the country.  
Guidi and Piusi (1993) in their study in the Prealps of Friuli in Italy, used 
a variety of sources, such as oral history, geological data, field 
REVHUYDWLRQDQGFXUUHQWIRUHVWGLVWULEXWLRQDQGFRQFOXGHGWKDWµYHJHWDWLRQ
dynamics and the characteristics of the new forest landscape are partially 
GHWHUPLQHG E\ SDVW UXUDO DFWLYLW\¶ (Guidi and Piussi 1993, p.67). On the 
other hand Saratsi (2003) used oral history to evaluate the landscape 
values and to discover past management practices that affected them in an 
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area of northern Greece. In the same research, archives were used to 
examine influences of the law and the ethics of local people on the 
landscape.  
Di Martino (1993) drew on censuses, statistics, cadastral sources and 
the national forest inventory to analyze the forest history of Molise in Italy 
and to explain deforestation and natural regeneration of the forests. He 
concluded that using these sources involved several problems regarding 
their reliability and the compatibility of the records during the different 
periods. In order to eliminate these disadvantages as far as possible, he:  
analysed and compared data of different periods for every 
single commune in terms of percentage of the total land area; 
by grouping municipal data district by district and by using the 
oldest boundaries of the region as the reference area (p.70).  
Another approach used by Moreno et al. (1993) in an mountainous area 
of North Italy in Liguria, combines dated photographs from the State 
)RUHVWU\ $GPLQLVWUDWLRQ µLQ FRQMXQFWLRQ ZLWK KLVWRULFDO GRFXPHQWV and 
HWKQRJUDSKLFDO DUFKDHRORJLFDO DQG ERWDQLFDO HYLGHQFH¶ (Moreno et al. 
1993, p.94). All these sources were used to identify historical and 
traditional land-management practices. However, problems regarding the 
different use of terms in geographical, legal and agricultural terminology 
for land-use types during different eras require careful evaluation.     
On the one hand, Speck (1998, p.81), used an interdisciplinary 
approach within historical geography, soil science, and paleoecology to 
VWXG\ WKH µLQWHUactions between humans and woodland in prehistoric and 
PHGLHYDO'UHQWKH¶LQ1HWKHUODQGV2QWKHRWKHUKDQG0DUDxyQDQG2MHGD
(1998) used physical data and analysis and integrated these approaches 
with specific historical events in order to explain the forest characteristics 
of an area of Southern Spain, near the Strait of Gibraltar. 
Bohan (1998) used historical literature, biological surveys in the forest, 
and topographical features for woodland history, combining field data, 
cartography and history, in order to describe the forest history of Manx 
woodland in the Isle of Man. Barker (1998) used local history, pollen 
analysis and present vegetation status to reconstruct the history of the 
Coniston woodlands in Cumbria in the UK.     
For the UK, relevant archives can be grouped at several sectors, public 
or private and cover different time periods. These can include tithe maps, 
legal documents court rolls or place names (Rackham 2006, Watkins 
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1998). There are different elements hidden in these sources and a 
researcher should be aware of their reliability. 
Often vegetation studies are focused on current:  
relationships between existing structures and living 
communities (animals, plants) and environmental factors that 
determined them. A similar goal is pursued by the historical-
environmental approach, with the difference that in this case in 
the foreground there are economic and social factors that 
govern human communities and relationships between these 
and environment resources, rather than the environmental 
©QDWXUDOª RQHV ,W LV FOHDU WKDW RQH DQG WKH RWKHU DFWHG DV D
crucial cause and it is therefore also clear that neglecting that 
for the benefit of other interpretations can lead away from 
reality (Moreno and Montanari 2008, p.33). 
Furthermore, Di Pasquale et al. (2004, p.13) supports the suggestion 
WKDWµVWXGLHVRIYHJHWDWLRQG\QDPLFVLQ0HGLWHUUDQHan countries, as driven 
by anthropogenic factors, are usually vegetation histories, with the 
FRPSOH[ LQWHUDFWLRQV RI PDQ DQG YHJHWDWLRQ UDUHO\ VWXGLHG¶ DQG DUJXHG
WKDW WKH µXVH RI ELRPDVV LV WKHPRVW LPSRUWDQW IDFWRU LQ WKH UHODWLRQVKLS
between man and forest in the Mediterranean over the last eight millennia, 
IURP WKH 1HROLWKLF $JH XQWLO WKH ILUVW KDOI RI WKH WZHQWLHWK FHQWXU\¶ (Di 
Pasquale et al. 2004, p.13) (Figure 2.1).  
 
 
Figure 2.1 µA generalised history and landscape dynamics in the 
Mediterranean Basin¶ (Di Pasquale et al. 2004, p.14).  
Source: diagram re-drawn by the author, taken from Di Pasquale et al. (2004, p. 14)   
The study of the complexity of anthropogenic influences on vegetation 
and forests, suggests that the use only of single sources is diminishing and 
WKHXVHRIPXOWLSOHVRXUFHVSURYLGHVµDPRUHUHOLDEOHSLFWXUHRIWKHSURFHVV
describHG¶(Agnoletti 2000, p.16). In forest history research it is important 
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to be able to fill potential gaps or evaluate contradictory results and most 
importantly to have alternative methods when no data are actually 
available. The use of multiple techniques and sources is probably the only 
solution when dealing with these limitations of forest history research. 
2.4 Written sources 
In order to reconstruct the past environment of an area, any information 
that is available in written sources should be examined. As Russell (Russell 
1997, p.19) states:  
travellers write diaries and letters describing the new lands they 
visit. Farmers and others keep track of their daily activities in 
diaries. Governments collect statistics about the land they 
govern. All of these and more constitute evidence for 
reconstructing the past environment and the human actions 
and attitudes that affected it. 
The information that can be collected from these documents can be 
either primary or secondary. On the one hand, information of direct 
observations of a traveller or data collected for administrative works can 
be considered to be primary. On the other hand, information based on 
other sources such as descriptions of a place from a writer, based on 
others knowledge, should be considered secondary sources. Although, 
scientific articles can be considered primary, review articles are mainly 
secondary sources because WKH\ µVXPPDUL]H DQG V\QWKHVL]H WKH ZRUN RI
RWKHUV¶(Russell 1997, p.22). 
Generally, primary sources are more valuable as they contain original 
information, which a researcher can rely on for her specific research 
project (Russell 1997). Secondary sources may also be valuable, though 
consideration should be applied according to the scope of the authors in 
the use of the original sources and their results. 
,Q IRUHVW DQG HQYLURQPHQWDO KLVWRU\ UHVHDUFK µKLVWRULFDO VRXUFHV DUH
increasingly being used as a media for reconstructing histories in many 
SDUWVRIWKHZRUOG¶(Endfield and 2¶+DUDS. These sources are a 
key tool for historians and they are often aware of their reliability. 
However, when researchers with different backgrounds study them and 
they are not informed or cannot detect potential bias or limitations on their 
context, erroneous interpretations can be drawn (Stewart 2009). Written 
sources do not always tell the true facts but can be a source of information 
which includes bias and these biases need to be considered. As Ernst 
(2000, p.30) notes:  
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sources are written documents that come from the past. 
Sources tend to lie. And even if they do not lie sources can tell 
only part of the story. Our ancestors wrote them from a certain 
perspective with a certain purpose. They perceived reality in the 
light of their specific view and purposes.  
Thus, often only a part of the scientific truth is included in sources and 
history can be only partially reconstructed from such evidence (Radkau 
1996).  
In history, two methods are used to evaluate sources. The first has to 
do with the sources themselves. Hence, the origins of the sources and 
information regarding the people that collected them, their motives, to 
whom the data were allocated, are critically important. The second is to 
contrast different kind of documents. For example, in research of 
SUHLQGXVWULDO*HUPDQ\ µE\FRQWUDVWLQJODZVDQGGHVFULSWLRQVZLth financial 
documents, maps and statistics we gain new insights into the development 
RIIRUHVWVDQGLQWRWKHTXHVWLRQRIZRRGVFDUFLW\¶(Ernst 2000, p.30). 
This element of bias in official documents is apparent also in modern 
society. Official documents may not include the whole truth; for example, 
in Greece, information regarding afforestation and probably a failed 
plantation in an area, probably would be connected with weather 
conditions and not attributed to the wrong site selection or a failure to 
plant in the correct season. Officially the documents will state: failure due 
to extreme environmental dryness, although that was not the real reason 
IRUWKHSODQWDWLRQ¶VODFNRIVXFFHVV (HFDA9, HFDD43).  
Other problems are related to forest history, such as definitions of 
µIRUHVW¶ µIRUHVWHG ODQGV¶ µSDVWXUH¶ RU µZRRGODQG¶ 6XFK WHUPV FDQ EH
inherently vague (Longley et al. 2005) and a clear definition does not exist 
even today because forests are dynamic ecosystems with no clear 
boundaries (Couclelis 2003). The concept of forest may vary from place to 
place. This element of ambiguity has probably existed in the past and the 
research should take this into account, especially when we are studying 
documents and comparing present data with past information such as 
maps or forest law. 
In forest history, a combination of sources and data along with written 
sources tends to be used to formulate the story. However, several studies 
have been based on written sources, especially when they wanted to study 
only the historical, political or economic context of an area without 
connecting it with the present picture. Some examples included the study 
of forest culture of 18th century and 19th century in Tuscany (Nanni, 2000), 
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the first views of the Amazon from the perspective of different observers 
(Sedrez, 2000) and the economic ± historical study of the exploitation of 
5XVVLDQIRUHVWVEHWZHHQDQG%M|UNOXQG,WLVVXJJHVWHG
that this approach is more important concerning the historical value of a 
study, but lacks the ability to connect the present with the past, and hence 
lacks the potential to be applied to contemporary forestry.  
2.5 Pollen analysis 
3ROOHQ DQDO\VLV LV µRQH RI WKHPRVW FODVVLFDO WHFKQLTXHV LQ SDODHRHFRORJ\¶
(Agnoletti 2000, p.15). It can help us form a picture of the distribution of 
forests, their synthesis, what species dominated an area and can help to 
GHWHFWµORQJ-WHUPYHJHWDWLRQFKDQJHVLQDOO(XURSH¶(Agnoletti 2000, p.15), 
and more recently pollen has been used to explain the field of human 
nature interactions (Atherden 2000, Canavas 2009).  
There are several limitations with pollen records, connected with the 
ability of a species for pollen production and distribution; different species 
can produce various amounts of pollen and with various shapes and ability 
of movement, this species cannot be represented in the same way in 
pollen records. Although the study of the distribution of a particular 
species, such as for example zelkova in Italy, can be very helpful. Studying 
pollen and fossil records from central Italy, Follieri et al. (1986) explained 
the distribution of zelkova and correlated its expansion or decline with 
climatic changes that happened in the different eras. However, at that time 
(1986) zelkova was regarded as being extinct from Italy and the only 
remained population in Europe for this genus was in Crete. The species 
though was rediscovered in 1991 in southeast Sicily (Fineschi et al. 2002, 
Nakagawa et al. 1998).   
Furthermore, recently fine scale analysis of palynological data has 
KHOSHG WR SURYLGH D KLJKHU UHVROXWLRQ SLFWXUH LQVWHDG RI µD EURDG-scale 
SLFWXUHRIUHJLRQDOIRUHVWFKDQJHVRYHUFHQWXULHV¶(Watkins and Kirby 1998, 
p.x, xi). Gerasimidis and Athanasiadis (1995) studied the woodland history 
of the Northern mountainous parts of Greece by examining pollen profiles 
taken from five different mountain ranges. They concluded that Northern 
Greek woodland history, as derived from pollen profiles, corresponds to the 
profiles derived from Central European sites. 
However, the difficulties for pollen studies in Greece and especially for 
mountainous areas are numerous. Bog formation which is ideal for pollen 
preservation is problematic in the Greek mountains due to the frequency of 
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limestone bedrock and the dryness of the environment. Moreover, in Crete 
Rackham and Moody (1996, p.7) KDYH PHQWLRQHG WKDW RQO\ µIRXU SROOHQ
cores are known, and several other sites have been sampled 
XQVXFFHVVIXOO\¶ $OO RI WKHP DUH LQ ORZ DOWLWXGHV DQG QRQH RI WKHP LQ
mountains. In addition, they argue that the study of pollen analysis in 
Crete is problematic and can only partially help to reconstruct the 
vegetation history on the island.      
Despite the difficulties in coring and having successful results, a project 
was implemented in 1971 in the area of Aghia Galini, by Dr. Boekschoten 
and Prof. Dr. W. Van Zeist, and pollen were analysed by Bottema (Bottema 
1980). The case study area was situated in the south coast of central 
Crete, in the sea level, around the mouth of the Platys River and close to 
the borders of Heraklion and Rethymnon prefectures. The distance from 
here to Psiloritis Mountain is not far. The results of this pollen record 
showed a primary stage with predomination of pine and later an oak 
extension, especially the deciduous variety. The dating of these data is 
traced back to more than 10,000 years BP and provides a picture of the 
vegetation before humans started shaping their natural environment. 
There are several fluctuations in arboreal vegetation, and not necessarily 
connected with human influence. However, this information verified that 
deciduous oaks were not introduced by humans, as has been suggested by 
other researchers previous to these documents but were a part of the 
native vegetation in Crete. In the core labelled Z that represents more 
recent years (after 5,000 BP), pollen data show a pattern that is very close 
to modern vegetation species distribution, suggesting that the early 
Minoan civilisation had a strong influence on the distribution of vegetation.   
Another sample was constructed from Asi Gonia, an area in Western 
Crete, in an elevation of 780m. This peat bog was sampled in the early 
1990s. It covers a time span of 1,500 years that represents the early 
Byzantine period up till present (Atherden and Hall 1994, Atherden 2000). 
There are several vegetation changes with a decrease in arboreal 
vegetation from the earlier stages till the present (Figure 2.2). 
A more recent sampling took place in Chania Prefecture again in Omalos 
polje on the Lefka Ori Mountain, in an elevation of 1060 m above sea level. 
The core was dated into two samples, which were 13,600 years BP and 
4,200 BP respectively and two distinctive zones were verified. The first 
zone (2,600-13,600) has minimal concentrations of pollen. The other zone 
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(2,600 till present), has arboreal pollen records and again represents oaks, 
both evergreen and deciduous (Ghosn et al. 2010).   
 
Figure 2.2: Pollen diagram for Asi Gonia, showing information for the last 
1,500 years. A decrease of trees and shrubs is recorded since the second 
%\]DQWLQHSHULRG%3$*VLQFHSUHVHQW  
Source: (Atherden 2000, p.69) 
2.6 Different views of forest   
What is a forest or how we can define forest is a very complex and fuzzy 
issue. Not only has it varied between different countries but also between 
different eras in the same state. An ecological definition of a forest could 
be different from a legal definition, however recently the Greek constitution 
(2008) adapted the definition as it was defined by Greek forest ecologists 
and it is:    
by forest or forest ecosystem is meant the organic whole of wild 
plants with woody trunk on the necessary area of ground which, 
together with the flora and fauna co-existing there, constitute, 
by means of their mutual interdependence and interaction, a 
particular biocoenosis (forest biocoenosis) and a particular 
natural environment (forest-derived). A forest expanse exists 
when the wild woody vegetation, either high or shrubbery, is 
sparse (Hellenic Parliament 2008, p.43).  
However, despite the definition of forest in the Greek state constitution, 
there are differences between the laws based on different forest canopy 
percentages and the forest concept is still a vague issue in Greece. This 
has resulted in a conflict between government and nongovernmental 
RUJDQLVDWLRQVDQGLWLVVWLOOXSWRWKHµVXSHULRUFRXUW¶WRGHFLGHWKHFRUUHFW
definition for forest. 
Despite the differences oI WKHFRQFHSW µIRUHVW¶RU µZRRGODQG¶ LQ OHJDORU
ecological definitions in different periods, there is also another approach of 
forests, depending on the background of a researcher. For example 
Watkins and Kirby (1998, p.xiv) VXJJHVW WKDW µWKH PDQDJHPHQW Rf 
woodlands and trees is much more than just the conventional forestry 
WUDLQLQJ¶ DQG FRQWLQXH WKDW µLW PD\ LQYROYH SDVWXUDJH WKH WUHDWPHQW RI
LQGLYLGXDO WUHHV NHHSLQJ RSHQ VSDFH KHUH IDYRXULQJ ROG WUHHV WKHUH¶ $
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forester though, would argue that this iV DFWXDOO\ µFRQYHQWLRQDO¶ IRUHVWU\ 
(Ntafis 1990). In addition, Rackham (2006, p.445) DUJXHVWKDWµPRVWIRUPV
of modern forestry rely on planting trees to create artificial vegetation; this 
LV ZKDW GLVWLQJXLVKHV IRUHVWU\ IURP ZRRGPDQVKLS¶ DQG FRQWLQXHV µWKe 
LQWHQWLRQLV WRFUHDWHDFURS LQGHSHQGHQW WR WKHQDWXUDOYHJHWDWLRQ¶7KLV
SHUFHSWLRQRI IRUHVWU\ FRXOGEHDSSOLHG WR µFHQWUDO(XURSH¶V µZDNH¶ WKHRU\
kielwassertheorie EDVHGRQWKHVXSSRVHGSULPDF\RIWLPEHU¶(Fabbio et al. 
2003, p.73); however, this is not the case for Mediterranean countries. 
Even the first forest school in France, not a pure Mediterranean country, 
which was established in Nancy in 1824, was dedicated to Water and 
Forestry (Fabbio et al. 2003) not forestry per se.  
Furthermore, in the School of Forestry and Natural Environment, in 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, a forester is taught that in forest 
management, timber production is never the goal and you do not deal with 
µFURSV¶EXWZLWKQDWXUDOHFRV\VWHPV7LPEHULVDOZD\VDVHFRQGary element 
in forest conservation that can be the vehicle to meet your different 
management targets (Ntafis 1990). Certainly, there is a lack of knowledge 
in integrating traditional management practices, especially at the micro 
scale level; however, several traditional management practices have been 
adopted in Modern Greek forestry, such as coppicing, which are still being 
applied in forests today (Ntafis 1990).  
7KH GHILQLWLRQ RI µPRGHUQ¶ LV DOVR DPELJXRXV 6RPH IRUHVW UHVHDUFK
mentions the need to avoid mono-cultivation in forests, even plantations, 
and supports sustainable management, a crucial element in forestry from 
its initial development (Chatzistathis and Ispikoudis, 1995). Actually 
foresters were the first to mention the problem of overexploitation and 
supported the idea that forests should be managed as multipurpose 
elements for future human generations (Papastavros and Makris 1986, 
Wiersum, 1995).  
On one hand, a historian or a social scientist could see the forest as the 
element for human development, as capital for progress and probably 
would regard wood cutting as a disaster for the forest (Rackham 2006) or 
even never focus on the forest itself. On the other hand, a biologist might 
be interested only in the concept of biodiversity and, for example, 
emphasise the fact that conifer forests are not species-rich places and thus 
argues that a forest habitat is not so positive in environmental 
management and would not benefit from conservation measures, 
disregarding other important values of a forest (Maestre and Cortina 
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2004). Such a negative approach to forestry is connected with a tactic of 
extensive plantations in the past, destroying natural vegetation and wildlife 
of a place. This made forests an easy to manage element just for timber 
production or hunting (Rackham 2006, Worster 1994). All these negative 
assumptions of forestry can lead to an underestimation of the real value of 
the forest concept and forest science of the past.  
Another difficulty when describing forests, connected again with the 
GLIIHUHQW YLHZV LQ UHFHQW UHVHDUFK LV WKH GHJUHH RI µQDWXUDOQHVV¶ 7HUPV
VXFKDVµQDWXUDO¶µVHPL-QDWXUDO¶µDQFLHQW¶µROGJURZWK¶RUµYLUJLQ¶DUHRIWHQ
ambiguous and several researchers have tried to define these terms, with 
more or less common definitions (Butler et al. 2001, Rose 1992). Forest 
history is connected with these terms, and often the history of a forest can 
define the degree of old growth. There is a big debate especially among 
human geographers over what is natural and if nature actually exists 
(Castree 2000, Williams 1983, Peterken 1996). In addition, there are 
different interpretations of Nature. For example the word for natural in 
Greek is also the word for physical, containing other meanings, probably 
adding even more ambiguity to the term. 
2.7 Ancient forest  
Goldberg et al. (2007, p.110)DUJXHWKDWµWKHFRQFHSWRIDQFLHQWZRRGODQG
FDQ EH WUDFHG EDFN WR DW OHDVW WKH WK FHQWXU\¶ KRZHYHU LW KDV RQO\
recently been a scientific concern (Peterken 1977, Rackham 1976). During 
the last thirty years the importance of ancient trees and woodlands in 
biodiversity, ecology, nature conservation, landscape ecology and forestry 
has been finally recognized (Howard et al. 2002, Rackham 2001). 
Ancient trees are now considered to represent aspects of continuity in 
history with a direct ancestry dating back to the original primitive wildwood 
of Europe (Vera 2000). Moreover, their value for identifying old growth 
forests is essential. They are the most critical indicator for the existence of 
old growth deciduous forests, maintaining an important habitat rich in 
biodiversity especially in fungi, entomology and lichen (Butler et al. 2001).  
Furthermore, the existence of ancient trees in an area is responsible for 
the increase in its interest. For example, the wood-pasture ecosystems in 
Great Britain have only recently achieved a significant interest due to the 
survival of veteran trees in these habitats (Goldberg et al. 2007, Kirby et 
al. 1995, Read 2000).  
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Moreover, it is important to mention some factors responsible for the 
development of an ancient tree, often connected with human activities. 
Ancient trees are frequently a result of human management practices, 
such as pollarding, shredding and coppicing (Rackham 2001, Petit and 
Watkins 2003). Hence, the working trees we see today are a result of 
human needs in the past, containing important knowledge relative to tree 
management and cultivation. Although their importance in biodiversity and 
culture is invaluable, they encounter problems as a result of the 
discontinuity of past management practices (Butler et al. 2001, Rackham 
2001).  
Researchers of Cretan vegetation and landscape have been emphasising 
the importance of ancient trees in the landscape, archaeology and wildlife 
of the island. These trees represent various species (Vogiatzakis and 
Rackham 2007, Vogiatzakis et al. 2006, Rackham and Moody 1996); 
however, a clear definition for them has yet to be established. Another 
issue that should be also examined is whether we have to deal with ancient 
forests or with isolated ancient trees found sporadically in forested areas. 
Even the concept of ancient forest does acknowledge the existence of 
ancient trees, but continue existence of forest in a place for centuries 
(Peterken 1996). Can we conclude that this is the case for Crete or actually 
should we produce another concept for ancient forest? This should be 
examined as evidence has not yet been collected to address this problem.  
Several management practices have been proposed for ancient forests 
especially in the UK, though management in the Mediterranean islands and 
especially Crete regarding this important concept has not yet been 
established. The existence of ancient kermes oak (Q. coccifera) and 
ampelitsia (Zelkova abeliceaWUHHVLQWKHIRUPRIµJLDQWSROODUGV¶KDs been 
already recognised (Vogiatzakis and Rackham 2007). However, there are 
no suggestions of how these trees should be managed.  
The concept of the µDQFLHQWQHVV¶ RI &UHWDQ IRUHVWV KDV QRW Eeen 
integrated into current research as most research has been concentrated 
more on other elements of the landscape. Further study is needed 
regarding forests and how contemporary forestry approaches should 
manage them. All these elements should be of concern for foresters, 
regarding values such as biodiversity, landscape ecology and stability for 
the conservation of forests in Crete.  
Other definitions such as semi-natural, avoiding the term natural that is 
related to virgin (Peterken 1996), used in an antithesis to afforestations, 
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are ambiguous and it is very difficult to say what is semi-natural or not, as 
woodlands are actually dynamic ecosystems with a variety of formations 
even in the same area (Ntafis 1990). Although, there are no actually 
natural forests, the term can be used to describe woodland that is a result 
of a natural process. In contrast, a virgin IRUHVWLVDZRRGODQGµZKLFKKDV
QHYHU EHHQ VLJQLILFDQWO\ LQIOXHQFHG E\ SHRSOH¶ (Peterken 1996, p.16). In 
Greece the majority of the forests are a result of a natural process, 
containing native species and definitely influenced by human actions. 
Hence, the term used in Greek to describe them and distinguish them from 
plantations is physical.  
Moreover, in Greece the majority of the land that is not cultivated with 
some exceptions, is regarded as communal and is under forest legacy. The 
Forest Service is responsible for the conservation and management of 
these areas that generally are considered as public lands. There is a big 
gap in current research concerning these areas that are often of high 
conservation importance, because researchers do not include this fact in 
their studies. As a result their outcomes cannot be integrated by foresters 
and often this knowledge cannot be applied to contemporary forest 
management. For example, the suggestions for avoiding mono-cultivation 
and to continue firewood collection from phryganic areas (Papanastasis 
2004) RU FRQWLQXLQJ µJUD]LQJ DQG RFFXSDWLRQDO EXUQLQJ DV HVVHQWLDO WR
PDLQWDLQ WKH &UHWDQ ODQGVFDSH¶ (Rackham and Moody 1996, p.210) lack 
spatial and temporal elements of management. A forester does not know 
that these suggestions actually are important in woodland management as 
this is not clear in their research or these results might never come in fact 
across their knowledge. In addition, there is not a proposed practical guide 
to where, when and how to apply these measurements. 
In recent decades logging, along with other forestry management, has 
been abandoned in Crete (Rackham and Moody 1996). Consequently there 
is a gap in management of the forests and actually no management is 
practiced anymore. Furthermore, the absence of a historical ecological 
approach in the management of forests in Crete, has led to a gap of 
natural conservation especially given the majority of forested areas are 
within a NATURA 2000 network. 
2.8 Traditional management  
The forests of Crete have no clear boundaries and edges, and can vary 
from dense to open forests and wood-pastures, or savannah to maquis 
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(Zohary and Orshan 1965, Rackham and Moody 1996). The various micro-
climatic conditions and probably the different human management 
practices even in neighbouring villages have led to this considerable 
differentiation. It is important to define these practices, integrate and 
evaluate them in current scientific knowledge and apply them to 
contemporary forestry. The lack of management in Mediterranean forests 
often leads to degradation, loss of biodiversity and increases forest fires 
(Papanastasis 2004). These forests have actually co-evolved with humans 
for thousands of years and the need to continue traditional management 
practices is important for their conservation. There is an emerging need to 
define these practices before local people forget about this completely, as 
modern practices take place in the area and actually traditional forestry is 
QR ORQJHU SUDFWLFHG 7KH WHUP µZRRGPDQVKLS¶ LV XVHG IURP 5DFNKDP WR
GHVFULEH DQG GLVWLQJXLVK FRQYHQWLRQDO IRUHVWU\ IURP µWUDGLWLRQDO¶ IRUHVWU\
(Rackham 2006).  
In the UK even since the 1980s only ancient British woodlands of two 
hectares or more have been analysed and evaluated. This concept helped 
to transform conventional forestry practices in ancient woods. Similar 
approaches have been adapted in Europe and the United States. These 
examples from different parts of the world can be a guide of how to 
PDQDJHDQFLHQWIRUHVWVLQ&UHWH+RZHYHUµWKHSROLFLHVDGDSWHGLQWKH8.
with its paucity of woods may not be directly applicable to France or 
*HUPDQ\ EXW WKHUH DUH PD\ EH VRPH XVHIXO OHVVRQV DQG YLFH YHUVD¶
(Watkins and Kirby 1998, p.xiv).  
Moreover, in Greece there is a gap regarding this traditional knowledge 
and this has resulted in problems and a lack of continuity in current forest 
management. For example in Northern Greece in Pindos, several traditional 
practices that today have been abandoned were responsible for the 
conservation of a cultural landscape which is also rich in biodiversity 
(Saratsi 2003), and Halstead (1998, p.232) argues that: 
along with grazing, burning, logging and cultivation, leaf-
foddering must be regarded as one of the major cultural forces 
which has shaped the recent landscape, and especially 
vegetation, of the Plikari area and of the Pindos mountain in 
general.   
7KHLPSRUWDQFHRIUHFRJQLVLQJWKHµORQJWHUPDQGODUJHVFDOHG\QDPLFV
of woodland vegetation and associated animal communities, and their 
LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK SHRSOH¶ (Watkins and Kirby 1998, p.x) is essential in 
woodland ecology, and thus too in forestry. However, despite the fact that 
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LQ µFRQYHQWLRQDO¶ IRUHVWU\ ZRRGODQG G\QDPLFV ERWK LQ D WHmporal and 
spatial scale are of great importance, there is a gap in knowledge of 
human presence and their interactions with the forest. Often traditional 
practices in Greece are neglected by foresters or are even unknown to 
them.    
Recently, rural policies in Europe have focused on landscape 
conservation. Fish et al (2003, p.40) VWDWHWKDWWKHUHLVDQHHGµWRFRQVLGHU
WKHYDOXHVNQRZOHGJHVDQGSUDFWLFHVRIODQGPDQDJHUVLQFOXGLQJIDUPHUV¶
in conservation practices and policies. Forest management should also 
integrate upland population knowledge, past and current, and evaluate it 
for the benefits both of the forest ecosystems and the society. In Greece 
often the human dimension within forestry is disregarded in the sense of 
human involvement in traditional management. However, it is now 
UHFRJQLVHG WKDW µLQGLJHQRXV JURXSV RIIHU DOWHUQDWLYH NQRZOHGJH DQG
perspectives based on their own locally developed practices of resource 
XVH¶(Berkes et al. 2000, p.1251), thus Greek forestry could be illuminated 
by such information. Rackham and Moody noticed that (1996, p.210) 
µWUDGLWLRQDO &UHWH KDV PXFK WR WHOO WKH UHVW RI WKH ZRUOG DERXW OLYLQJ LQ
KDUPRQ\ZLWKWKHODQGVFDSH¶DQGLWLVLPSRUWDQWWRUHFRJQLVHDQGHYDOXDWH
this wisdom of Cretans related to their natural environment management.  
2.9 Change or no change 
Over recent decades there has been considerable debate and several 
million Euros have been spent on research of ecosystem monitoring and 
land cover change. It seems that people resist change and are inherently 
conventional or afraid of the new stages that they have to face. One of the 
main programmes funded from EU was the CORINE. This programme 
started in 1985 and tried to check land cover changes and to monitor 
ecosystems and natural heritage at the European level (EEA 2000).  
Freranec et al (2010, p.19), suggests that at the (XURSHDQ OHYHO µWKH
overall area of identified land cover changes in 24 European countries in 
the period 1990±2000 was around 88,000 km2 which equals 2.5% of their 
WRWDODUHD¶ 
Quezel (2004) supports that there is generally an increase in forest 
cover over the last hundred years all over the north Mediterranean, while 
the south faces deforestation. Crete geographically is in the middle. 
Despite the general trend of northern Mediterranean countries that 
includes continental Greece as well, the case for Crete is different. 
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Rackham and Moody (1996) support the first view of a general increase of 
forest over the last 150 years in Crete, as a result of cultivation 
abandonment, reduced browsing and woodcutting.     
However, other research based on census information between 1990 
and 2000 for Greece suggests that Crete has very high deforestation rates 
and Heraklion and Rethymnon Prefectures are among the five cases in 
Greece with the highest values (Minetos and Polyzos 2010). These results 
could reflect a pressure on coastal forests that has been influenced by 
touristic development and urbanization. In addition, they suggest that 
µGHIRUHVWDWLRQ PRYHV WR PRUH UHPRWH UHJLRQV DV DFFHVVLELOLW\ LPSURYHV¶
(Minetos and Polyzos 2010, p.470) in Greece.  
Other researchers suggest a more stable status of forest cover since 
1945, when the first aerial photography is available. Arianoutsou (2001, 
p.167) in her research in west Crete, recorded that between 1945 and 
µWKHWRWDODUHDRIWKHQDWXUDO0HGLWHUUDQHDn plant communities, that 
is phrygana, maquis, garrigues, other broad-leaved woodlands, Pinus 
brutia and Cupressus sempervirens IRUHVWVKDVQRW FKDQJHVLJQLILFDQWO\¶
+RZHYHUSKU\JDQLFYHJHWDWLRQDQGPDTXLV µKDYHEHHQ UHGXFHG LQ IDYRXU
of the Pinus brutia and Cupressus sempervirens IRUHVWV¶ (Arianoutsou 
2001, p.168), and this was connected with depopulation of the upland 
villages over the last decades.  
In central Crete and the area of Psiloritis, more recent research 
concerning deforestation and land cover change has been implemented. A 
piece of research that compared satellite imagery from 1977 till 1996, 
concluded that 40% of the vegetation cover in Psiloritis had been 
decreased, where 21% had been increased, with the majority of the 
degradation occurring in the central areas of the Mountain (Hostert et al. 
2003). In another study in the same area, that included aerial photography 
from 1945 and satellite imagery (1996), thus covering a period of more 
than 50 years, it was concluded that forests are resistant to change. In 
DGGLWLRQ WKH DXWKRUV FRQFOXGHG WKDW WKHUH ZDV DQ µXQH[SHFWHG VSDWLDO
KHWHURJHQHLW\ FRQFHUQLQJ YHJHWDWLRQ GHJUDGDWLRQ OHYHOV¶ (Hostert et al. 
2003, p.4028) and the degradation levels of forested areas are significantly 
less than other vegetation types of Psiloritis. In addition, in this research 
the result was a complex picture of degradation areas, areas with 
increased vegetation cover or neutral areas and there was not a clear 
connection with increased numbers of livestock in Psiloritis over the last 
decades. Papanastasis et al. (2003) concluded that in Psiloritis, 
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overgrazing had a negative impact on plant diversity in grasslands and in 
phryganic ecosystems only when it was combined with fire. Generally, 
woody vegetation, even phryganic, provides more resilience to 
overgrazing.  
2.10 GIS in forest and historical research 
µ*,6WKHDFURQ\PIRUGeographical Information Systems, has been around 
VLQFH WKHV¶ (Fotheringham and Wilson 2008, p.1). However, a clear 
definition for GIS does not really exist, and varies according to user needs 
and the applications where GIS is used. Apart from the conventional 
functions of data and digital map storage, visualization and spatial analysis 
(Couclelis 2003, Longley et al. 2005)*,6 LV µDOVRD WRRO IRU synthesis of 
geographic information, and therefore, for the production of applied 
JHRJUDSKLFDO NQRZOHGJH¶ (Couclelis 2003, p.166). Geography has been 
transformed from conventional cartography to digital maps (Vogiatzakis et 
al. 2006) and GIS has become a tool to create maps for everyday 
computer users. 
Moreover, the ability of GIS to integrate different data sources and 
create new knowledge makes it an invaluable and necessary tool in 
GLIIHUHQWGLVFLSOLQHVVXFKDVHFRORJ\DQGKLVWRU\(FRORJLVWV µGLVFRYHUed a 
SRZHUIXOWRROIRUVWRULQJHFRORJLFDOGDWDDQGDQDO\VLQJHFRORJLFDOSURFHVVHV¶
(Vogiatzakis et al. 2006, p.185). GIS is a key tool for environmentalists, 
since it can help them to integrate different complex data and can support 
the decision making process in an efficiently and correct way when and 
where it is needed (Longley et al. 2005, Salem 2003, Lee et al. 2002). 
The use of GIS in historical research has only recently received 
significant attention (Gregory 2003, Gregory and Healey 2007), and 
µHPHUJHGDVDSURPLVLQJQHZDSSURDFKIRUVWXG\LQJWKHSDVW¶DOWKRXJK it 
µLV VWLOO VRPHWKLQJ RI D PDYHULFN PHWKRG LQ WKH VWXG\ RI KLVWRU\ DV \HW
XQKHDUGRILQVRPHTXDUWHUV¶(Knowles and Hillier 2008, p.xiii). 
It is often connected with historical geography and recently many 
scientists have started to appreciate its advantages. Baker (2003, p.44) 
VWDWHVWKDWLWLVµDQH[FLWLQJDQGFKDOOHQJLQJGHYHORSPHQW¶WKDWFDQSUHVHQW
historical knowledge visually, implement sophisticated analysis and study 
the relationships of historical data in various scales and not only at the 
local scale as is normal in conventional history (White 2008). 
Despite the ability of GIS to create knowledge (Couclelis 2003), many 
historical geographers have regarded it as a tool for mapping (Gregory and 
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Healey 2007). On the one hand, the role of GIS in map creation is very 
important but it is not the main purpose or characteristic. On the other 
hand, GIS should be considered more as a database technology, which 
integrates different data types and adds a key dimension to them: spatial 
data. This specific feature of GIS enables it to execute queries, not only 
about what features the database contains but also where they are placed 
(Longley et al. 2005, Gregory and Healey 2007, Fotheringham and Wilson 
2008). The ability to integrate different complex data in various scales 
enables DQDO\VLVIURPORFDOWRUHJLRQDOVFDOHVDQGDVDUHVXOWµZHFDQWHOO
PRUHFRPSOH[VWRULHVPRUHFOHDUO\DQGFRKHUHQW¶(White 2008, p.x). 
GIS has been used in several applications in the study of ecology, 
forestry and agriculture as well as ancient trees (Farcy et al. 2005, Longley 
et al. 2005). There are numerous examples of GIS use in studies related to 
landscape fragmentation and species distribution (Vogiatzakis et al. 2006). 
Frequently, ecological research has been focused either on the study of a 
specific species or at the habitat and ecosystem level (Brito et al. 1999, 
Russell et al. 1997). Axelsson (2000) in a boreal forest of Northern Sweden 
used GIS to combine different historical data and he was then able to 
identify crucial forest habitats for biodiversity. Finally, he presented a GIS 
model that could integrate historical data into current management plans. 
Furthermore, GIS integrated with GPS technology has been used in the UK 
for managing ancient woodland and trees and for prioritizing the areas of 
future conservation measurements (Goldberg et al. 2007, Smith 2000, Lee 
et al. 2002). This ability of GIS can help managers to reduce cost and time 
and focus on the areas that actually have high risk status. 
In addition, in agriculture, GIS has proved particularly useful in 
monitoring olive tree movements in an area of Andalusia in Spain (Ramos 
et al. 2007) and has helped farmers and agriculturists in Hungary to make 
more effective farming decisions (Nemenyi et al. 2003). Moreover, GIS 
analysis was able to explain the differentiation in agricultural productivity 
in Wales in the mid-nineteenth century that was not only related to the 
physical characteristics of the fields but it was also influenced by human 
factors: the owners and the tenants of the fields (Gregory and Healey 
2007). Nowadays, the use of GIS in precision agriculture is even more 
important, despite the fact that GIS tools still remain expensive and 
somewhat user unfriendly (Runquist et al. 2001). 
The use of historical geography and ecology is crucial when we need to 
study ancient trees, forests or old growth areas. Past facts and moreover 
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history are essential for current and future conservation of these important 
locations that contain ancient characteristics. Goldberg et al. (2007, p.110) 
VWDWHWKDWµWKHFRQFHSWRIDQFLHQWZRRGODQGDQGWKHLQYHQWRU\KDYHEHFRPH
SRZHUIXO WRROV LQ FRQVHUYDWLRQ SROLF\¶ +RZHYHU IXWXUH FRQVHUYDWLRQ
measurements have to consiGHU VRPH FUXFLDO HOHPHQWV VXFK DV µWKH
likelihood that ancient woods are primary; degrees of semi-naturalness; 
where does woodland end and wood-pasture begin; how small ancient 
ZRRGODQGFDQEH¶ (Goldberg et al. 2007, p.110). GIS can help to answer 
these questions and apply new knowledge in order to help conservationists 
support their decisions.  
In contrast, there is criticism of historical GIS studies, mainly based on 
WKH IDFW µWKDW WKH\ DUH EHWWHU DW LGHQWLI\LQJ DQG GHVFULELQJ SDWWHUQV WKDQ
they are at H[SODLQLQJWKHP¶(Gregory and Healey 2007, p.650). However, 
even the ability to identify patterns is important as it can result in an 
explanation of these patterns. Moreover, Vogiatzakis et al. (2006, p.189) 
DUJXH WKDW µXQGHUVWDQGLQJ FXUUHQW VSHFLHV DQGYHgetation patterns in the 
0HGLWHUUDQHDQ%DVLQ UHTXLUHVDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRISDVWKXPDQDFWLYLWLHV¶
However, data that are used in GIS analysis have to be measurable and 
mapable. This has resulted in a gap in the use of human disturbance data 
in GIS analysis of vegetation and ecological studies in the Mediterranean 
(Vogiatzakis et al. 2006). 
In forest history research the combination of different methods 
produces a more accurate result. The use of GIS in forest history research 
will add a spatial element to the sources in order to understand forest 
ecosystem evolution better and be able to apply current management 
practices spatially and temporally. 
2.11 A new era in Geography 
A new era in geography and GIS is a fact. Since 1998 when the 
inspirational speech of Al Gore for a Digital Earth took place, we have 
witnessed the development of Google Earth and Virtual Earth and his 
dream seems to have been fulfilled (Goodchild, 2008). Today the internet 
has become widely available, the evolution of GIS from a focused GIS 
specialists group has been moved to a daily common application of any 
internet-user. It maybe a less sophisticated use of spatial questions, but it 
still remains a GIS use. 
Google Earth eliminates the need to study expensive satellite images as 
Rackham did to discover the rare and hidden forests of Crete (Rackham 
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and Moody 1996). Everyone can now just open an application on their pc 
and navigate in those secret and hidden places. Of course all these are also 
satellite images that are freely accessible.      
On the one hand, there are still several limitations and a lot of progress 
is needed in order to have a global tool, used from everyday applications 
to specific research needs. On the other hand, scientists are now more 
familiar with this advent and often use Digital Earth in their research. For 
example Conroy et al. (2008), used GIS to export and share 
palaeontological data derived from the Great Divide Basin of south-western 
Wyoming in the US in a Google Earth application. The other users were 
unfamiliar with sophisticated GIS software and this application helped them 
to use the data in an easy and efficient way. This is only one example of 
new opportunities created today in sharing knowledge.  
However, several other uses of web-GIS, not always connected with 
Google Earth, but interacting with community members, have been in 
range for a long time. Web-GIS has been used even in collecting specific 
ecological information in a data-base, or in helping citizens to participate in 
decision making processes, relative to environmental and landscape 
conservation issues (Kelly and Tuxen 2003, Schuck et al. 2005). 
2.12 Current trends in Forestry 
Since 1992, the NATURA 2000 network has been established in all EU 
member countries, and there is a need to develop a new approach to 
forest management. Almost all the forests and forested areas of Crete are 
within a NATURA site and the fact that even the new forest law in Greece 
demands new standards in forest works that are within NATURA areas, 
resulted in the need to understand and study the forest history of these 
places. The need to study human actions of the past that are connected 
with current vegetation status in the Mediterranean Basin has been 
recognized as particularly important by  several researchers (Vogiatzakis et 
al. 2006, Moreno 2004, Rackham 2006, Kirby and Watkins 1998). One 
cannot understand the present Mediterranean ecosystems without studying 
their history, and thus cannot apply conservation measurements in these 
areas disregarding a continuity of traditional management practices applied 
over for centuries. 
In the UK over recent decades, there has been a scientific concern with 
the concept of ancient woodland (Goldberg et al. 2007), and the 
importance of ancient trees and woodlands in biodiversity, ecology, natural 
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conservation, landscape ecology and forestry has been finally recognized 
(Howard et al. 2002, Rackham and Moody 1996). The need for forest 
history is obvious if we want to understand and manage these important 
sites. This example of management in the UK should be applied in 
Mediterranean ecosystems, where human actions have altered the 
ODQGVFDSH DQG FUHDWHG DQ µHTXLOLEULXP¶ EHWZHHQ KXPDQ DQG QDWXUH
(Papanastasis 2004). 
Moreno (2004, p.389) reinforces the importance of historical ecology 
DQGORFDOKLVWRU\LQWKHLGHQWLILFDWLRQRIWKHµHQYLURQPHQWDODVSHFWVRIWKH
(XURSHDQ UXUDO KHULWDJH¶  WKDW ZLOO EH XVHG IRU WKHLU FRQVHUYDWLRQ 2IWHQ
European policy, applied across the whole of Europe, disregards such local 
elements and traditional management practices thus lose their continuity. 
This is often the case in forestry, where traditional management and local 
knowledge are neglected.  
However, recent and current trends in forestry, even in central 
European conventional forestry, show a shift from timber production to 
more sustainable forest management that includes Non-Timber-Forest-
Products (NTFPs) and services of forests (Siry et al. 2005). Farrell et al. 
(2000, p.5) FRQFOXGHG WKDW µZKLOH VXVWDLQDEOH PDQDJHPHQW Veen as 
sustained yield of wood supply, has been practised in forestry for centuries 
modern ideas of sustainability are broader in scope, embracing all the 
JRRGV DQG VHUYLFHV RI WKH IRUHVW¶ 7KH µJOREDOO\ DJUHHG FULWHULD IRU
sustainable forest management are: extent of forest resources, biological 
diversity, forest health and vitality, productive functions of forests, 
protective functions of forests, socio-economic benefits and needs, legal, 
SROLF\DQGLQVWLWXWLRQDOIUDPHZRUN¶&DVWDxHGDS. 
Furthermore, over recent decades, NTFPs have attracted the attention 
of researchers all over the world. There are several definitions and 
observations in relation to NTFPs. Some of them include only non-timber 
products collected from forests, whereas others include a broader definition 
and mention Non-Timber Forest Benefits or Non-Timber Values, including 
forest services, such as watershed protection, carbon storage, tourism, and 
cultural values (Croitoru 2007). However, there were several problems 
when people tried to enumerate and study their economic impact on 
societies. Often NTFPs are used for local consumption and are not included 
in formal accounts and are not eligible for large scale commercialization 
(Pierce et al. 2003).  
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Croitoru (2007, p.769), defines six major categories of NTFPs for 
0HGLWHUUDQHDQ IRUHVWV µILUHZRRG FRUN IRGGHU IRU JUD]LQJ PXVKURRPV
honey and other NTFPs. The last category covers a variety of fruits and 
plants, which are usually found in smaller amounts than the five main 
17)3V¶ In Greece and particularly Crete, the role of NTFPs' in forest 
management and the daily life of local populations is unknown. How official 
foresters valued these products and how important they were in the life of 
rural populations in the past and today has not yet been explored.   
In the Mediterranean basin and especially in Crete, forest management 
cannot be applied as it has been in other continental European areas. 
)RUHVWV DUH QRW µSURGXFWLYH¶ LQ WHUPV RI WLPEHU DQG WKXV FDQQRW EH
managed with a main target being timber production (Scarascia-Mugnozza 
et al. 2000, Fabbio et al. 2003). In Greece over 40% of the forests are 
managed for timber (Fabbio et al. 2003) where the remaining 60% are 
regarded as unproductive and are generally neglected. Forests in Crete are 
of the second category, unproductive, and no forest management is 
currently applied. In order to redefine forestry in Crete there is a need to 
understand forest evolution and rediscover traditional management 
practices. There is a need to integrate past actions with modern trends of 
forestry that will respond to current social circumstances, in order to 
manage forests and gain benefits, for both society and environment. 
One of the most fascinating elements of forest history is that it can be 
applied to contemporary forest science, regarding management and 
conservation of forests and not just simply as a history. In a discipline such 
as forestry where the decision of a manager will be seen and evaluated by 
future generations, historical research is a useful tool to help achieve a 
µFRUUHFW¶ PDQDJHPHQW GHFLVLRQ DQG QRW UHSHDW PLVWDNHV RI WKH SDVW
(Rietbergen 2001). It is easier to study the past in order to understand the 
present and predict the future than to conduct experiments and try to find 
out what the future could be like. 
2.13 Conclusion    
Forest history research has not yet become important in Greece or Crete. 
Recent works have mainly focused on the landscape elements (Rackham 
and Moody 1996), vegetation studies (Tsiouvaras 1987) or degradation 
and desertification (Lyrintzis and Papanastasis 1995, Hill et al. 1998, 
Hostert et al. 2003), but never on the forest and its value for Cretans. 
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Moreover, the use of GIS in historical and forest research is quite rare and 
this study will use GIS to integrate historical and ecological information.  
In addition, most of the time researchers have focused on elements that 
are useful in their specific topic of research and their discipline but not on 
how all this important information can be integrated in practice, or 
implemented in the field. Management issues theoretically have been 
proposed but never from the position of someone who is responsible for 
their implementation. Thus this research is not only important for its 
epistemological findings but also practicality, in terms of implementation in 
current forestry in Crete.    
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
A key element in forest history research is the combination of different 
VRXUFHVDQGPHWKRGRORJLHVµ)RUHVWVDUHVKDSHGE\KXPDQVDQGWKH\DOVR
affected human society, but the possibility of detecting evidence of this 
mutual influence is given by our ability to combine different approaches 
and methodV¶ (Agnoletti 2000, p.17). The synthesis of these various 
techniques is important to lead to a clear picture and to understand the 
procedures that have taken place in the past and have shaped current 
forests. The available information and sources, in relation to chronology in 
environmental historical studies as they have been proposed by Moreno 
and Montanari (2008) are shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1: µ6FKHPH RI WKH UHODWLRQVKLSV ZLWKLQ FXOWXUDO ODQGVFDSHV
FKURQRORJ\ VWXG\ DSSURDFKHV DQG PDLQ DYDLODEOH VRXUFHV¶ (Moreno and 
Montanari 2008, p.34) 
Source: Figure redrawn by the author, taken from Moreno and Montanari (2008, p.34) 
In this research the focus is to define traditional forest management 
practices, used by local people in the past in order to understand current 
forests. A deep knowledge of human interactions with their environment in 
Crete will inform modern forestry with new knowledge, applied in the past 
by local people but misunderstood or ignored by modern foresters and 
managers in Greece.  
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3.2 Issues in forest history research      
There are several limitations in forest history research. Problems occur 
when researchers focus mainly in one of the two essential elements of the 
human - physical environment, without applying an equal balance between 
the two. The need to use different sources and methodologies requires 
knowledge of several techniques. Despite the fact that foresters are aware 
RI WKH YDOXH RI IRUHVW KLVWRU\ WKH\ µRIWHQ ODFN NQRZOHGJH RI WUDGLWLRQDO
historical sources and the skills needed to combine them with field 
HYLGHQFH¶(Agnoletti 2000, p.9). The need for knowledge to be exchanged 
between the different disciplines is very important in forest history 
(Watkins and Kirby 1998, Agnoletti 2000).       
The use of written sources, that often contain bias, and can tell us only 
a part of the story, is very common in forest history, and the researcher 
should be aware of this when analysing and evaluating the reliability of the 
sources used (Speck 1998, Agnoletti 2000). In addition the use of various 
techniques and methods, despite several limitations, can be beneficial 
when some sources are not available in an area.  
Rackham (2006) summarizes (Table 3.1) what a researcher should be 
aware of, in order to tell a more accurate history. It is important to 
combine different sources, evaluate them regarding the different spatial 
GLIIHUHQWLDWLRQVDQGDYRLGZULWLQJµSVHXGRKLVWRU\¶DQGµSVHXGRHFRORJ\¶ 
µ+RZWRZULWHSVHXdo-history How to write pseudo-ecology 
Do no field work Confuse trees and other plants and animals 
ZLWK µ7KH (QYLURQPHQW¶ GR QRW LQYHVWLJDWH
their behaviour 
Confine yourself to written documents Assume that all trees behave alike 
Use contemporary documents of a 
generalised nature 
Confuse the history of the countryside with 
the history of country folk or of what people 
have said about the countryside 
Use forest laws as direct evidence of what 
was or was not done 
Copy what previous authors have said 
5HO\RQRWKHUSHRSOH¶VWUDQVODWLRQV Expect the history of the landscape to be 
simple 
Pay attention to contemporary writers who 
had much to say for themselves 
Take official statistics at face value, without 
reading the small print of how they were 
arrived at or what exactly they mean 
Assume that everything presented as 
µOHJHQG¶ RU ¶RUDO KLVWRU\¶ LV ZKDW LW FODLPV
to be 
1HYHUDGPLW\RXGRQ¶WNQRZVRPHWKLQJ¶ 
Table 3.1: µ+RZ\RXFDQZULWHDpseudo-KLVWRU\HFRORJ\¶5DFNKDP
p.185-186). 
Source: Rackham 2006, pp.185-186  
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Methodology in forest history research cannot be applied in the same 
way in different areas, even in the same state. Forest ecosystems are 
diverse and can react differently in a temporal and spatial scale to human 
and environmental influences. Moreover, human adaptation to 
environment can vary between different societies, even when they are 
facing similar problems. This differentiation is often connected with the 
cultural and social status of a society (Orlove, 2005).      
3.3 Choosing the methodology 
In this study, the chosen methods include both quantitative and qualitative 
elements. Written sources, oral history, field data collection along with the 
use of physical data, were integrated in GIS and were analysed. The 
selection of multiple methods was important to gain a better understanding 
RIWKHIRUHVWKLVWRU\RIWKHDUHDDQGZDVXVHIXOLQµWULDQJXODWLRQ¶7KLVFDQ
reduce uncertainty derived from the use of different methodologies and 
leads to a better understanding of the research question and more 
accurate conclusions (Valentine 2005). For example, interviews can be 
XVHGDV
VWDQGDORQHPHWKRGV
KRZHYHUWKH\DUHRIWHQXVHGµDVDPHDQRI
triangulation in multi-methods reseDUFK¶ (Longhurst 2010, p.106). 
Investigations of archival or secondary sources which may include bias can 
be cross-evaluated with oral history data and vice versa. In the present 
study, oral histories were useful as a means of testing written records and 
to evaluate field observation of the study area and vice versa. Moreover, 
the recall of these traditional forest management practices resulted in 
useful information about forest law and its influence on local communities 
and contemporary forests.       
3.4 Selection of the study area       
Psiloritis Mountain located in central Crete, was selected for this research 
for its natural characteristics and the cultural importance it has played in 
Crete and Greece. The place that Zeus was raised hidden from his father 
Crones is still considered the main representative element of Crete. The 
eastern parts of the Mountain are within Heraklion Prefecture and were 
studied for their forest values. In addition the area of the municipality of 
Anogeia, in the neighbouring Prefecture of Rethymnon was also included in 
this research (Figure 3.2).       
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Figure 3.2: Map of Crete, with the research area. 
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS  
In Psiloritis one of the largest kermes oak (Q. coccifera) forests, the 
forest of Rouvas, exists and it is characterised by its uniqueness of the 
formation of forest for this species. The area of Psiloritis has been under 
human exploitation for at least 10,000 years (Lyrintzis 1996, Lyrintzis and 
Papanastasis 1995, Papanastasis 2004, Rackham and Moody 1996). 
Traditional management by local people has produced the current 
landscape features that will be examined at the local scale of eastern 
Psiloritis. The results of this study can be extended to other areas of Crete, 
and Greece or the Mediterranean regions that present similar 
environmental characteristics. Forestry can be illuminated from this 
traditional knowledge, where generally forests are considered unproductive 
and neglected (Scarascia-Mugnozza et al. 2000).          
3.5  Initial contacts    
My contacts with the area of Psiloritis are inherent as my descent is from 
one of the Psiloritis villages, Ano Asites. In addition, having studied 
forestry in Greece I worked in the municipality of Rouvas as a forester for 
a period of more than three years and later on in Heraklion Forest 
Direction for another seven years. Thus, I had a very good network of 
contacts with local people from the research area before this research was 
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implemented. This did help me to extend the network of contacts during 
the research and perform the necessary field work, interviews and archival 
research more efficiently. Several problems could arise from my 
background as a forester and being an employee in Forest Service, and 
subjectivity was an issue I had always to deal with.  
Takacs (2003, p.29) KLJKOLJKWV WKDW µRQO\ E\ OLVWHQLQJ WR RWKHUV FDQ ,
become aware of the conceptual shackles imposed by my own identity and 
H[SHULHQFHV¶ 7KLV ZDV PRUH REYLRXV GXULQJ WKH VHFRQG \HDU RI WKH
research and after having implemented the first pilot interviews in the 
summer of 2008. Definitely my observation and the critical evaluation of 
the information have been influenced by my background, as a forester and 
as a citizen of Crete. However, this was more positive than negative 
because it inspired me to carry on with this research as my findings could 
have a practical use in my current work. The ability to evaluate or to 
discover useful practices that could be applied in current forest 
management was one of the most fascinating things. In addition, the 
connection of local people with Psiloritis showed the strong relationship of 
humans with their land, something that modern life style and urbanization 
tends to reduce.      
3.6 Oral History 
Oral history is widely used in geographical research, and remains one of 
the main methods in human geography. The two main tools to obtain 
current information in oral history are interviewing and questionnaires.  
Interviews are another way of talking to people. However, talking only 
is not enough: you need to listen, and listen carefully to what people say. 
You need to elicit information that often is hidden behind words and 
expressions (Krueger and Casey 2000, Longhurst 2010). Another way to 
explore people¶V GDLO\ OLYHV LV WKURXJK TXHVWLRQQDLUHV +RZHYHU DV
9DOHQWLQHDUJXHVµWKH\DUHQRWWDLORUHGWRLQGLYLGXDOFLUFXPVWDQFHV¶(2005, 
p.110) and they do not allow participants to express their own opinion, but 
WU\ WR VXLW WKHLU UHVSRQVHV LQ D µ\HV RU QR¶ IRUPat (Longhurst 2010). 
Questionnaires are more useful in research related to large populations and 
help to survey a representative sample. It should be considered a 
quantitative rather than a qualitative method. On the contrary, interviews, 
which can be unstructured or semi-structured, provide an opportunity for 
interviewees to depict details of their everyday life, which are often 
complex and unique, and to reflect them in their own words and 
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expressions (Valentine 2005). Instead of being a statistical focused tool as 
TXHVWLRQQDLUHV RIWHQ DUH LQWHUYLHZV DUH µDQDO\VHG XVLQJ D WH[WXDO
DSSURDFKUHO\LQJRQZRUGVDQGPHDQLQJVUDWKHUWKDQVWDWLVWLFV¶(Valentine 
2005, p.111).  
In forest history research there is a need for information related to past 
events and interactions of humans with forest resources. It is important to 
gain detailed information regarding past management practices, rather 
than to have a yes or no answer that a questionnaire can provide. Hence, 
interviews are the appropriate method for recovering hidden elements of 
life in the past in the villages and of how people use nature for their own 
benefit (Saratsi 2003).  
The use of oral interviews was crucial for obtaining a clear picture of 
how, when, where and why traditional management practices were held. 
Some limitations though can exist as Rackham (2003, p.15) could hardly 
find information on 'woodmanship' from villagers in England and mentions 
µKRZOLWWOHSHRSOHREVHUYHDQGKRZVKRUWPHPRULHVDUH¶+RZHYHULQ&UHWH
this was not the case as there are different uses of the forests some of 
which involve the participation of the whole population of a village 
(Arvanitis 2008) 2UDO LQWHUYLHZV ZHUH XVHIXO WR LGHQWLI\ YLOODJHUV¶
approaches and needs related to the forested areas. Information derived 
from the oral history interviews were combined with the formal 
governmental decisions in both local and state level. The main aim was to 
acquire the knowledge regarding traditional management practices that 
existed in the past and may continue in the present. These practices were 
used to evaluate and prioritise future forest management suggestions, 
regarding current trends in forest conservation and environmental 
management.       
3.7 Interviews      
The development of a research based in oral history is a very complex and 
difficult task. Several issues needed to be taken into consideration before 
going out in the field and ahead of the actual process of interviewing. 
Which method of interview you should select depends on what your 
research actually needs. There are three main types of interviews 
µVWUXFWXUHGXQVWUXFWXUHGDQGVHPL-structured, which can be placed along a 
FRQWLQXXP¶(Longhurst 2010, p.105). For the purposes of this research and 
in order to fulfil the research objectives, the semi-structured and 
unstructured types were selected. These methods, were efficient and gave 
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time and space to the interviewees to speak freely and describe their life or 
memories of the past. I was aware of the important ethical issues, and 
how not to put the interviewee in an uncomfortable position. In addition, 
the interviews were in a format that kept the attention and interest of the 
interviewees till the end. People can be very busy, cautious, or unwilling to 
be interviewed, but these potential difficulties were limited through the 
development of some initial key contacts with the target group of 
interviewees.        
,QWHUYLHZV ZHUH KHOG LQLWLDOO\ ZLWK µJDWHNHHSHUV¶ VXFK DV PD\RUV
FRXQFLO ZRUNHUV DQG IRUHVW VHUYLFH SHUVRQQHO µ*DWHNHHSHUV¶ DUH WKH
µLQGLYLGXDOV LQ DQ RUJDQL]Dtion that have the power to grant or withhold 
DFFHVVWRSHRSOHRUVLWXDWLRQVIRUWKHSXUSRVHVRIUHVHDUFK¶(Burgess 1991, 
p.48). These people provided me with information, where and who to 
approach next. Furthermore, with other contacts, not necessarily 
gatekeepers, a snowballing WHFKQLTXH ZDV DSSOLHG µ7KLV WHUP GHVFULEHV
using one contact to help you recruit another contact, who in turn can put 
\RX LQ WRXFKZLWKVRPHRQHHOVH¶ (Valentine 2005, p.117). This procedure 
helped to build a more extended network of contacts, useful not only for 
interviews but also to gain information and access to different sources 
useful for the whole research. In addition, these first interviewed contacts 
allowed me to familiarise myself with the interviewing procedure, to 
evaluate the questions and the structure of the interview.  
Some limitations of the snowballing technique, such as the potential 
subjectivity of the initial Gatekeepers in terms of who they suggested for 
subsequent interviews, was addressed by the use of multiple Gatekeepers. 
This strategy helped me to contact a wider range of interviewees.  
In geography the spatial element is important, and the villages selected 
for interviews (Figure 3.3) had different characteristics. In some villages 
the majority worked in animal husbandry, while in others only a few 
villagers still had animals, other villages had more of a farming culture and 
some had a mixed population of farmers and shepherds. It is important to 
mention that villages with a large area of land used for grazing have a 
minimum amount of land used for farming and vice versa. There are also 
areas with a more mixed land use, like Gergeri and Ano Asites or 
Krousonas (Figure 3.4). In addition, interviews were conducted with people 
of different age groups and genders (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.3: Selected villages of the research area for interviewing.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS   
 
Figure 3.4: Land-use types of the year 1991 for the selected villages for 
interviews.  
Source: Graph drawn by the author based on information from the Statistical Authority of 
Greece (EL.STAT. 1991)    
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Figure 3.5: The age spectrum of the interviewees. Ages are divided in 
decades, eg. 50s include the ages 50-59. 
Source: Graph drawn by the author based on interview data (Appendix II)    
 
Figure 3.6: Sex percentage in the interviewees.  
Source: Graph drawn by the author based on interview data (Appendix II)    
3.7.1 Conducting the interviews 
Interview types vary from structured to unstructured depending on the 
topic and the confidence of the interviewer. Each project is unique and 
there is no strict guide to follow (Dunn 2005, Valentine 2005). However, 
there are several suggestions that a researcher can adapt, such as: 
preparing a list of themes and questions; start with an easy to answer 
question; leave difficult to answer questions until the second half of the 
interview; leave enough time to warm up before the interview (Longhurst 
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2010). Often, new themes arise in an interview, and the researcher should 
have the flexibility to recognise them and alter questions in order to collect 
new information (Valentine 2005), thus an unstructured format is often 
useful.      
One of the most important problems is the lack of confidence of the 
researcher and the experience to manage complex interviews. In order to 
get confidence in interviewing in the present research, the first interviews 
were held in a semi- structured type format and the author gradually 
shifted to an unstructured format. Hence, questions initially of a semi-
structured type were useful for gatekeepers (Appendix I) and unstructured 
questions were specifically designed for the villagers. The questions were 
divided into two sorts, those dealing with forest elements and grazing 
elements (Appendix I 'HSHQGLQJ RQ WKH LQWHUYLHZHH¶V LQWHUHVWV WKH
questions were focused on forestry or grazing or both.   
In addition preliminary research on the archives was implemented 
before the formation of the questions. This was particularly useful as it 
provided information of past management practices in the research area 
that were documented officially. Moreover, familiarization with what was 
happening in the past along with some historical information, helped to 
develop a list of themes that were useful in prompting interviewees to 
recall memories of the past. The first interviews showed that the 
suggestion of McDowell IRULQWHUYLHZHUVµQRWWRWDONVRPXFK¶(2010, p.165) 
was particularly useful and something I tried to follow, though this was not 
always easy.  
The total number of the people interviewed was 90 with an average 
length of each interview of 40 minutes. The majority of the interviews were 
recorded, using a digital recorder. This technique is particularly helpful in 
allowing the researcher to concentrate on the interview without trying to 
write down the information (Longhurst 2010). Moreover, it allows the 
researcher to revisit the original interview several times and study it in 
more depth. Although this procedure has several benefits, it requires much 
effort in transcribing the interview material (Valentine 2005). Four of the 
interviewees refused to speak to the recorder, thus their responses had to 
be written on paper. 
3.7.2 Ethical issues 
A main concern when doing interviews should be the status of the 
researcher and how interviewees will perceive the relationship with the 
interviewer. Sharing similar experiences with the interviewee or having the 
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same background can help to establish a better relationship. The result can 
EHDµULFKGHWDLOHGFRQYHUVDWLRQEDVHGRQHPSDWK\DQGPXWXDOUHVSHFWDQG
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ¶9DOHQWLQHS7KHUHIRUHP\OLQHDJHIURPRQHRI
the villages (Ano Asites), being able to speak the local Cretan dialect, 
having been employed in one of the local municipalities (Rouvas, 1999-
2002), and being a forester in Heraklion Forest Direction, was particularly 
useful. These characteristics helped to establish a good relationship with 
most of the interviewees. In close societies such as small villages in Crete, 
knowing a few members of the village is like knowing the entire 
population. Anyone knows everybody; as a consequence most of the 
people feel familiar with me even though meeting for first time.  
In general, it is important to avoid questions that may refer to ethical 
issues or make interviewees feel uncomfortable. Although, questions were 
not referring to an action as illegal, several interviewees mentioned that 
themselves, probably because they felt the interviewer was part of their 
society. Here is an example, where the question was about hunting in the 
mountain and the response from the interviewee emphasised the fact that 
her father did not have any permission to hunt.  
PǉĮǈįİǌǋǎǑǊİǐǉǑǌǆǄǎǘıĮǌİȺĮǊǈƾ 
An12: ƪǄǙ ıǎǑ Ǌƿǔ ǉǎȺƿǊǈ ǎ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ ǋǎǑ ǀĲĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ǉǑǌǆǄǗǐ ǉǗǌĲİǓİ ǌĮ
ıǉǎĲǔǇİǁ ǉĮǈǀĲĮǌĮǈĲǁĮ ĲǎǉǑǌǀǄǈƴǎĲƿǋİƾįİǈĮǃƿǃĮǈĮ. ƧǊǊƾ ĲƿǊǎǐȺƾǌĲǔǌ
ǋǆǌĲǎĮǉǎǘǌİǉĮǈȺǎǊǊǎǁǌĮǈ.  
P: And can I ask you did they hunt in the past?  
An12: I am saying to you, I was still a child, my father was hunter as well, and 
he almost got killed because of the hunting. Never with permission of course. 
'RQ¶WWHOODQ\ERG\HOVHDERXWLWQRZ 
An12: 45, F, Civil Servant 
Although, most of the interviewees felt comfortable talking about illegal 
actions regarding forest law, for ethical reasons it was decided to conduct 
the interviews anonymously. Moreover, it helped some of the interviewees 
to feel more comfortable and to speak more openly about their thoughts, 
especially Forest officials.   
Another concern, connected with interviewees comfort, is the venue for 
the interview. It is important that an interview is hold in a neutral 
environment (Valentine 2005). Hence, it was decided the majority of the 
inWHUYLHZV WR EH FRQGXFWHG LQ &DIpV RU WKH KRXVH RI WKH LQWHUYLHZHH
People felt secure, and also being in the research area, it helped them to 
recall memories of the past more effectively. The gatekeepers were 
interviewed in their work environment. This was also very helpful making 
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them feel comfortable, although sometimes there were interruptions and 
some questions had to be repeated.   
 
3.7.3 Interpreting       
The material from the interviews was transcribed into World files, initially 
in Greek and then partially translated to English. Thus the whole coding 
process was done in the Greek text where special features and themes 
were identified. Coding is useful and helps build the interviewing material 
LQWRWKHPHVWKDWµFDQVHUYHDVWKHPDLQWRSLFVIRUWKHILQDOSURGXFW¶(Cope 
2010, p.448). The whole process was divided into three mains steps. First 
these themes were recognised as separate specific elements, and then I 
included broader topics. The selected broad themes were copied into 
separate Word files, including the text before and after the interview, and 
the code of the interviewee. After those two steps, more detailed 
subdivision was implemented and analysis was focused on the initial 
subthemes. For example some initial features were: Charcoal making, 
logging, firewood, herbs, animal husbandry, forest values, implement 
construction, acorn collection and so forth. Later these elements were 
included into broader themes, such as timber and charcoal production, 
firewood, husbandry, forest elements, NTFPs. After this division, further 
analysis was implemented for every feature, for example for charcoal 
details of how to make charcoal kilns, when to cut trees, what type of trees 
were used, transfer, uses of charcoal and so forth.       
The selected quotations presented in this research are followed by the 
identity of the interviewee (Figure 3.7) and more details that included their 
age, occupation, place of the interview, have been recorded in the 
Appendix II.  
The quotations presented include also the Greek text, often in Cretan 
dialect. This can help to obtain a better understanding of the meanings as 
translations cannot express totally the original text (Saratsi 2003). 
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Figure 3.7: Explanation of the unique code for every interviewee provided 
for all quotations.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author   
3.8 Written sources 
Written sources available in Crete can be dated back to as early as 1800-
1550 B.C., although these are written in an undeciphered language. The 
HDUOLHVWUHDGDEOHVRXUFHVRIDQWLTXLW\ZULWWHQLQ/LQHDU%FRQWDLQµHFRQRPLF
UHFRUGV GHDOLQJ ODUJHO\ ZLWK ODQG DQG LWV SURGXFH¶ DQG µRQH WKLUG RI WKH
7DEOHWVDUHFRQFHUQHGZLWKVKHHSDQGZRRO¶ 5DFNKDPDQG0Rody, 1996, 
p.7). However, and despite the fact that Roman and early Byzantine 
periods are characterized as an active and important period for Cretan 
civilisation, according to a significant amount of archaeological evidence, 
the written sources can be included on a single page (Rackham and Moody, 
1996). The periods of the Venetians and Ottomans have left documents 
that could be used in environmental history. Documents covering that 
period that were used in this study are published translations from parts of 
this archival information in Greek (Table 3.2) as well as books from several 
travellers that visited Crete and wrote about their trips.     
 
Title Author Year of interest 
Monuments of Cretan 
History. Volumes: I, II, III, 
IV, V 
Stergios Spanakis 
I: 1589, II: 1629, III: 1594, 
IV: 1602¶V: 1630 
Translations of Turkish 
historical documents. A, B, C, 
D, E volumes 
Nikos Stavrinidis 
A: 1657-1672, B: 1672-1694 
C:1694-1715, D:1715-1752  
E:1752-1765 
Table 3.2: Catalogue of the Venetian and Turkish archival publications 
available in Greek.  
Source: Table drawn by the author    
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Turkish archives are the work of Nikos Stavrinidis who was born in the 
village of Saip in Asia Minor in 1895, and came to Greece in 1922 after the 
catastrophe of Smyrna. For more than 45 years he was responsible for the 
Turkish Archive in Heraklion. He was a historian with a speciality in 
turkology and the first one to study the Turkish archive in Heraklion 
(Doganis 2011). He published several books mainly focused on the local 
history of Crete and translations of the Turkish archive.  
The other researcher, Stergios Spanakis was from Crete and born in 
1900. He was a lawyer and worked in Vikelaia library in Heraklion, and his 
interests were focused on the Venetian period of Crete and the local 
history. He published several historical books for Crete, including the 
translations of Venetian archives for Crete.  
Other archival sources are available in Crete and were included in this 
research covering the period of Cretan independence (1898) till present. A 
main focus was in the Heraklion Forest Direction and local commune 
archives that have never been studied before. Table 3.3 shows the 
archives studied in this research and the time period they cover.      
 
Archive Information time 
Historical Archive of Crete 
(HAC)  
In the HAC, is kept the whole archive of 
the autonomous Cretan State (1898-
1913), court archives, press archives 
and a collection of photos and cart postal 
(Municipality of Chania 2011)  
1821 - present 
Municipality of Rouvas 
Several different types of archival data 
were collected, and the documents used 
in this research are mentioned in 
Appendix III .  
1849 - present 
Gergeri commune archive 1849 - 1998 
Nyvritos commune archive 1849- 1998 
Municipality of Zaros 1910 - present 
Zaros commune archive 1910 - 1998 
Vorizia commune archive 1936 - 1998 
Municipality of Gorgolaini 1920 - present 
Ano Asites commune archive 1920- 1998 
Municipality of Anogeia 
archive 
The old archive was burned when the 
Germans destroyed the village on 1944 
1964 - present 
Heraklion Forest Direction 
archives (H.F.D.) 
Several registry books and various 
documents relative to forestry (Appendix 
III, IV) 
1917 - present 
Table 3.3: A list of the archives visited and studied for the purposes of this 
research. Communes were abolished and merged into municipalities in 
1998 (Hellenic Republic 1997).   
Source: Table drawn by the author    
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3.8.1 Information in the archives 
The majority of the quantitative information was derived from HFDA 
documents. For example the registry Book of accusations (Figure 3.8) 
contains information about illegal actions regarding forest law offences and 
the actions that the Forest Service has implemented. The book contains 
information of the name of the prosecutor/their residence, the name of the 
offender/their residence, the characterisation of the action, date of the 
prosecution, date of operation, date of trial, and result. These data can be 
used to derive quantities of the number of the illegal actions and when 
they were implemented. In addition, the entries regarding the residence of 
the offender and the characterisation of the action are always present. This 
information has been used to add a spatial element to the qualitative data 
and to help understand how that has changed over time and if there are 
any correlations with traditional management practices in the prefecture 
level and in Psiloritis Mountain.  
Although, quantitative information regarding the number of actions is 
available, there is no information regarding the amount of illegal wood cut, 
or charcoal produced. As a result this information is more qualitative and 
shows what illegal actions were present in Heraklion Prefecture from 1925 
till present. Other registry books though included such information, such as 
the book of loggings. More details of the information recorded in HFDA are 
mentioned in Appendix IV.      
Generally in the majority of the archives the documented actions were 
categorised and for the analysis were included in more general categories 
or some of them were excluded from the quantitative analysis when there 
was not enough information. All the quantitative information was recorded 
in Excel files so that it could be used in statistical analysis and in GIS 
(Figure 3.9).  
 
Figure 3.8: An example of the registry books and how information was 
recorded. In this figure is presented a copy of the book of accusations 
(HFDA2) of the year 1925.  
Source: HFDA2  
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Figure 3.9: An example of the database created in excel for the registry 
book of fires.  
Source: Database created by the author, based on archival records (HFDA10)   
Quantitative analysis of the archival data was applied for both the 
Heraklion Prefecture and the subset of Psiloritis. The data selected for the 
subset were the ones referring to the villages in Table 3.4.     
Initially analysis was implemented for the whole data set, and then data 
were reduced only for the research area. For the second analysis the data 
were limited only to the villages in Table 3.4 and are actually villages 
whose territory is within the NATURA 2000 site of Psiloritis.       
Name of the village Greek 
Ano Asites ȰɁɏȰɇȻɈȵɇ 
Vorizia ȲɃɆȻȷȻȰ 
Gergeri ȳȵɆȳȵɆȸ 
Gonies ȳɏɁȻȵɇ 
Zaros ȷȰɆɃɇ 
Kamares ȾȰɀȰɆȵɇ 
Kato Asites ȾȰɈɏȰɇȻɈȵɇ 
Korfes ȾɃɆɌȵɇ 
Krousonas ȾɆɃɉɇɏɁȰɇ 
Nivritos ɁɉȲɆȻɈɃɇ 
Prinias ɅɆȻɁȻȰɇ 
Sarchos ɇȰɆɍɃɇ 
Table 3.4: Villages included in the analysis for Psiloritis Mountain. These 
villages have a portion of their area in the boundary of the NATURA 2000 
site of Psiloritis.  
Source: Table drawn by the author   
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The spatial information in all the archival resources has some 
limitations. In some cases, the spatial element is extracted by indirect 
registrations such as the residence of the person that was involved in an 
illegal or logging action and so forth and is not connected necessarily with 
the place that the incident happened. However, information in early years 
can be considered as more reliable than later on, as a result of the 
difficulties of transportation in the past: absence of roads and motor 
vehicles.  
There are several missing parts in the registry books and information for 
specific decades is missing. These books were lost or destroyed in the past 
because of lack of space. Several parts of the archive were destroyed when 
H.F.D. moved to new buildings in 1999, where there was no space to store 
the old archives. There is not a clear policy in Greek State to conserve 
historical documents and often the formal policy is to burn items that are 
not characterised as important and not in use anymore.  
Fortunately, the missing periods are different between the different 
registry books. Thus, each registry book can enlighten missing information 
from other registers. This was useful for the qualitative research but not 
for the quantitative. For example the type of forest personnel, although 
registry books are missing in 1932, could be derived from the books of 
accusations or logging permissions and in 1956 from the book of 
incidences. However, missing quantitative data of the amounts of forest 
production 1958 - 1969 could not be derived. Information for the type of 
forest production could be obtained from the Book of Accusations for that 
period. The measurement units of forest production used in HFDA archives 
until 1970s were cubic metres for timber, oka (1.27 kgr) for charcoal and 
zygi (100 oka) for firewood. Later the measurements were tons and kilos 
that replaced oka and zygi respectively.  
The rest of the archives in local communes and HAC were more useful in 
qualitative analysis. Several contracts (Figure 3.10), council decisions, as 
well as forest documents, were studied in those archives. For example in 
Gergeri archive a forest management plan of 1930, conducted by Forest 
officials, was very useful as the forest archive of that period was destroyed 
(Figure 3.11).     
Several of the archives contain systematic information covering a time 
span of more than 80 years, an important element in forest history 
research, where data are often missing or gaps on information are a 
common issue (Agnoletti 2000). 
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Figure 3.10: An example of a rental contract for the uplands from Zaros 
commune archive. It is dated 1910. 
Source: Zaros Commune Archive (ZZC1)    
 
Figure 3.11: Management report for Rouvas forest (1930) in Gergeri.  
Source: Gergeri Commune Archive (RGC4)   
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3.9 National statistics and censuses information 
Two main categories of statistical data were used in this study, the 
population census data and the agricultural census data with the later 
including not only agricultural information but also livestock censuses and 
forest censuses. Different periods of these data were studied to have a 
picture of the population status over time as well as the rural life in Crete 
and the Heraklion prefecture. Population censuses are held in Greece since 
1951 every ten years. The first period studied was in 1928, and then 1940 
and all the rest from 1951 till 2001, every ten years.  
Agricultural, livestock and forest data were studied for the years of 
1914, 1929, 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991, 2002 and 2005 as they have been 
recorded from the Greek Statistical Authority. These data have been 
criticised for their reliability, and Saratsi (2003, p.117) argues that: 
census data are representative of real numbers. Depending on 
the broader political, economical and social circumstances the 
numbers of the products or animals can be over or under 
estimated.  
Thus, in the analysis of this information, this was taken into 
consideration. Although they have limitations, statistics were very useful at 
least to draw a trend of the censuses and not necessarily to rely on their 
absolute numbers.  
3.10 Aerial photographs, Maps and Photographs 
Aerial photographs in Greece are available from the HMGS and for Crete 
exist in a scale of 1:42,000 for the year of 1945, and in a scale of 
1:30,000 for the year of 1960 (HMGS 2009). For the purposes of this 
research, selected aerial photographs were purchased in print format for 
the years 1945 and 1960 (HMGS 2009). In addition, orthophotomaps, 
derived from aerial photography of the year 1996, available in digital 
format was kindly provided from HFD. and covered the whole Heraklion 
prefecture. More recent satellite imagery is freely available from the 
application Google Earth, and this was also studied. The main use of aerial 
photography was to provide information about land-use changes since the 
1940s and how this has influenced forest distribution.   
Other types of maps available in print format were also used in this 
research. These included geophysical maps of Crete, geological maps, soil 
maps, and so forth. The scales were generally in 1:50,000 and also in 1: 
5,000 for the topographical diagrams. These maps as well as aerial 
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photographs were scanned and then geo-referenced in QGIS and ArcGIS 
applications, in order to be able to be used in the GIS analysis.  
In addition, several old photographs from the research area were 
studied from the HFDA and private collections. These photos were useful as 
they represent past features of the forest and can be examined with 
current information.  
3.11 Physical and geopolitical data  
Available climatic information for Heraklion and Rethymnon prefecture are 
shown in Figure 3.12 where several gauges operate till today, and Anogeia 
has one of the first established in Crete in 1918. Climatic data were 
provided from H.F.D. in excel files. For the purposes of this research, the 
data were transferred into a database (Figure 3.13), and then imported in 
the GIS so further analysis could be implemented.   
Furthermore, several geopolitical digital data such as district 
boundaries, village locations, DEM and so forth, were obtained from H.F.D. 
or other sources that are available for free and were used in GIS analysis 
(Figure 3.14).  
 
 
Figure 3.12: The available climatic information from the gauges in 
Heraklion and Rethymnon prefectures that were used in this study.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS    
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Figure 3.13: Formation of a database with the total climatic data for the 
gauges in Heraklion and Rethymnon prefecture. The gauges were 
referenced with coordinates so they could be integrated in GIS. 
Source: Database drawn by the author in Excel     
 
 
 
Figure 3.14: The basic digital data imported in GIS that were obtained from 
H.F.D. and other free sources. Later more levels of information were added 
derived from the field and archival research. This was useful to implement 
spatial analysis in GIS.      
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS.  
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3.12 Field observation 
Several field visits were implemented during these years of study, in 
order to find information and study the forests of eastern Psiloritis. In all 
these field visits, assistance and guidance was given from forest officials 
who sometimes assisted in the field data collection. Also participant 
observation of the use of trees and forest by local people was implemented 
and visits in the uplands with some of the interviewees were conducted.    
In detail these field visits were conducted: 
 in August 2008, where mainly was studied the Ano Asites forests in 
Prinos area,  
 in summer 2009, where the forests of Nyvritos, Zaros and Gergeri 
commune were visited with the help of H.F.D. personnel in order to 
document forest characteristics and evidences of past management 
in the trees themselves, 
 in winter 2009-2010, the areas of Gergeri forests and Anogeia 
were visited. Two shepherds from Gergeri also participated in this 
field visit to show the techniques used in pollarding trees and 
firewood collection,  
 in summer 2010, field visit was implemented in the areas of 
Gergeri, Ano Asites and Anogeia with my supervisor Charles 
Watkins, and also with forest personnel. The area of lakkos-tou-
Rouva was visited and several field data were collected. In addition 
the forest of Zaros and Vorizia were visited and also plantations in 
the research area.  
In order to have a spatial element in the data collected, so that they 
could be integrated in GIS, GPS technology was used. All the features 
recorded were also added in the GPS and several notes were taken in the 
research diary. All this information was later imported in a database and 
then in GIS. In addition several photographs were taken during the field 
visits of important features of the forest and the research area. Moreover, 
pictures from the same place as old photographs were taken in order to 
have a comparative analysis. 
3.13 GIS analysis 
GIS analysis was implemented with the integration of existing physical and 
geopolitical data and data obtained from the research, such as field data 
and quantitative archival information. Spatial analysis helped to 
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understand, define and correlate relationships and trends derived from 
environmental data, forest structure and historical information.    
The GIS software that was used in the research was ArcGIS (9.2), the 
most common commercial software (ESRI 2011) that is available in the 
University of Nottingham and also Quantum GIS (1.6.0 Capiapo), a free 
source application (QGIS 2011).  
Some types of the spatial analysis used in this study were: Ordinary 
Kriging, overlay, Voronoi, surface (slope, aspect, elevation) and buffer 
analysis. For example, Kriging analysis was performed in order to obtain 
values from the original data in areas where data do not exist (Longley et 
al. 2005, De Smith et al. 2007). Kriging analysis is a part of spatial 
interpolation, and in this study it was applied to climatic data as well as to 
quantitative data derived from the archives. More information of spatial 
analysis types is mentioned in Appendix V.     
3.14 Conclusion      
In this research the use of multiple sources and evidence helped to draw a 
better picture of the use of forest resources in the past and cross evaluated 
the different types of information. This was helpful to minimise the 
limitations that exist in forest history research. Oral history was specifically 
useful to understand relationships of local people with their natural 
resources and how they benefit from them. Also what written documents 
do not provide were the management practices and how they were 
applied. Oral history was very enlightening on this aspect. On the other 
hand archival quantitative information used in GIS helped to understand a 
broader trend in the uses of forests in Heraklion and not only in the 
research area. The use of several different archival sources was useful to 
fill gaps within the archival material. Something that was missing from one 
archive was found in another and less ambiguity existed.   
All these combined methods are rare in forest research especially in 
Greece and this thought to be the first time that a forester has used oral 
history to study forest management practices. Hopefully this will should be 
a new era in forest history and forestry generally that will help to 
understand better Cretan forests and their values.      
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Chapter 4: Context elements of eastern 
Psiloritis       
4.1 Physiographic and biotic characteristics of Crete and 
Psiloritis Mountain         
4.1.1 Geomorphology of Psiloritis       
The Mountain of Psiloritis is characterized by the existence of two main 
types of limestone (Figure 4.1). The one symbolised with Ts?-E includes 
grey limestone and dolomites. The second one J?-Ek LV µ3ODWWHQNDON¶
formation (platy marbles) of limestone and is found mainly in the area of 
Anogeia. The geological structure of an area is important for the formation 
of soil and then the general type of vegetation that will be associated with 
it. Plants are very tolerant with the bedrock type and can or cannot survive 
different rock types (Papamichos 1990).    
 
Figure 4.1: Geological map of Psiloritis Mountain. Explanations of the 
symbols are presented in Appendix VI.  
Source: Geological map of Crete (Creutzburg 1977), overlaid in QGIS with NATURA 2000 
and village boundaries.  
In Psiloritis the soil conditions are generally characterised as poor and 
found in valleys or the several plateaus of the Mountain (Fassoulas 2004). 
In several areas the soil level is completely missing and there is often bare 
rock limestone (Forest Service 1997).      
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4.1.2 Climate      
Climatic conditions of Crete are of the pure Mediterranean type.  
Most of the precipitation occurs between November and March, 
during the colder period. From June until August rainfall is an 
exception and it has little or no effect upon the vegetation 
because of the high temperatures. In between the two main 
periods, quite prolonged transitions take place. Frost and snow 
are very rare in the coastal area and lowlands, but on the 
mountains snow occurs up to April or May (Bottema 1980, 
p.196)  
This description from Bottema (1980) is very accurate and defines the 
dry period that is crucial for the vegetation. The absence of rainfall for a 
certain period, during the summer is the limiting parameter in both 
cultivation and the distribution of natural vegetation. In the research area 
this dry period is often two to three months long and during the summer 
rainfall is almost absent.   
Moreover, climatic conditions in the research area, and generally in 
Crete, are unpredictable. Examining the annual mean precipitation values 
of Figure 4.2, it could be suggested that the research area is a relatively 
wet region, with more than 850 mm annual rainfall, and generally wet 
years tend to concentrate higher rainfall values in the central areas of 
Psiloritis and the eastern parts of the mountain have less rain (Figure 4.3).  
 
Figure 4.2: Mean annual rainfall, based on information available from 
meteorological gauges in the area.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS    
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Figure 4.3: Maximum annual rainfall from every gauge.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS    
On the other hand, drier years tend to have a more homogenous rainfall 
pattern within the research area (Figure 4.4) and that shows that a dry 
year has more severe influences.   
In order to understand better the climatic conditions of Crete, it is 
important to study parameters other than the annual average rainfall or 
temperature. More detailed research shows that there is a fluctuation in 
climatic conditions not only on a seasonal scale but also on an annual level. 
There are very dry years, followed by wet years and so forth (Figure 4.5). 
Examination of the rainfall and temperature on a monthly basis shows that 
actually there is a clear period of no rain at all. This pattern differs from 
gauge to gauge and areas in the uplands have a shorter dry period than 
areas in lower elevations. The start of the drying period is actually the 
intersection of the rainfall line with the temperature line, where from that 
point rainfall starts decreasing and temperature reaches a maximum till 
they intersect again where the wet period starts. Normally that happens in 
March and November respectively (Figure 4.6). This general pattern is 
followed by all the gauges close to Psiloritis. Some differences occur in the 
exact timings and this is connected with the location of the gauge. For 
example that at Anogeia is located at a higher elevation than the rest of 
the gauges; rainfall disappears completely in July and appears again in 
August while in Gergeri this happens in June and September respectively 
(Figure 4.6). Thus the dry period of Anogeia is relatively shorter than at 
Gergeri.     
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Figure 4.4: Minimum annual rainfall from every gauge.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS      
 
Figure 4.5: Analysis of the annual rainfall of 75 years (1919-2001) from 
Anogeia village. The trend line shows a small decrease over time.   
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, based on the information of the Anogeia Gauge 
meteorological station.   
Extreme climatic variables are important in ecological research and dry 
periods and the lowest or highest temperatures play a key role in 
understanding the ecology of species and the types of mechanisms that 
they have developed to avoid them. In order to have a better picture of 
the climatic conditions that can appear in the research area, a dry year of 
the Vorizia gauge was selected and the results are shown in Figure 4.7. 
The precipitation year of 1989-1990, was the driest year for Vorizia and 
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Gergeri as well. The total amount of rainfall was 588.1 mm, when the 
average annual rainfall is 1115.7mm. The actually wet months were only 
two, February and November with some short rains in October, December 
and March. This shows that dry periods can exist in winter and summer. 
Crete has an environment that often appears very harsh for life to survive. 
Water is crucial for life development and not only to agriculture but also to 
natural vegetation and can be the limiting parameter in species 
distribution.      
Palynological records, dated back to the Holocene period, suggest that 
from this period the species found in Crete are more or less the same, 
especially the tree species. The main trees were pines and oaks as it is still 
the case today (Bottema 1980). This suggests more or less the same 
climatic conditions in Crete or the development of mechanisms from these 
species that could survive climate fluctuations over the last 10,000 years.  
 
 
Figure 4.6: Diagram of precipitation versus temperature. This type of 
analysis demonstrates the dry period that starts with decrease of rainfall 
and increase on temperature values. Temperature data are obtained from 
Gergeri gauge.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, based on the information of the Gergeri, Anogeia, 
Krousonas, Zaros and Vorizia meteorological stations.  
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of precipitation versus temperature of the driest year 
for Vorizia (1989-1990). Temperature values have been derived from 
Gergeri gauge.   
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, based on the information of the Vorizia Gauge 
meteorological station    
4.1.3 Ecotypes  
Vegetation types have evolved according to physical environmental 
conditions, together with cultural influences. Geology can limit or define 
which species can flourish in specific soil types, and the current distribution 
of forests and the variability of species extension in the mountain are a 
combination of environmental conditions and human factors. Generally:   
in the Mediterranean basin, with its dry, bright summers, the 
vegetation survives the severe conditions by developing 
xerophytic characteristics (a tolerance of water shortage, 
narrow or very small leaves, etc.); this is true especially of the 
ligneous species whose hard, tough leaves remain in place for 
several years (sclerophyll vegetation). In Europe and Anatolia, 
the Mediterranean basin is largely encircled by mountains, and 
its vegetation is divided attitudinally into the following zones: 
(a) the thermomediterranean zone featuring carob and wild 
olive (Oleo-Ceratonietallia) (T); (b) the mesomediterranean 
zone featuring sclerophyllus oakwoods (Quercetalia illicis) (M); 
(c) the supramediterenean zone featuring deciduous oakwoods 
(Quercetalia pubescentis) (S); (d) the oromediterranean or 
montane zone with conifers (H); (e) the altimediterranean and 
supra-forest zone (Z) (Council of Europe 1987b, p.55).  
For Crete the vegetation zonation is shown in Figure 4.8. The area of 
Psiloritis is mainly within the two zones of M9 (oak forests of Crete with 
Quercus ilex) and H5 (Pine cypress forests of Crete). The zone of T3, is the 
lower zone from sea level till 500-700m and is characterised by the Q. 
brachyphylla extension. This map information is very general and cannot 
be used in micro analysis as the level of the information has been derived 
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from a map of 1,300,000 scale. However it does present a general idea of 
the vegetation zones. The oak forests of the zone M9, are not Quercus ilex 
but Q. coccifera.      
More detailed information is included in Corine data of 2000 and several 
vegetation types are found in the research area; however, this information 
does not define necessarily a vegetation type but mainly land use types. 
According to the formal definition Corine provides information on Land 
cover (Bossard et al. 2000). The main categories that are found in Eastern 
Psiloritis are: Broad-leaved forest, Coniferous forests, natural grasslands, 
sclerophyllus vegetation, sparsely vegetated areas and transitional 
woodland-shrub (Figure 4.9).      
 
Figure 4.8: Vegetation zones in Crete. Overlaid with the NATURA 2000 
boundary. Symbols T3, T4, H5, M9, are explained in Appendix VI.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS. The base zonation map (Council of 
Europe 1987a) was scanned and geo-referenced using ArcGIS    
In the area of Psiloritis, it can be suggested that current vegetation 
distribution has been influenced by elevation. This is a result of the data 
collected during the field visits as well as information derived from 
secondary data. Higher areas are occupied generally with kermes oak (Q. 
Coccifera) and maple (Acer creticum) or cypress (C. Sempervirens) while 
the lower elevations have brutia pine (P. brutia). Generally pines are more 
resistant to drought where broadleaved species have more water demands. 
All these species are resistant to limestone rocks. The species that 
occupies this climatic type are resistant to dry conditions and have 
developed mechanisms that help them to survive over long dry periods.  
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According to the INTERPRETATION MANUAL OF EUROPEAN UNION 
HABITATS (E.C. 2007), and the data collected and observed during this 
research, the ecotypes found in the research area are presented in Table 
4.1.  
 
Figure 4.9: Corine land use data in the area of Psiloritis.  
Source: Map drawn by the author, using Corine digital data in ArcGIS.    
Code Description of the ecotype Comments 
3290 
 
Intermittently flowing Mediterranean rivers of 
the Paspalo-Agrostidion 
 
4090 Endemic oro-Mediterranean heaths with gorse  
5210 Arborescent matorral with Juniperus spp.  
5420 Sarcopoterium spinosum phryganas  
5430 
Endemic phryganas of the Euphorbio-
Verbascion 
 
8210 
Calcareous rocky slopes with chasmophytic 
vegetation 
 
8310 Caves not open to the public  
9290 Cypresses forests (Acero-Cupression)  
9310 Aegean Quercus brachyphylla forests  
9320 Olea and Ceratonia forests  
9340 Quercus ilex and Quercus rotundifolia forests 
In the research area 
Q. ilex is found in 
small stands and the 
forest is consisted 
mainly of Q. 
coccifera. 
9540 
 
Mediterranean pine forests with endemic 
Mesogean Pines (42.85 - Aegean pine forests) 
 
Table 4.1: Ecotypes, according to the Interpretation Manual of European 
Union Habitats, which are found in eastern Psiloritis, based on field data 
collection and observation.    
Source: field data collection, (E.C. 2007)     
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All these types of ecotopes are very detailed and can describe several 
ecosystems of Europe. However, there is no definition that can describe 
the kermes oak forests (Q. Coccifera) of Crete. Hence, for Crete a different 
type should be added that will include the forests of Psiloritis. This should 
be a Q. coccifera forest that is often found mixed with maple (A. Creticum) 
forests of Crete. 
4.2 Census information      
Population censuses reflect the structure of Cretan society and can help us 
understand how and when urbanisation took place in the research area. In 
Figure 4.10 an overall population census for Heraklion prefecture shows 
that the general pattern of the prefecture is positive and actually 
population has increased with a stable rate. There was a period in the 
1960s with a trend of decrease, connected with the wave of migration to 
western European countries and mainly Germany.  
G1: ƪǉİǁǌǆĲǆǌİȺǎǒǀǋƿǒǏǈĲǎǋƿǒǏǈĲǆǌǋİĲĮǌƾıĲİǑıǆǗǊĮƾǊǊĮǍĮǌưİĲƾ
ĲǎǗǊǎǈĳǘǄĮǌİȺǀǄĮǌİıĲǆǌīİǏǋĮǌǁĮƶĲĮǒǔǏǈƾįİǌƿǃǏǆıǉİǐǌƿǎƾǇǏǔȺǎ 
G1: At that time till 1964, till the migration everything changed. After the 
VHYHU\RQH OHIW WKH\ZHQWWR*HUPDQ\,QWKHYLOODJHV\RXFRXOGQ¶W ILQG
any young person. 
G1: 80, M, Civil Servant 
Population in the 1970s recovered and the picture changed for the 
Heraklion prefecture (Figure 4.10). Although there is a general trend of 
increase in the prefecture level, in the research area this is not completely 
true. In Figure 4.10 it is clear that the migration wave of the 1960s, 
influenced the villages as it had influenced the whole prefecture of 
Heraklion. The population though followed the general trend of the 
prefecture and recovered in the 1980s. Later on till the present, there is a 
trend of depopulation, connected with increasing urbanisation that took 
place since the beginning of the 1990s. This is the time that Greece joined 
EU (1981), and new policies in rural development took place.  
In the majority of the villages presented in Figure 4.10 there is a strong 
population decrease in the 1990s and in the census of 2001 population 
reached the levels of 1971. There is only one exception with increase in 
Anogeia village. However, these numbers could be less, as in Crete there is 
a tradition of people to be registered in their home place, as censuses take 
place on Sundays when people have the opportunity to visit them. 
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Communes promote this registration as they can benefit from presenting 
higher population registrations by receiving more governmental subsidies.  
In the research area depopulation that happened after 1991 has 
changed the rural life of the villagers. Modernisation in agriculture and the 
abandonment of traditional management practices are strongly connected 
with depopulation and the reduction in available labour in rural areas that 
has often led to loss in wild life and biodiversity (Moreno and Montanari 
2008, Riley 2003). Changes have also occurred in livestock censuses and 
Table 4.2 shows the change in animal type. It is important to notice the 
huge decrease in horses and mules after 1991 which is connected with 
strong modernisation and mechanisation in farming.    
 
 
Figure 4.10: Population information from 1928 till 2001.  
Source: Diagrams drawn by the author using census data of the years 1928 (N.S.S.G. 
1935), 1940 (G.S.C.G. 1950), 1951(N.S.S.G. 1951), 1961(N.S.S.G. 1964b), 1971 (N.S.S.G. 
1972), 1981 (N.S.S.G. 1994a), 1991 (N.S.S.G. 1994b), 2001 (N.S.S.G. 2009b). 
Although depopulation had several negative effects in traditional 
farming, it seems that goats and sheep have increased significantly. At the 
same period there is an increase in bee-hives that shows changes in 
primary production. All these alterations resulted in a shift in agricultural 
production that is reflected in Table 4.3 for the Psiloritis region. 
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Year Horses/Mules/
donkeys 
Cattle Buffalos Sheep Goat Pigs Fowl Beehives 
1914 46,305 42,788 650 357,514 166,306 38,625 283,270 69,959 
1929 56,148 45,411 350 239,682 166,773 28,992 245,829 42,881 
1961 78,329 35,058 43 393,793 251,751 27,519 649,204 73,922 
1971 67,553 20,550 0 571,863 306,158 49,495 1,158,561 86,647 
1981 43,218 15,270 0 713,602 329,123 95,388 1,659,901 105,204 
1991 21,470 2,669 0 1,113,435 457,941 62,959 1,349,801 110,720 
2005 3,942 2,029 0 1,316,426 637,185 68,030 1,030,486 154,795 
Table 4.2: Number of livestock raised in Crete for different species from 1914 till 
2005.  
Source: 1914 (Direction of Statistics 1916), 1929 (G.S.C.G. 1934), 1961 (N.S.S.G. 
1964a), 1971 (N.S.S.G. 1978), 1981 (N.S.S.G. 1984), 1991 (N.S.S.G. 1995), 2005 (N.S.S.G. 
2009a)    
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Arable land 
cultivations 
Number of farms 5,432 4,999 4,268 2,303 -57,60% 
Area 56,634 41,156 31,892 17,267 -69,51% 
Vines and raisin 
vines 
Number of farms 6,297 6,199 5,932 5,368 -14,75% 
Area 51,241 43,382 49,126 36,469 -28,83% 
Tree cultivations Number of farms 6,490 6,276 6,252 5,555 -14,41% 
Area 64,559 68,515 97,904 104,390 61,70% 
Other areas 
(gardens, fallow 
land etc.) 
Number of farms 3,673 3,134 2,548 3,363 -8,44% 
Area 41,259 35,237 32,316 100,433 143,42% 
Total  Number of farms 7,059 6,843 6,268 5,844 -17,21% 
Area 213,693 182,784 211,238 258,559 21% 
Table 4.3: Cultivated land in Psiloritis area and the changes that took place 
from 1960 till 1991.  
Source: Information derived from the Special Management plan for Psiloritis, implemented 
through a LIFE project in 2001. (Grivas et al. 2002, p.63)     
 
There is a strong increase in tree cultivation, mainly olive groves and 
decrease in the other crops. From a complex farming system in Psiloritis 
area, cultivation has been transformed to a more homogenised system, 
reflecting fewer farmers and the abandonment of less fertile land used in 
the past for grain production (Figure 4.11). Two interviewees from Ano 
Asites village remember the existence of grain cultivation in the past: 
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As1: ƶȺĮǏĲƾ İǁǒĮǋİ ȺƾǏĮ ȺǎǊǊƾ, ĲǙǏĮ įİǌ ƿǒİǈ ǉĮǇǗǊǎǑ. ƶĲǎǌ ƮǗǉǉǈǌǎ įƿĲǆ 
ǇİǏǁǅĮǋİ.  
As1: Grains we had a lot, now there is none. On Kokkinos detis we were 
harvesting them.      
As1: 63, F, Farmer     
As8: ưƿǒǏǈĲǆǏǁǅĮĲǎǑǃǎǑǌǎǘıȺƿǏǌĮǌİİǉİǁİǁǒĮǌǉǊǁıǆĲĮǒǔǏƾĳǈĮ  
As8: Till the foot of the mountain we were seeding (grain), where the land was 
steeply sloped.     
As8: 60, F, Housekeeper   
Despite the depopulation that took place in rural areas (Figure 4.10), 
there is a significant increase of people involved in animal husbandry since 
2002 (Figure 4.12). This is connected with subsidies and EU policy in 
animal husbandry. For example the population of Anogeia village where 
the majority of the villagers are involved in shepherding has increased. 
This has not happened in the rest of the research villages, where only a 
portion of the population is shepherds:     
An3: ƪǁȺĮǋİ ǗĲǈ Ĳǎ ǒǔǏǈǗ ƿǒİǈ įǑǌĮǋǈıǋǗ ƿǒİǈ ǌİǎǊĮǁĮ ĲĮ ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ ǉǏĮĲǎǘǌİ
ǌƿǎǑǐ ĮǇǏǙȺǎǑǐ İįǙ ȺƿǏĮ ȺǎǊǊǎǘǐ. Ƴ ǃǎıǉǗǐ İǁǌĮǈ ȺǎǑ ƿǒİǈ Ⱥǈǎ ȺǎǊǊǎǘǐ
ǓǀĳǎǑǐǉĮǈĲǆįǘǌĮǋǆ 
An3: I said that the village (Anogeia) has a lot of dynamism, a lot of youth; 
sheep keep a lot of young people here. The shepherd has more votes, thus and 
more power (in the village).       
An3: 84, M, Tavernier    
The Mayor of Zaros has noticed a decrease in farmers and an increase in 
shepherds.       
Z9: ƧȺǗ Ĳǎ  ǇĮ ƿǊİǄĮ Ƣıǔǐ ǌĮ ĳĲĮǁİǈ ǆ İȺǈįǗĲǆıǆ ǁıǔǐ ǌĮ ĳĲĮǁİǈ ǆ
ǑȺǎǃƾǇǋǈıǆĲǔǌĮǄǏǎĲǈǉǙǌȺǏǎǕǗǌĲǔǌƳǈǌƿǎǈıĲǆǌȺİǏǈǎǒǀįǈĮȺǈıĲǙǌǎǑǌǗĲǈ
ıĲĮǋĮĲƾǌİȺǊƿǎǌǌĮǉĮǊǊǈİǏǄǎǘǌıǈǄƾıǈǄƾĮǋȺƿǊǈĮǉĮǈİǊǈƿǐǉĮǈȺǏǎĲǈǋǎǘǌǌĮ
ȺƾǌİǌĮǉƾǌǎǑǌĲǎǌǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǎǀĲǎǌǋİǊǈııǎǉǗǋǎƨǊƿȺǔįǆǊĮįǀĮǌǇǏǙȺǎǑǐ
ǌƿǎǑǐ ǌƿǎǑǐ ĮǄǏǗĲİǐ ȺǎǑ ĮıǒǎǊǎǘǌĲĮǈ Ĳǎ Ⱥǈǎ ǋİǄƾǊǎ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ Ĳǎ Ⱥƾǌİ ıĲǆǌ
ǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǎĳǁĮ īǈĮĲǁ ǇİǔǏǎǘǌ ǗĲǈ İǁǌĮǈ Ⱥǈǎ ȺǏǎıǎįǎĳǗǏĮ ıǑǄǉǏǈǌǗǋİǌǆ ǋİ ĲĮ
ĮǄǏǎĲǈǉƾȺǏǎǕǗǌĲĮ 
Z9: Since 2000 I think. It could because of the subsidies; maybe it is the 
demotion of agricultural products. The young people in the area (Zaros) are 
gradually stopping cultivation of vineyards and olives, and prefer to become 
shepherds, or apiculturists. I saw people, young people that are farmers and 
the majority of their works has to do with stock breeding. They think it is more 
profitable, compared with arable production.  
Z9: 54, M, Politician     
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Figure 4.11: Abandonment of grain cultivation in the area of Ano Asites. 
The less fertile areas used for grain cultivation has been totally abandoned 
and the land is not cultivated any more.  
Source: Map made by the author using QGIS    
 
Figure 4.12: The number of farmers of sheep and goats in Crete from 1961 
till 2005.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, based on the formal statistical censuses. 1961 
(N.S.S.G. 1964a), 1971 (N.S.S.G. 1978), 1991, 2002 (H.S.A. 2011)     
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Statistical accounts show a trend, but they do not necessarily reflect the 
whole truth. After the EU policy of subsidies was applied to livestock 
farming, several families registered their members as individual shepherds 
in order to avoid taxation and gain more subsidies, as smaller flocks can 
benefit better under this policy. Nevertheless, there is a clear trend of 
increase in livestock farmers as a result of their ability to have an 
important income and that has helped to retain the upland population.      
Greek statistics show a trend of resistance to urbanisation from rural 
areas in Psiloritis region, at least till 1991. Later though with the 
modernisation of the society, this picture suddenly changed and the rural 
population collapsed. Villages that had a high proportion of shepherds 
resisted this trend and in Anogeia village the population has increased. 
Instead of agricultural production, shepherding seems to be more 
sustainable and profitable for local farmers.        
4.3  Forest ownership        
During the long Venetian occupation, Crete was feudalized and the 
uncultivated land, pastures and forest, were under direct control of the 
state or a part of a feud. Feudal land was not private land but was 
generally given to Venetian aristocrats for long periods with rights to 
manage it (Gasparis 1997). After Cretan conquest by the Ottomans, land 
status changed and the land was given to the ones who served the new 
empire:   
According to the traditional land-owning system of the Ottoman 
Empire, all agricultural land was technically a miri, belonging to 
the Sultan, or the state. Its use could be granted to a sipachi, 
or cavalryman, in return for his military services. Depending on 
the size of his timar, or fief, he would be expected to supply a 
certain number of soldiers from those working his land. If his 
son merited it, he could inherit his father¶V position (Brumfield 
2000, p.38).  
Uncultivated land, forests and the bare uplands, were generally under 
state control. A part of them was leased for grazing and generally forests 
were used for grazing (Papastavros and Makris 1986). The Greek state, the 
successor of Ottoman rule in continental Greece, bases its arguments on 
the old Ottoman Justice system to legally support its rights to forests and 
forested areas. However, legal ownership in Crete is even more 
complicated as the successor of the Ottomans was the Cretan State, which 
became part of Greece in 1913.      
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This legacy in Crete is very complicated and several communes consider 
their uplands as commune land (RNC1, RNC2, RGC5, AM16). Today 
communes have been replaced by larger municipalities but they generally 
continue this policy and regard uplands as municipal (HFDD47). This was 
not only recognised by the local authorities, municipalities or communes, 
but also by the Forest Service. Qualitative information derived from the 
registry book of forest fires, suggests that often forests were considered as 
commune or private land. In this archive, in the column for public or 
private it was registered till 1976 as private, communal or monastic.  
In addition, since 1956 according to the registry book of incidences, 
forest ownership status was not resolved and a forest official stated that:  
the issue of forest ownership in Crete has not been resolved 
and is still under investigation. Till today the State have never 
claimed rights on the forests and their management is 
implemented by private owners. Only the island of Dia, 12.5 ha, 
belongs to the State. Of the existing forests, from a coarse 
characterisation, 3,980 ha belong to the communes, 990 ha are 
multi-owned, and 100 ha are private. In addition, from the 
partially forested lands and forested grazed lands, 14,472 ha 
are characterised as communal, 14,910 ha as multi-owned and 
7,365 ha as private. Mapping of the forests does not exist and 
has never taken place (HFDA9).       
This policy though, rapidly changed in 1957. In the same archive it was 
now registered that:  
with the action 51098/434/22-3-57, issued by the Minister of 
Agriculture, the forests of the whole island of Crete have been 
FKDUDFWHULVHGDVµRFFXSLHG¶E\WKH6WDWHDQGVLQFHWKHLVVXHRI
this action, they are managed as so (HFDA9).        
A retired forester recalled this action:      
H ƸȺƾǏǒİǈ ǋǈĮ ĮȺǗĳĮıǆ ĲǎǑ ǑȺǎǑǏǄǎǘ īİǔǏǄǁĮǐ Ĳǎ  ǌǎǋǁǅǔ ǀĲĮǌİ
ưƾǌĲİıǆǐ ưƾǌİıǆǐ ȺǎǑ ƿǊİǄİ ǗĲǈ ƿǃĮǅİ Ĳǎ ǇƿǋĮ Ĳǆǐ įǈĮǉĮĲǎǒǀǐ ĲĮ ǎǌǗǋĮǅİ
įǈĮǉĮĲİǒǗǋİǌĮĲĮįƾıǆĲǆǐƮǏǀĲǆǐįǆǊĮįǀǉǑǏǈǗĲǆĲĮıĲǎįǆǋǗıǈǎǉĮǈǆǌǎǋǀ
ıĲǎǑǐ įǀǋǎǑǐǉĮǈıĲǈǐǉǎǈǌǗĲǆĲİǐƧȺǗ ĲǎǊǎǈȺǗǌƾǏǒǈıİĮǑĲǀǆįǈĮǉĮĲǎǒǀ
ȺǎǑƿǊİǄİǗĲǈǆǉǑǏǈǗĲǆĲĮĮǌǀǉİǈıĲǎįǆǋǗıǈǎ 
H6: There is a decision of the Minister of Agriculture in 1957, I think he was 
Mantesis or Manesis and there it was stated the issue of possession; the forests 
of Crete were called µRFFXSLHG¶ ,W PHDQV public ownership and their use to 
municipalities and communities. Since 1957 WKLVµRFFXSLHG¶ term started and it 
means that ownership is public. 
H6: 62, M, Forester 
Despite this action issued from the Ministry of Agriculture, forest officials 
in Heraklion did not change the registry status of the land in the registry 
ERRN RI ILUHV XQWLO  7KLV \HDU WKH WHUP µRFFXSLHG¶ LV XVHG PHDQLQJ
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public land that someone else has the right to manage, or a status of 
ownership not solved (Council of State 2002). In the 1980s the term 
µRFFXSLHG¶LVWKHRQO\RQHXVHGDQGLQWKLVSROLF\FKDQJHGFRPSOHWHO\
and till today all the areas are registered as public land. This is connected 
with a central governmental decision and legislation of the Upper Courts, 
based on the formation of a new constitution in Greece in 1975 (Hellenic 
Parliament 2008).  
0F*UHZLQKLVZRUNµ/DQGDQG5HYROXWLRQLQPRGHUQ*UHHFH¶VWDWHVWKDW
there is an:  
ambiguity surrounding property ownership in contemporary 
Greece, especially in rural areas of the Peloponnesus and 
central Greece. In most districts one finds that there is no 
cadastral register that many landholders have no title deed to 
their farms, and that boundaries are not clearly fixed. Lines of 
demarcation between private holdings and community or state 
property are frequently vague. The state services charged with 
the unenviable task of protecting the public domain are 
equipped with inadequate maps and records (McGrew 1985, 
p.xii). 
This is also the case for Crete and the absence of title deed is very 
common even today. Oral tradition is still used in rural Crete and often 
there is no formal contract issued in ownership rights over family property. 
Even in private land, ownership rights are based on oral tradition and no 
official cadastral system exists till now. This tradition highly respected by 
the villagers, where everyone knows to whom land belongs, may have 
been developed and still operates because with this someone can avoid 
taxation on inherited property. This occurs only in rural areas where 
society is very tight and not in urban areas. In addition to this oral 
tradition, common land of the village, without very exact boundaries is 
regarded as communal and not public.  
There is though, a difference from the rest of Greece, where in court the 
State does not need to prove ownership at the forests, but private owners 
do. In Crete the Hellenic State as well as the individuals has to prove 
ownership rights in court (AM23, Hellenic Republic 1979). This element 
makes the legal ownership of the forests in Crete even more ambiguous 
and complex.     
On this basis several former communes and current municipalities claim 
ownership of forested land. Moreover, the Forest Code of 1969 that is still 
in use mentions that grazing rights in the forest and forested areas are 
given to the communes (Greek Kingdom 1969). This reflects an older 
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tradition that was included in the formal establishment of the Forest Code 
in 1969. In the archival research in the local communes, several contracts 
dated since 1910 (ZZC1, RNC5, ZVC1) were responsible for renting the 
uplands to individual shepherds. In those contracts the legal status of the 
land is not based on evidences, but the contracts mention that the 
grasslands belong to the communes. However, this does not necessarily 
suggest possession rights over the land itself. As the local communes have 
had the grazing rights for several decades now, and the income from 
them, they have the impression that the land is theirs:  
An10: ƮǎǁĲĮ ǌĮ įİǈǐ İǋİǁǐ Ĳǎ ĮǗǏǈ Ĳǎ ǇİǔǏǎǘǋİ įǆǋǎĲǈǉǗ įİǌ ƿǒǎǑǋİ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ
ĲǁĲǊǎǑǐĮǊǊƾǎįǀǋǎǐĲǎǇİǔǏİǁǈįǈǎǉĲǆıǁĮĲǎǑ 
An10: Look, we consider the Mountain as municipal, we do not have any titles, 
but the municipality considers it its own property.  
An10: 36, M, Politician 
Today the Forest Commission supports its land rights to the forests and 
generally to the uncultivated land. Several conflicts have arisen between 
individuals as well as local authorities and with the Forest Service 
(HFDD47, 48, 49, 51). A forester from Anogeia village, states the 
complexity of the problem:  
An11: ƳįǀǋǎǐƧǌǔǄİǁǔǌǇİǔǏİǁǗĲǈİǁǌĮǈįǆǋǎĲǈǉƾǉĮǈĲǎįǆǋǗıǈǎǇİǔǏİǁǗĲǈ
ĮǑĲƾİǁǌĮǈįǆǋǗıǈĮƩǆǊĮįǀĲǎǈįǈǎǉĲǆıǈĮǉǗĮǑĲǙǌĲǔǌİǉĲƾıİǔǌİǁǌĮǈĮǉǏǈǃǙǐ
ƿĲıǈƧǌǒǏİǈĮıĲİǁǉƾȺǎǈǎǒĮǏĲǁĮǏǒǁǅİǈĲǎǋȺƿǏįİǋĮǋİĲƾ..ƳǉǗıǋǎǐȺƾǌĲǔǐ
ĲǈǐǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈİǁıĮǌįǈǉƿǐ ĲǎǑĮǌĮǄǉƾǅİĲİǉĮǈȺǊǆǏǙǌİǈıĲǎįǀǋǎįǆǋǎĲǈǉǎǘǐ
ĳǗǏǎǑǐǄǈĮǌĮƿǒİǈǉƾȺǎǈİǐȺĮǏǎǒƿǐĮȺǗĲǎįǀǋǎįǈĮǌǎǁǍİǈǐįǏǗǋǔǌǉĮǈĲƿĲǎǈĮ
ĮǊǊƾǇİǔǏİǁǗĲǈİǁǌĮǈįǈǉƾĲǎǑƳįǀǋǎǐǃƿǃĮǈĮǇİǔǏİǁǒǔǏǁǐǌĮƿǒİǈǒĮǏĲǈƾǗĲǈ
İǁǌĮǈįǆǋǎĲǈǉƿǐİǉĲƾıİǈǐǉĮǈĲǎįǆǋǗıǈǎĲĮǇİǔǏİǁįǆǋǗıǈĮƮĮĲƾ ĲİǉǋǀǏǈǎ įǈǉƾ 
ĲǎǑ.  
An11: The municipality (Anogeia) considers that they are municipal; the State 
considers them as public. I mean that the ownership status of these areas is 
exactly that. If someone needs a formal paper, then problems start. ... People 
though use these areas as they are theirs, they have to pay municipal taxes, so 
they will have some provisions from the municipality, road construction and so 
forth, but they consider them as theirs. The municipality of course, without 
having any documents, thinks that these areas are municipal and the State 
considers them public. It is assumed to be public with no evidence needed.   
An11: 40, F, Forester 
In 1997, the Rouvas municipality applied an action against the Hellenic 
Republic for recognition of ownership in their forested areas (HFDD46). 
This action in 1998 was judged and the court decision was negative for 
Rouvas municipality. The main arguments in the court decision were based 
on the legacy of the Ottomans, and the court stated that: 
according to the Ottoman justice of the 7th Ramadan 1274 year 
of Hegira (it means 1856 AD), except of the private land all the 
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rest, either public (erazi ermiyie) either religious (vakouf) either 
communal (metrouce) either dead (mevat) belongs to the 
Turkish State (section 2). Specifically, public land according to 
the Ottoman law are the fields, the winter and summer 
pastures (areas that produce, in winter or summer, grass for 
the grazing animals, grasslands (tsairia), the forests, as well as 
all the areas that have trees that no one had planted them 
(houdai nabit), whether they are fruitful or not (HFDD49).  
Even if there is some private forested land, the Modern Greek 
Constitution and law imposed several restrictions about how to manage it 
or how inheritance rights are implemented. According to Goupos and 
Papastavrou (2000, p.157):   
the protective provisions concerning forests and forest lands are 
related to the real nature of the property or local relationships. 
The main restrictions in forest ownership are: prohibition of 
changing the forest character, prohibition of division control and 
supervision of management, the privilege of the State for first 
refusal, compulsory formation of associations of forest owners 
for protection, transactions in forests destroyed by fires, 
boundary marking, declaration of lands as reforested after 
burning by forest fires, and opening of forest roads. 
Despite this evidence and the fact that municipalities will face difficulties 
to defend ownership in a court, as happened with Rouvas municipality, 
several conflicts still exist between neighbouring municipalities for 
grasslands and forests. A recent example is in Anogeia village, where there 
was a big dispute with the village of Zoniana about grasslands. Anogeia 
territory includes the largest part of the Psiloritis Mountain, and the 
majority of its citizens are shepherds. In the recent past, shepherds from 
=RQLDQDVWDUWHGHQWHULQJ$QRJHLD¶VSDVWXUHVDQGJUD]LQJWKHLUIOLFNVWKHUH
Anogeia started defending their pastures from what was thought to be 
invasion from Zoniana shepherds. At that point and in order to define their 
territory from the increasing pressure from Zoniana commune they fenced 
the uplands so that Zoniana shepherds could not enter them (AM19, 20, 
22). All these elements suggest that ownership rights are very important 
to local populations. They consider commune land as theirs, their 
responsibility to defend it, especially WKHXQFXOWLYDWHGµZLOGODQG¶ĮǄǏǈƾįĮ) 
as it is often called in Crete. Whatever the constitution suggests, or forest 
law implies, this element has a long tradition in Crete which cannot be 
ignored. 
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4.4 A general historiography of Forest Commission in 
Greece.      
The Greek State was first officially recognised as an independent State in 
1830 after the war of independence from the Ottomans in 1821. According 
to McGrew (1985, p.xi):     
the Greek revolution was in its largest sense not only a national 
liberation from an alien conqueror who had occupied Greek 
lands for four centuries. It also marked a turning of Greek 
society from an Asian to a European orientation.  
The new established state was influenced by the other western 
European countries and a king initially imported from Bavaria and later 
from Denmark, was the head of the new Kingdom. Even today the legal 
system of Greece is very similar to the German legal system, influenced by 
the first ruler of the state who was Bavarian. Bavarians supported the 
State ownership of common lands thus their policy influenced forest policy 
as well. McGrew (1985, p.124) argues that:  
The Bavarians, experienced in forest management, were 
especially concerned with protecting against abuse. State policy 
toward this public resource therefore aimed at its conservation 
in addition to the twin objectives of confirming state ownership 
of all forests which had not been explicitly assigned by the 
Ottomans to private use, and of realizing revenues from public 
and privately owned forests.      
The first forest laws were issued almost with the beginning of the new 
state and in 1836 it was a government policy to create a united forest 
authority in the state to promote the public economy and rights. With this 
law a structural Forest Commission was established the following year that 
could manage the forests of Greece (Greek Kingdom 1836). At that point 
there was not a clear connection of a forester with the necessary 
qualifications, obtained from university level studies. Two main higher 
categories of forest personnel were defined with this Action, the Forest 
'LUHFWRU'DVDUFKLVDQGDVHFRQGOHYHOFDOOHGµGDVRQRPRV¶WKDWZDVPDLQO\
responsible for the forest law and conservation obligations and also to help 
the Forest Director. There were also mentions of lower level forest 
personnel of guards, what is called today forest rangers (Greek Kingdom 
1836). Both of these terms are in use today in Greece. The qualifications 
mHQWLRQHGLQWKH$FWLRQRIVXJJHVWHGWKDWµD)RUHVW'LUHFWRUFDQEH
someone that had the knowledge of all the branches of forestry science, 
DQG KDG D SUDFWLFDO H[SHULHQFH RI IRUHVWU\ IRU D ORQJ SHULRG¶ (Greek 
Kingdom 1836, p.97) ,Q WKH FDVH RI µGDVRQRPRV¶ D FOHDU VFLHQWLILF
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qualification was not needed, but work experience in the lower levels of 
forest personnel and knowledge of writing and reading (Greek Kingdom 
1836).  
In 1897, a new Government decision was made to increase the number 
of Forest Directors to 30, and to provide six state scholarships for forestry 
studies in Europe (Greek Kingdom 1897). This is probably one of the first 
steps to integrate European forest knowledge into Greece. It is interesting 
to add here that in England a formal Forest Commission was established in 
1919, and English forestry was strongly influenced by Germans scholars as 
well (James 1990), where forestry management and science had a long 
tradition dating from the 18th century A.D. (Wiersum 1995). These 
elements highlight an early connection and influence from continental 
European forest knowledge.  
In 1906 a Greek forester wrote one of the first forest books, with the 
WLWOHµ)RUHVWVDQGFLYLOLVDWLRQSDUWLFXODUO\IRU*UHHFH¶+LVQDPHZDV3HWURV
Kontos and he had initially studied civil engineering in Athens and later he 
finalised his education in the University of Vienna in forestry. In 1906 he 
was the head of the Forest Authority in Attica. In his work, he is very 
concerned about the differences that existed between Greece and western 
European countries and that his work was an original one, based on 
primary sources and not a translation of other works outside Greece 
(Kontos 1906). In 1939 the Minister of Agriculture appointed Petros Kontos 
to reorganise the Forest Commission. At that point Petros Knotos was a 
professor in the School of Forestry in Thessaloniki (Kyriakos 1939). 
Moreover, in 1916 twenty five high school Greek graduates were sent to 
forest schools of Austria, for three year studies and they later took the 
positions of Forest Directors (Papastavros and Makris 1986) in Forest 
Commission. The School of Forestry had a long tradition of research 
cooperation with central European forest schools, especially the German 
speaking ones. Even today several professors of the Forestry School 
obtained their PhD studies in Germany (AUTH 2011).  
Several other legislations took place in following years regarding forest 
and forest policy in Greece and some of them are still in use, with some 
new legislation for forests imported even today. According to Papastavros 
and Makris (1986) Greek Forestry can be divided into four characteristic 
periods with the first one called transitional period, covering the era of 
1833 ± 1893. Before the formal establishment of a Forest Commission in 
1833, the MLQLVWU\ RI )LQDQFHVZDV REOLJDWHGZLWK µWKH EHQHILWV IURP WKH
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public forests, their defence against potential illegal actions and their 
IUHHGRP IURPPDOLJQ µVODYHULHV¶¶ (M.R.D.F. 2011a, p.1), connected with a 
strong economical value derived from the forests.  
The second period is characterised as preparative, and covered the 
period 1893 - 1931. At this stage, forestry knowledge is developed 
domestically and a more extended forestry action took place 
(Oikonomopoulos 1966). At this period we have the establishment of a 
Forest Administration and a Forestry School, initially in Athens (1917) and 
then in Thessaloniki in 1927 where it is still based. This is one of the first 
University Schools established in Greece and shows the importance of 
forests for Greece. In France the foundation of the Imperial School of 
Forestry was established at Nancy in 1824 (Grove 1996) and in England 
forestry was taught in the late 19th century (James 1990). Germany had an 
earlier tradition of forestry science, dating back to the 18th century with 
sustainable management being in its initial stages (Wiersum 1995).  
In 1924, the Forest Service was organised into 14 Regional Forest 
Inspectorates, with 55 Forest Authorities and 65 Forest Districts 
(Papastavros and Makris 1986) and Crete that joined Greece in 1913 was 
one of the 14 Regional Inspectorates. In the Cretan State (1898-1913) an 
Agricultural Authority was proposed to be established, where a special 
division within it would be in charge of the forests. There was no attempt 
to develop an autonomous Forest Commission as forests were regarded as 
sparse and not profitable (Cretan State 1899a). In this period, the Cretan 
State was more influenced by French than German speaking scholars and 
often in the Cretan official documents such opinions are quoted. For 
example the collapse of the Mediterranean civilisation was strongly 
connected with the deforestation that took place and uncontrolled forest 
use in the past. In the archive actually it is mentioned that:  
according to the opinion of the director of Institut agronomique, 
in Paris, Mr Risler and other scholars and travellers, one of the 
main reasons of the collapse of agriculture in the countries of 
South east Europe, Minor Asia, and the islands of the 
Mediterranean sea, is the clear cutting of their Mountains 
(Cretan State 1899a, p.9).    
This prompted local authorities of Crete to issue legislation for forest 
protection till 1913, where the local legal system was replaced by the 
Central Greek statutes. The Great Powers (Italy, United Kingdom, France 
and Russia) were obliged to help the new State and provide security (Miller 
1898). Several government consultants were foreigners and had an 
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important influence on the State, as the French director did in the forest 
policy of that time (Cretan State 1899a).    
The third period of Greek forestry is called the edifying period (1931-
1965) where, theoretical and practical knowledge was enough to help 
forestry works and research. At this period, different sectors within forestry 
were developed, such as: Forest management, Afforestation, Forest roads, 
Forest pastures, Mountain hydrology, Management of conservation areas, 
Game and inland fisheries, Forest census and forest soil classification and 
Forest research (Papastavros and Makris 1985). This information is in 
parallel with a global trend in forest science of that period where:      
in the middle of the 20th century the interpretation was 
broadened to include the principle of multiple use. Under this 
broader view, forest management should focus not only on 
timber as a commercial product, but also should aim at the 
provision of an optimum mix of human-valued products and 
services (Wiersum 1995, p.322).  
Finally the fourth period, 1965 till the 1980s, according to Papastavros 
and Makris (1986), is characterised by the development of a holistic 
management approach and the emergence of multiple purpose forestry. 
This period is more organised and focus is given to sustainable 
management where timber is not necessarily the main target. However, 
such holistic forestry management approaches are found in the earlier 
1906 publication for forestry of Kontos (1906) and also in a report in 1930 
of foresters in Crete (RGC4). In these documents forest management is 
characterised by a holistic approach, especially in relation to soil erosion 
protection and the ability to use forest for grazing animals, or for hunting, 
not necessarily only for timber production. Similar types of forest values 
over time are found in forest archives in the 1950s (HFDA9), where forest 
conservation is a main element and multiple purpose forestry was already 
in focus.  
Holistic approaches of forest management can be traced back to the 
early development of forestry in Greece and not only in 1965 as argued by 
Papastavros and Makris (1986). It seems that multiple forest management 
and sustainability is an inherent element of Greek forestry and coevolved 
with the discipline by the beginning of forestry science in Greece in 1917 
where the first Forestry School was established. This element of 
sustainability and forestry of multiple purposes is still one of the main 
taught elements in Greek Forestry Schools today (Ntafis 1990, 
Chatzistathis and Ispikoudis 1995, AUTH 2011).       
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Currently forestry has to face new trends and integrate again the 
holistic approach that will be enlightened with the knowledge of forest 
history and take into account the anthropogenic parameters, disregarded 
all these years. It seems that a new period for forestry has already started 
not only in Greece but worldwide.  
Different formats of Forest Administration have taken place up to the 
present day. The general scheme can be traced back to 1924 and is still in 
use today. The current general format of Forest Administration regarding 
regional Forest Authorities is shown in Figure 4.13. The higher the level the 
Forest Commission, the less is the involvement with local authorities and 
population. The Direction of Coordination and Inspectorate of Forests 
according to the official Greek Gazette: 
is responsible for the coordination, supervision and inspection of 
all the Forest Commissions of Crete and their personnel. It has 
to be in a continuation of cooperation with the relative Ministry 
for the best solution of the problems and their matters and it 
should follow its instructions (Hellenic Republic 2010, p.4748).  
This general scheme of Figure 4.13 is applied differently within the 
regions of Greece, so in Crete the Forest divisions are as shown in Figure 
4.14. In the case of Crete there is an absence of Forest Authority, and the 
responsibilities of this division are held by the upper level of division, the 
Forest Direction. Hence:    
Forest Direction for every prefecture of the Decentralised 
Administration of Crete will be responsible in particular for 
forest development and protection of forests and forested 
areas, execution of forestry projects, forest mapping and 
property matters of the prefecture. Must be in constant liaison 
with the relevant Ministry to better address the problems and 
assumptions of responsibility and follow its instructions 
(Hellenic Republic 2010, p.4749).  
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Figure 4.13: Contemporary Forestry structure in a regional scale.  
Source: Figure drawn by the author, based on information from the Forest Authority 
formal website (M.E.C.C. 2011b)   
 
Figure 4.14. Forest Administration in the island of Crete as it was recorded 
in 2011.  
Source: Figure drawn by the author, based on personal knowledge and information of the 
Governmental Gazette for the establishment of the Decentralised Administration of Crete 
(Hellenic Republic 2010)    
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Local archives in Heraklion have been examined in order to understand 
how central political changes have influenced local Forest Authorities in the 
Heraklion prefecture and generally the presence of forest personnel in the 
research area through time. Luckily, several registry books since 1918 
have survived and inform us about the personnel and the Forest structure 
involved in the Heraklion Prefecture.   
Archival information shows that in Heraklion a Forest Authority was 
established in 1917 and several local Forest Offices gradually were 
developed. In the early stages, there was a strong connection with local 
Police Authorities. The head of Heraklion Forest District was a Major 
policeman, and he was supposed to be in charge of Forest responsibilities 
in the absence of any Forestry personnel. Later Heraklion was demoted to 
a Forest District, and the Forest Authority was established in Chania, which 
was the capital of Crete (1850-1970). This demotion or promotion from 
Authority to District and vice versa happened several times up to 1976 
when finally Heraklion was promoted to the upper level, called at that 
period Forest Authority District, a term replaced the following year to the 
one used till today, Forest Direction (HFDA4, 5, 9).   
The existence of Forest personnel in the villages of Psiloritis was secured 
since the establishment of the Forest Commission in Heraklion. In Zaros 
village the existence of a Forest Office is first mentioned in 1921. The 
SHUVRQ ZRUNLQJ WKHUH ZDV FKDUDFWHULVHG DV µLOOLWHUDWH¶ DQG KH had limited 
responsibilities and called a forest ranger. The same year another office 
was established in the area, in the village of Vorizia. In the following years, 
between 1924 and 1926 a reduction in Forest personnel took place and 
there were no staff in the area of Psiloritis. In October 1926 a rehabilitation 
of Forest Rangers occurred, however, in the village of Gergeri this time. 
This status remained unchanged at least till 1932. There is a gap in 
archival information between 1932 and 1956 regarding Forest personnel, 
as several of the archives were destroyed in 2000 when the Forest 
'LUHFWLRQPRYHGWRQHZEXLOGLQJV$QRWKHUUHJLVWU\ERRNFDOOHGWKHµ%RRN
RI)RUHVW,QFLGHQFHV¶VXUYLYHVDQGGDWHVEDFNWRDQGLWLVVWLOOLQXVH
This book was characWHULVHG DV µWKH PLUURU RI WKH &RPPLVVLRQ¶ E\ D
forester in Heraklion and he highlighted its importance in terms of 
historical information for the Forest Commission:     
H1: Ʃİǌ ǍƿǏǔƧǌǃǏİǈǐ ǉƾĲǈ ıĲǎ ǃǈǃǊǁǎ Ĳǔǌ įĮıǈǉǙǌǒǏǎǌǈǉǙǌƷǎ ǃǈǃǊǁǎ Ĳǔǌ
įĮıǈǉǙǌ ǒǏǎǌǈǉǙǌ ǑȺǎĲǁǇİĲĮǈ ǗĲǈ İǁǌĮǈ ǎ ǉĮǇǏƿȺĲǆǐ Ĳǆǐ ǑȺǆǏİıǁĮǐ  Ƨǌ
İǌǆǋİǏǔǌǗĲĮǌİ ıǔıĲƾ ǗǊĮ ĮǑĲƾ ĲĮ ǒǏǗǌǈĮ İǁǌĮǈ ǎ İǁǌĮǈ ǎ ǉĮǇǏƿȺĲǆǐ Ĳǆǐ
ǑȺǆǏİıǁĮǐ 
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H1: I am not sure if you can find something in the book of forest incidences. 
The book of forest incidences is supposed to be the mirror of the commission. If 
it was updated properly all these years, it is actually the mirror of the 
commission.  
H1: 59, M, Forester   
In this book information on forest personnel is registered along with the 
most important incidents which happened during each year. For the first 
time in 1950 WKHUH LV D PHQWLRQ RI WKH WHUP µ&RPPXQH )RUHVW 5DQJHU¶
These forest rangers were locally based and they were responsible for a 
particular commune. It is important though that almost all the villages of 
the research area had such personnel, something not common in other 
forested areas in Heraklion prefecture.    
In that book in 1956 it was PHQWLRQHG WKDW µDV D UHVXOW RI WKHLU ORZ
payments, the above Commune Forest Rangers, did not contribute, as they 
FRXOGWRWKHJXDUGLQJRIWKHIRUHVWV¶(HFDA9). It can be assumed from the 
information available that this type of Forest personnel was of a lower level 
in terms of payments and responsibilities. Commune Forest Rangers were 
present in the research area till 1968, the year that all of them were 
dismissed. This could be the result of a problematic integration with Forest 
Authority and negative reports to the central ministry for their quality of 
work (HFDA9). In addition, at that period Greece was under a military 
government, and decisions were made by the army leaders. Several 
Interviewees remember them and their power. An interviewee in his 70s, 
from Nyvritos, recalls an event, just after the end of the WWII where two 
people from his village were charged for illegal logging:       
N4: ƸȺǀǏǒİįĮıǎĳǘǊĮǉĮǐǌĮıİǉĮĲĮǄǄİǁǊİǈǉĮǈįİǌǄĮĲƿǒǔǁǌĲĮ«ǎƴĮĲĮĲƾǉǆǐ
ǀĲĮǌǎȺǏǙĲǎǐƳƴĮĲĮĲƾǉǆǐĲǙǏĮǗĲĮǌİȺǀǄİǎ ǉǎǑǌǈƾįǎǐǋǎǑǎīǈǔǏǄƾǉǆǐǋİ
Ĳǎ ǌǁǉǎ ĲǎǑ ƮǙıĲĮ ǉĮǈ ǉǗǓĮǌİ ıĲǈǐ ǉĮǊǘǃİǐ ȺİǑǉĮǊǎǘįİǐ ǉĮǈ ǉƾǋĮǌİ  ǉĮǈ
ıƾıĮǌİǋİıǎįǗǉǈĮȺǎǑıǉƿȺĮıİǉĮǈǎǉǎǑǌǈƾįǎǐǋǎǑǃƿǃĮǈĮĲǎǋǈıǗĲǎǑıȺǁĲǈ
ǉĮǈǎƮǔıĲǎǌǁǉǎǐ İǉǈƿ ĲǗǒİǋİ ĲıǈȺİǑǉĮǊǎǘįİǐ ĲĮȺİǊİǉǁıĮǌİǉĮǈ ĲĮǉƾǌĮǌİ
ĮǑĲƾ ǉĮǈ Ĳıǎǈ ǉĮĲƾǄǄİǈǊİ įǆǊĮįǀ ǘıĲİǏĮ ǎ ƴĮĲĮĲƾǉǆǐ ǉĮǈ İȺǀǄĮǌİ ıĲǎ
ƬǏƾǉǊİǈǎǉĮǈǇǑǋǎǘǋĮǈĲǙǏĮǀǋǎǑǌİǋİǄƾǊǎǐİįǈǉƾıĮǌİĲǅǎǈǉĮǈİǉƾǋĮǌİĲǗĲİǐ
ıĮǐĲǎǌƮǔıĲǎǋĮǌǙǊǆĲǎǌİǁǒĮǌİȺǈƾıİǈǔǐȺǏǎįǗĲǆįǎıǁǊǎǄǎǉĮǈĲǎǌİǁǒĮǌİ
ıĲǆĳǑǊĮǉǀǉĮǈĲıǎǈȺǀǄĮǌİǉĮǈĮǑĲǎǘǐİǉǈƾĲǗĲİǐıĮǐ. 
N4: There was a forest ranger, he could charge you, Patatakis was the first 
forest ranger (in Nyvritos). Patatakis, when my brother-in-law went and cut 
pine from kalyves area, and they made beams for roofing, and my brother-in-
law finished half of his house, Kostonikos also made it with pine, they processed 
the wood for beam making, and then Patatakis charged them, and they had to 
go to Heraklion for the court. And I remember, I was old enough that they were 
charged and they went to the jail where they met Kostomali, who was arrested 
for betraying, and he was kept in the jail, and they were sent there as well.  
N4: 70s, M, Hayward 
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In the late 1970s the picture changed and Forest Offices were no longer 
important and gradually they were abandoned. That is a result of a lack 
personnel and the development of road networks. However this has 
resulted in a loss of immediate contact of forest personnel with local people 
that created an impression of absence of authority from the forests. Today 
foresters and even forest rangers spend more time in the central office in 
Heraklion city than in their natural field of work in the forests.  
In section 17 of the statue of 1836 for the organisation of forest 
districts, it was mentioned that:     
the Committee of the Finance should take into consideration 
that all instructions should be very clear and simple and that 
forest personnel should not be involved as far as it is possible, 
in bureaucratic works (Greek Kingdom 1836, p.97) 
This suggestion should perhaps also be introduced in current forest law, 
so that today foresters would have more opportunities to re-establish the 
lost connection with local societies and implement more effectively their 
work.    
4.5 Crete and forest production till 19th century A.D.  
4.5.1 Timber from Cretan woods 
The forests of Crete and their timber production played a more or less 
important role for the different rulers of the island (Table 4.4). Under the 
rule of Byzantines, 4th-7th century AD, forests were less used for timber 
production and presumably only wood for ordinary purposes was used 
extensively by local people, as the empire had access to other areas of the 
Balkan Peninsula (Lemerle 1979) for timber.  
 
Period (A.D.) Ruler 
324-820 Byzantines 
820-961 Arabs 
961-1212 Byzantines 
1212-1669 Venetians 
1669-1898 Ottomans 
1898-1913 Cretan State 
1913-present Greece 
1941-1944 German occupation 
1946-1949 Greek Civil war 
Table 4.4: Historical information of the different rulers of Crete since 324 
A.D. 
Source: table drawn by the author.     
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This seems to change, when the island was under Arab rule, 7th- 8th 
century AD. It was an independent small kingdom and the forests were 
used extensively for timber to satisfy their needs for shipping, especially 
oaks (Canavas 2009). These assumptions are based on pollen diagrams of 
that period; however, it is not clear that oak forests were exploited only for 
shipbuilding and not for other products such as charcoal. According to 
&DQDYDVµVKRUW-time changes did have long-WLPHHIIHFWVRQ&UHWDQIRUHVWV¶
(Canavas 2009, p.104), and the short period of 140 years of intensive use 
of forests by the Arabs had a long term influence on the landscape. 
Deciduous oak woods did not recover after the re-conquest of Crete by the 
Byzantines (960-1) till the end of the Venetian rule in 1669 (Rackham and 
Moody 1996). Venice had access to forest resources, mainly in the 
Dalmatian peninsula, thus it was not necessary for her to use Cretan 
timber. There is evidence though for shipbuilding in Crete with the use of 
local and imported timber. The long term rule of Crete from Venice, more 
than 450 years, probably resulted in an overuse of forests, and then 
abandonment when these resources were reduced and then again, when 
forest resources recovered, another cycle of overexploitation. In a Venetian 
document of 1602 it is mentioned that:   
other crooked timber, can be found in Crete, one of the best 
and rare qualities, and in quantities enough even if it is going to 
be shipped 50 galleys, as someone can conclude from the 
timber used for the construction of the previous new three 
galleys. For these galleys it was used timber derived partially 
from Corfu, before it was discovered that this type of timber 
exists in Crete, that it is more than enough today for these 
galleys to be finished (Spanakis 1958, p.156).  
According to the discoveries of Venetian officials in 1602, there was 
enough timber in Crete that could support shipbuilding efficiently. This 
information can support the theory of a cycle of an overexploitation - forest 
recovery, and in 1602 we had a recovery of forest, enough to support 
timber of good quality for shipbuilding.  
In 1630 it is mentioned that timber from the forests of Sfakia area 
(south west Crete), was used for shipbuilding and roof construction during 
the Venetian period:         
there are also in the area of Sfakia a lot of mountains with vast 
forests of cypress, kermes oaks and other trees from whom 
they bring to the city planks and timber for galleys and ship 
construction, for housing building and other purposes (Spanakis 
1969, p.22).  
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Although new forest resources were discovered and ships were 
constructed, Venetian rule ended in 1669 and the Ottomans came in power 
for the following 200 years. For the Ottoman Empire, Crete was not an 
area of great importance and actually its last conquest (Brumfield 2000). 
The Ottomans had access to several forested areas with more extensive 
and productive forests for timber. Turkish archives from Crete have less 
information about timber production and some of them show that Cretan 
timber was used for local needs. In a document of 1670, a conflict between 
a merchant and a buyer shows that timber was acquired from local woods. 
In this document it is mentioned that:  
the archbishop of the non-believers in Crete, Neofytos, sold to 
Hasan Bece his part of the amount of timber that we, with our 
people had cut. The buyer (Hasan Bece) though with no 
permission took and the amount of timber, that was in my 
behalf (Stavrinidis 1986a, p.351).  
Here it is clear that timber was taken from Cretan woods for local uses. In 
another document the following century (1761) the authorities used wood 
for military purposes procured from local woods in the area of Chania, 
officially ordered:   
After the epistle sent from the commander of Chania, that the 
wooden parts of firearms of the castle of Chania, and their 
wheels have been damaged from ageing,..., they (specific 
personnel in charge) should find the 1000 boards needed from 
the nearest to the Chania Castle Cretan forests (Stavrinidis 
1985, p.166). 
There is also some information regarding imports of wood from other areas 
such as Constantinople (Stavrinidis 1986b).      
4.5.2 Non timber products from Cretan woods.    
In the Greek translation of the Venetian archives there are several 
references to firewood and charcoal as well; however, other non-timber 
product information is not found. The available information in Venetian 
archives only reveals a limited picture of how firewood was used at that 
WLPH =XDQQH 0RFHQLJR D 9HQHWLDQ µ3URYYHGLWRUH *HQHUDOH¶  LQ KLV
report to Venice reflects his worries of the pressure that Knights often put 
on peasants even for firewood collection. In his report to Venice he wrote:  
there are some knights that they do not let  them (peasants) 
cut not even the acanthus (acanthine plants) that grow in the 
fields for setting off a fire or to heat kilns, without special 
permission being given to them (Spanakis 1940, p.2). 
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This passage provides evidence that for firewood collection a type of 
permission had to be sought even for brush-wood used for cooking 
purposes in that period. In the same report is mentioned the need of the 
capital Candia (Heraklion) for firewood. Local governors were assigned with 
the task of supplying wood for the capital of Candia at least for certain 
periods during Venetian rule and in this report it was suggested that this 
should be applied again, µthe castellans should be assigned, like in the 
SDVWIRUWKHFXWWLQJDQGWUDQVSRUWDWLRQRIWKHZRRGLQWKHFLW\RI&DQGLD¶
(Spanakis 1940, p.45).      
It seems that the replenishment of firewood supplies was problematic 
and the area close to Candia was not able to satisfy its needs. In 1630, 
Fransesco Basilicata, in his report to Venice, suggests that along with the 
firewood imported from the islands there should be also the development 
of a store area for charcoal, useful for war time, as it is a durable product: 
despite the deposit of wood, I would see with regard a large 
amount of charcoal supply, that is necessary for any need, and 
when that will happen, it should not be used for any purpose, 
only in the case of war time, because this procurement it is 
durable and no one can doubt that it can ever be destroyed 
(Spanakis 1969, p.228).  
Francesco Basilicata stated also the problems of firewood supply in Candia 
that was mainly obtained from the islands:  
as far as concerning firewood supply, the situation could be 
worse if there were not the boats that are going to the islands 
of Archipelago, and transfer them from there, because in the 
onshore areas of the kingdom, wood cannot be found any more 
that could satisfy provisionally the needs of the city of Candia 
(Spanakis 1969, p.227). 
The islands of Cyclades do not have much forest and could not provide 
sufficient quantities of wood, but they have had more efficient links with 
continental Greece than Crete. It can be assumed that the wood was 
imported there from continental Greece and then transferred to Crete. 
However, it is questionable why Venetians did not use wood from Crete 
itself but had to import it from distant areas, using boats. An explanation 
could be that the cost to carry it from the mountains of Crete, as wood was 
no longer available in the lowland areas, was greater than to transport it 
by boats.  
The Turkish archives provide more information on firewood taxation. 
These taxes were often in the terms of firewood commodities or could be 
replaced with money in several cases. Firewood was used for the needs of 
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the officials (Pasha) and there is evidence that the villagers close to the 
3DVKD¶V EDVH ZHUH DVVLJQHG ZLWK WKH WDVN RI SURYLGLQJ ILUHZRRG ZKLOH
distant districts offered money. That could be a result of transportation 
problems and incUHDVHGFRVWV,QLWZDVUHSRUWHGWKDWµWKHJRYHUQRUV
of Crete, levied from the nearby residents in commodities, from the distant 
RQHVWKHYDOXHRIZKHDWILUHZRRG¶(Stavrinidis 1986b, p.281). 
Frequently these taxes created conflicts and the selected translations 
from Turkish to Greek from Stavranidis are often documents of unfair 
taxation from Pashas to ratepayers, sent to courts or superior governors. 
,QLWZDVUHSRUWHGWKDW µWDNLQJIURPWKHP3DVKDVXVLQJIRUFHIRU
winter taxes and gifts, ILUHZRRG¶(Stavrinidis 1986b, p.436), and in a 
document of 1694 that: 
although, we offered to his majesty Mahomet Pasha all the 
customary gifts (peskeshi) that we every year give in the 
appointed Pashas, which are: one tseki (measurement value) 
firewood for every ratepayer raya (Greek-Christian) (Stavrinidis 
1987, p.34). 
Turkish archives have only two records of charcoal. One mentions the 
amount of tax paid from the Christians of Heraklion to the Pasha of 
Chandax (Heraklion city) that was 50 grosia1 per year for 6.000 oka2 of 
charcoal. The other contains information regarding a cargo in a ship, 
travelling from Heraklion to Alexandria, where charcoal is mentioned along 
with other materials. There is no other information, regarding tax collection 
of charcoal production. The picture of this period regarding charcoal is very 
vague but probably charcoal was not as important as firewood.    
Generally NTFPs are not included in official documents while other 
agricultural products, more essential for the survival of the population, 
such as wheat, raisins and olive oil are often mentioned. Moreover, De 
%RQQHYDODQG'XPDVLQWKHLUµreconnaissance de O¶,OHGH&UHWH¶ included no 
data for forest products in Crete in 1783. According to them, µCrete 
produces wheat, barley, oat, wine, honey, wax, soya, fruits of all kinds, 
IOD[DQGFRWWRQ¶(De Bonneval and Dumas 1783, p.222). In terms of other 
NTFPs there is only one case recorded in the Ottoman archives, for the 
export of carob pods to Alexandria (Egypt), along with several other 
products in the year of 1757 (Stavrinidis 1985).      
                                         
1 Grosi/grosia, gurus in Turkish, is a silver coin used in Ottoman Empire. 
2 1 oka/okadhes = 1,282 kgr. 
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Historical information, suggests that at least during the Venetian 
occupation, firewood and charcoal were imported from areas outside Crete, 
and charcoal production was limited in Cretan forests. This continued 
during Ottoman rule where information on charcoal is very rare. As 
empires, both of them had other lands, more suitable for charcoal 
production, along with timber. The urban areas of Crete, lying on the 
coastline, were potentially more accessible from the sea than inland roads, 
and it is more likely that areas outside Crete provided the necessary fuel 
for the cities.       
The last period of Ottoman occupation (17th century) is characterised by 
several conflicts and the war for the union with Greece, that led to a short 
lived semi-independent Cretan State (1898-1913) under the protection of 
the Great Powers. According to Rackham and Moody (1996, p.137) the late 
2WWRPDQSHULRG LVD µPRUHZRRGHGSKDVHZKLFK FRXOGEH UHODWHG WR WKH
UHEHOOLRQV WKDW SODJXHG WKH LVODQG IURP  WR ¶ DQG LV FRQQHFWHG
with an abandonment of cultivation and less exploitation of natural 
resources.       
4.5.3 Animal Husbandry 
Grazing is highly connected with forestry in Greece today. The majority of 
grasslands or grazed lands are forested areas or even forests. Greek 
forests and Cretan forests were always under browsing pressure (Rackham 
and Moody 1996, Papanastasis et al. 2000, Papanastasis 2004). For this 
reason one cannot exclude shepherding from forestry in Greece, and both 
are interrelated elements.  
Information, regarding animal husbandry, is included in the Turkish 
archives and shows its importance during that period. In those documents, 
there are several cases relating to herd sizes. Data suggest that whole 
flocks were owned by rich Turks or Orthodox monasteries and they were 
managed by Christian shepherds. A document for the year 1658 states 
WKDW WKH VKHSKHUG RI WKH PRQDVWHU\ RI µ$\LR 3QHYPD¶ +RO\ 6SLULW ZDV
killed accidentally:     
Under the taxation, Michail, shepherd of the monastery, he 
climbed in the mulberry tree in order to collect mulberry leaves 
to feed silkworms, he fell down there and died (Stavrinidis 
1986a, p.36).      
In another document of the year 1672 a local governor (Pasha) owner 
of a large herd appointed Christian shepherds from Anogeia village to 
manage his flock:       
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,KDGGHOLYHUHGIRUJUD]LQJWKHGHIHQGDQWV¶VKHHSEHORQJLQJ
to his majesty my manager. Disease did appear on these sheep 
and they were sold to Apti Bese all the diseased 342 sheep, the 
ones that were able to be sold, and they were 190 sheep for 51 
aspra per each, the rest 152 died. I request you to ask about 
this event the villagers from Anogeia and I want their responce 
to be recorded (Stavrinidis 1986b, p.3).   
Furthermore, some other documents of a later period (1694-1715) show 
that Turks owned herds of a relatively large size and appointed Christian 
shepherds from upland villages to manage them:    
The shepherd of Gergeri village had in his ownership the above 
mentioned sheep and goats that belonged to the zaipis Mustafa 
Aga. SheHSUDPVJRDWVPDOHJRDWV7RWDO¶
(Stavrinidis 1987, p.334).      
Kasap Achmet Chaous resident of Heraklion, prosecutes 
Vasileion, that comes from Anogeia village, because from the 
330 sheep that he was given to graze through the chief 
shepherd Kosta Yianni, he returned 210 sheep; he (Kasap 
Achmet Chaous) asks for the return of the rest (Stavrinidis 
1987, p.245).     
All this information supports the existence of relatively large herds, 
owned by large estates during the Ottoman occupation. In addition, other 
Turkish records provide taxation data for animals that suggests individual 
ownership by local villagers and shepherds as well. Taxes included 
commodities as well as money or taxes for the use of pastures. In contrast 
to the previous tD[DWLRQLQIRUPDWLRQDGRFXPHQWXQGHUWKHWLWOHµQHZFRGH¶
suggests that taxation on animals and pastures was not allowed, along 
with several other taxes. This document although not dated, Stavrinidis 
(1986a) suggests was written in 1671:      
With an empire firman it is forbidden, abolished and cancelled, 
in the island of Crete, all the arbitrary political taxes ... tax for 
goats/sheep, ... tax for pastures and winter pastures,... Not 
even in the future should these taxes be enforced in this island 
(Stavrinidis 1986a, p.310).  
This document verifies that before its issue, there were several taxes on 
animals and pastures in Crete. In addition, later documents in the years of 
1694, 1698 and 1712, implied that taxation of animals continued for those 
periods. Actually animal taxation was given to individuals for collection as a 
renting element, something common in the late Ottoman Empire 
(Stavrinidis 1987). In addition, in another Turkish document of the 1698, it 
is mentioned that small animal stocks are excluded from taxation:      
With this general imperial command the new taxation in 
sheep/goats will be as: They are excluded from any tax, the 
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owners of 150 sheep/goats, for the more than this number 
animals, it will be paid one aspro per head, 20 aspra for 
production tax and 5 aspra for grazing tax for 300 animals 
(Stavrinidis 1987, p.211).   
Other information included censuses on animal numbers and in 1699, 
the total number of sheep and goats for taxation reasons of eastern parts 
of Crete and Sfakia region in south west Crete was recorded. The 
document states a total number for these areas of 109,895 goats and 
sheep (Stavrinidis 1987).    
Definitely till the end of the Ottoman occupation in Crete, there were 
several estates, normally owned by rich Turks, living in the urban areas or 
big villages that had large herds. This feudal system changes later under 
the union with Greece and the departing of the Cretan-turks in 1922. Along 
with these large estates that employed often Christian shepherds, villagers 
had their own herds, probably in smaller sizes and they were under 
taxation as well. Husbandry was a very important element during this 
period and grazing was one of the main uses of the uncultivated land.  
4.6 Forest production in the 20th century    
After the formal establishment of Forest Commission in Crete in the 
beginning of 20th century, ordinary information of forestry elements were 
recorded. This often refers to forest production and an analysis was 
implemented and presented in this section.  
The main source of information relative to forest production is the 
registry book of logging. In this book not only timber production is 
registered, but also other forest products, today often called NTFPs. The 
general quantitative results derived from the archive are shown in Figure 
4.15, Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18.    
Another archive that includes elements of forest production is the 
registry book of accusations. Here in contrast to the registry book of 
logging, there is not any quantitative information available regarding 
amounts of forest production. However, its information is useful to cross-
reference the type of forest products derived from the forests and check 
any other type of products that were obtained without formal permission. 
The illegal actions that took place in Heraklion prefecture are shown in 
Figure 4.19 and for the research area in Figure 4.20. Analysis of the data 
(Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20) showed that from 1925 and till 1945 illegal 
charcoal making was dominant, and then ten years later this problem 
disappeared completely.  
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Figure 4.15: Timber production in Heraklion.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, from quantitative information from HFDA6, 7, 8    
 
Figure 4.16: Firewood and brushwood (used for lime) production in 
Heraklion. 
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, from quantitative information from HFDA6 , 7    
 
Figure 4.17: Charcoal production in Heraklion.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, from quantitative information from HFDA6, 7    
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Figure 4.18: Other forest products in Heraklion.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA6 , 7  
 
Figure 4.19: Illegal actions in Heraklion Prefecture till 1970.  
Source: Source: Diagram drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA2   
 
Figure 4.20: Illegal forest actions in eastern Psiloritis till 1970.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA2   
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The increase in legal charcoal making after the 1930s can be explained 
by the fact that there is an increase in illegal charcoal cases in 1935 and 
that pressures peasants to get formal permissions. This can be connected 
with a more efficient structure and organisation of Forest Commission and 
the development of local Forest offices in the 1920s (HFDA4, 5). In 
addition, illegal charcoal is high in 1935 in Psiloritis, and that is connected 
with a decision by forest officials to forbid charcoal making in the 1930s 
from the forests of Gergeri village (RGC4) and also by the existence of a 
local Forest Office there that could implement the decision.     
It seems that one of the most important forest products up to the 1950s 
was charcoal along with firewood and brushwood for lime making as shown 
from the book of loggings (Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17). This trend changes in 
the 1960s, where forest production is now reduced only to timber that 
continues till 1970, when this also ceased (Figure 4.15). The illegal cases 
graph (Figure 4.19) shows that if there is a need for a product there is 
always an illegal production of it in parallel with the formal registrations.  
The three illegal actions, charcoal making, forest products transfer and 
logging, are highly related. Obviously when an illegal transfer of forest 
products occurred or illegal charcoal had been made, illegal wood-cutting 
was hidden behind these actions. In the archive, several accusations 
include transfer along with one of the two, charcoal or logging.  
This trend of forest production reducing continued and in recent times 
and along with the forest archives (Table 4.5), information from the 
statistical authority supports that as well (Table 4.6). It is clear that the 
last entry for a formally obtained forest product was 1974. Since that year 
and till today there is not any timber felling in Heraklion prefecture. 
Rackham and Moody (1996, p.116) in their only one paragraph for 
ZRRGFXWWLQJVXSSRUWHGWKDW µWKHUHFDQEHQRGRXEW WKDWXQWLODERXW 1950 
wild trees, shrubs and even under-VKUXEV ZHUH PXFK XVHG¶ +RZHYHU
Forest archives also suggest that after 1950 woodcutting continued for 
more than 20 years.  
It is important to mention that although it is not connected with forest 
production, and it was never formally recorded in the archives, grazing was 
registered among the illegal actions. As soon as charcoal making 
disappeared, illegal grazing started to arise. Illegal grazing, till the 1940s 
was not considered as important as in 1970. That year the majority of the 
accusations involved grazing for both Heraklion prefecture and eastern 
Psiloritis (Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20).       
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Year Timber (m3) 
Charcoal 
(tons) 
Fire-
wood 
(tons) 
Brushwood 
(lime) 
Pine-
bark 
Other 
forest 
products 
1969 10 
 
1 
   
1970 2 
 
0 
   
1971 12.2 
 
4 
   
1972 0 
 
0 
   
1973 2 
 
0 
   
1974 5.803 2 0 
   
Table 4.5: Forest products from the registry book of loggings from 1969 till 
1974.  
Source: Table drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA 8    
Year Region 
Timber  
(m
3
) 
Firewood 
 from 
 forests 
(tons) 
Firewood 
 from 
 
cultivations  
(tons) 
shrubs  
from  
pastures  
(tons)* 
Charcoal  
(tons) 
Resin  
(kgr) 
Bay 
 leaves 
 (kgr)* 
Origan  
(kgr)* 
Mountain  
(Greek)  
tea (kgr)* 
1971 Crete 2171 27676 147256 27073 1142 2050 93575 165215 83457 
 
Heraklion 490 7110 84927 8784 74 50 245 7136 32112 
1981 Crete 1548 12562 142218 13235 7013 
 
35 138 110 
 
Heraklion 180 3890 52712 2166 400 
 
1 20 67 
1991 Crete 
  
90982 
 
1550 
    
 
Heraklion 
  
20879 
 
400 
    
2001 Crete 
  
81540 
      
 
Heraklion 
  
31884 
      
Table 4.6: Statistical accounts of forest production from 1971 till 2001 in 
Crete and Heraklion Prefecture.* These categories were not recorded since 
1991.  
Source: 1971 (N.S.S.G. 1978), 1981 (N.S.S.G. 1984), 1991 (N.S.S.G. 1995), 2001 
(N.S.S.G. 2006)     
Illegal grazing could be connected with an increase in grazing animals 
(Hill et al. 1998) and an increase in awareness of the negative effects of 
grazing in forests. In addition the issue of actions from the Forest Service 
that prohibited grazing in certain places, especially areas that have been 
burned could also be related with this trend. This is also supported by the 
analysis of forest fires in the Heraklion prefecture (Figure 4.21) that show 
an increase after the 1960s and is connected with the forbidding of grazing 
in the burned areas for a certain period of years.    
A statistical analysis of the data contained in the archive of forest fires is 
presented in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22. These charts include the total 
fires recorded per year and it is concluded that there is a big change in the 
1960s. The general pattern derived for the total data set, is followed from 
the subgroup for Psiloritis Mountain. This indicates that the research area 
does not differ a lot in the fire element from what was happening in the 
whole prefecture of Heraklion.  
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The available data show that the number of fires after 1960 has more 
than doubled (Figure 4.21). Furthermore, several peaks occur every 10 
years, with variations and sub-peaks within every decade. The trend-line of 
the statistical analysis is increasing in time, however if we subdivide the 
data set and apply it only since the 1960s, then the trend of increase is not 
so strong (Figure 4.23). We can conclude that in the last 50 years we have 
a quite stable pattern of forest fires in Heraklion, although different from 
the previous decades before 1960. 
 
 
Figure 4.21: Forest fires in Heraklion prefecture from 1920 till present.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA10      
 
 
 
Figure 4.22: Forest fires in eastern Psiloritis. 
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA10      
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Figure 4.23: Forest fires in Heraklion prefecture since 1960.     
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA10      
 
It can be suggested that there is a strong correlation of an increase in 
forest fires and the abandonment of forest production, especially firewood 
and brushwood collection. Just after the total cessation of firewood and 
brushwood collection, at the end of the 1950s, there is a sudden increase 
in forest fires (Figure 4.24).      
 
Figure 4.24: Correlation of fire number with brushwood collection. 
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, using quantitative information from HFDA6,7,8,10   
This correlation can have several dimensions of explanation depending 
on what view one takes, that of the ecologist or the forester. Several 
scientists argue that the increase in forests, especially conifers, is 
connected with forest fires (Rackham and Moody 1996) and others state 
that this is a result of the human absence from the forest responsible to 
create a more heterogeneous landscape (Papanastasis 2004). 
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The cessation of forest production in Heraklion prefecture definitely 
resulted in less wood cutting from the forests. However, the tension of this 
procedure and how that influenced forest cover needs to be examined with 
more reliable data, such as aerial photography. Moreover, correlations 
regarding forest fires and the increase in forest should be critically 
evaluated. In the Psiloritis mountain, many researchers have mentioned 
the increase in animal numbers (Papanastasis 2004, Lorent et al. 2009, Hill 
et al. 1998, Hostert et al. 2003) DQG VXJJHVW WKDW LW FDQ EH µPRUH WKDQ
200% beWZHHQ  DQG ¶ (Hill et al. 1998, p.166), and frequently 
shepherds in order to create better grass for their herd burn grasslands, 
thus increase in grazing pressure could result in increase of forest fires.  
4.7  Conclusion 
Cretan native vegetation and thus forests had a different role over the 
centuries. Byzantines and Ottomans exploited them less than Venetians or 
Arabs. Recent written sources, after the formation of a Forest Commission 
in Greece, following the steps of the western European countries, suggests 
a use of Cretan forests at least till the 1970s. The main forest product was 
charcoal and firewood, while timber played a secondary role. Two main 
observations derived from the archives are on the one hand, the 
abandonment of forest production, and on the other hand the increase in 
forest fires in the last 40 years.  
Generally, current forest vegetation is resistant to human influence and 
browsing, and well adapted to harsh climatic conditions. This is an inherent 
element that helped plants to survive and evolve after the human 
alteration of the landscape during the Holocene period. Thus, vegetation 
species are the same as the ones recorded in palynological investigations 
with several differences in their distribution during the long human history 
in the island.   
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Chapter 5: Timber and charcoal from 
eastern Psiloritis  
5.1 Introduction 
Forest in Crete is not what traditionally is called productive forest in 
continental Europe or even in continental Greece. Often foresters working 
in Crete question their role in the island and wonder if they should be 
working in an area that does not actually have any productive forests 
focused on timber as in other parts of continental Greece such as Thrace 
and Macedonia (Figure 5.1). 
H3: ƪįǙ ǗȺǔǐ ǍƿǏİǈǐ įİǌ ǑȺƾǏǒİǈ ȺǎǊǘ įǎǑǊİǈƾ İǌ ƿǒǎǑǋİ įǈĮǒİǁǏǈıǆ įİǌ
ǋȺǎǏǎǘǋİǌĮǉƾǌǎǑǋİĮǌĮįĮıǙıİǈǐǎǘĲİįǏǗǋǎǑǐ 
H3: As you know, here (Crete) we don't have a lot of forestry work. There is no 
management (focused on timber), ZHFDQ
WGRSODQWDWLRQVQRIRUHVWURDGV« 
H3:43, M, Forester 
 
Figure 5.1: A productive forest of spruce (Picea excelsa) in the region of 
Macedonia, in the Drama Prefecture, in Rodopi area, close to the borders 
with Bulgaria.     
Source: Photos taken by the author, October 2005     
However, forests are increasingly recognised as sources for several uses 
and not only for timber production &DVWDxHGD, Farrell et al. 2000). 
The term 'productive' is vague and different circumstances can alter 
natural resources from neglected materials into useful and valuable 
elements for humans (Koutsopoulos 1990). Nevertheless, if Cretan forests 
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were or are classed by foresters as productive, they had a crucial role in 
the recent past for local people. Oral history and archival information 
provide a picture of what was produced and obtained from the forests of 
Psiloritis and the Heraklion Prefecture generally, for the last century till the 
present. Although today foresters regard woodlands of Heraklion, as 
neglected, sparse and non-productive, archives from the Forest 
Commission, suggests that there was timber production and another 
important product, connected with logging, charcoal, formally documented 
in the forest archives at least till the 1960s. In this chapter these two 
elements will be considered in the light of oral history, field observation 
and written sources along with GIS analysis.      
5.2 Timber and charcoal in recent written sources     
During the Cretan State period, several new laws and regulations were 
introduced and some of them concerned forestry. There was a view of 
Cretan forests as overexploited in the past, and this resulted in the issue of 
several legal forms restricting charcoal production and woodcutting in the 
forests. Government authorities argued that woods were so rare, that only 
tree branches should be allowed to cut and never the whole tree for 
charcoal or timber (Foumis 1899, HAC1).      
In addition there is no mention of charcoal taxes, even though there 
was a tax for almost everything, even for herb collection. At that time, the 
Cretan State was in its initial stages and actually never had the time to be 
established as a modern state. The development of an agricultural 
department, responsible for the forests only reached its initial stages. 
Thus, any permission for forest use was issued by local authorities, the 
local mayors. Local authorities tried to change this central decision for 
charcoal and timber and asked for special permission to exploit their 
forests (HAC1). The suggestions from officials and consultants were 
published in the Cretan State Gazette, and they were negative to such 
practices in the forests. The reply to one of these requests states: 
µMoreover, charcoal development, can be permitted, if no trees are 
destroyed, to be cleared and only the branches of no value to be 
harvested¶ (Foumis 1899, p.98). In another document of the same period, 
that is actually a draft proposal for a law, entitleG µFor the protection of 
foresWV DQG DOO IRUHVW YHJHWDWLRQ¶ the first article in the first sentence 
mentions the prohibition of charcoal or timber production without any 
permission (HAC1). In the analysis of this legal proposal, it is mentioned 
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that permission can be provided for charcoal production under specific 
conditions:  
unless it is used timber derived from dead branches, no trunk 
from a tree or a young tree will be used, except the side 
branches that will gathered after the clearing of the domestic or 
wild trees that are in every forest; the kilns should stand at 
least 100 metres away from any forest vegetation (HAC1 p. 
58). 
This picture seems to change when the Hellenic Authority was 
established in the island in 1913. Now the legislation for forests was 
connected with the rest of legal system applied in Greece. Cretan forests 
were not distinguished from the rest of Greek forests as rare and in need 
of special protection, hence the formal procedure for logging permissions 
and charcoal making as it was applied in the rest of Greece was followed. 
In the island, a formation of Forest Commission in every prefecture and 
the first formal records of forest production took place. An interviewee 
from Zaros village remembers that there were special permissions for 
charcoal, issued by the Forest Commission:    
Z1: ƴĮǊǈƾǃƿǃĮǈĮȺĮǊǈƾǉǗǃĮǌİȺǏǁǌǎǑǐǉĮǈǉƾǌĮǌİǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮƴĮǁǏǌĮǌİƾįİǈĮ
ĮȺǗ Ĳǎ įĮıĮǏǒİǁǎ ǃǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ǉǗǃĮǌİ ĲĮ ǉƾǌĮǌİ İǉİǁ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ
ȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİƷǙǏĮ įİǌ ǄǁǌİĲĮǈ ĮǑĲǗ.  
Z1: In the past of course, they cut the kermes oaks and they made charcoal. 
They had permission from the Forest Service, they went (in the forest) cut, 
made the charcoal there and they sold it. Now that is not happening.     
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
Forest Archives support logging activity in the Heraklion prefecture for 
timber, although the quantities obtained were not significant. They reached 
their maximum in 1954 of a total amount of 230 m3 (Figure 4.15) of 
timber and definitively did not satisfy the needs of the Prefecture for wood. 
However, we should not assume that Cretan forests could not satisfy the 
timber needs of Crete generally. Timber production is not only connected 
with the availability of forest resources, but also with financial and social 
factors and available sources elsewhere, that can provide timber at more 
competitive commercial prices (Sohngen and Sedjo 2000, Tromborg et al. 
2000). It seems that charcoal production was more important than timber 
in Cretan forests and often the Archive is dominated with charcoal making 
permissions (HFDA6, 7).  
Several fluctuations of timber and charcoal production in Heraklion 
Prefecture can be traced in recent historical events, such as WWII and the 
emigration wave in the 1950s and in the 1960s (Figure 4.15 and Figure 
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4.17). This wave had some variations in the different villages that could 
influence local production differently.  
For both, timber and charcoal, there is definitely a peak in the 1930s 
and a drop during WWII and the German occupation. Another peak 
occurred after the war ended in the 1940s, but for charcoal never reached 
the amounts produced before the war. Data are missing for the period of 
1958 to 1969, because the archive has been destroyed. However, it can be 
assumed that charcoal production was stopped sometime at the end of the 
1950s, as illegal charcoal is no longer mentioned in the archive (HFDA1, 
2), and in the years of 1969 and later, there is not any charcoal production 
recorded.  
In addition to this quantitative information of charcoal and timber, 
analysis of the data from the Book of Accusations (Figure 4.19) shows that 
between 1925 and 1945, illegal charcoal making was the dominant action 
regarding forest law, and then ten years later disappeared completely. 
More detailed research into this period (1950s) for the Heraklion prefecture 
showed that illegal charcoal making gradually reduced and in 1955, there 
was only one documented case (Figure 5.2). For the next decades illegal 
charcoal making was no longer included in the archive. On the other hand, 
illegal logging continued to exist and is one of the major activities in the 
1960s and 1970s (Figure 4.19). 
 
Figure 5.2: Number of incidences of illegal charcoal making in the 1950s.              
Source: Diagram drawn by the author using Archival information (HFDA2)    
In Argolis, a prefecture in Peloponnese, the amount of charcoal 
production in the 1930s, is much less than in Heraklion. In his research, 
Forbes, (2000), argues that according to the Forest Service archives in 
Argolis, annual charcoal production rises from 9,500 okades in 1933 to 
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18,000 okades in 1937. Moreover, there is a halt in charcoal making 
because of the WWII and then it resumes µon a commercial scale until the 
beginning of the 1950s¶ (Forbes 2000, p.103). The delay of commercial 
charcoal production for almost a decade after the end of WWII is explained 
by the existence of the Greek Civil War (1945-1949). However, that was 
not the case IRU&UHWHZKHUHWKHFLYLOZDUHQGHGMXVWDIWHUWKH::,,µThe 
communists failed to infiltrate Crete, which is largely spared the bloodshed 
and bitterQHVV WKDW HQJXOIV *UHHFH¶ (Kyriakopoulos 2008, p.36). In 
Heraklion, charcoal production resumes just after the WWII, in the late 
1940s. That can be explained by the end of the war, the commercial need 
of charcoal in urban areas and probably in Athens. Other continental areas 
of Greece were affected by the civil war and could not efficiently supply 
Athens with charcoal. That can explain the sudden increase of charcoal in 
Heraklion and then a decrease in the 1950s, just after the end of the civil 
war. 
Moreover, the story can be that after the civil war markets from other 
places of Greece could access Crete and charcoal was imported to Crete, 
thus the need for local charcoal production was also reduced. The amount 
of charcoal production was influenced by the social disturbance that was 
happening in Greece and was able to support Crete with charcoal and vice 
YHUVD ZKHQ &UHWDQ¶V QHJOHFWHG IRUHVWV FRXOG VXSSRUW FRQWLQHQWDO *UHHFH
with charcoal.    
A further analysis with the quantitative information derived from the 
archives was implemented, with the use of GIS, for the years of 1937, 
1946 and 1955. In 1937 (Figure 5.3) the western parts of the Heraklion 
prefecture, were more productive in timber than the eastern. However, 
timber is not necessarily connected with the uplands and the forests. It 
seems that lowlands played an equal role for timber as the uplands. That is 
in accordance with qualitative information that showed an extensive use of 
the plane tree (Platanus orientalis) for timber.      
In 1946, the research area appears with the same values as the 
majority of the prefecture (Figure 5.4). Information on the species cut is 
not mentioned and probably again plane was the most common tree used 
for timber. In 1955 data for the research area were not recorded and the 
majority of the species cut were as in 1936 plane trees (P. orientalis).       
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Figure 5.3: Timber production in 1937 for Heraklion prefecture. 
Source: Maps drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on HFDA6      
 
Figure 5.4: Timber production in 1946 for Heraklion prefecture. 
Source: Maps drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on HFDA6      
The picture of charcoal spatial distribution is different from timber. In 
1937 (Figure 5.5) and 1946 (Figure 5.6) the research area played an 
important role for charcoal production. There are also areas south of the 
prefecture, in lower elevations, equally important especially for 1936. 
Hence, natural vegetation of these areas was also exploited for charcoal 
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making at those periods. Charcoal in the research area was made from 
kermes oak (Q. coccifera), however kermes oak forests are absent from 
lower elevations. Those areas have a different type of woody vegetation 
and forests. The species found there are mainly deciduous oaks (Q. 
brachyphylla), wild olive (Olea europaea var. sylvestris) and carob 
(Ceratonia siliqua) and these species were also possibly used for charcoal 
production.      
 
Figure 5.5: Charcoal production in 1937 for Heraklion prefecture. 
Source: Maps drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on HFDA6     
Archival information, through GIS analysis, shows that timber was not 
as important as charcoal in forest production for eastern Psiloritis. 
Generally the lowlands provided enough timber mainly obtained from plane 
(P. orientalis) and oak (Q. brachyphylla). There are also loggings for 
kermes oak, however these are less important compared with the plane. 
On the other hand, kermes oak wood was very useful for charcoal making 
and forests in the uplands were the main producers in Heraklion 
prefecture. Charcoal production ceased in the 1950s and today and since 
the 1970s, no timber has been extracted from Cretan forests, at least as 
far as formal records show.       
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Figure 5.6: Charcoal production in 1946 for Heraklion prefecture.    
Source: Maps drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on HFDA6     
 
Figure 5.7: Charcoal production in 1955 for Heraklion prefecture.     
Source: Maps drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on HFDA7    
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5.3 The use of wood in Psiloritis       
The archives provide evidence of logging activities; however, information 
on the use of timber itself is missing. Interviews though, give a better 
understanding of the different uses of wood from villagers. Oral history 
suggests that forest was exploited by local people for their needs for the 
time span covered by the interviews, which is a few decades before WWII 
till the present.    
Crete lacks mineral deposits (Fassoulas 2004), and in the past several 
agricultural implements were constructed from wood. Local people were 
aware of the different types of wood available in the area, and used 
different tree species for different applications. Often, maple (A. creticum) 
was used when light wood was needed for several household implements 
and kermes oak (Q. coccifera) when hard and strong wood was needed, for 
example for agricultural implements. 
Moreover their observations on nature provided them with knowledge 
about tree species attributes and value of wood, even when they did not 
use it. Cypress especially, was appreciated as a durable material compared 
to other trees and was often used in furniture construction such as 
cupboards, probably connected with the existence of resin in it and 
potential protection from insects or other infection on food storage. Oral 
history supports the value of cypress wood and its resistance to ageing:  
*ƷǎǉǑȺĮǏǁııǈ ǗȺǔǐǊƿİǈ ǎĳǈǊǈǗĲıǎǐ ƿǒİǈƾǊǊǆĮǌǇİǉĲǈǉǗĲǆĲĮĮǑĲǗǋȺǎǏİǁ
ǌĮĲǎǉǗǓİǈǐǌĮǉǏĮĲǀıİǈǎǉǎǏǋǗǐĲǎǑİǉİǁǌĮǅİǈȺǎǊǊƾǒǏǗǌǈĮİǉĮĲǗįǈĮǉǗıǈĮ. 
ƷǎǉǑȺĮǏǁııǈƿǒİǈƾǊǊǆĮǌĲǎǒǀıĲǎǒǏǗǌǎĲǎƾǄǏǈǎȺǏǎȺĮǌĲǗǐ 
G2: Cypress, as my godson says, has other resistance, you can cut it 
and its trunk can survive for lots of years, hundred, two hundred. 
Cypress has a distinctive resistance to time, the wild one especially.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
= ƣǈ ĲǗĲİǐ İǃƾǅĮǋİ Ǘǋǔǐ İǒǏǆıǈǋǎǈȺǎǈǎǘıĮǋİ Ĳǎ ǉĮǊǘĲİǏǎ ǍǘǊǎ ǄǈĮ ĲĮ
ǌĲǎǑǊƾȺǈĮĲǎǉǑȺĮǏǁııǈ 
Z2: No, at that time, we used the best wood for cupboards, cypress.  
Z2: 71, M, Hotelier 
Furthermore, the time of wood cutting, according to their observations 
was very important. If you failed to cut the wood at the right time, then it 
would not last, but would decompose within a few months. In the past and 
still today, villagers cut wood or harvested potatoes according to the 
phases of the moon. Woodcutting should be applied only between a full 
moon phases, till the beginning of the new moon (Figure 5.8). They had 
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also recognised that specific times were more important than others, for 
example the August and September moon phases or January were the best 
time to cut wood:      
GƠǉǎǓİǐıĲǆǄƿǋǈıǆǗǊĮĲĮǍǘǊĮıİǋƿǏİǐİǁǌĮǈǎǊǎǋĮǋǎǘǌǈĮıĲĮƮǗǃİǈǐ
ıĲǆǊǁǄǎıǆǉĮǈĲĮµǒİǈǐįǁȺǊĮĮȺǗĲĮƾǊǊĮİǉǈĮǌƾȺǎǑİǁǌĮǈıĲǆǊǁǄǎıǆįİǌ, ǗǊİǐ
ǎǈ ǊǈǄǗıİǈǐ İǁǌĮǈ Ĳǎ ǁįǈǎ ĮǊǊƾ ĲǎǑ īİǌƾǏǆ ǉĮǈ ĲǎǑ ƧǑǄǎǘıĲǎǑ İǁǌĮǈ ǎǈ ǒǑǋǎǁ
ĮȺǎǘȺǏƿȺİǈǌĮǌĮǈǎǈȺǈǎȺǎǊǊǎǁĮǐĲǎȺǎǘǋİǄİǏǀǊǁǄǎıǆıĲĮǍǘǊĮƧǊǊƾǗǊİǐ
ǎǈ ǊǈǄǗıİǈǐ ǉĮǊƿǐ İǁǌĮǈ ƧǊǊƾ ĲǎǑ īİǌƾǏǆ Ǌƿİǈ ǉĮǈ ĲǎǑ ƧǑǄǎǘıĲǎǑ İǁǌĮǈ ǆ
ǉĮǊǘĲİǏǆ 
G6: You cut on moon waxing; all the timber in fifteen days will be full of 
insects. You cut in moon waning, and you have them next to the others, the 
ones that have been cut on moon waning no (problem), all wanings (moon) are 
the same, but the one in January and August, the juice is (in timber), they must 
be more, very strong waning for the woods. But all wanings are good. However, 
January and August it is said to be the best.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd 
 
 
Figure 5.8: A diagram of moon faces and wood cutting time.  
Source: diagram drawn by the author, based on interview material    
Interviews suggest various uses of timber for ordinary local uses or 
even for commercial purposes. Generally, conifers, pine (P. brutia) and 
cypress (C. sempervirens), were used in house building and especially as 
beams. This was actually a process done by individuals for their own 
needs. They went to the forest, selected the desirable trees and cut them. 
Transportation was done with mules or donkeys and often pre-processing 
was applied in the forest, such as stripping the bark. Actually this process 
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is still carried out in productive forests of Greece (Drosos 2006). Then, the 
trunk was transported to their house and further processing was made, in 
order to satisfy their needs. For house building, long straight trees were 
needed, and the most desirable one was cypress:       
ZƪǉǗǃĮǋİǉǑȺĮǏǈııƿǐȺİǑǉĮǊǎǘįİǐǋİǄƾǊİǐǋĮǉǏǑƿǐǉĮǈǉƾǌĮǋİǋİıǎįǗǉǈĮ
ǌĮıǉİȺƾıǎǑǋİĲǎıȺǁĲǈƠǃǊİȺİǐǌĮȺǎǘǋİǋǈĮ ȺİǑǉĮǊǎǘįĮǋĮǉǏǑƾĲǎıǈǌİıĲǎ
ǒǗǌĲǏǎǐ Ĳǆǌ İǉǗǃĮǋİ ǉĮǈ Ĳǆǌ İǉĮǇĮǏǁǅĮǋİ ǉĮǈ Ĳıǎǈ ǉĮĲİǃƾǅĮǋİ ǉƾĲǔ ĮȺ¶Ĳǆǌ
ƾǉǏĮĲǎǑǍǘǊǎǑǉƾǌĮǌİƿǌĮǅǔǌĮǏƾįǈƿĲıǈǉĮǈĲǎįƿǌĮǌİǉǎǊǎıİǏĲǗǘıĲİǏĮĮȺǗ
ǉǈĮǉĮǈĲǎǉĮĲİǃĮǅĮǌİǉƾȺǎǑ ȺǎǑǌĮǋȺǎǏİǁǌĮĳǎǏĲǔǇİǁıİǅǙǎ 
PƩǆǊĮįǀǋİ ĲĮǒƿǏǈĮĲǎĲǏĮǃǎǘıĮĲİ 
ZƱĮǈǋİĲĮǒƿǏǈĮĲĮĲǏĮǃǎǘıĮǌİǉĮǈǉĮĲİǃĮǁǌĮǌİǋĮǉǏǈƾǗȺǎǑǀȺǏİȺİǌĮȺƾİǈ
ǄǈĮǌĮĳǎǏĲǔǇİǁıĲĮǅǙĮ 
PƧȺǗĲĮȺİǘǉĮȺǈǎȺǎǊǘĮǑĲǗ 
ZƱĮǈĮȺ¶ĲĮȺİǘǉĮȺǎǑǌĮǈǉĮǈĲǙǏĮİǁǌĮǈȺİǘǉĮƷǙǏĮĲǆǌİȺǎǒǀİǉİǁǌǆȺǎǑ
İǋİǁǐ İıƾǅĮǋİ ıĲǎ ǋİıǀıǉǊǈ ĲĮ ıȺǁĲǈĮ İȺǀǄĮǈǌĮ ǋİ ƿǌĮ ĮįİǊĳǗ ǋǎǑ ǋĮ İǁǌĮǈ
ǋĮǉĮǏǀĲǆǐ ĲǙǏĮ ǒǏǗǌǈĮ ǉĮǈ ƿǉǎǃǄİ ĮǑĲǗǐ ǉĮǈ Ǆǔ ǍİĳǊǎǘįǈǅĮ ǀǃǄĮǌĮ Ĳǆ
ĳǊǎǘįĮ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ȺİĲǎǘıĮǋİ ǋİ Ĳǎǌ ǉǙǊǎ ǋİ Ĳǎ ǒǗǌĲǏǎ İĲıƿ ǉƾĲǔ ǉĮǈ
ǉĮĲİǃĮǁǌĮǌİ ĲıǎǑǏǊǎǘıĮǌİ ǉĮĲİǃĮǁǌĮǌİ ıİ ƿǌĮ ıǆǋİǁǎ ǉĮǈ ĮȺǗ ǉİǈ ĲĮ ǍĮǌƾ
ǋİĲĮĳƿǏǌĮǋİƮĮǈĲĮȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİĲǙǏĮǘıĲİǏĮıĲǎıȺǁĲǈĮȺǎǘ ǀǇİǊİǌĮȺƾǋİıĲǎ
ıȺǁĲǈ ǉĮǇǁǅĮǋİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ȺİǊİǉǎǘıĮǋİ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ǉƾǌĮǋİ ȺǊƾǉĮ ǉĮǈ ıǉİȺƾǅĮǋİ ĲǗĲİ
ĲıǎǈǃǁǊİǐ 
PƴǙǐĲĮǍİĳǊǎǑįǁǅĮĲİ 
Z6: ưİıǉİȺƾǏǌǈ 
Z6: We cut cypress, big pines, long and we made beams, to cover (roof) the 
house. You could see a tall pine, like this bulk (diameter of about 40cm), we cut 
it and we clean it and we transfer them down, from the edge of the wood, we 
made a belt like this and we tied it and we dragged it from the back from there, 
till we reach a place that animals could carry it.  
P: So you drag it with your hands? 
Z6: Yes with the hands we drag it for a long distance, till it will reach the place 
to be carried with the animals.  
P: Pines were used for that more? 
Z6: Yes from pines, that are and now, are still pines. At the time that we were 
building in Mesiskli (village name) the houses, I was going with my brother, he 
is departed since years ago, and he was cutting and I was barking the trunk, 
and we fell them down with the back, the bulk end and they were getting down, 
rolling, and they were getting in a place, and then we transport them again. 
And then we transfer them to the house when we will get in the house, and we 
sat down and we chopped them, we chopped it till it was straighten and then 
we cover (roofing) the villas.  
P: And how you was barking them?  
Z6: with the adze. 
Z6: 82, M, Shepherd  
In the past, according to interviewees, cypress was quite rare in the 
area and in order to find it you needed considerable effort:       
ZƷĮǉǑȺĮǏǁııǈĮİǉİǁǌĮĲĮƾǄǏǈĮĲǆǌİȺǎǒǀİǉİǁǌǆƿǓĮǒǌİǐǌĮǃǏİǈǐĲǏǎǘǊĮ
ǌĮǃǏİǈǐǋĮǉǏǘǌĮĲǎǉƾǌİǈǐįǎǉƾǏǈĮȺǎǑİǁȺĮȺǏǎǆǄǎǑǋƿǌǔǐǄǈĮǌĮıǉİȺƾıİǈǐ
ıȺǁĲǈƷǙǏĮ ǗǊĮİǁǌĮǈ.    
Z6: Cypress the wild ones, at that time, you had to search to find a sprout of it, 
to find a long one, to make beams, as I said before to cover a house. Now all 
are (abundant).   
Z6: 82, M, Shepherd 
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Thus, rarity was a result of extensive use of it not only for timber but 
also as an occasional material in the charcoal making. This is different 
today, where the population of cypress is starting to recover (Figure 5.9). 
However, it is not as extensive as in western parts of Crete (Zohary and 
Orshan 1965).  
 
Figure 5.9: Cypress (C. sempervirens) in the area of Zaros, north of the 
village.      
Source: Photo taken by the author, August 2010   
Furthermore, areas with less conifer forests such as the area around 
Asites villages, used the fast growing poplar tree (Populus sp.) that is 
found on riversides, instead of pines or cypress from the forest. Often 
cypress was also planted in the cultivated land, in the borders of the fields, 
and was cut to be used for house construction (Figure 5.10).  
A 95 year old woman from Ano Asites village mentions the use of poplar 
trees as beams in roof construction and suggests that people planted 
them: 
As7: ĭǘĲİǑĮǌ Ⱥİǘǉǆ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ ǉƾǌǎǑǌ ĲƾǃǊǎǑǐ ǉĮǈ ǋİıǎįǗǉǈĮ ƮǗǓĮǌİ ƿǌĮǌ
ȺİǘǉǎİǈįǈǉǎǁĮȺǗĲǆǌƧǄǁĮƨĮǏǃƾǏĮǄǈĮǌĮǉƾǌǎǑǌİĲĮǋİıǎįǗǉǈĮ 
As7: They planted poplar, in order to make beams and boards. They cut one 
poplar, special people from Agia Varvara (village), to make beams.  
As7: 95, F, Worker  
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Figure 5.10: Cypress (C. sempervirens) in Ano Asites village.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2008     
In this interview the name used for poplar tree (peyki/os) is similar to 
pine (peyko) in continental Greece. However, in Crete, in the past the term 
XVHGIRUSLQHZDVµSH\NDORXGD¶QRWµSH\NLRUSH\NRV¶.    
Additionally pine provided sticks for the fields and several branches 
were cut in a pollarding method (Figure 5.11). An interviewee from Zaros 
village went in the past in the pine forest close to his village and cut such 
sticks for his vines:  
P: ƧǊǊƾĮȺǗĲĮȺİǘǉĮƿȺĮǈǏǌĮǌǍǘǊĮǉĮǇǗǊǎǑ 
Z1: ƣǒǈįİǌĲĮȺİǈǏƾǅĮǌİƧȺǊǙǐĲǙǏĮĲǈǋȺǎǏǎǘıĮǋİǌĮǉƾǌǎǑǋİĮǊǊƾįİǌĲǎ
ƿǉǎǃĮǌİ Ĳǎ įƿǌĲǏǎ īǈĮĲǁ ȺǀǄĮ ǉĮǈ İǄǙ ǗĲĮǌ ȺǏǙĲǎ-ĳǘĲİǓĮĲǎ ȺƾǌǔǉǊǀǏǎ«
İȺǀǄĮ ǉĮǈ ƿǉǎǓĮ ǉǊƾįǎǑǐ Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ ıĲǏǎǄǄǑǊǎǘǐ ĲǗıǎ ıĲǎ ǒǗǌĲǏǎǐ -10cm) 
ǉĮǈǋĮǉǏǈǎǘǐǉƾǌĮǋƿĲǏĮǉĮǈƿĳǏĮǍĮĲǎĮǋȺƿǊǈĮǊǊƾįİǌĲǎƿǉǎǃĮĲǎįƿǌįǏǎ
ĮȺǗ Ĳǎǌ ȺƾĲǎ ƠǉǎǃĮ ĲĮ ǉǊĮįǈƾ ĮȺǗ ĲĮ ȺİǘǉĮ ǄǈĮ ĲƿĲǎǈĮ ȺǏƾǄǋĮĲĮ ǄǈĮĲǁ ǎǈ
ȺǏǁǌǎǈįİǌƿǒǎǑǌĲƿĲǎǈĮȺǏƾǄǋĮĲĮǄǈĮıĲǘǊǎǑǐıİĲƿĲǎǈĮǉǗǃĮǌİĮǐȺǎǘǋİĮǌ
ǉĮǈĮȺĮǄǎǏİǑǗĲĮǌǉǗǃĮǋİƶĲĮǅǎǘǊĮǉǗǃĮǋİƧǊǊƾǄǈĮǌĮǉǗǓİǈǐįƿǌįǏǎĮȺǗ
ĲǎǌȺƾĲǎǗǒǈ 
P: from pines did you get any wood? 
Z1: No, we did not disturb them. We just may take something, but we did not 
cut the tree. I went once, when I planted for first time my field, I went and I 
cut branches, roundish like this thick (8-10cm), and long, about two metres, 
and I fenced my vines but I did not cut the tree from the base. I cut branches 
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from pines, for such things, because kermes oak did not have such things. So 
for sticks, such things they cut although it was forbidden. In secret we did. But 
not a whole tree to cut, from its base, no. 
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
 
Figure 5.11: Brutia pine (P. brutia) with cut branches in the pine forest of 
Zaros that were used in agricultural works.    
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2009     
Moreover, even in areas where today conifers are more common, the 
demand for straight beams for roof construction resulted in the use of 
poplar trees even in the villages of Gergeri and Nyvritos. Several 
interviewees, from Nyvritos village mentioned the use of poplar trees: 
PƲǘǊĮıĲǎıȺǁĲǈǋİıǎįǗǉǈĮĮȺǗĲĮȺİǘǉĮĲĮǉƾǌĮǌİǀǉǑȺĮǏǁııĮ 
N4ƮǗǃǄĮǌİǉĮǈǉǑȺĮǏǁııĮǉǗǃǄĮǌİǉĮǈȺİǘǉǎǑǐĮȺǎǘǊƿǋİıĲǎǑǐȺǎĲĮǋǎǘǐ.    
P: Timber for the house, beams, did you cut from pines or from cypress? 
1:HFXWF\SUHVVDVZHOODQGµSH\NRXV¶SRSODUDVZHFDOOWKHPIURPWKH
riverside.  
N4: 70s, M, Hayward  
Foresters in the 1930 management plan for Rouvas forest recorded such 
use of poplar from Gergeri population, and they mentioned that the species 
used was Populus nigra:  
Because of the absence of suitable species, construction timber 
production for local needs from the forest is limited and that 
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had led of long time now to the plantations of Black Poplar in 
their fields (in Gergeri) (RGC4).      
5.4 Wood implements 
Timber was not only used as beams and boards in the research area. 
Actually, this uses were quite limited and were RQO\ WR VDWLVI\ YLOODJHUV¶
needs. The real production, that characterised the area, and created a local 
market, was the use of timber for making farming and household 
implements.  
A very important implement of the past was the wooden plough (Figure 
5.12). The villages of Zaros, Gergeri and Nyvritos were plough providers 
for the fertile plains, and especially the Messara plain (Figure 5.13). Having 
in mind that in the past grain cultivation was very extensive in Crete, 
ploughing the land was very common and undertaken by almost all the 
farmers of the area. In statistical accounts, the wooden plough in 1929 is 
very common and metal ploughs are very rare (Table 5.1).  
 
 
Figure 5.12: Wooden plough made from kermes oak wood in Anogeia 
village.      
Source: photo taken by the author, February 2010 from a private collection in Anogeia    
In his work on the agricultural economy of Crete in 1961, Kriaris 
mentioned that the number of wooden ploughs in Crete was 15,500 and 
metal ploughs 29.500 (Kriaris 1961). At that point and after the war, 
gradually the wooden plough started to be used less and was replaced by 
the metal plough (Figure 5.14):    
P: Ʒǈ ƾǊǊǎ ƿǉĮǌĮǌ, ƠǉǎǃĮǌ ǍǘǊĮ, ƠǉĮǌĮǌ ǄİǔǏǄǈǉƾ İǏǄĮǊİǁĮ; 
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GƱĮǈĲĮİǏǄĮǊİǁĮĲĮƿǉĮǌĮǌȺǏǈǌĲǆǌǉĮĲǎǒǀǉĮǈǋƿıĮıĲǆǌǉĮĲǎǒǀĮǉǗǋĮƳ
ǉƾǋȺǎǐ ǗǊǎǐ ǀĲĮǌ ǍǘǊǈǌĮ ĲĮ ĮǊƿĲǏǈĮ ǋİĲƾ ĲǆǌƮĮĲǎǒǀ ƿǉĮǌĮǌ Ĳǎ ıǈǌĲİǏƿǌǈǎ
ĮǊƿĲǏǈǎǈǒĮǊǉǈƾįİǐƴǎǊǊǎǁȺƾǏĮȺǎǊǊǎǁƿǉĮǌĮǌǍǘǊǈǌĮĮǊƿĲǏǈĮ    
P: What else did they make, did they cut wood and make farming instruments? 
G2: Yes, the implements were made before the German occupation, and during 
it. The whole plain, ploughs were wooden, after the German occupation metal 
plough was made, from the blacksmiths. A lot of people made wooden ploughs.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
 
Figure 5.13: The fertile area of Messara that was provided with wooden 
ploughs, made in the villages of the research area. Low elevation areas are 
with yellow colour and red areas represent higher altitudes.  
Source: Map drawn by the author, using ArcGIS    
 
Prefecture 
plough 
Benzene 
plough 
harrow Harrow for 
thresh floors 
(volosiros) 
wooden metal wooden metal 
Total 30,159 5,832 33 5,793 982 2,608 
Heraklion 8,906 3,279 6 2,720 85 1,557 
Lasithi 8,322 381 2 1,160 391 1,031 
Rethymnon 5,459 2,73 1 279 226 20 
Chania 7,472 1,899 24 1,634 280 0 
Table 5.1: Information on agricultural machinery of the year 1929 for 
Crete.  
Source: (G.S.C.G. 1934, p.270)   
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Figure 5.14: Metal plough that replaced the wooden one. This was found in 
the garden of the high school of Gergeri.  
Source: photo taken by the author, January 2010     
Cereal production, created a need for other implements for further 
processing of the seeds after the harvest. For example a harrow for 
threshing floors (volosiros), (Figure 5.15) was used to crack the seed from 
WKH KDXOP$QRWKHU LPSOHPHQW FDOOHG µlichnistiri¶ (pitchfork) (Figure 5.16) 
was used to separate the seed from the straw of hay:  
GƧǑĲǎǁǀĲĮǌȺǎǊǊǎǁİȺĮƿıĲǎǒǔǏǈǗƳīǈƾǌǌǆǐǀĲĮǌİǉĮǊǗǐĮǊİĲǏƾǐǀĲĮǌİǎ
ƮĮǉǎǑǊǎĳĮǌǎǘǏǈǎǐ ǀĲĮǌİ ǎ ƯǎǑǊǎǘįǆǐ ȺǎǑ Ǌİǐ ĮȺǗ Ĳıǎǈ ȺǏǙĲǎǑǐ ĮǑĲǗǐ
ǀǉǎǃǄİ ǉĮǈ ǀǉĮǌİ ȺǎǊǊƾ İǏǄĮǊİǁĮ ǀǉĮǌİ ĮȺǗ Ĳǎǌ ĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎ ǀǉĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ
ǊǑǒǌǈıĲǀǏǈĮ ĲĮ ǇǏǑǌƾǏǈĮ ĮȺǎǘ ǊƿǄĮǋİ ǉĮǈ Ĳıǎǈ ȺĮǊƾǋİǐ Ĳǎ ǃǎǊǗıǑǏǎ ȺǎǑ
ıǃƾǏǌǈǅİ. ơĲĮǌ ǉĮǈ ĮǑĲǗǐ ǀ ĮȺǗ Ⱥİǘǉǎ ǀ ĮȺǗ ĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎ ǀǉĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĮǑĲǗǐ
ǃǎǊǎıǘǏǎǑǐȺǎǑǊƿǋİ« ǉĮǈĲ¶ĮǊƿĲǏǈƷǎĮǊƿĲǏǈǀĲĮǌȺƾǌĲĮĮȺǗȺǏǁǌǎīǈĮĲǁİǁǒİ
ĮǌĲǎǒǀ    
G2: There were lots of them here in the village. Yiannis, was a good plough 
maker, it was Kakoulofanourios, it was Louloudis, from the best ones, he was 
cutting (wood) and made a lots of implements, he made from maple Lichnistiri, 
thrinaki, the spades we called that time, volosiro for harrowing (harrow), it was 
DOVRPDGHIURPPDSOHRUSLQH«DQGWKHSORXJK3ORXJKZDVDOZD\VPDGHIURP
kermes oak. It was resistant.       
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
In addition, another instrument, necessary to keep oxen together when 
ploughing the earth, was called zyghos (yoke) (Figure 5.17). It was made 
from maple in order to be light and help the animals in their hard work:     
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NīǈĮĲǎǅǑǄǗǀĲĮǌİĲǎǉĮǊǘĲİǏǎǍǘǊǎǎĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǐƠǒİǈıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗįİǌǇĮ
ĲǎƿǒİǈǐȺĮǏĮĲǆǏǀıİǈƪǉǈǎıƾǐǎĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǐƿǉĮǌİǉĮǊǗǅǑǄǗ 
PơĲĮǌȺǈǎǋĮǊĮǉǗĲǎǍǘǊǎĲǎǑǄǈĮĮǑĲǗ 
NƮĮǈȺǈǎĮǊĮĳǏǘĲǎıǆǉǙǌĮǌİĲĮǃǎǘǄǈĮĲĮǉĮǉǗǋǎǈǏĮ 
N4: For the yoke the best wood was maple. It is in the mountain, you may not 
have noticed it. That one, the maple could make good yoke.  
P: Was the wood softer for that? 
N4: And lighter, the poor oxen have to carry it.  
N4: 70s, M, Hayward 
Its literal meaning in Greek is balance; however, it is also used as a means 
of reaction against rulers and suggests that Greeks cannot afford any 
(yoke) zyghos in their back, as oxen can.  
Another important implement, used for bread baking, was thrinaki 
(Figure 5.18) a kind of wooden spade, useful to move the bread in or out 
of the kiln. A 70 year old woman from Nyvritos remembers her uncle 
selling thrinaki in the plains: 
N3: ƷĮǇǏǑǌƾǉǈĮƿǌĮǐǋȺƾǏǋȺĮǐǋǎǑİȺǀǄĮǈǌİǉƾĲǔıĲǎǑǐǉƾǋȺǎǑǐĮȺǎǘ İǉİǁ
įİǌİǁǒĮǌİǃǎǑǌǗǍǘǊĮǌĮĲĮĳĲǈƾǒǌǎǑǌİǉĮǈİȺǀǄĮǈǌİįĮǘıĲİǏĮıĲǎǑǐǉĮǋȺǎǑǐ
ǉĮǈĲĮȺǎǑǊǈİƮǀǇİǊİǌĮȺƾǏİǈǉĮǏȺǗǄǈĮĲǁįİǌİǁǒĮǌİǎǈĮǇǏǙȺǎǈǊİĳĲƾǌĮĲǎǑ
įǙıǎǑǌİǋǗǌǎǉĮǏȺǗȺǎǑİǃƾǌĮǌİıĲǎǑǐǉƾǋȺǎǑǐǉĮǏȺǎǘǐǄǈĮĲǁ İǋƾǐ İȺĮƿ ĲĮ
ǎǏİǈǌƾ ǒǔǏǈƾ įİǌ İǃǄƾǌĮǌİ ǉĮǏȺǎǘǐ ǉĮǈ ȺǀǄĮǈǌİ ıĲǎǑǐ ǉƾǋȺǎǑǐ ĲǙǏĮ ĲĮ
ǒǏİǈĮǅǗǋİǌĮĮǑĲƾǉĮǈǘȺĮǈǏǌİǉĮǏȺǎǘǐǉĮǈǁǅİȺƿǌĲİȺĮǈįǈƾȺǎǑĲĮµǒĮǈǌİ 
N3: Thrinakia, an uncle of mine, went in the plain where they haven't mountain, 
wood to make them and so he was going to the plains, to sell them. And he was 
given seeds (cereals) because people didn't have any money to give, only seeds 
that were grown in the plains, because here, in the mountain villages we didn't 
grow any seeds (cereals) and they were going to the plains all these useful 
implements and they were getting seeds (in exchange to wooden tools) to feed 
their children.   
N3: 70. F, Housekeeper 
 
Figure 5.15: Volosyros (harrow) made from maple or pine wood.  
Source: Photo taken by the author February 2010 (private collection in Anogeia village)     
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Figure 5.16: Lichnistiri (Pitchfork) made from maple (A. creticum) wood.  
Source: Photo taken by the author January 2010, (local collection in Gergeri village)     
 
Figure 5.17: Oxen used for ploughing the earth with a wooden plough and 
a yoke to keep them together, ca. 1900.  
Source: Mikros Nautilos, (Anonymous 1995)    
 
Figure 5.18: Thrinaki (spade)  
Source: Photo taken by the author January 2010, (local collection in Gergeri village)    
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Several other wooden implements were also made from the available 
wood from the nearby forests. Even shoes and pipes were made. In Table 
5.2 several uses of wood for local and more distant markets, according to 
oral history are presented.  
 
Type of implements Tree species Use 
Volosiros (harrow) 
Pine (P. brutia)/ maple (A. 
creticum) 
cereal 
production 
Thrinaki/thrinari/palami 
(spade) 
Maple (A. creticum) bread cooking 
Lichnistiri (pitchfork) maple(A. creticum) 
cereal 
production 
Aletri (plough) Kermes oak (Q. coccifera) farming 
Pipes Rose (Rosa sp.) daily use 
Tsokara (shoes, patten) 
Maple (A. creticum), plane 
(P. orientalis), fig 
daily use 
Zygos (yoke) Maple (A. creticum) farming 
Mill instruments Maple (A. creticum) 
cereal 
production 
Table 5.2: Uses of wood in the past from the villagers of eastern Psiloritis. 
Source: Table drawn by the author, information derived from oral history     
Today wood from the forest is still used by local people but in a more 
artistic way. Villagers having satisfied their everyday needs, and enjoying 
modern facilities, return to the forest to collect wood and create art, or 
even handmade wooden implements that are still in use. Such implements 
include shepherds sticks or wooden spoons (Figure 5.19). At the same 
time, dead wood found in the mountain inspires them to express their 
emotional world and it is transformed into sculptures (Figure 5.20). In 
2008 an exhibition was held in Heraklion in the Basilica of St Mark, under 
WKH WLWOH µ7KH P\WK RI WKH HDUWK IURP WKH KDQGV RI KXPDQV¶ DQG VHYHUDO
local artists from Psiloritis presented their work (Kokolakis 2008). The 
majority of the sculptures were made of wood.   
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Figure 5.19 3KRWR RQ WKH OHIW VKHSKHUG¶V VWLFNV WKDW DUH VWLOO PDGH LQ
Gergeri village mainly from kermes oak. Photo on the right: use of special 
instruments to create a spoon from maple.    
Source: Photos taken by the author February 2010 
 
Figure 5.20: The photo on the left shows a wooden sculpture made from 
dead kermes oak wood in Gergeri. The photo on the right shows a portrait 
of Lady Diana made after her death by a local artist in Zaros village.    
Source: Photos taken by the author January and February 2010      
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5.5 Charcoal: a dark, artistic result from wood.     
It took modern people almost eight decades (1852-1932) to understand 
completely the chemical process that changed wood to charcoal, a work 
that had been happening for millennia all over the world (Antal and Gronli 
2003) &KDUFRDO LV WKH µVROLG UHVLGXH WKDW remains when wood (or other 
RUJDQLFPDWHULDO LV µFDUERQLVHG¶RU µS\UROLVHG¶XQGHU FRQWUROOHG FRQGLWLRQV
LQDFORVHGVSDFH¶(Olson 1991, p.411). In other words, charcoal is carbon 
ZLWKDVOLWWOHDVSRVVLEOHRIRWKHUVXEVWDQFHVµPyrolysis abruptly transforms 
wood into a tarry vapor containing a complex soup of organic compounds 
mixed with non-condensable gases (including CO2, CO, H2, CH4, and 
heavier hydrocarbons)¶ (Antal and Gronli 2003, p.1620). How illiterate 
people knew this process and used it for hundreds of years, from 
generation to generation, is a fascinating phenomenon.  
In his research, regarding firewood and charcoal in classical Athens, 
Olson (1991, pp.412-413) suggests that:      
there are two basic primitive technologies for making charcoal, 
the pit and the mound, both of which can be used on a small or 
large scale. In each case earth is used to restrict the amount of 
air available to the wood being burned.  
Charcoal pits are common in areas with deep soil conditions, whereas 
mounds are more suitable in rocky and mountainous areas (Olson 1991).     
5.6 Charcoal in Psiloritis Mountain 
5.6.1 Uses of charcoal     
It is important to mention that charcoal was not primarily produced for 
local use in the mountainous communes, but for selling to other areas, 
villages that had no access to woods, or the urban area of Heraklion city. 
This was strongly highlighted in the interview material:  
P: ƮĮǈ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮ ǉƾǌĮǌİ, ǇǑǋƾıĮǈ;    
G Ƨǋƿ ǉƾǌĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮ ĲĮ ȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİ ıĲǆǌ ƧǄǁĮ ƨĮǏǃƾǏĮ ưİ ĲĮ
ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮǉĮǈĲĮǉĮǋǁǌǈĮȺǎǑǉƾǌĮǌİĮȺǎǉǈĮǅǎǘıĮǌİƩİǌİĳǑĲİǘĮǌİİȺĮƿıĲǎ
ǒǔǏǈǗǊƿİǈǄǈĮĲǁįİǌİĳǑĲǏǙǌĮǌİƳǈȺĮǊǈǎǁıǎǃĮǏƾǉĮǈǉƾǌĮǌİĲĮǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮǉĮǈ
ĲĮ ȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİ ıĲǆǌƧǄǁĮ ƨĮǏǃƾǏĮ ǉĮǈ ıĲǆưİııĮǏƾ ǉĮǈ ȺƿǏǌĮǌİ ȺĮĲƾĲİǐ ǉĮǈ
ǗıȺǏǈĮǉĮǈĲƿĲǎǈĮ 
P: Do you remember charcoal making? 
G17: Of course, they did charcoal, and they sold it in Agia Varvara (nearby 
village). With the charcoal and the kilns they made, from there they could 
survive. They did not plant anything in the village (Gergeri) because they 
thought they could not grow. The old people thought so, and they made 
charcoal and they sold it in Agia Varvara and in Messara and they could get 
potatoes, legumes and other stuff (in return).  
G17: 45, M, Farmer 
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Charcoal was necessary for blacksmiths, taverns for cooking, tailors 
(Figure 5.21), and for heating. Olson (1991, p.412) suggests that charcoal 
LVJRRGIRULURQZRUNLQJDVLWKDVDµKHDWYDOXHRIWRNLORFDORULHV
per kilogram, roughly comparable to that of bituminous coal, and thus 
\LHOGVPXFKPRUHKHDWSHUNLORJUDPWKDQHYHQGU\ZRRG¶7KLVW\SHRIXVH
is also mentioned in other case studies in the Argolis Prefecture, in the 
Peloponnese, and information for its use for heating households is available 
even in Greek ancient literature (Forbes and Koster 1976, Forbes 2000). 
The uses of charcoal are also mentioned in this interview:     
GƷǎƬǏƾǉǊİǈǎĲǙǏĮǗǊİǐǎǈĲĮǃƿǏǌİǐǎǈƾǊǊǎǈǎǈǏĮĳĲƾįİǐȺǎǑİıǈįİǏǙǌĮǌİ
ǄǈĮ ıǁįİǏǎ ǗǊĮ ȺǏǎȺĮǌĲǙǐ ǎǈ ǓǆıĲĮǏǈƿǐ ƮĮǈ ǄǈĮ ǇƿǏǋĮǌıǆ ĲĮ ǃƾǌĮǌİ ĲĮ
ǃƾǌĮǌİıİ ƿǌĮǋĮǄǉƾǊǈĮǊǊƾĮǑĲƾǀĲĮǌİǃƿǃĮǈĮǉĮǈ İȺǈǉǁǌįǑǌĮȺǎǊǊƿǐĳǎǏƿǐ
ǄǈĮĲǁ ıĲǎ ǋĮǄǉƾǊǈ Ĳǎ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌǎ įǆǋǈǎǑǏǄǎǘıĮǌİįǆǊǆĲǆǏǈƾıİǈǐ ƪȺǎǇƾǌĮǌİ ǉĮǈ 
ȺǎǊǊǎǁ ĮȺǗ Ĳǎ ǋĮǄǉƾǊǈ.  
G2: In Heraklion, all the taverns, the tailors for ironing, all, especially the chop-
houses. And for heating it was used, they put them in a brazier µmangali¶, but 
that could be dangerous, because in the brazier, charcoal could cause 
poisonings. Many died because of the use of charcoal braziers. 
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
 
 
Figure 5.21: Irons using charcoal to keep high temperatures, used in 
households or even from tailors in the past for cloths ironing. The first 
picture is from Ano Asites museum, and the second from Italy, Liguria from 
a private collection LQ 6FXUWDEz. There are several similarities between 
them.  
Source: photos taken by the author, (a) summer 2005, (b) April 2010    
5.6.2 The woodcutting         
The period that charcoal was produced in Psiloritis Mountain was just after 
the winter, probably the beginning of March till the end of October or 
November, depending on the weather conditions, as a 78 year old 
shepherd from Gergeri village recalls: 
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G2: Ĳǎ ǒİǈǋǙǌĮ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ įİǌ ǀĲǎǌİ İǘǉǎǊǎ ǌĮ ǉƾǋİǈǐ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮ Ⱥƾǌǔ, ǄǈĮĲǁ İǁǌĮǈ
ĲǎǒǈǗǌǈǉĮǈĲǎǉǏǘǎƮĮǈ ƾǋĮ İǍİǉĮǊǎǉĮǁǏİǑǄİ ǋİĲƾ ǗǊǆ Ĳǆǌ ȺİǏǁǎįǎ ǀĲĮǌİ ĲǗĲİ.. 
G2: In the winter of course it was not easy to make charcoal, because of the 
snow and the cold. And when it was getting warmer, then all the rest of the 
time they were doing it.    
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
The type of wood used in charcoal making, differed from area to area. 
The species used for charcoal in Crete are mainly oak, deciduous (Q. 
brachyphylla, Q. macrolepis) or evergreen (Q. ilex, Q. coccifera), carob 
(Ceratonia siliqua) and olive (Olea europaea). However, in the mountains 
kermes oak (Q. coccifera) is more common than carob or olive that grows 
in lowlands. In eastern Psiloritis the species that was mainly used for 
charcoal production was the kermes oak, a very important wood according 
to a 83 year old interviewee from Zaros:  
P: ƧǑĲǗǄǈǌǗĲĮǌǉǑǏǁǔǐĮȺǗǍǘǊĮȺǏǁǌǎǑ 
Z1:  ƴǏǁǌǎǑǋǗǌǎƮƾǌĮǌİǉĮǈ ǉƾĲǈƾǊǊĮĮǊǊƾĮǑĲƾįİǌǑȺǀǏǒĮǌıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗ
ƧȺǗǒĮǏǎǑȺǈƿǐǆǒĮǏǎǑȺǈƾǉƾǌİǈǉĮǈǆǒĮǏǎǑȺǈƾƮĮǈǆİǊǈƾǉƾǌİǈƧǊǊƾĲǎȺǎǊǘ
ǉĮǊǗİǁǌĮǈǎȺǏǁǌǎǐƮĮǊǗİǁǌĮǈǉĮǈĲǆǐǒĮǏǎǑȺǈƾǐĮǊǊƾǒĮǏǎǑȺǈƿǐįİǌƿǒİǈıĲǎ
ǃǎǑǌǗǉƾǌĮǌİǉĮǈǋİĮǑĲǗ 
P: Was this (Charcoal) done mainly with kermes oak (Q. coccifera) wood?    
Z1: Kermes oak (Q. coccifera) only. They used some other species, but they 
GRQ¶WH[LVWLQWKHPRXQWDLQ,WFDQEHGRQHIURPFDUREWUHHVFDUREFDQEHXVHG
and olive can also be used. But the best is kermes oak (Q. coccifera). And carob 
(C. siliqua) is good also, but you cannot find carob in the mountain, they used 
that also.  
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
They used the whole tree, and the timber, according to its size was 
placed in different parts of the kiln. The trees needed for charcoal differed 
in size and age. Almost every tree bigger than a specific diameter could be 
used for charcoal. Moreover, ancient trees with huge trunk diameters 
provided wood for charcoal from their branches. The use of tree branches 
for charcoal making was permitted during the short Cretan State era and it 
was also integrated in the forest law of that period (Foumis 1899). Today 
mid-sized trees are rare in the Rouvas forest, and the majority of the trees 
are of ancient status, with quite large trunks (Figure 5.22) or relatively 
young. This can be explained by a continuation of exploitation and demand 
for medium sized trunks for charcoal making from the 1930s till the 1950s 
that removed a specific age group of trees from the forest. Two 
interviewees suggest the use of whole trees in charcoal making:  
PƠǉǎǃĮǌ ĲĮįƿǌĲǏĮǎǊǗǉǊǆǏĮ 
Z ƳǊǗǉǊǆǏĮ Ĳǎ ǉǗǃĮǌİ ĮȺǗ Ĳǎǌ ȺƾĲǎ ǌĮǈ ĮȺǗ Ĳǎǌ ȺƾĲǎ ǄǈǌǗĲĮǌ ĮǑĲǀ ǆ
įǎǑǊİǈƾ 
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P: Did they cut the whole tree?  
Z1: Yes the whole tree was cut from the ground, from the ground was that 
work done.  
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
PưİǄƾǊĮįƿǌįǏĮǉǗǃĮǌİįǆǊĮįǀǄǈĮĲĮǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮGƮĮǈǋİǄƾǊĮǉĮǈǋǈǉǏƾ 
P: So they cut big trees for charcoal? G2: Both, big and small.    
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
For kiln making an essential element was to have a good location: the 
area should be flat, with enough soil and more importantly trees close to it. 
The wood was cut in smaller pieces, around one metre and smaller:    
PƠǉǎǃĮǌȺǎǊǊǎǘǐįǆǊĮįǀ 
1 ƴǎǊǊǎǘǐ ȺǏǁǌǎǑǐ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ ǉǗǓİǈǐ ƩǈǗĲǈ ĲĮ µǉǎǃǄǈİǐ ǉǎǌĲƾ ĲĮ ǍǘǊĮ ƿǌĮ
ǋƿĲǏǎǋǈıǗǋƿĲǏǎĮǌƾǊǎǄĮĲǙǏĮĲĮƿǉǎǃİǐĲĮǍǘǊĮ 
P: Did they cut a lot of trees?  
N2: A lot of kermes oaks (Q. coccifera) you should cut. Because you cut the 
timber short, one metre, half metre, depends how you should cut them.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
 
 
Figure 5.22: Ancient tree of holm oak (Q. ilex) in Rouvas forest, in the 
region of Gergeri.  
Source: photo taken from the author, August 2010 
The main instrument used in wood cutting definitely till the end of 
1950s, was the axe (manara or manari in Cretan dialect). It is still called in 
Crete with that name and is solGLQWKHPDUNHWXQGHUWKHQDPHµmanara¶
(Figure 5.23) and not the formal Modern GreeNµtsekouri¶. The absence of 
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chain saws created several difficulties in wood cutting and much effort was 
needed. This, according to several interviewees, helped the forest to be 
conserved and retain till today several ancient kermes oaks:   
G ĲǗĲİ ǆ ǋĮǌƾǏĮİǁǒİ ǀĲǎǌİ Ĳǎ ǉĮǊǘĲİǏǎ İǏǄĮǊİǁǎ ƧǊǊƾ ǀĲĮǌİ ǎǈĮǇǏǙȺǎǈ
ĲǗĲİ ıǉǊǆǏǎǁ ǄǈĮĲǁ ǋİ Ĳǆǌ ǋĮǌƾǏĮ ǉǗǃǄĮǌİ ĮǑĲǎǁ ȺİǊǙǏǈĮ įİǌĲǏƾ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ
ǉǎǌǁǅĮǌİǋİĲıǎǈǊǁǋİǐ     
G2: At that time, the axe was the best instrument. But the people also were 
tough, because with the axe they cut huge trees and they sharpened them with 
the files.    
G2: 78, M, Shepherd   
N2: ƟǋĮ İǁǒĮǌİ ǋİǄƾǊǆ ȺĮǏƿĮ, ȺǏǎȺĮǌĲǙǐ 2 ĲǏǁĮ, 4 ƾĲǎǋĮ ǌĮ ǒǎǑǌİ ıǑǌįǏǎǋǀ
ǄǈĮĲǁİĲǗĲİǐįİǌǑȺǀǏǒĮǌİĲĮĮǊǑıǈįǎǏȺǁǎǌĮĮǌǑȺǀǏǒİĲǎĮǊǑıǈįǎǏȺǁǎǌǎ, ĲǗĲİǐ
İįƾįİǌǇĮǇİǊİǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİǉĮǈȺǏǁǌǎǈưǗǌǎ ǋİ Ĳıǎǈ ǋĮǌĮǏİǐ ĲǙǏĮ. ƣĲǈ ǀǇİǊİ 
ǌĮ ǉǗǓİǈǐ.  
N2: If there was a big group, especially 2, 3. 4 persons in order to have 
assistance, because at that time, there was no chain saws, (if saw existed at 
that time) then now there will be no kermes oak (Q. coccifera) left. Only with 
an axe, whatever you could cut.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer   
 
Figure 5.23: An axe as it is advertised in the website of a company for 
selling purposes in Crete today. 7KH\ DGYHUWLVHG LW DV µPDQDUD¶ DV LW LV
called in the Cretan dialect.  
Source: (Kosmadakis 2011) 
Despite the fact that charcoal was made in the forest for a long time 
without interruption, there was antagonism between the different users of 
the area. Shepherds saw WKHPVHOYHVDVWKHµprotectors¶ of the forest during 
that period. They repeatedly tried to stop overexploitation of the forest by 
charcoal burners; however, they were often charcoal burners themselves. 
There is no doubt that shepherds should not be considered as forest 
protectors or primitive nature conservationists. The forest and especially 
the kermes oak (Q. coccifera) trees, provided fodder and feed for their 
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flocks. Fewer trees, means less acorns and less leaf fodder. A 78 year old 
shepherd supports that shepherds suggested to charcoal makers what 
trees to cut in order to protect the forest:  
G Ƴǈ ǃǎıǉǎǁ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ ȺǎǊǊƿǐ ĳǎǏƿǐ Ĳıǎǈ ǅǆǄǙǌĮǌİ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ ǍƿǏİǈǐ Ĳǈ Ĳǎǐ
ƿǊİǄĮǌİȺǎǊǊƿǐĳǎǏƿǐưǆǌǉǗǓİǈǐĮȺǗĲǎǌȺƾĲǎĲǎǌȺǏǁǌǎǉǗǓİƿǌĮǌǉǊƾįǎ
İǉİǁ ȺǎǑ İǁǌĮǈ ǋǈĮ ĳĮĳǎǑǊǈƾ ȺǏǁǌǎǈ ȺǎǑ Ĳǎ ǊƿǄĮǋİ İǋİǁǐ ĳĮĳǎǑǊǈƾ ǉĮǈ İǁǌĮǈ
ȺƿǌĲİǋİƿǍİǉǎǏǋǎǁĮȺǗĲǎǌȺƾĲǎǉǗǓİĲǏİǈǐĲƿııİǏǈǐǉĮǈǌĮĮĳǀıİǈǐįǘǎĲǏİǈǐ
ĲǎǑǉĮǌİǁǐǉĮǊǗĮǉǗǋĮǉĮǈƾǋĮĲǎǑƿǉǎǃİǐǉǊƾįǎİǌİǆǉİǘǄĮǌİǋİĲƾƮǗȺǆǉĮǌİ 
ȺǎǊǘ ǉĮǈ ĮȺǗ ǓǆǊƾ ǉĮǈ ǉƾǋĮǌİ ǘıĲİǏĮ. 
G2: The shepherds of course a lot of times chased them away and told them a 
ORW RI WLPHV'RQ¶W FXW WKHNHUPHV oak (Q. coccifera) from the ground, cut a 
branch, there that it is a group of kermes oaks (Q. coccifera), growing all 
WRJHWKHU ZH FDOOHG WKHP µIRXIRXOLD¶ DQG WKH\ DUH  WR  WUXQNV JURZLQJ
together from the ground, cut three to four, and left 2 to 3, you can benefit the 
forest. And if you were cutting a branch it grew again young growth. There 
were a lot of them cut from the top and they had grown later. 
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
This information could be regarded as a primitive knowledge of 
pollarding in traditional management. A knowledge that during the 
(QOLJKWPHQW µwas systematised in an effort to develop a body of scientific 
disciplines whose main purpose was to ensure WKH VWHDG\ ZRRG VXSSO\¶ 
(Agnoletti 2006, p.384). Another explanation is that actually the forest law 
of the Cretan State, prohibited wood cutting unless there were enough 
trees to replace the trees that were cut (HAC1). The shepherds from 
Gergeri could be aware of this law and tried to prohibit extensive wood 
cutting. 
Woodcutting for charcoal making was made initially in the areas close to 
the villages, probably before or during WWII, according to oral history:     
GƪȺĮƿĲĮǌǎĲǈǉƾĲıǎǈĳƾǄĮǌİĲǆǌǉĮĲǎǒǀƪǁǒİ ǉĮǊǎǘǐ ȺǏǁǌǎǑǐ. 
* +HUH LQ WKH VRXWK WKH\ KDYH EHHQ µHDWHQ¶ FXW GXULQJ WKH *HUPDQ
occupation. There were good kermes oaks.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
P: ƪıİǁǐ ȺǎǑ ȺǆǄĮǁǌĮĲİ İįǙ ĮȺǗ Ⱥƾǌǔ;  
NƱĮİįǙıĲǆǌǉǎǏǑĳǀıİǗǊǎĲǎȺǊƾǈ 
P: Where did you go for charcoal, here in the uplands?  
N2: Here in the top and in the whole slope. 
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
As forest resources were reduced close to the villages, charcoal burners 
moved to more distant areas. In the areas close to the villages, today you 
can find only sporadic ancient trees of kermes oak (Figure 5.24 and Figure 
5.25). The areas that were mainly under the pressure of charcoal were the 
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most preferable in terms of soil conditions for the forest to grow (Figure 
5.26). Deep soil conditions were more attractive for charcoal. There it was 
more probable to find a good location for the kiln and enough timber. 
However, the pressure in the forest reached probably a maximum at a 
certain time that charcoal-burners extended deeper in the forest, as the 
resources of wood were reduced in areas closer to the villages.     
GƷǎǉĮǉǗȺǎǑǉƾǌĮǌİ ĲǎȺǎǊǘǉĮǉǗ ĲǎǉƾǋĮǌİ İįǙǋȺǏǎıĲƾǋȺǏǎıĲƾıĲǎ
įƾıǎǐǋƿǒǏǈƷǎǌƧǈīǈƾǌǌǆİǉǈƾİǄǁǌǆǉİĲǎȺǎǊǘǉǗǓǈǋǎĮǊǊƾİǑĲǑǒǙǐİǉİǁİǁǌĮǈ
Ⱥǈǎ ȺǊǎǘıǈǎ Ĳǎ ƿįĮĳǎǐ ǉĮǈ ǌĲǘǇǆǉİ ȺƾǊǈ İǌĲǘǇǆǉİ ƧǊǊƾ İȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ
ǋƿǒǏǈǌĮĳĮǌĲĮıĲİǁǐǋƿǒǏǈĲĮȺǆǄƾįǈĮĲĮįǈǉƾǋĮǐȺǈǎǋƿıĮİǁįĮİǄǙǉĮǏǃǎǑǌǈƾ   
G2: The most damage that was done it was done here in the front, in the forest 
till Ai Yianni, there the most wood-cutting occurred, but there fortunately the 
VRLO LV ULFKHUDQG LWZDV µGUHVVHG¶ JUHHQLQJDJDLQ%XW WKH\ZHQW LI \RXFDQ
imagine, even deeper than our wells, I have seen charcoal kilns.       
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
 
 
Figure 5.24$UHDQRUWKRI*HUJHULYLOODJHDIWHU µNDNLVNDOD¶ZLWKVSRUDGLF
ancient trees of kermes oak (Q. coccifera). Maple (A. creticum) starting to 
escape browsing level and gradually will be developed into tree. Areas more 
accessible to the villages had a higher degree of exploitation.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2010   
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Figure 5.25: Agios Eythimios area, north of Nyvritos village. Some sporadic 
kermes oak trees (Q. coccifera), close to the village in more accessible 
areas are found. In the highest slopes forest becomes denser.    
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010    
 
Figure 5.26: Potential kiln sites for charcoal making. The areas with red are 
more preferable for kiln formation as they are more flat. The slope values 
were overlaid with a forest map of 1966 (HFDD6), which indicates sites of 
charcoal-pits and pits. These sites are of red colour. The red areas had the 
highest pressure in terms of charcoal making and are marked with dash 
circle.  
Source: map drawn by the author, using ArcGIS     
5.6.3 How to make charcoal    
The charcoal production in the research area was made using the mound 
technology (Olson 1991). Charcoal production was implemented in 
Psiloritis Mountain, using two different methods, one with a round and 
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another with a rectangle kiln. These two methods were used in 
neighbouring villages and probably other techniques existed in other areas 
of the mountain. Another method has been used in the lowlands but 
includes water in the procedure, something rare and difficult to transfer to 
the mountains in the past.  
GƷǎƮƾǏǃǎǑǌǎİǋƾǐİȺĮƿĲǎǉƾǌĮǌİĲǈǊǁīǈĮĲǁıİƾǊǊİǐıİƾǊǊǎǑǐĲǗȺǎǑǐ
İįƾ ǉƾĲǔ ȺǎǑ ǉƾǌǎǑǌ ǋİ İǊǈƿǐ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌǎ ıĲǎǌ ǉƾǋȺǎ ȺǎǑ ǉƾǌǎǑǌ ĲǎǑǐ
ĮǌĮįĮıǋǎǘǐǉĮǈǉǗǃĮǌİĲĮƿıĲİǌĮǌĲĮǍǘǊĮǎǏǇƾǉĮǈǋİĲƾĲǎıǃǀǌĮǌİǋİǌİǏǗ
ǉĮǈİǁǒĮǌİĮǑĲǎǁȺǈǎǉĮǊǀİȺǈĲǑǒǁĮǄǈĮĲǁ İǄǃƾǌĮǌİĮǋƾǏǎĲǎǑǐ ĲǎǑǐǉǎǏǋǎǘǐƬ 
Ĳİǒǌǈǉǀ ǀĲĮǌ įǈĮĳǎǏİĲǈǉǀ.    
*7KHFKDUFRDOKHUHLWZDVGRQHµWLOL¶LQRWKHUDUHDVLQWKHYDOOH\ZKHUHWKH\
made with olive trees charcoal, in the plain that they did the agrarianism, they 
put the wood standing and then they extinguished it with water and they had 
more success because they took out the trunks intact. The technique was 
different.     
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
It was work that required expert people, with knowledge of the whole 
procedure: wood cutting, kiln making and burning. Initially, depending on 
the available wood in the area, and the topographic conditions, the location 
and size of the kiln were selected. The process is common to both types of 
kiln, and includes the wood built inside the kiln, the isolation of it from the 
atmospheric air, by two separate insulating layers: natural materials and 
earth. Natural insulating materials included oak leaves, cypress (C. 
sempervirens) branches with leaves, oak bark with lichens or just lichens. 
The kiln had an entrance, and most of the time two ventilation ports (blow 
holes) called µbatzas¶ or µfougaros¶ on the back. There could be more 
ventilation ports, depending on the size of the kiln. The insulation layers 
were called µgampas¶. At the bottom of the kiln the thicker timber was put 
and as the height increased, thinner wood was placed there.     
The fire was helped by flammable, dried shrubs or branches put at the 
bottom of the kiln, and close to the entrance. After the start of the fire, 
and when smoke started going out from the µbatzas¶ the entrance was 
closed. The procedure lasted for several days, depending on the weather 
conditions and the size of the kiln, and the charcoal had been µEDNHG¶ or 
burned when the smoke coming out of the µbatzas¶ was white. When that 
happened, then the µbatzas¶ holes were also closed, and they had to wait 
for two or more days for the kiln to cool down before collecting the 
charcoal. 
G2:  įǁȺǊĮ ǃƾǅĮǋİ ȺƿĲǏİǐ ǎǈ ȺǏǙĲǎǈǉǎǏǋǎǁ ȺǎǑ İȺĮĲǎǘıĮǌİ ǎǈ Ⱥǈǎ ǒǎǌĲǏǎǁ
ǉƾĲǔǎǈȺǈǎǒǎǌĲǏǎǁǉĮǈǃƾǅĮǌİȺƿĲǏİǐǉĮǈȺĮĲǎǘıĮǌĮȺƾǌǔǌĮǋǆǌȺĮĲǎǘǌıĲǎ
ƿįĮĳǎǐ ƿǌĮǉİǌǗ İǁǒİǉĮǈǋİĲƾ ĲǎǑįǁǌĮǌİĳǔĲǈƾǉĮǈĮȺǎǉİǈǐǀǇİǊĮǉİǌĲǀıİǈ
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ƮĮǈ İǁǒİ ĮȺǗ Ⱥƾǌǔ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ ǄǘǏǔ ǄǘǏǔ İǉƾǌĮǌİ Ĳǎ ǄĮǋȺƾ ȺǎǑ Ǌƿǋİ Ĳǈ ǉƾǌĮǌİ
ĲǙǏĮıĲǎǄĮǋȺƾİǃƾǌĮǌİǀȺǑǉǌǗǉǑȺĮǏǁııǈǉǗǃĮǌİǀĮǅǁǊĮǉĮĮǊǊƾĲǎȺǑǉǌǗ
ǉǑȺĮǏǁııǈ ǉĮǈ ƿǃĮǅĮǌ ıĲǈǐ ĲǏǘȺİǐ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ ǋǆǌ ǋȺĮǁǌİǈ Ĳǎ ǒǙǋĮ ǉĮǈ ǋİĲƾ
İǉǊǈǎǘıĮǌİǗǊǎǑǐĲǎǑǐȺǗǏǎǑǐǉĮǈǃƾǌĮǌİǒǙǋĮƧȺǗįǔĲǎǑįǘǌĮǌİĳǔĲǈƾĮȺǗ
įǔĲǙǏĮİǉİǁıĲǎȺǁıǔǋƿǏǎǐǑȺǎǒǏİǔĲǈǉƾǑȺǀǏǒİƿǌĮǐĲǎǌǊƿǄĮǌİǋȺĮĲǅƾǉĮǈ
ǉƾǌĮǌİ ĮȺǗ įǔǋǈĮ ǇǑǏǁįĮ ǄǈĮ ǌĮĳİǘǄİǈ ǎ ǉĮȺǌǗǐ ĮȺǗ İǉİǁ ĮǊǊƾ ƿȺǏİȺİ ǌĮ
ǉƾǌİǈ ƾǊǊǆ ǋǈĮ ĮȺǗ įǔ ǉĮǈ ƾǊǊǆ ǋǁĮ ĮȺǗ ǉİǈ Ƨǌ ǀĲĮǌ Ⱥǈǎ ǋİǄƾǊǎ ǉƾǌĮǌİ
ȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏİǐīǈĮǌĮȺĮǁǏǌİǈĮǌĮȺǌǎǀƮĮǈĮǌƾǃĮǌİȺǈĮǋȺǏǎǐǉĮǈĮȺİǈǐǀǇİǊİǌĮ
ĮǌƾǓİǈǌĮǍİǉİǌĲǀıİǈĲǎǉĮǋǁǌǈǌĮǌĲĮǉƾǏǈǌĮȺİĲƾǉĮȺǌǗİǉǊǈǎǘıĮǌİǋȺǏǎıĲƾ
ĲǎǌȺǗǏǎĮȺǎǘ İǁǒİǉĮǈĮǌƾǃĮǌİĲǎǌİĳǏƾǅĮǌİǉĮǈĮǑĲǗǌǋİǒǙǋĮǉĮǈƾǏǒǈǅİǉĮǈ
ǉƾȺǌǈǅİ ǉĮǈ ƿǃǏĮǅİǋİ ĲǆǌǃǏƾıǆİǓǆǌǎǘǌĲĮǌİ Ĳǎǉƾǋǁǌǈ ǗǒǈǋİǊƾǃĮ « ǉĮǈ
Ĳǆǌ ǙǏĮ ȺǎǑ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ ǌĲĮǉƾǏİǈ ǌĮ ıȺǏǁǅİǈ ǎ ǉĮȺǌǗǐ Ĳǎ ǉǊǈǎǘıĮǌİ Ĳıǎǈ
ǋȺĮĲǅƾįİǐĮȺǎǑǊƿǄĮǌİĲıǎǈǇǑǏǁįİǐȺǎǑİǁǒĮǌİĮĳǀıİǈ    
G2: ... in the side we put stones, the first trunks standing on the stones, the 
most thick, the most thick in the bottom and there were stones to stand on 
them (the trunks), so they will not stand in the ground, it was an empty space 
and then we put fire and after that it will be burned. And outside this all around 
LW WKH\PDGHWKH µJDPSDV¶DVZHFDOOHGLWZKDWWKH\GLGLQ µJDPSDV¶ WKH\SXW
either dense cypress (C. sempervirens) that was cut or helm oak (Q. ilex), but 
the dense cypress (C. sempervirens) kai they put it in the holes so that no 
earth could enter and then they closed all the holes, and put earth on it ... So 
from here they put the fire, from here then, in the back there was we called it 
µPSDW]D¶DQGZHPDGHDSRUWIRUWKHVPRNHWRJHWRXWIrom there. But they had 
to make one from the one side and one from the other. If it was bigger, they 
made more. In order to breath. And they put the fire first and when it will have 
been burned enough the kiln, they closed it with earth and then it started 
VPRNLQJDQGLWZDVµERLOHG¶LWZDVWKHERLOWKDWEXUQHGWKHNLOQQRWWKHILUH«
$QGWKHWLPHWKDW WKHVPRNHVWDUWHGEHFDPHZKLWHWKH\FORVHGWKHµPSDW]DV¶
ventilation ports that they had created.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
Another description from the village of Nyvritos, suggests an orthogonal 
kiln:      
N2: « ıǉİȺĮıǋƿǌǎǗȺǔǐıǎǑȺĮǋİǒǙǋĮƿıǉĮĳĲİǐǉĮǈĲǎıĮǅİǐƩİǌĲǎ ǒĲǈǅİǐ
ıĲǎǘȺĮǈǇǏǎƠȺǏİȺİǌĮĮǌǎǁǍİǈǐıĮǌĲǆǌǃƾǄǉĮǋǈĮǋİǄƾǊǆ«ƿǌĮ ĲİĲǏƾǄǔǌǎ
ǗȺǔǐ İǁǌĮǈ ĲĮ ȺĮĲǆĲǀǏǈĮ ǌĮ Ĳǎ Ǆİǋǁıİǈǐ ǍǘǊĮ ǌĮ Ĳǎ ǃƾǊİǈǐ ǌĮ ǉĮİǁ ƧǑĲǗ
İǓǀǌǎǑǌĲĮǌİǋİǐ ıĲǆ Ǆǆǐ ƠǌĮ ǋƿĲǏǎ ǉĮǈ ȺǈǎȺǎǊǘ ĮȺǗ ƿǌĮ ǋƿĲǏǎưİǄƾǊİǐ
ǉĮǋǈǌǔıƿǐĳĲǈƾǒǌĮǌİ ...ƷĮµǒĲǈǅİǐǋƿıĮīǈĮĲǁƿȺǏİȺİǌĮĲĮǒĲǁıİǈǐǉĮǊƾƱĮĲĮ
ıƾıİǈǐǗǋǎǏĳĮǉĮǈıĲǎĲƿǊǎǐǗȺǔǐİǁȺĮǋİǌĮĲǎıİǃƾǊİǈǐĲĮǉǎǌĲƾǉǎǌĲƾǍǘǊĮ
ǌĮĲĮǉĮǊǘǓİǈǐǉĮǈĮȺǗȺƾǌǔĲĮǃǏǑǄǈƾĮǑĲƾȺǎǑǃǄƾǌǎǑǌǎǈȺǏǁǌǎǈ 
N2: LWZDVFRYHUHGZLWKHDUWKDV,VDLG\RXGLJDQG\RXPDGHLW<RXGLGQ¶W
build it outside. You should make an excavation like a gap, a big one, a square, 
as the winepresses are and you will fill it with wood and then put it to be 
burned. Then it will be burned inside the earth. One metre (deep), and more we 
made big kilns. You should build them inside (timber). You should build them 
very well. Made them nice, and at the end as we said to put short wood, cover 
WKHP DQG WKHQ DW WKH WRS WKH µYULJLD¶ OLFKHQV IURP WKH NHUPHV oak (Q. 
coccifera).     
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
5.6.4 Harvesting the charcoal 
The result of a good production of charcoal ZDVFKDUDFWHULVHGDVµamalago¶ 
meaning the pieces of wood not damaged. The harvest of the charcoal was 
also a work that needed a kind of expertise. After the burning of the wood, 
and when the kiln was cool enough, with special instruments, called 
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µKatsounia¶, something sLPLODUWRZKDWLVFDOOHGWRGD\µkatsouna¶ and is the 
VKHSKHUGV¶ crooks in Crete (Figure 5.27) they moved and broke the 
charcoal in the charcoal yard, next to the kiln and cooled it by putting 
earth on it for a day, or water.  
After the extra cooling, they put them in a heap and were ready for 
transportation. The transportation to the villages was mainly done by 
donkeys and charcoal was put inside sacks. Two interviewees describe the 
procedure:     
G6: ưİĲƾ ĮǏǒǁǅİǈ Ĳǎ ǍİǉĮǋǁǌǈĮıǋĮ ıǈǄƾ ıǈǄƾ ǋİ ǉĮĲıǎǘǌǈ ǋİ ƿǌĮ ǉĮĲıǎǘǌǈ
ıƿǏǌĮǋİ ĲĮ ǉǊĮįǈƾ ȺǎǑ İǁǒİ ĮȺƿǍǔ ĲĮ ǃǄƾǌĮǋİ ǉĮǈ ǃǄƾǌĮǋİ ĲĮ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮ ǉǈ
ǀȺǏİȺİǌĮǒİǈǐǌİǏǗīǈĮĲǁĲĮǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮĮǌƾǃĮǌİĮǉǗǋĮƮǈǀȺǏİȺİǌĮǒİǈǐǌİǏǗ
ǌĮĲĮǊĮǌĲǎǑǏƾǐǌĮĲĮǃƾǊİǈǐıĲǆǌƾǉǏĮ 
G6 : After WKHEXUQRIWKHNLOQJUDGXDOO\ZLWKWKHXVHRIµNDWVRXQL¶KRRNZH
pull the branches out, then we took charcoal out and you needed to have water, 
because charcoal was still burning and you watered it and put it on the side.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd 
NǇĮ ĲǎĮǌǎǁǍİǈǐƷǎĲǏĮǃƾǐǋİǋǈĮǉĮĲıǎǘǌĮǋĮǉǏǑƾǋĮǉǏǑƾǍǘǊǈǌǆȺƾǊǈǌĮ
ĲǎĲǏĮǃƾǐǌĮǃǄƾǌİǈǐĲĮǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮİǁǒĮǋİİĲıƾĮǑǊƿǐǉĮǎǋƿǌİǐĮȺ¶ĲǎǉĮǋǁǌǈǌĮ
ĲĮıĲǏǙǌİǈǐǌĮĲĮıǃǀǌİǈǐƷĮİıǃǆǌİǐȺƾǊǈ ǋİĲǎǒǙǋĮƣǒǈǋİǌİǏǗ ƧǑĲǗ
ǃƿǃĮǈĮǀĲĮǌİǉĮǈĲİǊİǁǔǌİĲǎǉĮǋǁǌǈ 
1<RXZLOORSHQLWNLOQWRSXOOLWZLWKDWDOOµNDVWVRXQD¶ZRRGHn also, to pull it, 
take the charcoal out we had yards made outside the kiln, to lay them to 
extinguish them. You extinguish them with earth. Not with water. That was all 
and the burning was over.    
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
 
Figure 5.27: Katsouna made by local people and used extensively by 
shepherds for catching the animals.  
Source: Photo taken by the author January 2010, (local collection in Gergeri village)    
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5.6.5 Problems in the procedure, failures    
There were certainly several difficulties that could end with a total failure in 
the production. The main problem that often occurred was the creation of 
holes during the burning that disturb the isolation from the outside air. 
This problem could be solved with several actions that were able to retain 
the insulation. By putting in the holes small wood and then on the top of it 
a branch of cypress, lichens or just other branches, you could retain the 
isolation:   
G2: « ĲǙǏĮİĲǏǘȺĮǃƿǃĮǈĮǉĮǈ ĲǎǑǃƾǌĮǌİ ƿǌĮǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ ǍǘǊǎǋƿıĮǉĮǈǋİĲƾ
ĲǎǑ ƿǃĮǅĮǌƿǌĮǉǎǋǋƾĲǈǉǑȺĮǏǁıǈǀǉǊƾįǁǉĮǈƿǃĮǅĮǌȺƾǊǈǒǙǋĮīǈĮĲǁƾǋĮǀǇİǊİ
ǌĮĲǏǑȺǀıİǈǌĮȺƾİǈǎǍǑǄǗǌǎǋƿıĮǀǇİǊİǌĮǉĮİǁǉĮǈǀǃǄĮǌİıĲƾǒĲǆ 
*«,IWKHUHZDVDKROHWKH\SXWDSLHFHRIZRRGLQVLGHDQGWKHQWKH\SXWD
piece of cypress (C. sempervirens) or other branches and then again earth. 
Because if a hole was made and oxygen could get inside, then the wood was 
burned and the result was ash.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
It was very important to maintain close attention over the kiln during 
the burning process in order to prevent holes being created and to retain 
the isolation; otherwise the charcoal would become ash. However, other 
problems also occurred during the harvesting time and the transportation. 
Several charcoal pieces remained warm and in contact with oxygen they 
could be burned, resulting in the loss of the production:    
Z ƴǎǊǊƿǐ ĳǎǏƿǐ ĲĮ ĲıǎǑǃĮǊǈƾǅĮǌİ İĳǎǏĲǙǌĮǌİ ĲǙǏĮ ĮȺĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ ĲĮ
ǄĮǈįǎǘǏǈĮ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ǉĮĲİǃƾǅĮǌİ ǉƾĲǔ ƶǑǌǀǇǔǐ İǃƾǅĮǌİ ĲĮ ȺĮǈįǈƾ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ
ǉǎǑǃĮǊǎǘıĮǌİĮǊǊƾƿȺǏİȺİǌĮǉǏĮĲƾǐǌİǏǗıĲǎįǏǗǋǎǄǈĮĲǁǉĮǋǈƾĳǎǏƾǀĲǎǌİ
ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌǎ ǋƿıĮ ıĲǎ ĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈ ǉĮǈ ǋİ Ĳǎǌ ĮƿǏĮ ƿȺĮǈǏǌİ ĳǔĲǈƾ Ʈǈ ǀȺǏİȺİ ǌĮ
ǃĮıĲƾǐĲǎȺĮǄǎǘǏǈĲǎǌİǏǗǌĮĲĮǊĮǌĲǎǑǏǁıİǈǐĮȺǗǉǈĮȺǎǑİǉƾȺǌǈǅİĲǎĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈ
ǌĮĲǎıǃǀıİǈǐ 
Z6: Several times, they put them in the sacks, they loaded them from the 
mountain to the donkeys and they brought them here in the downs. Usually this 
was done by children. They carried them, but they needed to have water with 
them on their way, cause, sometimes some charcoal inside the sacks with the 
contact with air could get burned. So you needed to have a water-bottle with 
you and water the sack that was smoking.  
Z6: 82, M, Shepherd 
5.6.6 Social elements      
Charcoal production increased, according to oral history, just after WWII. 
In contrast archival information suggests a higher charcoal production 
before WWII (Figure 4.17), and oral history fails to recognise this. 
Interviewees argue that the difficulties of the period after the war, the 
poverty and the absence of enough cultivated land, drove villagers to use 
forest resources and particularly charcoal making:     
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GƮĮǈĲǆǌǉĮĲǎǒǀǉĮǈǋİĲƾĲǆǌǉĮĲǎǒǀǆǋİǄĮǊǘĲİǏǆǑǊǎĲǗǋǆıǆȺǎǑǄǁǌǆǉİ
ıĲǎ įƾıǎǐ ƿǄǈǌİ Ĳǎ  ȺǎǑ İĳǘǄĮǌİ ǎǈ ǄİǏǋĮǌǎǁ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ  ȺǎǑ İǁǒİ ǎ ǉǗıǋǎǐ
ǉǏǁıǆƯǘıǆƿĲıǈĲǎǃǎǑǌǗȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİǃǄĮǁǌĮǌİĲǗĲİĲǎǋǈıǗǒǔǏǈǗǉĮǈǉǗǓĮǌİ
ǉĮǈǉƾǋĮǌİǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮǄǈĮĲǆǌİȺǈǃǁǔıǆ 
G2: During the German occupation and just after it the biggest logging occurred 
in the forest, after 1944 the Germans left and in 1945 that people had a crisis: 
the mountain was a solution for them, they were going, at that time half of the 
village, and they cut and made charcoal for their survival.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
The forest was able to provide an income with no other extra cost, close 
to their villages. Only the personal labour of the villagers was needed, no 
further expenses of transportation. This is still the case today in 
underdevelopment and developing countries, where other sources of 
energy and particularly petroleum products are expensive and difficult to 
access; µcharcoal can be produced locally using inexpensive or free raw 
materials and extremely primitive teFKQRORJ\¶(Olson 1991, p.412). 
Although, primary sources were almost free, the work itself for charcoal 
making was demanding and difficult to manage. People put a lot of effort 
into it. In a mountainous, rocky area, such as the majority of mountains in 
Crete, the materials collected for charcoal making, often required extra 
effort compared with other areas. For example the transportation of earth 
from surroundings areas was needed to cool down the charcoal, and all 
this was done by hand. A 78 year old shepherd from Gergeri, states that:  
GƷǎǒǙǋĮǃƿǃĮǈĮǀĲĮǌİıİȺǎǊǊƾıǆǋİǁĮıȺƾǌǈǎǉĮǈ ĲǎǉǎǑǃĮǊǎǘıĮǌİĮȺǗ
ȺƿǏĮ ȺƿǏĮ ǋİ ĲĮ ĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈĮ İǍǔǇǀǉĮǌİ ǎǈ ǉĮǉǎǋǎǁǏǆįİǐ ǉĮǈ ĮǑĲǎǁ ĮǊǊƾ
ǍƿǃǄĮǊĮǌİǉĮǈįİǌĲǏƾȺǎǊǊƾǃƿǃĮǈĮ 
G2: The earth, of course, was in many areas very rare, and they carried it from 
distant places with sacks; they had many difficulties, poor them, but they also 
ravaged many trees of course. 
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
During the German occupation there was a forbidden zone and people 
were not allowed to enter Psiloritis Mountain and something similar 
happened in other mountains of Crete. This explains the decrease in 
charcoal production during the German occupation (Figure 4.17). Other 
reasons might be insecurity and loss of other markets outside Crete 
(Forbes 1996) during the German occupation (Tolmi 2008) as a result of 
the collapse of the economy in urban areas where people could not afford 
to buy charcoal (Kalitsounakis et al. 1983). The occurrence of a forbidden 
zone led to intensive charcoal production in the areas close to the villages. 
GƷǆǌƮĮĲǎǒǀǃƿǃĮǈĮǀĲĮǌĮȺĮǄǎǏİǑĲǈǉǗĮȺǗįǔĮȺĲǗĮĳǎǑǏǊǁǉĮǈȺƾǌǔǉĮǈ
įİǌİǉƾǋĮǌİEǁǒĮǌİ ǌİǉǏƾ ǅǙǌǆ ǉƾǌİǈ, Ĳǎ 42 ǉĮǈ ƿȺİǈĲĮ.   
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*'XULQJWKH*HUPDQRFFXSDWLRQLWZDVIRUELGGHQIURPKHUHLQWKHµDIURXOL¶
DQGXSDQGWKH\GLGQ¶WPDNHFKDUFRDO 
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
G1: Even the Germans did a lot of destruction, they coppiced it very hard. They 
wanted the charcoal and the wood. ThH\KDGDIRUELGGHQ]RQHPDGHDIWHUµ 
G1: 80, M, Civil Servant 
The social problems and poverty just after the WWII, created pressure 
on the natural resources of the area. Charcoal making was an important 
income for the family, especially the poorest ones. A 75 year old farmer 
from Nyvritos village had to stop elementary school, in order to transport 
charcoal:    
NƧǊǊƾıĲǆǌƿǉĲǆ ĲƾǍǆȺǎǑȺǀǄĮǈǌĮ İȺǀǄİǗǊǆǋǎǑǆ ǈıĲǎǏǁĮıĲĮĮǗǏǈĮǉĮǈ
įİǌ İȺǏǎǃǈǃƾıĲǆǉĮ įİǌ İȺǀǏĮ ĮȺǎǊǑĲǀǏǈǎ įǆǋǎĲǈǉǎǘ īǈĮĲǁ ǉǎǑǃƾǊǎǑǋİ 
ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮ. ƸȺǀǏǒİ ĲǗĲİǐ įǑıĲǑǒǁĮ.  
N2: However, in the sixth grade, that I was attending at that time, all my life 
ZDVRFFXSLHGLQWKHPRXQWDLQDQG,GLGQ¶WJUDGXDWH,KDYHQ¶WJRWDQHOHPHQWDU\
degree. Because I was transferring charcoal. There was a lot of misery at that 
time.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
People that made charcoal were mainly from villages of Nyvritos, Zaros, 
Vorizia and Gergeri, especially those of lower social status, the poor:       
PơĲĮǌİĮȺǗĲǎƹǔǏǈǗĮǑĲǎǁȺǎǑĲǎƿǉĮǌĮǌ 
ZƮĮǈĮȺǗĲǎǒǔǏǈǗǉĮǈĮȺǗĲǆǌīƿǏǄİǏǆǉĮǈĮȺǗǗǊĮĲĮǒǔǏǈƾĮǑĲƾ 
P: Were they (charcoal burners) from the village (Zaros)?  
Z1:And from the village and from all these villages (in the mountain)  
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
In Argolis, Forbes (1996, p.86) supports the suggestion that charcoal 
was made µby the rural poor, who have little land or little opportunity to 
exploit the waste for grazing¶ and suggests that µcharcoal-burning has been 
a very low status occupation¶. Similar social factors occured in Crete, and 
charcoal was a job for the poor. However, at a local scale almost every 
member of those villages faced the same poverty problems at that period. 
In Gergeri, Vorizia and Nyvritos, most of the families were involved with 
charcoal making in the forest, and often there was cooperation. This 
cooperation often included family members that joined a group:  
NưİĲƾȺǎǑƿĳǑǄĮǌǎǈǄİǏǋĮǌǎǁĲǎǗǊǎǈİǃǄǀǉĮǋİıĲ¶ĮǗǏǈİǄǙĲǗĲİǐıĮǐ
ǀǋǎǑǌİ - ǒǏǎǌǙ ȺǀǄĮǈǌĮ ǉĮǈ ıĲǎ ıǒǎǊǈǗ ȺǀǄĮǈǌĮ ǉĮǈ ıĲ¶ĮǗǏǈ ǉĮǈ
ǉǎǑǃƾǊǎǑǋİ ǉƾǏǃǎǑǌĮ ơǓİǈǌĮǈ ǎ ȺĮȺȺǎǘǐ ǋǎǑ ǎ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ ǋǎǑ ǎǈ ǄİǈĲǗǌǎǈ
ĲǙǏĮǗǊǎǈǎǈǒǔǏǈĮǌǎǁȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİȺǎǑǇİǊĮǃǄƾǊǎǑǌİįǏǒ   
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1$IWHUWKH*HUPDQVOHIWLQ¶DOORIXVZHQWXSWRWKHPRXQWDLQ,ZDVWR
12 years old, and I was going in the school and in the mountain and I was 
carrying charcoal. They burned, my grandfather, my father, our neighbours, all 
my fellow villagers went, where else could they gain 10 drachmas?  
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
The group number, the bigger the better, had an effect on kiln size and 
the amount of charcoal produced. Moreover, the product had more 
possibilities to be successful within a big group, as there were more people 
to guard it effectively during the burning process for several days (Olson, 
1991). Not everyone had the knowledge to make charcoal, however, 
expert people taught the rest of the group through participatory learning. 
Z1: ƮǗǃĮǌİ ĲĮ ǍǘǊĮ Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ ĮǌƾǊǎǄĮ ĮǊǊƾ ĮǑĲǎǁ ǀĲǎǌİ İǈįǈǉǎǁ ĮȺǎǘ Ĳǆǌ
İǉƾǌĮǌİĮȺǎǘĲǎǉĮǋǈǌǈƾǅĮǌİ 
=7KH\FXW WKHZRRG OHW¶VVD\DFFRUGLQJO\ WKH\ZHUHH[SHUWV WKDWGLG WKDW
that made the kiln. 
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
NơĲĮǌǉĮǈȺĮǏƿİǐǋİǌǎǋƾĲǎǈǉƾǌĮǌİƿǌĮǉĮǋǁǌǈǀĲĮǌƾǊǊǎǐĮǋǎǌĮǒǗǐ
ĮǌƾǊǎǄĮ Ƴ Ǆİǈǐ ǋİ Ĳǎǌ ƾǊǊǎ ƿǃǊİȺİ ǉĮǈ ǋƾǇĮǈǌİ. 
N2: They were groups, two to three people, made a kiln, others were alone, 
GHSHQGV«2QHZLWKHDFKRWKHUREVHUYHDQGOHDUQKRZWRGRLW 
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
It is important to notice that initially young children were used in non 
skilled work, such as the collection of wood or transfer of charcoal with 
donkeys. After watching the others for a certain period they could 
participate in the actual process of charcoal making. This procedure 
enabled knowledge gradually to be transferred from generation to 
generation within a participating and observation progress, away from 
what we call today teaching. This process includes the knowledge and 
experience of hundreds of years and could be actually µperfected¶ by the 
mistakes and improvements of past users.    
Today charcoal is produced only in one of the villages (Krousonas) in 
the research area and this is not one of the main producers of the past 
(Figure 5.28). Moreover, in Crete this traditional practice still continues in 
other parts of the island. In the area of Perama, in Rethymnon prefecture, 
at least two villages still produce charcoal (Tzanakis et al. 2001). However, 
the wood needed is imported from areas often distant from the villages 
and almost all the charcoal is made from olive trees (Tolmi 2008).  
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Figure 5.28: Charcoal kiln in Krousonas village. Now made from blocks and 
is more like a building. This is one of the places that charcoal is still made 
using olive wood.  
Source: Photo taken by the author January 2010. 
5.7 Conclusion 
The short lived Cretan State, considered the forests of Crete rare, and the 
remains of an overexploited natural environment of the past. Thus their 
protection was very important and crucial for Crete. Extended timber and 
charcoal production had no place in such a devastated natural 
environment.  
The story of charcoal production in Crete changes when the island finally 
united with the rest of Greece. Probably the forests of Crete were not 
considered as important as in the past, and there were not any special 
rules for Crete anymore, despite the fact that the island now had a 
specialised Forest Service. What was applied to the rest of Greece was 
applied at that time and for Crete, even if the forest ecosystems differed 
from continental Greece. 
Timber from the forests of Psiloritis in recent history was used mainly 
for ordinary building purposes. However, a local market was created for 
wooden implements and the forest was essential for the survival of several 
villagers involved with their construction.  
When things were difficult, the forest helped local people to survive, 
providing a free, costless material, charcoal. Oral history suggests that 
charcoal production engaged many local people from the mountainous 
villages. There were two main variations of kiln shape, and cooperation 
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between people was needed. There was some antagonism over natural 
resources between shepherds and charcoal burners. Social elements and 
conflicts in Greece had a big influence on charcoal making in Heraklion. 
Charcoal production was influenced by the demands of local urban areas 
and access to other producers outside Crete.      
Interviewees suggested that the greater exploitation of the forest and 
charcoal production took place just after the WWII, but this is not 
supported by the archival research. Archival information suggests that 
there was a peak in charcoal production in the 1930s, and those levels 
were not reached again. Woodcutting of the past especially for charcoal 
making has influenced current forest composition and structure. The 
degree that Cretan forest will be used in the near future for timber 
production is very uncertain today and local forest resources are not used 
to any significant extent. Forests remain in the mountains, waiting, storing 
energy, creating a future pool of natural sources. When humans need it 
again, it will be there for them. 
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Chapter 6: Firewood 
6.1 Introduction  
Firewood is probably the first µfuel¶, humans used. In ancient Greek 
mythology, Prometheus a Titan, stole fire from the Olympian gods and 
gave it to mortals. His action was motivated by the harsh conditions the 
KXPDQUDFHKDGWRGHDOZLWKDJDLQVWQDWXUH¶VSRZHUV7KLVFDQEHUHJDUGHG
as the first step of human civilisation, and Prometheus was punished for 
his action from Zeus (Frazer 1921).     
Dougherty (2006, p.18) in her work for Prometheus, suggests that: 
fire and the technology that it makes possible are at once the 
source of civilized life, giving mankind freedom from the 
constraints of nature ± warmth in cold winters, light in 
darkness, cooked not raw food ± and the historic roots of 
devastation and destruction.    
Fire enables humans to change their landscapes, to exploit their world 
and to create civilisations. The use of firewood is probably as old as the 
human race is, and it is an inherent need to obtain energy and to alter the 
environment for its benefit.   
Today most of the developing world uses firewood for its daily survival. 
People that have no access to electricity or modern facilities rely on 
firewood (Eckholm et al. 1984, Ticktin 2004). This was a necessity of pre-
industrialized western countries and was a common issue for rural Crete 
until the mid 20th century and for some sectors of society today.     
6.2 Firewood types and uses 
The uncultivated land and especially the highlands of Psiloritis provided the 
necessary firewood for the needs of the peasants at least until the 
beginning of the 1970s. Their needs for firewood can be divided into two 
main categories: a) house heating and b) cooking. Firewood was also used 
as a source of energy for lime production, however this will be analysed in 
a later section within this chapter. The two key wood uses required 
different types of wood. Wood for heating purposes includes thicker 
branches that can be burned continuously so that fire would not need to be 
often refuelled. On the other hand, firewood for cooking was lighter, and 
not essential to maintain fire for long periods of time.  
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Firewood was collected from forests during the summer and stored in 
households to cover their heating needs for the forthcoming winter. A 78 
year old interviewee mentions that only dead wood was collected:     
=ƷĮǍǘǊĮǉǗǃĮǌİȺǏĮǄǋĮĲǈǉƾĲĮıȺĮıǋƿǌĮǉĮǈǍİǏƾıȺĮıǋƿǌĮįƿǌĲǏĮĮȺǗ
Ĳǎ ǒǈǗǌǈ ĮȺǗ Ĳǈǐ ĮǌİǋǎǇǘİǊǊİǐ ƷĮǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘıĮǌ ǄǈĮ ȺǏǙĲǆ ǘǊǆ ǉĮǘıǈǋǎ
ĲǗĲİįİǌǑȺǀǏǒĮǌǆǊİǉĲǏǈǉƾƣǊİǐǎǈİǏǄĮıǁİǐǄǁǌǎǌĲĮǌǋİĲǆĳǔĲǈƾƣĲǈǀǇİǊİǐ
ǌĮǅİıĲƾǌİǈǐǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘıİǐĲǎǍǘǊǎ    
Z7: The wood, it was really the broken and dried wood, the broken trees, from 
the snow, from the windstorms. They were used for raw material, fuel, then 
there was not any electric. All work was done with fire. Whatever you wanted to 
heat you should use wood.       
Z7: 78, F, housekeeper  
Archival documents from municipalities also support this procedure and 
suggest firewood collection was free for the members of the communes. A 
contract in 1910, for renting the forest to some shepherds, has a section 
for firewood collection (ZZC1). In this document there is information 
related to payments to the leasees when there is exploitation of the forest, 
and especially when woodcutting occurs. HoweverLWLVPHQWLRQHGWKDWµWKH
memEHUVRIWKHFRPPXQHKDYHWKHULJKWWRFROOHFWILUHZRRG¶==&7KXV
it can be assumed that this referred mainly to dead wood collection rather 
than green wood.     
On the other hand, the archival information from the Forest Commission 
(HFDA2, 3, 6, 7, 8) and several elderly interviewees suggested logging for 
firewood. These data are available since 1920 and are shown in Figure 
4.16. There was a procedure for permissions for firewood cutting, where 
dead wood was freely collected:         
1ƧȺĮǄǎǏİǑǗĲĮǌİĲĮįǏǎıİǏƾ   
N2:īǈĮĲǆǌȺǎǘǊǆıǆǀǇİǊİǌĮȺĮǐǍİǏƾǍǘǊĮƾǋĮµǇİǊĮıİȺǈƾıİǈįǏǎıİǏƾǀǇİǊİ
ǌĮıİǉĮĲĮǄǄİǁǊİǈ   
N3: It was forbidden to cut green wood.   
N2: For firewood selling you have to go with dead wood only. If you were 
caught with green wood you will have been charged.    
N2: 75, M, Farmer/N3: 70. F, Housekeeper    
It should be mentioned though that the Forest Archives have some gaps 
in the information relating to firewood. Tree species used for firewood are 
not always documented. When the species is registered is often mentioned 
as Drys the Greek name for oak. There are no data regarding kermes oak 
(Q. coccifera) and probably the recorded cases for oak, are of Q. 
brachyphylla, a deciduous species growing mainly in the lower elevations. 
This suggestion is supported by the fact that Drys refers mainly to Q. 
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brachyphylla species and in the archive in other cases recorded, for 
example timber, they refer to kermes oak (Q. coccifera) with the term 
Prinos and not Drys. Furthermore, when charcoal or timber are produced 
from the forests, several by-products from loggings are used for firewood 
and such information is included in the archives (HFDA6, 7).  
There was a preference for dead wood because it could be freely 
collected and for several other practical reasons. Dead wood which is 
actually dried wood, has lost its quantities of moisture allowing more pure 
carbon to be burned. The amount of moisture in the wood is important for 
transport, processing and burning. Laughton (2006, p.26) mentioned 
seven reasons why dried wood should be used instead of 'green' wood: 
JUHHQZRRG µis heavy to move; it does not easily ignite; it gives off little 
heat; it chokes up the chimney with tar; it increases the acid content of 
flue gases; it increases ash; it smokes a great deal'. All these 
characteristics of firewood were more or less known to peasants, thus they 
preferred to collect it dry. Especially, in a mountainous environment such 
as Psiloritis Mountain, where transportation was difficult and the heat of 
the summer made environmental conditions harsher. Hence, lighter wood 
was easier to collect and could be transported in larger quantities and with 
less effort. A 63 year old woman from Ano Asites suggests that thick dead 
wood was collected from the uplands mainly for heating:     
As1: ƣȺǎǈǎǈ įİǌ İǁǒĮǌ İǊǈƿǐ ĮǊǊƾ İȺİǈįǀ Ĳǈǐ ǉĮǇĮǏǁǅĮǌİ ǉƾǇİ ĲǏǁĮ ǒǏǗǌǈĮ
İȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ıĲǎ ĮǗǏǈ ıĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ ǉĮǈ ǋĮǅǙǌĮǌİ ǍǘǊĮ ƴǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ǋİ ĲĮ
ǄĮǕįǎǑǏƾǉǈĮǉĮǈǋĮǅİǘĮǌİǔǏĮǁĮǍİǏƾǍǘǊĮ 
ƪƩİǌǋƾǅİǑĮǌįǏǎıİǏƾ 
As1ƩİǌǋƾǅİǑĮǌĲĮįǏǎıİǏƾǄǈĮĲǁǀĲĮǌǃĮǏƾƣǊǎǈȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİǉĮǈǉƾǌĮǌİǍǘǊĮ
ƪȺǁıǆǐ ĲĮ ǉǊǀǋĮĲĮ ǉĮǈ Ĳǈǐ İǊǈƿǐ ĮǊǊƾ ǄǈĮ ĲĮ ǒǎǌĲǏƾ ǍǘǊĮ (ǄǈĮ ǇƿǏǋĮǌıǆ
ȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗǉĮǈĲĮȺƿǏǌĮǌİ 
As1: The ones that didn't have olive trees, but also because they shredded 
them every three years, they went to the mountain, to collect wood. They went 
with donkeys, and they gathered good, dried wood.  
P: Didn't they cut green wood? 
As1: They didn't collect green wood because it was heavy. All went and 
collected wood. Also branches from vines and olives, but for the thicker wood 
(for heating) they went to the mountain to get them.  
As1: 63, F, farmer  
The effort needed for this work has been described in several 
interviews; however, this specific interviewee from Nyvritos draws a clear 
picture of the whole procedure:     
1ƮĮǈȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİǌĮǃǄƾǊǎǑǋİǉǎǑĲıǎǘǏİǐǍİǏƿǐƱĮȺƾǋİǋƿıĮĲıǎǈįƿĲİǐĲıǎǈ
ǉĮǉǎǃǎǊǈƿǐ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ ǃǏǎǘǋİ ĲĮ ǍİǏƾ ǍǘǊĮ ȺǎǑ ǀĲĮǌİ ȺǏǁǌǎǈ Ⱥİıǋƿǌǎǈ ĮȺǗ Ĳıǎǈ
ǒǈǎǌǈƿǐ ơĲĮǌİ įǘıǉǎǊĮ ǋȺǎǏǎǘıİ ǌĮ ȺĮ ǉƾǋǎǑǋİ ıĲǆǌ ǉǎǏǑĳǀ İǉǈĮ Ĳǔ
ǋİıǎįǎǉǈǙǌĮȺƾǋİǉĮǈǌĮǉĮĲİǃİǁǐĮȺǗǉƾĲǔıĲǎǌĮǏĮǄǗǋƿıĮǌĮȺĮǐĲĮǍǘǊĮ
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 ǋƿĲǏĮ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ ĲĮ ǃǄƾǊİǈǐ ǌĮ ĲĮ ǄǎǋĮǏǈƾıİǈǐ ĮǊǊƾ ǌĮ Ĳǎǐ İǉƾǋİǈǐ  ǋİ 
ĮȺǗȺİǈǏİǐ ǌĮ ĲĮ ǋİĲĮǉǈǌǀıİǈǐ Ʃİǌ ǋȺǎǏİǁǐ ǌĮ ĲĮ ıǆǉǙǌİǈǐ ȺǎǊǈǗǏĮ ǀĲĮǌİ
ǉĮǉǗǃǎǊǎǐ ıĲǎ ǒĮǊǁǉǈ ǋƿıĮ ıĲǎ ǌĮ ǃǄİǈǐ ǌĮ ıǆǉǙıİǈǐ   ǍǘǊĮ ȺǗıĮ ǌĮ
ıǆǉǙıİǈǐ ƩǘıǉǎǊĮ ĲĮ ȺǏƾǋĮĲĮ ĮǌǆĳǗǏİǐ ǀȺǏİȺİ ǌĮ ȺĮǐ Ĳǎ ǉĮǊǎǉĮǁǏǈ ȺǏǔǁ
ȺǏǔǁǌĮǋǆǌıİĳƾİǈǆǉƾǓĮ 
N2: And we were going to take out tree-trunks, which were dried. We were 
going in the cliff, in rough areas to find dried wood that was kermes oaks, felled 
in the snow-storms. It was difficult, we were going there in the summit of 
'Mesodokio', then go down in 'aragos' (place name of a slope) to move the 
woods 200 metres, take them and make them into a load, and tried to move 
them a couple of times. You could not lift them up for a long time, it was a 
rough place, in the gravel, to go there, try to lift them up, two to three woods, 
how much of it you could lift up. Difficult work, uphill, you needed to go in the 
summer, very early in the morning so that heat would not affect you.  
N2: 75, M, farmer   
Forests in Crete and particularly in Psiloritis Mountain, often consist of 
ancient trees. Frequently they have broken and collapsed branches during 
winter (Figure 6.1), as a consequence of snow storms or strong winds. In 
the summer that wood is dried, lighter and ideal for transportation and use 
for firewood. The majority of ancient trees in Psiloritis Mountain are of 
kermes oak species (Q. coccifera) therefore, the available dead wood was 
mostly collected from it.     
There was also collection of maple (A. creticum) wood. However, even 
today, oak wood is preferable for firewood, and according to Laughton 
(2006, p.90), oak ZRRGLVµRQHRIWKHEHVWILUHZRRGV:KHQVHDVRQHGZHOO
LWJLYHVRIIDJRRGODVWLQJKHDWLWEXUQVUHDVRQDEO\VORZO\¶DQGLVJUDGHG
with a class of 4 (high) on a scale of 1 to 4. Maple (Acer sp.) on the other 
hand is marked as 3, regarding it as good firewood (Laughton 2006). 
In addition local people believed that kermes oak (Q. coccifera) wood 
was better than other species for heating and baking in the ovens:       
* Ʒıǎǈ ȺĮǊĮǈǎǘǐ ĳǎǘǏǌǎǑǐ ƾǋĮ ǀĲĮǌİ ĲĮ ǍǘǊĮ ǉĮǊƾ ǀǉĮǌİǐ ǉĮǈ Ⱥǈǎ ǉĮǊǗ
ǓǔǋǁįǆǊĮįǀİǓǆǌǗǌĲĮǌİȺǈǎǉĮǊƾƪǄǙǇĮȺƾǔǊƿİǈıĲĮǉĮĲıǎȺǏǁǌǈĮǄǈĮĲǁǇĮ
ǅǑǋǙıǔƷƾǍİİǁǌĮǈǄİǏǗĲǎǆĳǔĲǈƾĲǎǑƩİǌǑȺƾǏǒİǈǉĮǊǘĲİǏǎǍǘǊǎĮȺǗĲǎǌ
ȺǏǁǌǎǄǈĮĲǆĳǔĲǈƾ 
G6: In the old ovens, if the wood was good you could bake good bread, it baked 
better. I would go, they said, to collect shrubby kermes oaks, because I am 
going to knead. It means they are very strong, their fire. You cannot find better 
wood than kermes oak for the fire. 
G6: 78, M, shepherd   
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Figure 6.1: Dead wood from an ancient oak tree, in the forest of Rouvas, as 
a result of a strong snow storm probably in 2003.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010    
Other trees, valuable for heating and cooking used in the research area 
were several broadleaved species such as wild pear (Pyrus sp.) and wild 
olive (Olea europaea var. sylvestris) as this villager from Zaros recalls:   
Z6: ƷǆǌİȺǎǒǀİǉİǁǌǆǄǈĮĲǁĲǙǏĮİǁǌĮǈĮǊǊǈǙǐĲĮȺǏƾǄǋĮĲĮİǄİǈǏİǘĮǋİǍǘǊĮǄǈĮ
ǌĮ ǋĮǄİǈǏƿǓǎǑǋİ İǓƾǒǌĮǋİ Ĳǎǌ ǉǗıǋǎ ƮĮǈ Ǘıǎǈ ǀĲĮǌİ ǉǎǌĲƾ ıĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ
ȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗǉĮǈǃǏǁıǉĮǌİǍǘǊĮİǋİǁǐĮȺǎǘİǁǋĮıĲİǌǊǁǄǎȺǊǈǎǉƾĲǔĲĮ
įƾıǆ ĲĮǌĲǗȺǈĮįƾıǆİįǙȺƿǏĮǌĮǉǗǓǎǑǋİĮǄǏǎǑǊǁįİǐǌĮǉǗǓǎǑǋİĮǒǊĮįǈƿǐ
įǈƾĳǎǏĮƾǄǏǈİǐĮǒǊĮįǈƿǐǌĮĲĮıĲǎǈǃǈƾǅǎǋİǌĮĲĮµǒǔǋİĲǎǒİǈǋǙǌĮ 
Z6: At that time, because things are now different, we were looking for 
firewood so we could cook; we were searching all over the place. And those who 
were close to the mountain, they went in the mountain to find firewood. But we, 
being a bit lower down exploited the local forests here, we would cut wild olive, 
pear wild pear, and other species, to load them, to keep them for the winter.   
Z6: 82, M, shepherd   
Although dead wood was desirable it was not available everywhere. 
Areas with scarce vegetation and absence of ancient trees could not 
efficiently supply dead wood for heating or cooking. In these areas, shrubs 
were used for wood collection and that included logging procedures. For 
example in the area of Anogeia (Figure 4.9) where less forest was close to 
the village, people collected wood from maple (A. creticum) that as a result 
remained in a shrubby format for several decades. Today that wood cutting 
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has almost ceased, and maple (A. creticum) has been developed into trees 
and the landscape of the area is more forested (Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3). 
This procedure of wood cutting was also applied and in the forests, where 
forest regeneration was constructed to a shrubby format for long periods, 
as a shepherd from Gergeri has noticed:       
GƪǄǙƿĳĲĮǍĮĲĮĮĳǏǎǑǊĮǉƾǉǈĮİĲǎıĮǌƿĮǑĲƾįİǌĲĮĮĳǀǌĮǌİǄǈĮĲǁǃǄĮǁǌĮǌİ
ǋİĲıǎǈǄĮǈįƾǏǎǑǐǉĮǈĲǆǌǙǏĮȺǎǑǇİǊİǌĮıĲĮǇİǁĲǗıǎ ǌĮǈĲƾǉĮǉĮǈĲǎǉǗǃĮǌİ
ƮĮǈ Ĳǎ ǉƾǌĮǌİ ǉĮǑıǗǍǑǊĮ īǈĮĲǁ İǁǒĮǋİ Ĳǆǌ ȺĮǏĮıǈƾ ĲǗĲİǐ ıĮǐ ǅǎǘıĮǌİ
ĮȺǎǉǊİǈıĲǈǉƾĮȺǗĲǎǍǘǊǎ 
G3: I remember these maple shrubs so small, and they did not let them grow 
because they were coming with the donkeys and by the time it would have 
grow just a bit, they cut it immediately.  And they made firewood. Because we 
had the fireplace at that time, people relied exclusively on wood.   
G3: 45, M, shepherd    
 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Acer creticum, in Zomynthos area close to Anogeia, developed 
into tree.  
Source: photo taken by the author, September 2006 
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Figure 6.3. Acer creticum, gradually escaping the shrub level and 
developing to tree. Area of Nida plateau in Anogeia.  
Source: photo taken by the author, September 2006 
In addition, brushwood was extensively used as kindling for both 
cooking and heating. A widely used species for this purpose was the 
phryganic shrub of Genista acanthoclada (Figure 6.4) a very common 
species in Crete, which is very flammable even when it is not dried as it 
contains several dead parts within the live plant (Sfikas 1995). This shrub 
became rare in the research area, and it was difficult to find it in the past:    
G15: ƹǈǌǎȺǗįǈĲǙǏĮȺǎǑƾǋĮȺĮǐĲǙǏĮȺƾǌǔİǉİǁĮȺǗĲǆǌƮİǏƾĲǆǌİǉǉǊǆıǁĮ
ǋȺǎǏİǁǌĮǃǏİǈǐƿǌĮǒǈǌǎȺǗįǈȺǎǑǌĮǋǆǌĲǎǃƾǌİǈĲǎĮǑĲǎǉǁǌǆĲǎĲǗĲİĮǌǀǇİǊİ
ǌĮǃǏİǈǐĲǗıǎǒǈǌǎȺǗįǈ. īǈĮĲǁĲǗĲİĲĮǒǈǌǎȺǗįǈĮĲĮ µǒĮǋİıĲǎĲǅƾǉǈǄǈĮǍƾǌĮǋĮ
ơĲĮǌİıĲǎǌȺƾĲǎĲǎǒǈǌǎȺǗįǈǉĮǈĮǎȺƾǌǔǗǊĮĲĮƾǊǊĮǍǘǊĮǀĲĮǌİĲĮǇǑǋƾǏǈĮ
ǉĮǈǍƿǏǔµǄǔƷǗĲİǐǋǎǑµǊİǄİǆǋƾǌĮǋǎǑƾǋİȺĮǈįǁǋǎǑǌĮǃǏİǈǐĮǒǈǌǎȺǗįǈĮ
ǉĮǈ ȺǀǄĮǈǌĮ Įǎ Ⱥƾǌǔ ǓǆǊƾ ıĲĮ ĳİǄǄƾǏǈĮ « ǌĮǈ Ĳǎ µǓĮǌǒĮ ĮǉǏǈǃǙǐ ǉĮǈ
ǍǑȺǗǊǆĲǎǐǃƿǃĮǈĮİ 
G15: Genista acanthoclada now, that if you go now up to the Kera church, you 
can find a Genista LWZLOO QRW ILW LQ WKH FDUDW WKDW WLPH\RXFRXOGQ¶W ILQGVR
huge a Genista shrub. At that time we needed Genista for the fireplace, as 
kindling. It was at the bottom the Genista, then higher up all the other wood, 
thyme and other types of wood. At that time my mother would ask me, go my 
child to find two or three Genista, and I was going up, in the Feggaria (place 
QDPH«,QHHGHGWRVHDUFKIRULWDQGEDUH-footed of course.   
(G15: 50s, Electrician) 
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G. acanthoclada is not a palatable species thus more competitive to 
other plants which are more actively grazed. Today its expansion is a 
result of overgrazing and its collection has ceased.        
 
Figure 6.4. Genista acanthoclada expanded in former agricultural land in 
Ano Asites village.  
Source: photo taken by the author, November 2005  
Depending on the size of the villages, their location and the different 
era, lowlands could or could not support firewood supply efficiently. In 
addition, the use of light wood for lime making suggests an 
overexploitation of the lower parts of the mountains, thus firewood supply 
was often problematic. Hence, along with thicker wood, people had to 
collect light firewood from the nearby uplands:       
Z1 īǈĮ Ĳǎ ĳǎǘǏǌǎ ǌĮǈ ȺǀǄĮǈǌİ ĲĮǉĲǈǉƾ ǄǈĮĲǁ ǎȺǔıįǀȺǎĲİ Ĳǎ ǒǔǏǈǗ ǀĲĮǌ
ǋİǄƾǊǎ įİǌ ĳĲƾǌĮǌİ ǉƾĲǔ ǀĲǎǌİ ǉĮǊǊǈİǏǄǀıǈǋİǐ ȺİǏǈĳƿǏİǈİǐ įİǌ ǃǏǁıǉĮǌİ
ǍǘǊĮƮĮǈĮǌĮǄǉĮǅǗĲĮǌǌĮȺƾİǈıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗǌĮǃǏİǈǍǘǊĮǌĮǉĮĲİǃƾıİǈǍǘǊĮĮȺǗ
ǉİǈǉĮǈǒǎǌĲǏƾǉĮǈǄǈĮĲǎĳǎǘǏǌǎ 
Z1: For the oven they went regularly (for firewood collection in the mountain). 
Because the village was big, and there was not enough wood in the lowlands, it 
was cultivated land, they could not find wood. And they had to go to the 
mountain to find wood, to carry wood from there, and for heating and for 
baking in the oven.    
Z1: 83, M, Farmer   
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The use of fire for cooking was essential throughout the year. The 
cooking can be divided into two sub-categories, cooking in the fireplace 
and in the oven, at least till the 1960s, when fireplaces were gradually 
replaced with gas stoves. Wood needed for ovens, mainly consisted of 
brushwood or later the by-products of cultivation, mainly from vineyards.  
A significant expansion in raisin production (sultanas) took place 
between the 1950s and 1980s in Heraklion prefecture, providing enough 
light firewood every year (Andreadakis 2010). This resulted in a reduction 
of the light firewood collected from the mountain; however, collection of 
firewood for heating continued.  
:KDW WKHORFDOVFDOOHG µOLJKWILUHZRRG¶ZDVPDLQO\XVHGWR OLJKWRYHQV
The use of oven cooking is a common procedure here but also in other 
parts of Greece. Often an oven was shared by several households and an 
example from the Cyclades islands, suggests that it was actually an 
efficient way to manage firewood which it was difficult to find. In these 
islands, firewood was mainly brushwood from phryganic vegetation 
(Zacharopoulos 2006). This is a similarity with the area of Psiloritis 
Mountain, where at least till the 1960s, brushwood was extensively used, 
along with light wood from the forest. This seems to change for the 
research area, after the 1960s with the expansion of vineyards, whereas in 
the Cyclades, the absence of intensive agriculture meant that brushwood is 
still used (Zacharopoulos 2006).   
Firewood was not only required in the households, but also required in 
large quantities for husbandry. Till the end of the 1970s, beginning in the 
1980s, on Psiloritis Mountain, milk was processed on the spot. The absence 
of roads and vehicles made the transportation of milk impossible. In the 
mountain every Mitato (shepherds¶ hut), was actually a cheesery 
cooperative. Milk was converted to cheese locally and for that large 
quantities of firewood were needed. The wood needed was brushwood for 
VHWWLQJWKHILUHDVZHOODVµWKLFNZRRG¶WRUHWDLQWKHQHFHVVDU\KHDWIRUWKH
whole process. Shepherds collected firewood for their needs in the 
mountain, as well as for their household in the villages. The person 
responsible for firewood collection for the Mitato, was called Mantratzis, 
and one of his obligations was to collect the necessary firewood for daily 
cheese making. A 75 year old shepherd mentions that the cessation of 
firewood collection even for cheese making helped the forest to recover:  
G2: ǉĮǈİǁǒĮǌİǉĮǈƿǌĮǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǀȺǎǑǀĲĮǌǑȺİǘǇǑǌǎǐǌĮǉǎǑǃĮǊİǁĲĮǍǘǊĮ. ƱĮ
ȺǎǑǊİǐȺǔǐİǄǊǑĲǙıĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮǍǘǊĮǄǈĮĲǁǆǉƾǇİǋƾǌĲǏĮǀǇİǊİǉƾǇİǋƿǏĮĲǎ
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ǉĮǅƾǌǈǋǁĮǋİįİǋĮĲǈƿǐǍǘǊĮƮĮǈĮȺǗǄǘǏǎǑǄǘǏǎǑĮȺǗĲǎǋǈĲƾĲǎĲǎǉǗǃĮǌİ ǉĮǈ
ǍİǏĮǁǌǎǑǌĲĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮǉƾǃĮǋİ 
G2: and they had a mantratzi (a person working with the shepherds) that he 
was responsible to gather firewood. That's a reason that wood escaped, 
because every day for cheese making every Mitato needed one to two bunches 
of firewood. And in the area around the pinfold, they cut them (vegetation) and 
then they left to dry and then we burnt them. 
G2: 78, M, Shepherd   
6.3 Labour and commercial values of firewood 
The majority of peasants from the villages were tasked with the job of 
collecting firewood. Although, social status influenced this work and often 
the poorer parts of the population collected firewood, for the majority of 
the villages almost all the population to a greater or lesser degree 
participated. Often people from the mountainous villages, areas with less 
developed agriculture, were connected with that job and provided the 
necessary firewood for other markets especially in the lowlands. Below are 
two examples of the participation of local people in firewood collection:  
Z8: ƣǊǎǈ, ǗǊİǐ ǎǈ ǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈİǐ ȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ. ƲǘǊĮĲǗĲİǀĲĮǌİǊǁǄĮįİǌİǁǌĮǈǗȺǔǐ
ĲǙǏĮƧȺǎĲİǊǎǘıĮǌİ ȺǆǄǀ ǅǔǀǐ.     
Z8: All, all the families were going. Firewood was rare, it was not like today, 
and it was an element of life.  
Z8: 80, M, Farmer   
Z2: ƧȺǗĲĮƨǎǏǁǅǈĮȺǒȺǎǑǀĲĮǌİȺǈǎĳĲǔǒǎǁǉĮǈǀĲĮǌİǉƾȺǎǈǎǈƾǊǊǎǈȺǎǑǀĲĮǌİ
ıǑǌĲĮǍǈǎǘǒǎǈǉǊȺ ĲĮĮǄǎǏƾǅĮǌİƪǄǙǇǑǋƾǋĮǈǌĮĳƿǏǌǎǑǌİ ĲĮ ǍǘǊĮǉĮǈ ǌĮ ĲĮ
ȺǎǑǊǎǘǌİƮǗǃĮǌİĲĮǍǘǊĮĲĮĳǗǏĲǔǌĮǌıĲĮǅǙĮǉĮǈǋİĲƾĲĮĳƿǏǌĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮ
ȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİ 
Z2: For example from Vorizia village, the people were poorer and they were and 
some others, that were pensioners, etc, and they bought the wood. I remember 
them bringing firewood here and selling it. They cut wood; they loaded on the 
donkeys, and then brought it here and sold it.    
Z2: 71, M, Hotelier   
An interesting comparison came from contemporary information on 
firewood gathering which is still applied in several areas of the modern 
world, especially in developing countries. Eckholm et al (1984, p.9), 
mentioned in their work on fuel-ZRRG WKDW µZKLOH WKH ULFKHU KDOI RI
humankind ponders the vagaries of oil prices and the dilemmas of nuclear 
power, the poorest half still relies on our most ancient fuel, wood, for 
FRRNLQJDQGKRPHKHDWLQJ¶7KLVGHVFULSWLRQ FRXOG UHIHU WR&Uete at least 
until the 1960s. Today modernization and economic development have 
changed this situation. However, firewood did have an essential economic 
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value for decades in the recent past for the mountainous villages of 
Psiloritis and probably for the whole of rural Crete.   
Firewood gathering, according to its commercial value, could be divided 
LQWR WZR PDLQ FDWHJRULHV ZRRG IRU FROOHFWRUV¶ RZQ QHHGV DQG ZRRG IRU
trading. The value of wood, and its importance on a daily basis in the past, 
especially in the plains where forest was absent, added an important 
income for the upland populations. Peasants collected firewood, and then 
transferred it to other villages to sell it or exchange it with other products. 
Often firewood was sold or exchanged for just a few kilos of vegetables or 
wheat or even bread, as this interviewee from Nyvritos suggests:    
1ǌĮǃǏİǈǐǍǘǊĮǍİǏƾǌĮĲĮĳƿǏİǈǐİįǙǉĮǈǋİĲƾĮȺǗįǔǌĮĲĮĳǎǏĲǙıİǈǐǌĮ
ȺĮĲĮȺǎǑǊǀıİǈǐƧȺǗįǔĳǎǏĲǗǌĮǋİǍǘǊĮǉĮǈĲĮȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİıĲǆǌƴǊǎǑĲǀǄǈĮǌĮ
ȺƾǏǔǋİ ƾǒĮǈǏĮ ȺǎǑ įİǌ İǁǒĮǋİ İǋİǁǐ ƱĮ ȺĮǐ ƿǌĮ ǄǎǋƾǏǈ ǍǘǊĮ ǌĮ ȺƾǏİǈǐ 
ǄǎǋƾǏǈƾǒĮǈǏĮ « ǌĮĲĮȺƾǋİıĲǆǌƧǄǁĮƨĮǏǃƾǏĮǌĮȺƾǏǎǋİǉǈǊƾȺĮĲƾĲİǐ« 
ƾǊǊǎǐȺǀǄĮǈǌİǌĮȺƾǏİǈǊİĳĲƾǗĲǈİǋȺǗǏǈİǎǉĮǇĮǌİǁǐǀǉĮǌİĲǎǉǎǑǋƾǌĲǎĲǎǑ 
N2: You needed to find dried woods, bring them here and then from here to 
load them and go to sell them. From here we load firewood and went to Plouti 
to get hay that we didn't have. For a load of firewood you were getting a load of 
KD\«ZHZHUHJRLQJWRAgia Varvara, and we were taking 10 kilos of potatoes 
«VRPHRQHFRXOGJRWRJHWPRQH\ZKDWHYHUVRPHRQHQHHGHGHYHU\RQHZDV
managing to get what he needed.    
N2: 75, M, Farmer   
This kind of trading can help to understand several difficulties of that 
period, faced by mountainous populations and the problematic agricultural 
production of the 19th and mid 20th centuries. Today the land is intensively 
cultivated and provides enough income for the villagers. It seems that was 
not the case in the mid 20th century where the local population often relied 
on the forest to obtain the necessities of life. The value of firewood should 
be considered as an important element that helped peasants to gain 
income actually by investing only their own labour. It was free, and could 
be something collected almost by anyone without any specific skills.   
In addition, there was collection of wood during weddings. In this case, 
the friends and family of the forthcoming married couple were obliged to 
collect firewood necessary for the wedding fiesta and also for their needs 
for the winter. It was part of a social help, which the commune gave to the 
new household being established in the village, as these two interviewees 
mention:      
G15 ƮĮǈ İȺǁıǆǐ İǉƾǋĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲǎǑ ǄƾǋǎǑ ĲĮ ǍǘǊĮ ƾǋĮ įİǌ ıǎǑ Ĳǎ ƿǒǎǑǌİ Ⱥİǈ
ƣĲĮǌǄǈǌǗĲĮǌǎǈǄƾǋǎǈǎǈĳǁǊǎǈĲǎǑǄĮǋȺǏǎǘǋǈĮƮǑǏǈĮǉǀĮǐȺǎǘǋİƿǌĮǋǀǌĮ
ȺǈǎǋȺǏǎıĲƾǋȺǎǏİǁǉĮǈįǑǎǄǈĮǌĮİǁǌĮǈĲĮǍǘǊĮǍİǏƾİıǋǀǄĮǌİ-ƾĲǎǋĮ
ǋİ - ǄĮǕįǎǘǏǈĮ ǉĮǈ ȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ıĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ ǉĮǈ ǉǗǃĮǌİ ǍǘǊĮ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ
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ĳǎǏĲǙǌĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİıȺǁĲǈĲǎǑǄĮǋȺǏǎǘƷĮİǁǒĮǌİǄǈĮĲǎǄƾǋǎĲǎǑǐīǈĮ
ǌĮǓǀǌǎǑǌİĲĮǉǏƿĮĲĮ 
G15: It was also firewood for the weddings. When it was the time for a 
wedding, the friends of the bridegroom, a Sunday OHW¶V VD\ DPRQWK EHIRUH
maybe two, so that the wood will be dried, they meet, 10-15 people, with 20-
30 donkeys, and they went in the mountain, and they cut wood and they loaded 
it and they carried it to the house of the bridegroom. They were used for their 
wedding, to cook the meat.  
G15: 50s, M, Electrician   
An2: ƪǉƾǌĮǋİǉĮǈĲĮǍǘǊĮĲǎǑǄƾǋǎǑǀǇİǊİǌĮȺƾǌİǎǈĳǁǊǎǈĲǎǑǄĮǋȺǏǎǘǌĮ
ǋĮǅƿǓǎǑǋİǍǘǊĮǄǈĮǌĮȺİǏƾıİǈĲǎǒİǈǋǙǌĮ 
An2: We collected also firewood for the weddings. The friends of the 
bridegroom, would meet and collect the firewood needed for the winter.  
An2: 30, M, Civil Servant    
Generally transportation of firewood and also charcoal was by mule or 
donkey (Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6). Both of these animals were mainly 
used by poor peasants and were accustomed to the harsh rocky soil of the 
uplands. Horses are more sensitive to such conditions and they have never 
been mentioned by the interviewees for transportation in the uplands. An 
interviewee from Zaros remembers her brothers carrying firewood by mule 
and donkey from the uplands: 
Z5: ƪǋİǁǐ ǗĲĮǌ ǀǋĮıĲĮǌ ĮȺƾǌĲǏİǑĲǎǈ İȺĮǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ĲĮ ¶įƿǏĳǈĮ ǋǎǑ ǉĮǈ ƿǉĮǌĮǌ
ǍǘǊĮǉĮǈȺİǏǌǎǘıĮǋİǗǊǎ ĲǎǒİǈǋǙǌĮĮȺǗ ĲǎǃǎǑǌǗ ĲĮǉǎǑǃĮǊǎǘıĮǌİǋİ ĲĮ
ǋǎǑǊƾǏǈĮǋİĲıǎǈǄĮǈįƾǏǎǑǐǋİĲƿĲǎǈĮȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİĮǑĲǎǁıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗ 
Z5: When we were not yet married, my brothers went and made firewood, and 
there was enough for the whole winter, from the mountain. They carried it by 
mule or donkey, with those things they went in the mountain.  
Z5: 78, F, Housekeeper  
Moreover, the value of the animals was much appreciated and people 
had the knowledge of what type of cargo they were able to carry and they 
did respect their needs. However, the inexperience of one of the 
interviewees caused some problems in the transportation of firewood. In 
his case donkeys suffered from an overload of cargo that in the end his 
father criticised him for his actions. People were aware of the amount of 
cargo donkeys were able to carry and had knowledge of where to stop and 
when to feed them. This amount was about 80 okades (101.6 kilos) 
according to this interview: 
*ƧǊǊƾǇǑǋƾǋĮǈĮǑĲǗȺǎǑǋǎǑİǁǒİǋİǁǌİǈǗĲĮǌȺǏǔĲǎȺǀǄĮıĲǎĮǗǏǈǋİƿǌĮ
ıǑǋȺİǇİǏƾǉǈǋǎǑưƾǏǉǎ Ĳǎǌ İǊƿǄĮǌİǎǎȺǎǁǎǐĮǑĲǗǐ İȺǀǄĮǈǌİǉƾǇİǋƿǏĮıĲǎ
ĮǗǏǈ ƧǑĲǗǐ Ĳǎ ǒĮǏĲǅǈǊǁǉǈ ĲǎǑ įǆǊĮįǀ Ĳǎ ǒİ ĮȺǗ Ĳ¶ ĮǗǏǈ ƨƿǃĮǈĮ ǉĮǈ ĮǑĲǗǐ
ĮǏǒƾǏǈǎǐ ǀĲĮǌİ Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ ȺǏǎǐ Ĳǎ ǇƿǋĮ ĲǔǌǉǈǊǙǌƮĮǈ Ⱥƾǋİ ... ǏǁǒǌǎǑǋİ ƿǌĮ
ȺǏǁǌǎǉƾĲǔƮĮǈĳǎǏĲǙıĮǋİ µǌĲǎǌİıİĲǏİǈǐǄĮǕįƾǏǎǑǐƧǑĲǗǐǋȺǎǏİǁǌĮǀĲĮǌİ
İĲǗĲİǐıĮǐǎǉƾįİǐǎǉƾǇİǐĲǎǑǋȺǏƾĲıǎǐƲƿǏİǈǐǎǉƾǇİǄƾǈįĮǏǎǐȺƾǌǔĮȺǗ
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ǎǉƾįİǐĲǗĲİǐıĮǐįİǌıǆǉǙǌİǈƮĮǈĳǘǄĮǋİǆǙǏĮǉĮǈıĲĮȺǏǙĲĮıȺǁĲǈĮ
İĳĲƾǍĮǋİ ıĲǈǐ  Ĳǎ ĮȺǗǄİǑǋĮ ƶĲǎ ȺǏǙĲǎ ıȺǁĲǈ ȺƿıĮǌİ ǎǈ ǄĮǕįƾǏǎǈ « ĲƿǊǎǐ
ȺƾǌĲǔǌǇǑǋƾǋĮǈǗĲǈƿȺİıİİǉİǁǉĮǈƿǏǒİĲĮǈǎȺĮĲƿǏĮǐǋǎǑǋİĲǎǌĮįİǏĳǗǋǎǑ
ǉĮǈĲĮıǆǉǙǌĮǋİǉĮǈĲĮȺǀǄĮǋİıĲǎıȺǁĲǈǎǄƾǈįĮǏǎǐǃƿǃĮǈĮįİǌĲǎǌİǍİǒǙǏǈǅİǐ
ǊİǐǉĮǈ Ĳǎǌ İǁǒĮǌİǃƾǊİǈǋƿıĮıĲǆǇƾǊĮııĮǉĮǈǇǑǋƾǋĮǈ Ĳǎǌ ƿįİıİǎȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ
ǋǎǑıİƿǌĮįİǌĲǏǗĮȺƿǍǔĮȺǗĲǎıȺǁĲǈǉĮǈĲǎǑǃĮǊİĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈĮǉĮǈĲǎǌİıǉƿȺĮǅİ
Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ ǉĮǈ µĲǎǌİ Ĳƾǈǅİ įǆǊĮįǀ ĲǗĲİ Ĳǎ ǅǙǎǗȺǔǐ ƿǒǎǑǋİ Ĳǎ ĮǋƾǍǈ Ĳǎ ǁįǈǎ
İǁǒĮǌİ ĲǗĲİǐ ıĮǐ Ĳǎ ǄƾǈįĮǏǎ Ƴ ǄƾǈįĮǏǎǐ ǀĲĮǌİ Ĳǎ ǋƿıǎ Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ Ĳǆǐ
ǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈĮǐƮĮǈǋǎǑǊƿİǈǎȺĮĲƿǏĮǐǋǎǑǔǉĮǉǎǋǎǁǏǆǗǊǎĲǎĮǗǏǈǀǇİǊİǌĮĲǎ
ǋǎǌǎĳƿǏİǈǐǋǈĮĳǎǏƾ 
G15: But I remember an incidence, still remember it, when I went for first time 
in the mountain, with one of my relatives, Markos was his name, and he was 
often going in the mountain, however, inexperienced with kilos. And we went, «
we cut a kermes oak. And we loaded it on three donkeys. This tree could be 
each big branch 200 okas (254 kilos). You must know that a donkey cannot 
carry more than 80 okas (101 kilos). We left at 12.00 and we reach the first 
houses of the village at 17.00. In the first house, the donkeys fell down. ... 
anyway, I remember that it fell down there, and my father came with my 
brother, and we carry them to our house. The donkey of course, you could not 
distinguish him from the sea, it was like he had been inside the sea, and I 
remember my father, tied him in a tree outside our house, and he brought 
sackcloth, covered him, fed him. At that time the animals, as we have today the 
car, it was the same with the donkeys at that time. Donkey was the utensil of 
WKHIDPLO\$QGP\IDWKHUWROGPHRK\RX«WKHZKROHPRXQWDLQ\RXZDQWHGWR
bring down in one go!   
(G15: 50s, Electrician) 
 
 
Figure 6.5: A photo showing a donkey in Heraklion city a few days after the 
killing of several Christians by the Turks in 1898 (Patris 2010). The same 
type of animals could be used in the research area for firewood 
transportation.    
Source: Photo published in Patris local newspaper of Heraklion on 29/11/2010 (Patris 
2010) 
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Figure 6.6: In this picture a mule or a donkey (probably mule as its size is 
relatively big) is used for carriage in the city of Chania. Similar types of 
mules were used in Psiloritis for transportation of humans and products.  
Source: (Anonymous 1995), photograph taken in the 1900s 
Firewood collection did not require special knowledge or skills; hence 
children or young boys often participated in both collection and 
transportation. A traditional Cretan song mentions the use of children in 
firewood collection, assuming that this was a common regular practice. In 
this song a man is thinking of a solution of where to send the children of 
his married lover, so they could share more time together. The most 
common daily work was probably at that time gathering firewood and 
water.  
ƻǋǈĮȺĮǌĲǏİǋƿǌǆĮǄĮȺǙ 
ƿǒİǈǉĮǈįǑǎȺĮǈįƾǉǈĮǄǈƾǊĮ-ǄǈƾǊĮ 
Ʒǎ
ǌĮǇĮıĲƿǊǌǔǄǈĮǌİǏǗ 
Ĳ' ƾǊǊǎ ǄǈĮ ǍǑǊĮǏƾǉǈĮ« 
«2K,ORYHDPDUULHGODG\ 
and she has two children as well, 
RQHRIWKHP,µll send for water,  
WKHRWKHURQHIRUILUHZRRG«7UDGLWLRQDO Cretan song, (Xylouris 2009) 
 
In addition, most of the interviewees described firewood collection, done 
by them, when they were children. In one interview, the amount of wood 
collected is mentioned, along with the type of wood collected from the 
mountain. In this case, at the end of the 1970s, wood collected from the 
mountain was mostly firewood for heating and the interviewee remembers 
that:   
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*ƷĮ ǍǘǊĮ ƿǌĮȺĮǏƾįİǈǄǋĮǌĮıǎǑįǙıǔǋǈĮȺǏǎıǔȺǈǉǀ İǋȺİǈǏǁĮǇǑǋǎǘǋĮǈ
ıĲǆǌȺǏǙĲǆĲƾǍǆįǆǋǎĲǈǉǎǘȺǎǑĲİǊİǁǔıĮİǁǒĮǉĮǈȺǎǋǀǌİǈǉǈǗǊĮǐǉĮǈǋİȺǀǏİ
ǎ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ ǋǎǑ ǋİ Ĳǎ ǄĮǕįǎǑǏƾǉǈ ǉĮǈ ǃǄǀǉĮǋİ ıĲǎ ĮǗǏǈ ǉĮǈ ǋǎǑ ĳǗǏĲǔǌİ Ĳǎ
ǄƾǈįĮǏǎǍǘǊĮǉĮǈǗǊǎĲǎǉĮǊǎǉĮǁǏǈƿǉĮǌĮĮǑĲǀĲǆįǎǑǊİǈƾƩǆǊĮįǀĲǆǋǈĮǋƿǏĮ
ǃǄǀǉĮǋİıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗ Ĳǆǌ İȺĮǘǏǈǎǋǎǑĳǎǏĲǙǌİǈĲǎǄƾǈįĮǏǎǉĮǈǉĮĲİǃĮǁǌǔĲǆǌ
ĲǏǁĲǆǋƿǏĮǍĮǌƾĮǌƿǃǆǉĮƩǆǊĮįǀǉƾǇİĲǏİǈǐǋƿǏİǐİǉĮĲƿǃĮǅĮƿǌĮǄǎǋƾǏǈǍǘǊĮ
ƮĮĲƿǃĮǅĮǗǊǎĲǎǉĮǊǎǉĮǁǏǈƪǉĮĲƿǃĮıĮǄǎǋƾǏǈĮǍǘǊĮƷĮǎȺǎǁĮĮǑĲƾĲĮ
ǄǎǋƾǏǈĮįǆǊĮįǀǀĲĮǌİǗĲǈĳǎǏĲǙǌǎǑǌĲĮǌİıİƿǌĮǄƾǈįĮǏǎơĲĮǌİǋǈĮǐǒİǈǋǔǌǈƾǐ
ĲĮ ǍǘǊĮǄǈĮǌĮȺİǏƾıİǈ ĲǎıȺǁĲǈ Ĳǆ ǅİıĲĮıƾǌĲǎǑ Ĳǎ ĲǅƾǉǈĲǎǑƩİǌİǉƾǊǑȺĲİ
Ĳıǎǈ ĮǌƾǄǉİǐ ĲǎǑ ĳǎǘǏǌǎǑ ǄǈĮĲǁ ıĲıǎǈ ĳǎǘǏǌǎǑǐ ǋȺĮǁǌĮǌİ ĳǎǘǌĲİǐ ĲĮ ǊǈĮǌƾ
ǍǘǊĮ 
G5: For firewood for example, I will give an example drawn from a personal 
experience, I remember, I had just finished the first class of elementary school, 
and I had not graduated as well, and my father, took me with the donkey and 
we went in the mountain, and he was loading firewood on the donkey, and the 
whole summer I was doing that job. So one day I was in the mountain, the next 
day, he was loading firewood the donkey and I went back and the third day I 
was up again. It means that every three days I was carrying one load of 
firewood. I did carry 35 loads the whole summer. These loads were what could 
be loaded on to a donkey. It was the wood needed for the wintertime. For the 
house to be kept warm, for the fireplace. It would not cover the needs for the 
oven. Because in the ovens, we burned light wood.  
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd   
A 75 year old interviewee from Nyvritos suggests that the firewood 
needed for the winter was over one cargo for a week:    
N2: ƪǉİǁ ǀĲĮǌ ĲǙǏĮ ǆ ǅǔǀ ǋĮǐ. ƮĮǈ ǌĮ Ǉİǐ ǉĮǈ įǘǎ ǋƿǏİǐ ǌĮ ȺĮǐ ǌĮ ǉƾǌİǈǐ ǍǘǊĮ
 ĳǎǏƿǐ Ĳǆǌ İǃįǎǋƾįĮ ǌĮ ǃƾǌİǈǐ ıĲǆǌ ȺĮǏĮıǈƾ ǌĮ ǉĮǈǐ ıĲǆǌ ȺĮǏĮıǈƾ ǌĮ
ȺǑǏǙǌİıĮǈİįƾĲǎǒİǈǋǙǌĮƪįƾĲǎǒİǈǋǙǌĮƿǌĮǄǎǋƾǏǈǍǘǊĮįİǌǋĮǐƿĳĲĮǌİ
ĲǆǌǃįǎǋƾįĮıĲǆǌȺĮǏĮıǈƾ 
N2: There was all our life spent (in the mountain). And you needed two days to 
make firewood, twice a week, to have them for the fireplace, to burn them in 
the fireplace, to have heating for the winter. Now in the winter, one load of 
firewood per week was not enough in the fireplace.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer   
This can be summarized as about 35 cargoes per season. Winter in 
Crete generally starts after October, although differences do occur within 
the island between uplands and coastal areas and between west and east. 
The interviewee from Nyvritos mentioned the use of at least one cargo per 
week. If we assume that winter starts in October and ends in March, this is 
about 6 months. This implicates, at least 24 cargos for the winter period. A 
bit less than mentioned in the other interview from Gergeri. Definitely 
there were variations of the amount of firewood needed between the 
villages as the climate within the research area varies. South slopes tend 
to be warmer and elevation has a significant influence especially in terms 
of temperature. This could be an indicator of different pressure in the 
forests for firewood. Generally it has been suggested that fuel-wood 
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needed for the population (50 million inhabitants) of the Mediterranean 
region was about 27 million tonnes/year (Di Pasquale et al. 2004).    
The time for firewood collection was mainly during the summer period, 
especially in the uplands, where the conditions were favourable and dead 
wood was already dried, thus more flexible to carry down:     
=ƶĲĮǍǘǊĮȺǀǄĮǈǌĮǌĲǎǉĮǊǎǉĮǁǏǈ 
Z7: For firewood they went in the summer. 
Z7: 82, M, Farmer   
German occupation, despite being less than four years had a significant 
influence on the forest of the area, according to the peasants. Germans 
had the technology that could transform an area within a few hours. This 
power is the power modern humans have, and explains sudden change in 
the landscape features of Crete (Rackham and Moody 1996, Papanastasis 
2004). The German army needed firewood for heating as well. Local 
forests close to the villages were easily exploited for firewood. Moreover, 
several interviewees mentioned that common oak (Q. brachyphylla) was 
cut from the cultivated lands during German occupation. Two interviewees 
from Ano Asites village mention Germans destroying ancient oak trees:  
As2: Ƴǈ īİǏǋĮǌǎǁ İǉǗǓĮǌİȺǎǊǊǎǘǐǌĲǏǑǄǈƾįİǐƪǇƿǊĮǌİ ǌĮ ǉǗǓǎǑǌİǉĮǈĲǎįǈǉǗ
ǋĮǐĮǊǊƾĲİǊǈǉƾįİǌĲǎǌƿǉǎǓĮǌǉĮǈİȺƿǅǆıİ 
As2: The Germans cut a lot of oaks (Q. brachyphylla). They want to cut our 
RDNEXWWKHQWKH\GLGQ¶WVRLWVXUYLYHG¶ 
As2: 56, F, Farmer/Ceramist   
Ƨs3: ƷıǎǈĮǌĮĲǈǌƾǍĮǌİǋİįǑǌĮǋǁĲǆĲıǎǈǌĲǏǑǄǈƾįİǐƷǎǌİǃƾǌĮǌİǄǘǏǔĮȺǗĲǎ
įİǌĲǏǗ 
As3: [Germans] They cut the oaks with dynamite. They put it around the tree.  
As3, 58, M, Farmer   
In addition, archival research suggests that there was an increase in 
firewood production during German occupation (Figure 4.16). It can be 
assumed that during that period, probably other sources of energy were 
limited, not available even to Germans, thus firewood was in big demand. 
Archival and oral information suggests also a decrease of charcoal making, 
another source of energy for heating, so there was probably a higher 
pressure for firewood during the German occupation. German authorities, 
required villagers to participate in compulsory work, called locally 'aggaria'. 
This type of work included firewood collection and transportation. The 
same term was used by the Venetians, regarding complementary work 
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done by villianis (peasants) for the Venetian authorities (Gasparis 1997). 
This term survives in Modern Greek and relates to hard work, that 
someone is forced to do. Villagers from Nyvritos remember Germans 
cutting the trees for firewood:    
NƳǈīİǏǋĮǌǎǁĳƾǄĮǌİȺǎǊǘ 
1ƪǉİǁĮȺǗǉƾĲǔǄǈĮĲǎǑǐīİǏǋĮǌǎǘǐĮȺǎǑǊƿİǈǋİİǁǒĮǌİǃƾǊİǈĮǄǄĮǏİǁĮǋİ
ĲıǎǈǄĮǈįƾǏǎǑǐǉĮǈǉǎǑǃĮǊǎǘıĮǋİǍǘǊĮ« ǀĲĮǌİĮȺǗĲǎǌƧǄǈĮıǋǗĮȺǗȺƾǌǔƿǌĮ
įƾıǎǐǉĮǈĲĮǇİǏǁǅĮǌİǋİĲĮȺǏǈǄǈǗǌǈĮǎǈīİǏǋĮǌǎǁ « ƧǄǄĮǏİǁİǐǌĮǈİȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ
ǉĮǈĲĮĳǎǏĲǙǌĮǌİ«ĮȺǗǉǈĮǆǏǒǎǘǌĲĮǌİĲ¶ĮǋƾǍǈǉĮǈĲĮĳǎǏĲǙǌĮǌİǎǈīİǏǋĮǌǎǁ
ǉĮǈȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİıĲĮǒǔǏǈƾȺǎǑǀĲĮǌİ ǎǈīİǏǋĮǌǎǁİǁǒĮǌİıǗǋȺĮǉĮǈĲĮĮǌƾǃĮǌİ 
N5:The Germans destroyed a lot (forest).  
N6: There down, for the Germans that he mentioned, I had been in aggaria 
(forced work) with the donkeys, and we carried the wood. It was from 
µ$JJLDVPRV¶ SODFH-name) up a forest, and they reaped them with the chain 
VDZV WKH*HUPDQV«<HV µDJJDULD¶ WKH\ZHQW WR ORDG WKHPDQG IURP WKHUHD
vehicle would come to carry them in the villages where Germans stayed and 
they had their wood-stoves to light.  
N5: 70s, M, Farmer / N6: 80s, M, Shepherd   
 
6.4 Firewood collection stopped 
Intensive firewood collection from the forest ceased around the end of the 
1970s. The reason was mainly the availability of other wood resources in 
the lowlands, which was more accessible than firewood in the forest.  In 
the 1980s, an EU funding programme for replanting olive trees with a new 
variety called coroneiki introduced from Peloponnese created a significant 
availability of wood. This wood was actually the wood from ancient olive 
trees that were planted close to the villages, and then gradually were 
growing thicker and had extended into former cereal cultivations since the 
1950s.  
1 ƲǘǊĮ įİǌ ǋĮǅİǘǎǑǌ İįǙ ǉĮǈ ǒǏǗǌǈĮ ǋİĲƾ Ĳǎ  ıĲĮǋƾĲǆıĮǌ ƷǙǏĮ
ǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌȺǎǊǊƾǍǘǊĮĮȺǗĲǈǐǒǎǌĲǏǎǊǈƿǐ 
N1: Firewood they stopped to collect after 1960. Now you can find much wood 
from olive trees.  
N1: 50, M, Herb collector    
This wood was transported from the nearby fields into peasants houses 
with vehicles and it was cut into smaller pieces with machines. This work 
was easy compared to firewood collection within the forest. Wood was now 
abundant everywhere in the island of Crete and prices were affordable for 
almost all the population due to overproduction. In the same period, 
households gradually started to replace wood heating with petrol or other 
energy sources. These modern innovations were easier and efficiently 
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operated, providing better heating during the winter. Hence, these two 
incidences, olive wood production and new energy innovations for heating, 
were responsible for firewood collection ceasing from the forests since end 
of the 1970s. The modernisation that has invaded rural Crete today is 
mentioned in these two interviews:    
* İ ĲǙǏĮ įİǌ ǒǏİǈƾǅǎǌĲĮǈ ĲĮ ǍǘǊĮ ƪįǙȺǊİǗǌ Ĳǎ ǒǔǏǈǗ ƿǒİǈ ĮıĲǈǉǎȺǎǈǆǇİǁ
ƩǆǊĮįǀ ǗȺǎǈǎǐ įİǌ ƿǒİǈ ȺİĲǏƿǊĮǈǎ ǇĮ ƿǒİǈ ȺǑǏǈǌǗǍǑǊǎ ǎǈ ıǗǋȺİǐ įǆǊĮįǀ ǎǈ
ǍǑǊǗıǎǋȺİǐ ǀ ĲĮ ĲǅƾǉǈĮ İǁǌĮǈ İǊƾǒǈıĲĮ ƶĲǆ īƿǏǄİǏǆ ıĲĮ ǒǔǏǈƾ ȺǊƿǎǌ ƴǎǈĮ
ȺǎǊǊƾ ĲǅƾǉǈĮ ƿǒİǈıĲǆǌȺǗǊǆĮȺǗǗĲǈıĲĮǒǔǏǈƾ īǈ µĮǑĲǗįİǌǄǁǌİĲĮǈƩǆǊĮįǀ
įİǌ ǑȺƾǏǒİǈ Ĳǎ ǉǁǌǆĲǏǎ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ Ǆǁǌİǈ ƣǒǈ ǗĲǈ ƿǒǎǑǋİ ĮǊǊƾǍİǈ ǉĮǈ ƿǒǎǑǋİ Ǆǁǌİǈ
ǒǏǈıĲǈĮǌǎǁ ȺǊƿǎǌįİǌĲǎǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘǋİĲǎǍǘǊǎ 
G5: Now, they don't need firewood, Here the village has been urbanized. I 
mean, if you don't have petrol, you will have olive waste paste, I mean the 
wood-stoves, to the fireplaces are few. In Gergeri, in the villages now, more 
fireplaces you will find in the city, than in the villages. For that it stopped. I 
mean, is no motivation for it anymore. Not that we have changed, and we 
became Christians, they don't need firewood anymore.  
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd   
Z3:ƪįƾ İįƾ ǋİ Ĳı' İǊǈƿǐ įİǌ Ⱥƾİǈ įĮ ǉǈĮǌİǁǐ ıĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗƪįƾǎǈȺǈǎȺǎǊǊǎǁƿǒǎǑǌİ
ǉĮǊǎǏǈĳƿǏ.    
Z3: Now because of the olives (firewood), no one goes to the mountain. Now 
the majority has calorifier (radiator).  
Z3: 65, F, Hotelier  
There are some cases, where firewood from the forest is still collected 
locally. Shepherds or visitors of the forest still use dead wood for fires for 
cheese production or for cooking. This is not always the case, and is often 
criticised that young people visiting the mountain take firewood with them 
instead of trying to find it on the site, assuming that the young generation 
do not want to put much effort into finding firewood any more. Also as an 
interviewee mentioned, in the areas close to the roads is not so easy to 
find dead wood, however in more remote and less accessible areas of the 
forests, dead wood is abundant. Thus, dead wood collection probably is still 
happening in places accessible by vehicles, but is not a widely applied 
operation anymore.     
G19: ƧǌȺĮǐĲǙǏĮıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗǇĮǃǏİǈǐȺǎǊǊƾǍǘǊĮƣǒǈıİĲǗȺǎǑǐȺǎǑıǈǋǙǌİǈ
ĮǋƾǍǈǃƿǃĮǈĮİǉǈƾĲĮǋĮǅǙǌǎǑǌİƧǊǊƾ ıİ ƾǊǊǎǑǐ ĲǗȺǎǑǐ İǁǌĮǈ ǄİǋƾĲǎ.  
G19: If you go now in the mountain you will find a lot of wood. Not in the areas 
that are accessible by car, but in other areas it is plenty.  
G19: 45, M, Civil Servant 
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6.5 Firewood and how it influenced the forest 
Firewood collection of green wood can influence forest distribution and 
composition, as there is a different preference for various tree species. In 
the research area, maple has been maintained in shrubby format for long 
periods and today it has been gradually developed into tree level. 
The Germans did have a small scale influence on the areas where they 
had applied extensive logging, and even today the forest has not 
recovered. The disappearance of ancient trees in that area resulted in a 
landscape more close to phrygana than forest (Figure 6.7).  
 
 
Figure 6.7: A view of Nyvritos forest. Probably in this location Germans 
applied loggings in the 1940s, and only a few scarce trees remain in the 
lower parts of the area till today. The majority of the trees are kermes oak 
(Q. coccifera).   
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2010  
Several scarce ancient trees survived but were not able to support 
regeneration at least up to the present day.  
This could be connected with grazing and logging along with forest fires 
occurring in the same area in recent past. The existence of grazing is the 
main reason, according to several interviewees, while others suggest that 
grazing was not as important as woodcutting in the reduction of forest. 
Those that support the second opinion are mostly shepherds:     
N4: ƟǋĮ ǉǎȺİǁ ĲǙǏĮ ǎ ȺǏǁǌǎǐ, ǀĲĮǌİ ĲĮ ǉǎȺƾįǈĮ ǎǈ ǉĮĲıǁǉİǐ ǉĮǈ įİǌ ĳǀǌĮǌİ. ƮĮǈ
ǌĮĮǌǎǁǄİǈįİǌĲǎǌİİĳǀǌĮǌİǌĮįİǌƾǌǎǈǄİįİǌǀǃǄĮǈǌİ 
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N4: If you cut kermes oak, then it was the flocks, the goats, and they 
prevented the trees from re-growing. And even if it was sprouting, they did not 
let it, it could not sprout, and it could not grow.   
N4: 70s, M, Hayward   
$Q ƠǌĮ İǌǇĮǏǏǑǌĲǈǉǗ ȺǎǑ ƿǒİǈ Ĳǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ İǁǌĮǈ ĲǙǏĮ ȺǎǑ ǆ ǑǊǎĲǎǋǁĮ
İıĲĮǋƾĲǆıİıǒİįǗǌ 
ƷǙǏĮ įİǌ ıǑǋǃĮǁǌİǈ ĮǑĲǗ ǉĮǈ ƿǒİǈ ĮǌĮįĮıǙıİǈ Ĳǎ ĮǗǏǈ ƪƾǌ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ Ĳǆǌ
ǄǊǈĲǙıǎǑǌĮǉǗǋĮǉƾȺǎǈĮǒǏǗǌǈĮ ǇĮİǁǌĮǈǋİĲƾįƾıǎǐ  
An1: A positive thing, that the mountain has today, is that logging had stopped, 
almost 100%. Now that is not happening, and the mountain has been forested. 
If they will survive for a few more years, it will be then forest.  
An1: 50, M, Shepherd   
In addition, several interviewees suggest that forest rangers were an 
important element in forest conservation within the area. They regarded 
forest law as a power for retaining natural forest and protecting it from 
peasants¶ damage. People today, regard that as something positive, which 
possibly was not the case at the time they wanted to implement wood 
cutting. In the report of the 1930s, the local commune of Gergeri insists 
that forest law should not be applied in their forests (RGC4). Several other 
documents from the Cretan State show that local authorities resisted the 
implementation of forest law (Foumis 1899). Interviewees from Nyvritos 
remember that forest rangers were very strict with kermes oak (Q. 
coccifera) firewood collection:     
N3: ƪȺĮİ ƿǌĮǐ ǄİǁĲǎǌĮǐ ǋĮǐ įİǌ Ĳǎ ǇǑǋǎǘǋĮǈ ǋĮ Ĳǎ ǒǔ Įǉǎǘıİǈ ĮȺǗ ĮǑĲǗǌ
İǁǒĮǈǌİ ǍǘǊĮ ǍİǏƾ ȺǏǈǌǈƿǌĮ ǍǘǊĮ ıĲǆǌ ĲĮǏƾĲıĮ ǉĮǈ Ⱥǔǐ ĲǎǑ ĲĮ ǃǏǀǉĮǌİ
ȺǏǈǌǈƿǌǈĮǍǘǊĮĲǎǌİȺǀǄĮǌİıĲǎįǈǉĮıĲǀǏǈǎƟıǒİĲĮȺǔǐǀĲĮǌİǍİǏƾƷǗıǎǌĮĲĮ
ĮȺĮǄǎǏİǘĮǌİĲĮǍǘǊĮĲĮȺǏǈǌǈƿǌǈĮ 
1ƪǁǒĮǋİǉĮǈįĮıǎĳǑǊĮǉƿǐ. ƴĮǊǈƾǗǊİǐǎǈǉǎǈǌǗĲǆĲİǐİǁǒĮǌįĮıǎĳǘǊĮǉİǐ 
1 Ƨǌ įİǌ İǁǒĮǌİ įİǌ ǇĮ ƪǁǒĮǌ Įĳǀıİǈ ĮǑĲǎǁ ȺǏǁǌǎ ıĲǎ ĮǗǏǈ N2: ƧǊǊǈǙǐ Ĳǎ
įƾıǎǐ įİǌ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ ǑȺƾǏǒİǈ ĲǙǏĮ ơǇİǊİ ǌĮ İǁǌĮǈ ǉĮĲİıĲǏĮǋǋƿǌǎ īǈĮĲǁ İǁǒİ
įǑıĲǑǒǁĮǎǉǗıǋǎǐǉĮǈ«įİǌİǁǒİƾǊǊǎȺǗǏǎǌĮȺĮǃǄƾǊİǈįǏĮǒǋƿǐ 
N3: Here one of our neighbours, I don't remember that, but he told me it, they 
had kermes oak wood on their roof, and because they found them, and they 
were kermes oak wood, he went to the court. It didn't matter that they were 
dried, so much they forbid wood from kermes oak.  
N2: There were also forest rangers, in the past all the communes had.   
N3: If they were not here, no kermes oak will have been left in the mountain.  
N2: Otherwise the forest wouldn't have been here now. It would have been 
destroyed. Because people were very poor and it was the only way to get some 
money.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer, / N3: 70. F, Housekeeper    
Another important element could be the intensive removal of dead wood 
from the forest that could influence the biodiversity of the forest and the 
ecosystem itself. In what degree that could be a negative or positive 
element probably can not be answered today. The fact that dead wood was 
removed almost completely from the forest every year meant that the 
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spread of tree diseases was controlled. However, modern studies have 
shown that dead wood is a source of richness within an ecosystem and 
there are more positives than negatives associated with it (Norden et al. 
2004, Jonsson et al. 2005, Fridman and Walheim 2000).   
6.6 Fuel-wood for lime making  
Lime has a long-term use throughout human history. Archaeological 
evidence from different places of the world points to the use of lime 10,000 
years ago (Guelberth 2003). The availability of limestone throughout the 
globe makes it an accessible construction material itself, while it can be 
transformed into other products, such as lime. Egyptians used it in the 
FRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHS\UDPLGVDQGµE\DERXW%&WKHUHLVHYLGHQFHRI
the wide-spread use of quick- and hydrated lime for building by many 
civilisations, including the Greeks, Egyptians, Romans, Incas, Chinese, and 
0RJXO,QGLDQD¶(Oates 1998, p.3). 
In addition, the availability of limestone in Crete generally and in the 
area of Psiloritis specifically (Figure 4.1) facilitated the production of lime 
almost everywhere as the primary source was easy available and 
accessible.    
An important element in producing lime is the availability of fuel. Fuel 
costs, even today, represent 40% - 50% of the total cost in lime 
production. Limestone is heated in kilns, at high temperatures, around 900 
oC (Oates 1998). There needs to be enough energy to convert 'calcium 
carbonate and magnesium carbonate into calcium oxide and magnesium 
oxide commonly known as quicklime' (Guelberth 2003, p.162).   
CaCO3 Â0J&23 KHDW&D2Â0J2&2DGDSWHGIURP
Oates 1998).  
The extensive use of lime has made it an important material for 
centuries and even today its demand is high worldwide. The implications of 
its production for the environment are associated with the extraction of 
limestone itself (Saratsi 2003) and by the need to satisfy its high energy 
demands. Till the end of 1950s in Greece, only fuel-wood was used for its 
production. Today, fuel-wood has been replaced at least in Crete by a by-
product of olive oil production, the olive press cake after it is dried which 
contains the wooded parts of the olive fruits and is widely available 
(Manios 2004).  
Oral history suggests that up to the 1950s, in the research area, the 
limiting factor in lime making was actually the lack of energy. Thus the 
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availability of vegetation to provide firewood for the limekiln was essential.  
Kilns were made in the areas, close to the villages, in foothills, surrounded 
by phrygana and shrub-lands. This was probably the same limiting factor 
throughout the historical era in Crete. An 82 year old interviewee mentions 
the locations for limekilns and the necessity of enough fuel-wood:  
PƮĮǈĮıǃƿıĲǆǉƾǌĮǌİ 
ZƱĮǈĮıǃƿıĲǆǉƾǌĮǋİĮıǃİıĲǎǉƾǋǈǌĮƪȺĮƿǒĮǋǆǊƾƶĲǎǃǎǑǌǗįİǌİǋȺǗǏǈİǐ
ǌĮǉƾǋİǈǐĮıǃƿıĲǆưǗǌǎıĲıǎǈȺǏǗȺǎįİǐĲǎǑǃǎǑǌǎǘıĲǎĲƿǏǋĮİǉİǁİǄǈǌǗǌĲĮǌİ
ǉĮǈİǉİǁǉĮǋǁǌǈĮȺǎǑİǁǒİǉǊĮįǁȺǎǊǘǉĮǈǃǄƾǌĮǌİİǉİǁǌǆĲǆǌİȺǎǒǀƪǄǙǀǉĮǋĮ, 
İǋȺǀǉĮıİıİĮıǃİıĲǎǉƾǋǈǌĮİǁǒĮǋȺİǈıǑǌƿĲĮǈǏǎǐ     
P: And did you make lime?    
Z6: Yes, lime, we did lime-kilns. Here in the lower land. In the mountain you 
couldn't make lime. Only in the foothills, at the end, there they were made, and 
kilns, where there was a lot of vegetation and they could cut it at that time. I 
did, I went to two, three lime-kilns, I had been a co-partner.    
Z6: 82, M, Shepherd 
Rarely were lime-kilns made in the mountains. The vegetation close to 
the kiln provided the necessary supply of wood, for setting the fire and 
keeping a stable temperature. The procedure was the clear-cutting of 
vegetation, creation of fuel-wood bundle, initially of fresh plants that were 
left in the land till they dried. Contemporary studies showed that green 
wood contains a large quantity of water (Oates 1998). It is suggested, that 
vegetation should be dried for almost a year, but this is not necessary in 
the Cretan environment, where summers are dry and hot. The wood was 
collected after March, and left to dry, probably for several months till it 
ZDVXVHGLQOLPHSURGXFWLRQ µ:RRGKDVEHHQGHVFULEHGDVWKHµLGHDO¶IXHO
for lime-burning as it burns with a long, lazy flame which is relatively cool. 
7KLVKHOSVWRHQVXUHWKDWWKHTXLFNOLPHLVUHDFWLYH¶(Oates 1998, p.130). An 
interviewee illustrates the whole procedure of the use of fuel-wood for lime 
making:     
N2: ƮƾǌĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĮıǃİıĲǎǉƾǋǈǌĮ, ĮȺǗ Ĳǆǌ ǊĮǋȺǏǀ ǉĮǈ ǋİĲƾ, Ĳǆǌ İȺǎǒǀ ȺǎǑ İǁǌĮǈ 
Ĳǎ ǉǊĮįǁ ĳǎǑǌĲǔǋƿǌǎ, ƿǒİǈ ȺǎǊǘ ƾǌǇǈıǆ, ƿǒİǈ ĮǌǎǁǍİǈ ȺǎǊǘ, İĲǗĲİǐ ǉƾǌĮǌİ
ĮıǃİıĲǎǉƾǋǈǌĮƷǎǑǃǎǑǌǎǘĲĮǉƾǌĮǌİįİǋĮĲǈƿǐǗȺǔǐİǁȺĮıĲǆǌĮǏǒǀĲǎǉǊĮįǁ
ǗĲĮǌ ǀĲĮǌ ĳǎǑǌĲǔǋƿǌǎ ǉĮǊƾ ĲǗĲİ ıĮǐ ĳĲǈƾǒǌĮǌİ ĲĮ ǉĮǋǁǌǈĮ ƮĮǈ ǉƾǌĮǌİ Ĳıǎǈ
įİǋĮĲǈƿǐıĲǏǎǄǄǑǊƿǐƠǉĮǌİǐǋǈĮįİǋĮĲǈƾǉĮǈǀǃǄĮǈǌİǐĮȺƾǌǔĲǆǌȺƾǇǈİǐıǈǄƾ
ıǈǄƾǗıǎİǋȺǗǏǈİǐ ǋǈĮįİǋĮĲǈƾıĲǏǎǄǄǑǊǀǉĮǈǋİĲƾǇİǊĮĲıǆǃƾǊİǈǐĮȺƾǌǔ-4 
ȺƿĲǏİǐǌĮĲǆǌİĳǀıİǈǐİǉİǁƮĮǈƾǋĮǀǇİǊİǌĮǍİǏĮǇǎǘǌİĲĮǉǎǑǃĮǊǎǘıĮǌİǉĮǈ
ĲĮȺǀǄĮǈǌİǐıĲǎǉĮǋǁǌǈƩǎǑǊİǘĮǌİǗǊǎǈǋİǋİǏǎǉƾǋĮĲǎ ĲǙǏĮĮǌƾǊǎǄĮĲĮǏǎǘȺǈĮ
ĲǙǏĮȺǎǑǊƿǄĮǋİǆİǋǈıǗǏǎǘȺǈǀĮǋƾǊĮǄǎİȺǀǄĮǈǌİǐ    
N2: They made limekilns after Easter. The time when vegetation is on the 
increase, it has many blossoms, it sprouts a lot. Then was the time we made 
the limekilns. From the mountain they made bunches. As I said before, when 
vegetation (branches) was blooming enough we made the kilns. And we made 
roundish bunches. You made a bunch and then you were going up on it to push 
it with your feet, as much as you could, roundish and then you should put three 
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or four stones in the top and you left it there. And after they were dried you 
carried them in the kiln. Everyone was working in wage, based on the roupi, as 
we called it, so you could go half roupi or whole roupi.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
After the collection of the necessary amounts of fuel-wood, people 
maintained fire for the kiln. The collection of fuel-wood itself was based on 
local needs and the availability of people to work. The work was divided 
into day work values, called roupi-a. Depending on the amount of lime 
needed for their works or the market, participants had to offer the 
appropriate effort.    
Lime making is connected with a temporal cycle of vegetation recovery. 
An area was exploited for lime production, then for several years it was left 
unexploited. After the recovery of vegetation, it was again exploited. This 
harvest cycle rotated every five to six years and this type of management 
is more suitable for shrub-lands than forests. In forests, even in coppiced 
ones, the harvest cycle is more than 15 years, normally 20 (Ntafis 1990). 
This type of five year cycle of lime production was also documented by 
Saratsi (2003) in Epirus. However, in her case, documents suggest that 
the repetition of lime making in the same area could not support the kiln, 
and more wood should be obtained from other sites. In this case, is most 
likely that they refer to woodland and not shrub-land, and the five year 
period was not enough for the forest to recover and provide enough fuel.    
P: ƪįǙǉǎǌĲƾĲĮǉƾǌĮǌİǀıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗ 
NƣǒǈıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗıĲıǎǈȺǏǗȺǎįİǐ ƿȺĮİıĲǎǌĮǄǈĮıǋƿǌǎĮȺǗȺǗįİȺǗįİ ƿǈǌĮǈ
ƿǌĮǉĮǈĮǋĮǀǇİǊĮȺİǏƾıǎǑǌİǋİǒǏǗǌǈĮĲǎǑǃǄƾǌĮǌİĲǎǉǊĮįǁǗǊǎǌĮȺƾİǈ
ǁıĮ ȺƾǌǔĳĮıǉǎǋǆǊǈƿǐ ĮıȺĮǊƾǇǎǑǐ ǉĮǈ ǉƾǌĮǌİ Ĳıǎǈ įİǋĮĲǈƿǐ ıĮǋİǌĮ ĮǌİǑĲǗ
ȺƾǊǈ Ĳǎ ǉǊĮįǁ ƶĲǎ ıǉǁįǈ ȺƾǊǈ ƾǊǊǎǌƿǌĮ ıĲĮ ıȺǀǊǈĮ įǑǎ ǉĮǈ ǉĮǈ ǉǈĮ ıĲĮ įǑǎ
ǋȺǀǉĮƴƿǏĮȺƿǏĮĲǙǏĮıǘǌǎǏǎǋİĲǆīƿǏǄİǏǆȺƾİǈƾǊǊǎǉĮǋǁǌǈƳǌĲİǀǇİǊİǌĮ
ĮǌǎǁǍİǈĲǎǉǊĮįǁǌĮĮǌĮȺĲǑǒǇİǁǋǗǌǎǋǗǌǎƾǌĲİȺƾǊǈǉĮǋǈǌǔıƾ 
P: Here close you did it (lime) or in the mountain? 
N6: No in the mountain, in the foothills here in Agiasmenos (place-name) there 
close is one, and when five to six years have passed we took away all the 
vegetation from the hill, Greek sage, Callicotome villosa, and we made bunches, 
till the vegetation will recover again. In Skidi (place-name) another one, in 
Spilia two, and in both of them I participated. On the other side now, close to 
the borders with Gergeri, another one. When the vegetation had bloomed 
(sprout) again another kiln was set up to operate.  
N6: 80s, M, Shepherd 
The degree of forested land exploitation, close to the villages, not only 
for lime production but also for cooking, can be recognised by some 
events, mentioned in the interviews. In the village of Ano Asites, the close 
mountain is called Prinos, a name derived from a huge Kermes oak (Q. 
coccifera) tree that could be seen from the village. That tree was destroyed 
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by lightning and today does not exist. Although, lime was normally made 
close to the villages, villagers went to the mountain, used the wood from 
the destroyed tree and produced lime. This can be an explanation of lack 
of fuel in the low-mountain areas, due to overexploitation:  
As1: ơĲĮǌİ ƿǌĮ ǋİǄƾǊǎįİǌĲǏǗıĲǆǌȺİǏǈǎǒǀǄǈĮǑĲǗĲǆǌİǊƿǌİǉĮǈƴǏǁǌǎĮǊǊƾ
ƿǌĮǐǉİǏĮǑǌǗǐĲǎµǉĮǓİƧȺǗ Ĳǎ ǍǘǊǎ ĲǎǑ İǉƾǋĮǌİ 130,000 ǎǉƾįİǐ ĮıǃƿıĲǆ.  
As1: It was a very big tree in the area for that they call the mountain Prinos 
(kermes oak), but a lighting hit it and burned it. From its wood they produced 
130 000 oka/des (1 oka = 1.27 kilos) of lime. 
As1: 63, F, Farmer 
This type of management of the land should be considered as another 
type of forest clear-cuttings, applied in phryganic areas. In the past, in 
forestry often clear-cutting management procedures were used. Clear-
cuttings are an efficient and practical tool, applied easily and with less cost 
and effort (Efthimiou 2011). However, modern Greek forestry policy rejects 
this methodology, mainly for ecological and erosion problems and suggests 
a selective wood cutting method, so that forest soil will be all the time 
covered with vegetation (Ntafis 1990). There are however, exceptions 
where clear-cutting is still applied, such as broadleaved woods, managed 
as coppice woods, especially in Northern Greece.  
Lime is a very useful material and can be stored for several years. In 
fact the storage actually resulted in the creation of another product, called 
lime putty or lime paste. It is the reaction of lime with a certain amount of 
water. This material is better if it is aged for several years. This procedure, 
the reaction of lime with the water is called slaking, and long periods of 
slacking, help to completely hydrate lime and produce a smoother material 
for house construction. 
 
&D2Â0J&2+2O                  Ca(OH)2 Â0J2+2 + heat (adapted 
from Oates 1998).  
 
PƷǎǌƾıǃİıĲǆƷǈĲǎǌǉƾǌĮĲİ 
N2: ƷǗĲİǐǗȺǎǈǎǐįİǌ Ĳǎǌ İȺǎǘǊǈİ ĲǎǌǀǇİǊİǄǈĮįǈǉǎǘ ĲǎǑǀǌǎǈǄĮǈǋİǄƾǊǎǑǐ
ǊƾǉǉǎǑǐıĮǌĲıǎǈıĲƿǏǌİǐǉĮǈĲǎǌƿǃĮǌİǋƿıĮĲǎǑǃĮǌİǌİǏǗĲǎǌƿıǃǆǌİǉĮǈĲǎǌ
İǁǒİ İǉǈƾ  ǋİ  ǒǏǗǌǈĮ įİǌ İǒƾǊĮ ưǗǌǎ ǌĮ Ĳǎǌ İǉĮǊǎıǃǀıİǈǐ ǌĮ Ĳǎǌ ƿǒİǈǐ
ıǑǌ¶İǒİǈĮǋİǌİǏǗǌĮǋǆǌǍİǏĮǇİǁƶǑǌƿǒİǈĮǀǇİǊİǌİǏǗƟǋĮƠǒİǈıǑǌƿǒİǈĮǌİǏǗ
įİǌǒĮǊƾİǈıİǋǈĮıĲƿǏǌĮǋƿıĮ 
P: What you did with the lime? 
N2: If somebody didn't sell it, they used it for their needs, he should dig a pit 
like the water basin, and he will put it in. And he feel it with water and he was 
µH[WLQJXLVK¶ LW DQGKHFRXOGKDYH LW WKHUH WZRRU WKUHH\HDUV LWZRXOdn't stale. 
%XW\RXQHHGWRH[WLQJXLVKLWYHU\ZHOOWRNHHSLWZLWKZDWHUDOOWLPHVRLWZRQ¶W
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dry out. It needed water all time. If it has water continuous it will not go stale 
inside the pit.    
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
The degree of negative environmental impact resulting from lime 
making and fuel-wood collection remains questionable. The areas close to 
the villages were overexploited, in a cycle of 5-10 years, at least in the 
recent past. However, if that exploitation is repeated in a continuation of 
thousands of years, it could be responsible for the degradation and 
probably the replacement of lowland forests, with a scrubby - phryganic 
vegetation type, more efficient to use and more productive in terms of 
firewood supply. Several researchers support this theory of land 
degradation in Mediterranean. These theories cannot be proved unless 
more scientific methods can investigate pollen evidence, something difficult 
in the case of Crete. Even pollen diagrams can be imprecise. However, it is 
more important to gain information, regarding these past management 
practices in the lowland forested areas, and to see how people and society 
have benefited from them.  
Since the end of the 1950s fuel-wood for lime production ceased and 
these areas remain unexploited. Their use is limited to grazing, often 
overgrazing, and as a result the more favourable vegetation species to 
survive, are the more flammable ones. Plants with many prickly, dry parts 
are flourishing as a reaction to grazing and these areas are the most 
vulnerable to wild fires.     
The increase of forest fires in Heraklion after 1960 (Figure 4.24) is 
related to this abandonment of management in the lower parts of the 
mountain. Past management practices, helped to reduce the amount of 
woody plants on the surface, and provided more space favourable to 
grazing plants. This repeated action almost every five years, helped also to 
create zones of no woody vegetation, which discourage fires. 
6.7 Spatial analysis of firewood and fuel-wood for lime 
production 
GIS analysis was implemented for the years of 1937, 1946 and 1955 for 
both firewood and fuel-wood for lime production. The information from 
1955 for firewood and 1937 for lime are not presented as there was not 
any spatial differentiation as a result of the small quantities recorded for 
this period.  
In 1937 firewood appears to be more important in the eastern parts of 
the Heraklion Prefecture (Figure 6.8) and this is reversed in 1946 (Figure 
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6.9) where the western parts concentrate higher values and the research 
area seems to be the centre of this peak.  
 
Figure 6.8: Firewood production in the Heraklion prefecture in 1937.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on quantitative data (HFDA6, 7)    
 
Figure 6.9: Firewood production in the Heraklion prefecture in 1946.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on quantitative data (HFDA 6, 7)   
If the analysis is implemented with the sum of the data for 1937, 1946 
and 1955, then two peak centres appear on the east and west parts of the 
prefecture and close to the mountains (Figure 6.10). Thus, firewood 
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collection is connected with the uplands. In addition, lower areas, between 
400m and 700m, appear with high values, and this implies that common 
oak (Q. brachyphylla) as it was suggested in the archives (HFDA6, 7) was 
also exploited for firewood as this species grows in this zone. Moreover, 
areas close to the mountains, such as the eastern and western parts of the 
prefecture had more need for firewood as winter is more severe there than 
the coastal areas.  
The analysis for lime showed also a peak in the western parts in 1946 
(Figure 6.11) and then in 1955 on the eastern parts of the prefecture 
(Figure 6.12). The total value for all the years suggests a more complex 
pattern, suggesting exploitation almost everywhere. There are though, 
peaks in the eastern and western parts of the prefecture.  
This shift almost every ten years of the higher values from east to west 
supports a cyclic exploitation of the different areas that were left to recover 
and were then exploited again. For lime production this was also supported 
in oral history, but not for firewood collection. GIS analysis of archival 
information suggests that this cycle was also applied in firewood collection.  
 
Figure 6.10: Total firewood production in the Heraklion prefecture for the 
years of 1937, 1946 and 1955. 
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on quantitative data (HFDA6, 7)   
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Figure 6.11: Fuel-wood used for lime production in the Heraklion prefecture 
in 1946.    
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on quantitative data (HFDA6, 7)   
 
Figure 6.12: Fuel-wood used for lime production in the Heraklion prefecture 
in 1955. 
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on quantitative data (HFDA6, 7)     
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Figure 6.13: Total fuel-wood used for lime production in the Heraklion 
prefecture for the years of 1937, 1946 and 1955. 
Source: Map drawn by the author using ArcGIS, based on quantitative data (HFDA6, 7)    
6.8 Conclusion 
Forests in eastern Psiloritis were heavily exploited for firewood up to the 
1960s and in a lesser degree in the 1970s. The majority of the peasants 
were involved in firewood collection to satisfy their needs and also to gain 
some extra income. Often children participated, especially in its 
transportation using loaded animals, donkeys and mules.  
Forest exploitation for firewood had influenced forest expansion and 
composition, and today several species have recovered, especially maple.  
Another use of fuel-wood was connected with the uncultivated land in 
the lower parts of the mountain. This fuel-wood was used in lime 
production and totally ceased in the 1950s. A cycle of completely removing 
shrubby and phryganic vegetation every five or ten years has been 
suggested from oral history and GIS analysis till the 1950s. Similar 
management was also applied in coppiced woods for the northern 
0HGLWHUUDQHDQZKHUH µXQWLO the first half of the past century the cycle of 
cuts was short or very short (8-\HDUV¶(Di Pasquale et al. 2004, p.15). 
The cessation of clear-cutting in those areas is connected with an increase 
of forest fires after 1960.  
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Chapter 7: Other NTFPs  
7.1 Introduction   
The main non-timber forest products (NTFPs), produced locally in the area 
of Psiloritis, are summarised in this interview extract and included firewood 
(analysed in a previous chapter), acorn and herb collection. 
NĬƿǊǔǌĮıǎǑȺǔƴǙǐĮȺǗĲǎǃǎǑǌǗƫǎǘıĮǌǋǈĮĳǎǏƾǎǈƾǌǇǏǔȺǎǈƟǊǊǎǈ
ĮȺǗǃİǊƾǌǈĮƾǊǊǎǈĮȺǗĳĮıǉǎǋǆǊǈƾƾǊǊǎǈĮȺǗǍǘǊĮǉĮǈǍǘǊĮȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİ 
N3: I just want to say that once upon a time, people made their living from the 
mountain. Others from acorn, others from Greek sage, others from firewood, 
and firewood they did sell.   
N3: 70, F, Housekeeper 
Several researchers worldwide suggest that NTFPs are not always 
included in formal forest production (Ghosal 2010, Shanley et al. 2005, 
Pierce et al. 2003) and that it is also true for Greece and Crete as well. 
Croitoru, defines six major categories of NTFPs for Mediterranean forests: 
µILUHZRRG FRUN IRGGHU IRU JUD]LQJPXVKURRPV KRQHy and other NTFPs. 
The last category covers a variety of fruits and plants, which are usually 
IRXQG LQ VPDOOHU DPRXQWV WKDQ WKH ILYH PDLQ 17)3V¶ (2007, p.769). 
Definitely there were permissions for collecting firewood found in the forest 
according to archival information (HFDA6,7). Information regarding other 
17)3VLQ+)'$LVUDUHDQGZKHQIRXQGWKH\DUHUHJLVWHUHGDVµRWKHUIRUHVW
SURGXFWV¶DQGRIWHQH[WUDFODULILFDWLRQVRIWKHVSHFLILFSURGXFWZHUHDGGHG
7KHVH IHZ FDVHV LQFOXGHG SLQH EDUN µdhadhi¶ DQG KHUE FROOHFWLRQ )UXLWV
collected from forested areas normally were not registered officially. Oral 
history provides a wider view of other NTFPs collected from the uplands 
that included mainly fruits and herbs with the acorn being one of the most 
important.  
7.2  Fruits from the forest, food for the animals    
Almost every tree produces seeds and often fruits that contain them, 
useful for their reproduction and expansion. Several of these fruits and 
seeds have different values and can be used as sources of food for grazing 
animals and humans. In the area of eastern Psiloritis, broadleaved forests 
consist mainly of kermes oak (Quercus coccifera) and maple (Acer 
creticum). Other broadleaved species found in the forests are holm oak (Q. 
ilex), wild pear (Pyrus sp.), common hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), 
Phillyrea latifolia and Cretan zelkova (Zelkova abelicea). All of these 
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species generally are found in small clumps or even individual trees.  
Evergreen oaks are mainly concentrated in the uplands (kermes oak and 
holm oak) and actually no deciduous oaks are found there.  
Deciduous oaks (Q. brachyphylla, Q. macrolepis) are found in lower 
elevations, generally in more fertile areas close to the villages. In addition, 
in middle elevations (400-700), carob (Ceratonia siliqua), wild pear (Pyrus 
sp.), wild olive (Olea europaea var. sylvestris) as well as azarole 
(Crataegus azarolus) are also found in the area of Psiloritis. Table 7.1 lists 
the tree species found in the area of Psiloritis and their seed or fruit types. 
The species mentioned in the interviews and used by the villagers as a 
source of feed are also recorded.  
 
Species name Local name fruit type 
Use as feed 
source 
Grafting 
Distribution 
(m) 
Maple  
(Acer creticum) 
Asfentamos  
ƧıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǐ Samaras no no >600m 
Kermes oak  
(Q. coccifera) 
Prinos, katsoprini 
(ƴǏǁǌǎǐ/ǉĮĲıǎȺǏǁǌǈ Acorn yes no >500m 
Holm oak  
(Q. ilex) 
Azilakas  
ƧǅǁǊĮǉĮǐ Acorn yes no >600m 
Common oak  
(Q. brachyphylla) 
Drigias  
(ƩǏǑǄǈƾǐ) Acorn yes Yes 400-600m 
Valonia oak  
(Q. macrolepis) 
Velanidia  
(ƨİǊĮǌǈįǈƾ) Acorn yes no 400-500m 
Wild pear  
(Pyrus sp.) 
Aclada  
(ƧǒǊƾįĮ) Pomes yes Yes >500m 
Carob 
(Ceratonia siliqua) 
Charoupia  
(ƹĮǏǎǑȺǈƾ) Pod yes Yes 300-600m 
Common hawthorn  
(Crataegus monogyna) 
Trikoukia  
(ƷǏǈǉǎǑǉǈƾ) Haws unknown no >800m 
Azarole  
(Crataegus azarolus) 
Koudoumalia  
(ƮǎǑįǎǑǋĮǊǈƾ) Haws unknown no 500-700m 
Phillyrea latifolia Lioprini  
(ƯǈǎȺǏǁǌǈ) Drupe no no >600m 
Cretan zelkova  
(Zelkova abelicea) 
Anegnoro  
(ƧǌƿǄǌǔǏǎ) Drupe no no >800m 
Table 7.1: A list of the tree species found in Psiloritis, their fruit type and 
use and their grafting use. In this table, the information is for Psiloritis 
Mountain only, for example kermes oak can be found and in lower 
elevations elsewhere in Crete.   
Source: Information for grafting and use as feed source has been derived from oral 
history and archival research  
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7.3 Acorn: a useful fruit from the oak tree      
7.3.1 Acorn uses     
In 1851 Captain James Spratt, visited Crete and in the area of Axos 
(Figure 7.1), a village in Rethymnon prefecture, met a group of villagers 
harvesting acorns probably from holm oak or kermes oak trees. In his 
ZRUNµ7UDYHOVDQG5HVHDUFKHVLQ&UHWH¶KHGHVFULEHGWKHZKROHSURFHGXUH
of threshing oak trees and collecting the acorns and provided information 
about their use:  
the valley near the gorge is lined with some scattered groves of 
ilex oaks, which are a small-leaved kind, and only useful for 
their acorns to feed the village pig. Several of the trees were of 
large growth, and at the time of our passing they were being 
threshed by men, women, and children with long poles and 
sticks, to gather the ripe acorns from them, the inhabitants 
being all Christians in this neighbourhood (Spratt 1865, p.76). 
 
Figure 7.1: Map of Crete, where the area of Axos, Prine, Atsipopoulo and 
Symi, are shown in comparison with the research area.  
Source: Map made by the author using QGIS. Information regarding the expansion of 
Valonia oak, were derived from written sources. Information regarding the use of forests in 
Selakano and Symi are derived from oral history  
However, acorns were not only used for animal feed as this passage 
supports. In the past, before the introduction of chemicals, acorn cups 
called valonia, and mainly derived from valonia oak (Q. macrolepis), were 
extensively used in tanneries. Vegetable tannins were needed to convert 
animal skin into leather and acorn cups from valonia oak were rich in 
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natural tannins, while the acorns themselves contained none (Dussauce 
1867, Yocum 1910). Dussauce on 1867 (1867, p.75) PHQWLRQHGWKDWµPRUH
than 10,000 to 12,000 tons of this tanning agent are annually used in 
(QJODQG¶  DQGWKHYDORQLDZDV LPSRUWHG IURP*UHHFHDQG7XUNH\ IRU WKLV
purpose.  
Several taxation documents from the Cretan State period (1898-1913) 
refer to acorns and acorn cup production (Cretan State 1899b). In another 
document of the same period, valonia oak (Q. macrolepis) is regarded as a 
very useful tree, and an area in Rethymnon prefecture is fully dependent 
upon its products. According to the Agricultural Department of Cretan 
6WDWH UHSRUW RI  µ2DN Q. macrolepis) is the main financially 
productive tree in the villages of Atsipopoulo, Gallos, Prine and Armenoi in 
the RethyPQRQ3UHIHFWXUH¶(Agricultural Department 1903, p.8). However, 
5DFNKDPDQG0RRG\DUJXHWKDWµWKHXVHRIYDORQLDLQ&UHWHLWVHOIVHHPVWR
begin in the 1570s but was never very important, nor were oaks 
GHOLEHUDWHO\FXOWLYDWHGIRUYDORQLDLQ&UHWH¶(1996, p.65). In this area of the 
Rethymnon Prefecture though (Figure 7.1), acorn and acorn cup 
production did play an important role at least during certain periods over 
the last century.     
In addition, Cretan State officials suggested that grafting should be used 
for the common oak (Q. brachyphylla) so it would be developed into the 
useful and tannin rich valonia oak. Common oak (Figure 7.2) was regarded 
useful only for animal feeding so not as valuable as valonia oak 
(Agricultural Department 1903). In the area of Armenoi, Rackham and 
Moody suggest that the common oak in that area is Q. macrolepis and Q. 
brachyphylla LV µP\VWHULRXVO\DEVHQW¶(1996, p.65). That could be a result 
of grafting Q. brachyphylla in the past that gradually was replaced by Q. 
macrolepis. Different uses of tree seeds and fruits could influence their 
distribution and several varieties or species could be expanded in advance 
of those less desirable for humans. Common oak grafting was probably 
reduced after the ending of the use of valonia acorns in tanneries, when 
chemicals gradually replaced them. However, this past management 
practice can be connected with the current distribution of valonia oak in 
certain areas of Crete.  
Interview material reveals no mention of acorn cups used in tanning and 
that could be explained by the absence of valonia oak from the research 
area. Only one individual tree was found growing in a house yard in Ano 
Asites village (Figure 7.3), where its acorn cups were used for cloth dyeing 
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in the past by the owner of the tree. A 60 year old woman remembers her 
grandfather dyeing clothes with the help of acorn cups. This could be 
another use of valonia in Crete that today has been forgotten:      
As8: Ʒǎǌ ȺĮȺȺǎǘ ǋǎǑ Ĳǎǌ ǊƿǄĮǌİǋȺǎǄǈĮĲǅǀƿǉǎǃİĮǑĲƾȺǎǑƿǃǄĮǅİįİǌ ǀĲĮǌİ
ȺƾǊǈǃİǊƾǌǈĮİǁǌĮǈįǈĮĳǎǏİĲǈǉƾǉĮǈİǁǒİǉƾǋİǈƿǌĮǒĮǃƾǌǈǋİȺƿĲǏĮǋƾǏǋĮǏǎįİǌ
ǍƿǏǔǋİǒİǏǎǘǊǈ ǉĮǈǋƾǅİǑİĮǑĲƾȺǎǑƿǃǄĮǌİǃİǊƾǌǈĮįİǌ ǍƿǏǔǄǔĲǈ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ
ǉǎȺƾǌǈǅİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ǃƾǌİ ıĲĮ ĲıǈǉƾǊǈĮ ǉĮǈ ƿǃĮĳİ ǏǎǘǒĮ Ⱥǔǐ ǄǈǌǗĲĮǌİ ĲǙǏĮ ĲĮ
ǏǎǘǒĮįİǌǍƿǏǔƮĮǈ Ĳǎǌ ǊƿǄĮǌİ ǋȺǎǄǈĮĲǅǀ ǄǈĮĲǁ ǀǃĮĳİ«Ƭ ǃİǊĮǌǈįǈƾǀĲĮǌįǈǉǀ
ĲǎǑ Ʊǎǋǁǅǔ Ⱥǔǐ ƿǒǔ Įǉǎǘıİǈ ǗĲǈ įİǌ Ĳǆǌ ĳǘĲİǓĮǌ ĮǑĲǎǁ ǋǗǌǎ ȺƿǏǌĮ ƿǌĮǐ
ǉǗǏĮǉĮǐǉĮǈĲǎǉǏĮĲǎǘıİǊƿİǈıĲǎǏƾǋĳǎǐǉĮǈĲǎǏǈǍİƮĮǈ ĮȺǗ İǉİǁ İĳǘĲǏǔıİ ǉĮǈ 
ĲǎǑ ƾǏİıİ ĲǎǑ ȺĮȺȺǎǘǋǎǑǉĮǈįǎǉǁǋĮıİǉĮǈƿǉĮǌİĲǆǌǃĮĳǀ 
As8: My grandfather was called mpogiatzis (dyer man), he was cutting 
something from the treeLWZDVQ¶WWKHDFRUQVWKH\ZHUe different, and he had a 
stone bowl with a big handle and he collected WKDWDFRUQV ,GRQ¶W NQRZKRZ
they call them, and he pressed them and then he put them in big pots and he 
dyed clotheVKRZWKDWZDVKDSSHQHG,GRQ¶WNQRZPeople called him mpogiatzi 
because he was dyeing clothes. «The Valonia oak belonged to him. I think I 
KDYHKHDUGWKDWWKH\GLGQ¶WSODQWLWEXWDUDven hold the acorn in its beak and it 
fell down. From this acorn the tree grew and my grandfather liked it and he 
tried and he did the dyeing.  
As8: 60, F, Housekeeper 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Common oak with acorns. Q. brachyphylla was regarded as 
useful by Cretan State officials only for feeding animals with its acorns.  
Source: photo taken from H.F.D. digital archive, September 2004   
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Figure 7.3: Valonia oak (Q. macrolepis) in Ano Asites village. The only tree 
found in the research area.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2008   
The key use of acorns though, was for animal feed. Acorns, derived 
from the uplands, were harvested or left to ripen and fell naturally. In the 
first case they were collected for feeding domestic animals while in the 
second case they were grazed by goats and sheep in the forest. An 
interviewee from Gergeri argues that everyone in the village collected 
acorns:  
PƩİǌǋǎǑǊİǐǋĮǅİǘĮĲİǉĮǈǃİǊĮǌǁįǈĮĮȺǗĲǎǃǎǑǌǗ 
*ƧǃİǊƾǌǈĮǉĮǈĲĮȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮįǁǌĮǌİǉĮǈǄǈĮĲĮǄǎǑǏǎǘǌǈĮǀǄǈĮĲĮ
ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮȺǎǑİǁǒĮǌİİȺĮƿĲĮǋĮǏĲƾǏǈǉĮǗǊĮǗǊǎǈİǋĮǅǗǌĮǌİǃİǊƾǌǈĮ 
P: So did you pick up acorns from the mountain? 
G2: Yes acorns and we sold them and we were feeding pigs or sheep that were 
here (in the village), the domestic animals all. All of us collected acorns. 
G2: 78, M, Shepherd    
Although animal feeding was very important, it seems that there were 
other uses of acorns. This depended on the different periods and situations 
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that people had to face in the past. Under some circumstances, these 
fruits, which were more suitable for animals, were used to feed humans as 
well. Acorns were collected, baked and then milled to produce flour and 
mixed with other cereals they were used for baking bread. These cases are 
associated with food shortage mainly due to war as this interviewee from 
Zaros suggests:  
Z ƶĲǆǌ ǉĮĲǎǒǀ Ǌƿİǈ ǀǉǎǑıĮ ǉĮǈ µǄǔ ǋǈĮ ƨǎǏǈǅĮǌǀ ǗĲǈ ȺǀǄĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ǋĮǅǙǌĮǌİ
İȺĮƿ įİǌ ĲĮ ǋĮǅǙǍĮǌİ ǄǈĮĲǁ İǁǒĮǌİ ǉĮǏȺǎǘǐ ĮǊǊƾ ĮǑĲǎǁ ȺǎǑ įİǌ İǁǒĮǌİ
ǋĮǅǙǌĮǌİĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮǉĮǈĲĮĳǎǑǏǌǁǅĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮĮǊƿǇĮǌİǄǈĮǓǔǋǁƮĮǈ ǀĲĮǌİ Ǌƿİǈ 
įǆǊǆĲǀǏǈǎ, ȺǈǉǏǗ. 
Z3: During the German occupation I heard from a woman from Vorizia village 
that they collected acorns, here they did not collect them (Zaros village) 
because they had cereal seeds, but those who did not have that collected 
acorns and baked them and then they milled them for bread making. And they 
said it tasted like a poison, bitter.  
Z3: 65, F, Hotelier  
In addition, acorns were eaten as a fruit itself, like chestnuts. Chestnut 
trees in Crete grow only in small areas in the western part of Crete, where 
acid soils are present, due to their sensitivity to lime soils that are 
abundant in almost all the island. An interviewee from Ano Asites 
remembers the use of acorns in his area: 
As3: ƬǃİǊĮǌǈįǈƾǀĲĮǌƿǌĮǐȺĮǏƾǄǎǌĲĮǐǄǈĮǌĮĮǌĮǇǏƿǓİǈǐĲǎǒǎǁǏǎĲĮǉƾǌĮǋİ
ǃƿǃĮǈĮǉĮǈǎĳĲƾǉĮǈĲĮĲǏǙǄĮǋİǗȺǔǐĲĮǉƾıĲĮǌĮ 
As3: Oak (acorns) was useful for raising pigs, we did bake them and eat them 
like the chestnuts.   
As3, 58, M, Farmer 
The use of acorn-bread has been mentioned in other Mediterranean 
regions. In south-western Spain sweet acorns from the holm oak (Q. ilex) 
were used for bread production (Parsons 1962). An interviewee from Zaros 
village mentions the existence of sweet acorns in the area of Psiloritis from 
holm oak (Q. ilex) as well (Figure 7.4), and according to his words this 
type of sweet acorn could have been used for bread:     
ZƠǒİǈǉĮǈǉƾĲǈƾǊǊİǐǃİǊĮǌǈįǈƿǐĮǅǈǊƾǉǎǑǐǌǎǋǁǅǔĲǎǑǐǊƿǌİǉĮǈİǁǌĮǈǗȺǔǐ
ĲǎǉƾıĲĮǌǎǄǊǑǉǈƾƧǌĲǎǃƾǊİǈǐıĲǎǉƾǏǃǎǑǌǎǉĮǈǓǆǇİǁǊǁǄǎǊǁǄǎİǁǌĮǈǗȺǔǐ
Ĳǎ ǉƾıĲĮǌǎ Ʃİǌ İǁǌĮǈ ǋǈĮ ȺǎǈǉǈǊǁĮ Ĳǎ ǃİǊƾǌǈ İǁǌĮǈ ȺǎǊǊƿǐ ȺǎǈǉǈǊǁİǐ Ơǒİǈ ǉĮǈ
ǄǊǑǉƾ 
Z2: There are some other oaks, azilakas (Q. ilex) I think is called, and it (acorn) 
is like sweet chestnut. If you put it in the fire, and is cooked a bit, then it is like 
chestnut. Acorns are not only of one variety there are several varieties, some of 
them are sweet.  
Z2: 71, M, Hotelier    
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Figure 7.4: Holm oak (Q. ilex) in Rouvas forest.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010   
Moreover, the local name for holm oak (Q. ilex) in Crete is 'azilakas', 
very similar to the Portuguese word 'azinheira' (Parsons 1962) or even 
more similar to the Catalan word 'alzina' and can reflect a Latin origin or a 
Venetian influence. Holm oak (Q. ilex) is not very common in the area of 
Psiloritis and occupies sparse parcels, even consisting of just individual 
ancient trees within the forest of kermes oak (Q. coccifera). Thus, the use 
of its acorns for bread probably was not extensive and instead of holm 
oak's sweet acorns, kermes oak (Q. coccifera) bitter acorns were used. 
Acorns when they were collected were mainly used for feeding pigs, an 
DQLPDONHSWLQSHDVDQWV¶KRXVHKROGVIRUD\HDUDQGEUHGIRUSURYLGLQJPHDW
for Christmas. Acorns were not an exclusive forest product. In cultivated 
land, several ancient oak trees survived and produced acorns collected by 
the peasants (Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.5). Generally these lowland oaks, 
were of a deciduous species, and were mainly used for pig feeding, 
whereas acorns from the forest were eaten by grazing animals and 
collected for pig feeding:         
AsƷǎǌİǁǒĮǋİǃİǊĮǌǈįǈƾǄǈĮǌĮǋĮǅǙǌǎǑǋİĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮƮƾǇİıȺǁĲǈİǁǒİǒǎǁǏǎ
ƷĮıĳƾǅĮǋİĲĮƹǏǈıĲǎǘǄİǌǌĮįİǌĲĮĲĮƦǅĮǋİǋİǉƾĲǈƾǊǊǎǋǗǌǎǋİȺǁĲǎǑǏĮǉĮǈ
ǃİǊĮǌǁįǈĮ 
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As2: We had it (oak) for acorn collection. Every house had one pig. We 
slaughtered it at Christmas; we did not feed it anything else, only bran and 
acorns.   
As4: 56, F, Farmer 
AnƪǋİǁǐįƾıǎǐįİǌİǁǒĮǋİȺƿǏĮĮȺǗĲǎįƾıǎǐıĲĮǃǏǎǑǊǁįǈĮƷǎȺǏǎıƿǒĮǌİ
įǈǗĲǈǉƾǌĮǌİĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮĲǎǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘıĮǌİǄǈĮĲǏǎĳǀĲĮȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ 
An1: We did not have forest here. Only the forest in Vroulidia. They protected 
it, because it was producing acorns, they were used for feed for the sheep.  
An1: 50, M, Shepherd    
 
Figure 7.5: Common oak (Q. brachyphylla) ancient tree in Ano Asites 
village, growing in cultivated land.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2008 
7.3.2 Commercialization of acorns 
Acorns were a product mainly derived from the forest for feeding animals. 
The degree to which this became commercial was influenced by the 
production, the local needs and the different era.  
During the Cretan State (1898-1913), governmental documents 
mentioned taxation for acorns, acorn cups and carob pods (Cretan State 
1901) and thus indicate that there was a commercial value to all these 
products. Although there is evidence of taxation for acorns and carob pods 
in the official Cretan State Gazette, the Forest Service archives have only 
five cases recorded for acorns and carob collection for a period from the 
1930s till the 1990s. Moreover, all these cases are recorded in 1945 
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(acorns) and 1946 (carob). This suggests they were a less important 
product for the Forest Service or a problematic central control of their 
market. Although official documents of that period lack information about 
the commercial value of forest fruits, oral history suggests the 
commercialization of them, especially for acorns, in the same way as 
firewood was recorded in the H.F.D. archives.  
An interviewee recalled an event of taxation several years later between 
1940 and 1950. Local authorities taxed market positions; something not 
necessarily applied only to acorns but generally connected with taxation of 
the occupation of a place in the local markets:      
NǄǈĮĲǁǗǈǋǗǌǎȺǔǐİǋĮǅǙǌĮǋİǄǈĮĲĮǋĮǏĲƾǏǈǉĮİǋĮǅǙǌĮǋİǉĮǈȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİǉĮǈ
ıĲıǎǈ ưǎǁǏİǐ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǋİ ĬǑǋǎǘǋĮǈ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ įǁįĮǋİ  įǏĮǒǋƿǐ ƱĮ ȺĮǐ
ĲǙǏĮįǑǎĲǏİǈǐĳǎǏƿǐıĲ¶ĮǗǏǈǄǈĮǌĮǉƾǋİǈǐƿǌĮǄǎǋƾǏǈǌĮĲǎȺĮǐĲǎƶĮǃǃƾĲǎ
ıĲıǎǈưǎǁǏİǐǉĮǈĮǌǌĮǈĲǎȺǎǑǊǀıİǈǐơǇİǊİǌĮĲǎȺǊİǏǙıİǈǐĲǎȺİǅǎįǏǗǋǈǎȺǎǑ
İǉǏƾĲǈİǐĲǆĳǎǏǎǊǎǄǁĮıǎǑǉĮǈıǑİȺǎǘǊǆıİǐįİǌİȺǎǘǊǆıİǐǎĳǎǏĮĲǅǀǐǀǇİǊĮ
ıǎǑȺƾǏİǈĲĮǊİĳĲƾĲǎĳǗǏǎưȺǎǏǎǘıİǌĮǋǆǌȺǎǑǊǀıǎǑǋİĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮǌĮĲ

ĮĳǀıǎǑǋİ İǉǈƾıĲǆıĲǁǃĮ ĲǎǊƿǄĮǌİǌĮ ĲĮȺĮǐǌĮ Ĳ
Įĳǀıİǈǐ İǉǈƾǗıǎǗıǎǌĮ
ĳǘǄİǈǐ 
N2: Because we did not only collect them (acorns) for domestic animals, we 
went also in Moires and we sold them. I remember we sold them for two 
drachmas. You had to go in the mountain two, three times to make a cargo, 
and go on Saturday in Moires and if you could sell them. You had to pay for 
your position in the market, your taxation, no matter if you had or had not sold 
them, the tax officer would come to get the money, the tax. We might not be 
able to sell the acorns, and we left them in the heap, at a lower price and then 
we left.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer    
Despite the absence of formal records for acorns, they did play an 
LPSRUWDQWUROHIRUWKHSHDVDQWV¶HFRQRP\LQPRXQWDLQRXVYLOODJHV,QWKHLU
management plan of 1930 for the forest of Rouvas, foresters did observe 
the value of acorns for the peasants and they reported:  
,Q WKLV IRUHVW 5RXYDV NHUPHV RDN DFRUQV¶ DUH FROOHFWHG
intensively, although we are not able to know the exact 
amounts, that are being used for the household animals and for 
selling them in the neighbouring villages. It seems that it is an 
important yield if someone considers the interest of all peasants 
in them (RGC4).  
Breeding of pigs in the past was essential for the survival of humans 
and the provision of proteins for the winter time. Pork could be stored in 
lard, and conserved for long periods and acorns were an important element 
as a source of feed for pigs. When they were not available in their area, 
peasants had to buy acorns from other villages or exchange them with 
other products in order to feed their pigs:  
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AnȺĮǊǈƾǀĲĮǌİ, ǆǉƾǇİǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈĮƿȺǏİȺİǌĮǒİǈǌĮıĳƾǍİǈĲĮƹǏǈıĲǎǘǄİǌǌĮ
ĲǎǒǎǁǏǎƧǌİǁǒİįǆǊĮįǀǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈİǐĲǎǒǔǏǈǗǎǈǎǈİǁǒĮǌİƧȺǗ
ƿǌĮǄǎǑǏǎǘǌǈǆǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈĮƠĲıǈǔǐǉĮǊǗǄǈĮĲǈǐǄǈǎǏĲƿǐ  
PǉĮǈǋĮǅİǘĮǌİǃİǊĮǌǁįǈĮĮȺǗĲǎǃǎǑǌǗǄǈĮǌĮĲĮĲĮƦıǎǑǌ 
An3: ǃİǊĮǌǁįǈĮĮȺǗĲǎǃǎǑǌǗƷǆǒǏǎǌǈƾȺǎǑįİǌİǁǒİǃİǊĮǌǁįǈĮȺĮǄĮǁǌĮǌİĮȺĲƾ
ǒǔǏǈƾ ǉƾĲǔ İǁǒİ ǌĲǏǑǄǈƾįİǐ ȺǎǊǊǎǘǐ ǉĮǈ ȺĮǁǏǌĮǌİ ǇǑǋƾǋĮǈ İǄǙ ĮȺǗ įǔ
ǊĮǒĮǌǈǉƾĮǑĲǎǁįİǌİǁǒĮǌİǌİǏǗǉĮǇǗǊǎǑǍİǏĮǀǊĮȺǎǊǘǉĮǈƿȺĮǈǏǌİ ǉǈǎǌĲĮǌƿ
ȺǏƾıĮǉĮǈȺǀǄĮǈǌİǉĮǈĳǗǏĲǔǌİǃİǊƾǌǈĮǉĮǈǍĮǌĮǄǘǏǈǅİ 
An3: In the past, every family had to have and slaughter pig for Christmas. If 
there were in the village 500 families, 300 to 400 of them had from one pig 
each family. It was regarded as good for the holidays.  
P: Did they collect acorns from the mountain to feed them? 
An3: Acorns from the mountain. The year that no acorns were available they 
were going to the villages, lower, there were a lot of oaks there (Q. 
brachyphylla) and they were having with them, as I remember, vegetables from 
here. There they did not have water, it was very dry, and they got with them 
leeks, and they will go there and loaded acorns and came back.  
An3: 84, M, Tavernier    
As5: ƷĮ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ ĲĮ ǋĮǅİǘĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌ ĮǌĮǋİĲĮǍǘ ĲǎǑǐ Įǌ įİǌ İǁǒİ
ǒǎǁǏǎıİǉƾȺǎǈǎǌȺǎǑİǁǒİ 
As5: Acorns were collected and then they sold them to each other, ǈf someone 
did not have a pig, to someone that had.  
As5: 75, F, Housekeeper 
In the lowland villages a shortage in acorn availability was a result of 
inaccessibility to oak forests and the private ownership of deciduous oaks 
that grew there. Moreover, individual oak trees could probably not 
maintain stable production due to temporal variability in their fruit 
production (Athanasiadis 1985). Hence, several households could not 
always produce or collect acorns for their needs. On the other hand, 
upland populations were able to access oak forests in areas that were 
regarded as common land and provided the nearby markets with acorns:             
Z ƷĮ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ ǎǈ Ⱥǈǎ ȺǎǊǊǎǁ ĲĮ İǁǒĮǌ ǄǈĮ įǈǉǎǘ ǌĲǎǑǐ ƧǑĲǎǁ ȺǎǑ İǁǒĮǌ
İǑǉĮǈǏǁİǐ ǉĮǈ įİǌ İǁǒİ įǎǑǊİǈƿǐ ȺǀǄĮǈǌİ ǉĮǈ ǋƾǅİǑİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ȺǎǑǊǎǘıİơǉĮǌİ
įǆǊĮįǀ ǉĮǈ Ĳǆǌ İȺǈǒİǁǏǈıǆ ǉİǈǌǈ ǌĮǈ Ơ Ǘıǎǈ İǁǒĮǌİ Ĳǆǌ İǑǉĮǈǏǁĮ ǉĮǈ ǃǄĮǁǌĮǌİ
ĮȺƾǌǔ ǄǈĮ įǈǉǎǘ ĲǎǑǐ ǋĮǅİǘĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ǄǈĮ įǈǉǎǘ ĲǎǑǐ ƴǎǊǊǎǁ ƾǊǊǎǈ ǃǄĮǁǌĮǌİ, 
ǋĮǅİǘĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİ.  
Z1: The majority collected acorns for their own needs. People that had the 
opportunity, they did not have any other work, they were going and for their 
needs and they collected them. Several others were going to the uplands, they 
collected and sold them.  
Z1: 83, M, Farmer    
1 ƪǋĮǅǙǌĮǋİ ǗǊǆ Ĳǆǌ İǃįǎǋƾįĮ ȺǎǑ Ǌİǐ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ Ĳǎ ƶĮǃǃƾĲǎ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ
ĳǎǏĲǙıǎǑǋİįǑǎĳǎǏĲǁĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮǌĮȺƾǋİĲıǎǈưǎǁǏİǐǌĮǋĮǐİįǙıǎǑǌİǉǎǑǉǈƾ
ĮǌİǇǏƿĳĮǌİ ĲǗĲİ ǒǎǁǏǎǑǐ ǌĮ Ⱥǎǘǋİ ǌĮ ıǎǑ įǙıǎǑǌİ ƿǌĮ  ǎǉƾįİǐ ǉǎǑǉǈƾǌĮ
ȺƾǏǎǑǌİƿǌĮĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈǏǘǅǈǊĮǇǎǘǏǈİǗıȺǏǈĮĲƿĲǎǈĮ 
N4: We were collecting acorns the whole week. On Saturday we were loading 
two cargos of acorns, and we were going to Moires, and we were getting broad 
beans, they bred pigs at that time, so you were given two okadhes broad 
beans, to get one sack of rice, legumes such stuff.   
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N4: 70s, M, Hayward    
Moreover, the consideration of acorns as a source of feed that made 
pork tasty also added a higher value to it. Peasants said that in the past it 
was believed that pigs had to eat at least two cargoes of acorns so their 
meat would be flavoured.  
GǎǒǎǁǏǎǐǀȺǏİȺİǊƿİǈǌĮĳƾİǈįǑǎǉĮǊƾǄǎǋƾǏǈĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮĲĮƹǏǈıĲǎǘǄİǌǌĮ 
G5: Pigs had to eat two good cargoes of acorns in Christmas.  
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd    
Definitely this procedure had a seasonal duration, as acorns are 
produced from August to December and it was not work that continued 
throughout the year. It can be described as an ephemeral job, undertaken 
by poor peasants who exploited their natural resources to gain their 
survival and add an extra income, as a shepherd from Gergeri suggests:    
G ƱĮǈ ĮȺǈĲǈǐ ǇĮǊİ ǌĮ ǌĮǈ ĲĮ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ ǆ İȺǎǒǀ Ĳǔ ǃİǊĮǌǈǙ İǋĮıİǘǌĮǌİ ǉĮǈ
ǃİǊƾǌǈĮȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİıĲıǎǈưǎǁǏİǐıĲĮȺĮǅƾǏǈĮǉĮǈİǃǄƾǌĮǌİ
ǉĮǈĮȺǗǉǈƾĮǊǊƾǀĲĮǌİǊǁǄǆĮǐȺǎǘǋİİǉİǈǌƾǆȺİǏǁǎįǎǐ 
G6: And when it was the time for acorns, they collected acorns as well. They 
were going to Moires and sold them, in the markets, and they got some income 
from there as well. However, that period was short.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd 
7.3.3 Antagonism over acorns 
Commercialization of acorns in the early 20th century created antagonism 
between shepherds and other peasants and between neighbouring 
communes. The collection of acorns only for domestic pigs within the same 
village did not create important problems with shepherds. In addition, 
formal actions were taken to ensure such conflicts were minimised, at least 
between members of the same commune. Thus, in a contract of 1910 
(ZZC1) associated with the Zaros commune, acorn collection from the 
forest, is permitted for free for all members of the commune; however, if 
there is commerce with other villages, then taxation is provided to the 
leasees of the forest. Despite this formal regulation, there were such 
conflicts even between members of the same commune as a result of high 
pressure over acorn yields due to commercialization and the high demand 
on acorns:       
NƴǊǆǏǙǌǎǑǌǉĮĲǈĲǈǐ ĮǊǊƾĲĮȺĮǊǈƾȺǎǑİǁǒĮǌĲǙǏĮ «ǉĮĲƾǉİĳĮǊǀǌĲǙǏĮ
ǗĲǈİǁǒİǉĮǇǆǐİįǀǊǔǌİĮǊǊƾǋĮǐĮȺĮǄǎǏİǘĮǌİǌĮȺƾǋİǌĮǋĮǅǗǌǎǑǋİǃİǊƾǌǈĮ
İǋİǁǐǋİĲƾ 
PƳǈƮĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǎǈįǆǊĮįǀıǎǑƿǊİǄĮǌİǁǌĮǈįǈǉǗǋǎǑ 
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1ƪǄǙȺǊǆǏǙǌǔĲǎǃǎǑǌǗƴǎǑǃǊƿȺǔĲĮȺǏǗǃĮĲĮĲıİĮǁǄİǐǌĮǋǆǋĮǅǙǌİǈǐ
ĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮĲĮĲǏǙǌİĲĮǎǅƾǋǎǑƪ İǁǒĮǋİ ȺǎǊǊƿǐ ĲǏĮǃƾǄǈİǐ. 
N2: They do pay today something (shepherds for the grasslands) but in the 
past they paid per head (animals) of the numbers they had registered, but 
afterwards they forbade us to go and collect acorns.  
P: Shepherds regarded as theirs'. 
N2: I pay for the mountain, where I am grazing sheep and goats, you should 
not collect acorns, my animals eat them. We had several problems with them 
(shepherds).  
N2: 75, M, Farmer    
7KH WHUP XVHG WR GHVFULEH FROOHFWRUV RI DFRUQV ZDV µYHODQDGHV¶ WKH
(QJOLVKHTXLYDOHQWFRXOGEHµDFRUQHUV¶6KHSKHUGVUHJDUGHG
DFRUQHUV
DVD
source of 'evil' for the trees. According to a 78 year old shepherd from 
Gergeri, 'acorners' often threshed the trees early in the morning, when low 
temperatures occurred in the area and when acorns had not yet ripened. 
Hence, according to him, trees were damaged. On the other hand 
VKHSKHUGVµSURWHFWRUVRIWKHWUHHV¶WULHGWRSUHYHQWWKDWFDWDVWURSKH  
G6: ƴǏǈǌ ǌĮ ȺƿıǎǑǌİ ĲĮ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ ȺǀǄĮǈǌĮǌ ǉĮǈ ǒĲǑȺǎǘıĮǌİ Ĳıǎǈ ȺǏǁǌǎǑǐ ǉĮǈ `ǉǈƾ 
Ĳıǎǈ ǅǑǄǙǌĮǋİ İǋİǁǐ ǎǈ ǃǎıǉǎǁ. ƪǌĮįİǈǐİįƾĮǑĲǗǀǉĮǌİȺǎǊǊǀǅǆǋǈƾĲǎǑȺǏǁǌǎǑ
ǗĲĮǌ ǇĮǊĮ ǌĮ İǁǌĮǈ ȺǏǎȺƾǌĲǔǌ ȺĮǄǔǋƿǌǎ ǌĮ Ⱥƾİǈ ĲǙǏĮ ȺǏǔǁ ȺǏǔǁ ĮǑĲǗǐ
İıǆǉǙǌǎǑǌĲĮǌİ Ĳǆ ǌǘǒĲĮ ǉĮǈ İȺǀİǌİ ıĲĮ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ ǌĮ ǒĲǑȺƾ Cǉǈƾ ǉĮǈ įİǌ Ĳǎǌ
İǁǌǈĮǅİ įĮ ǗĲǈ ǉĮǈ ǌĮ ǉĮǈ įİǌ ȺǗǋİǌİ ĳǘǊǊǎ ĮȺƾǌǔ ƪǉǈƾ ƿǉĮǌİ ǅǆǋǈƾ ƧȺǈĲǈǐ
ǆǇİǊİǌĮǋİıĲǙıǎǑǌİǗǋǔǐĲǎǌǁııİǐĲǎǌȺǏǁǌǎǉĮǈǒĮǋǎıĲǏǙǋǈǅİ 
G6: Before the fall of the acorns they were going and threshed the kermes oak 
and there we, shepherds, chased them. Have in mind that this thing was very 
damaging for the kermes oak trees. When it was still freezing, he would go very 
early in the morning, he would wake up in the night to go for acorns, he was 
threshing there, and he did not care if no leaf was left in the tree. There he was 
making damage. However, when they were ripe, you just had to push kermes 
oak and they were falling on the ground.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd    
Although the previous interview could include bias in the information, it 
is a likely scenario, as 'acorners' wanted to harvest acorns for as long as 
possible. They could not wait for the natural maturation of the fruits and 
the loss of the yield due to grazing from the flocks in the mountain. In 
addition, they did visit the mountain early in the morning, when 
temperatures were still low, so they had the time to harvest the acorns 
and to carry them to the village the same day. Hence, they had to thresh 
the trees intensively as immature acorns did not fall easily and the cold 
FRXOG SURYRNH GDPDJH WR WUHH OHDYHV$  \HDU ROG µDFRUQHU¶ VWDWHV WKH
time for visiting the forest for acorn collection and this was early in the 
morning:           
N Ƨǎ ȺĮƿ İıǆǉǔǌǎǋİıĲĮǌİ İǋİǁǐ  ǆǙǏĮ ǌĮ Ⱥƾǋİ ıĲǎ ǋƿıĮ ƵǎǘǃĮ ıĲĮ
ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ 
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N2: Ah, here we waken at 3.00 am, and we were going to Rouvas for acorns.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer    
Shepherds tried to take advantage of their continuing presence in the 
IRUHVWDQGWULHG WRFROOHFWDFRUQV IRU WKHLUEHQHILWEHIRUH µDFRUQHUV¶FDPH
and gathered them, a procedure, not necessary for them, as acorns when 
mature, fell down naturally allowing animals to eat them. However, 
EHFDXVH RI WKH DQWDJRQLVP ZLWK µDFRUQHUV¶ WKH\ WKUHVKHG WKH WUHHV VR
DQLPDOVFRXOGHDWWKHDFRUQVEHIRUHµDFRUQHUV¶JDWKHUHGWKHP:                   
G2: ƮĮǈ ƾǋĮ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ ƝǏǒǈǍǎǑǌİǉĮǈ ĲĮ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ Ĳǎ ƶİȺĲƿǋǃǏǈǎ ǋƿıĮƱĮ ǉƾǌİǈ
ǓǈǋǎǉĮǁǏǈ ǌĮ ǏǎįǁǅǎǑǌİ ƯǁǄǎ ǊǁǄǎ ƨǄĮǁǌĮǋİ ıĲıǎǈ ȺǏǁǌǎǑǐ ƧȺƾǌǔ ǉĮǈ ĲǎǑǐ
ǏĮǃįǁǅĮǋİ ǉĮǈ ĲǏǙǄĮǌİ ǎǈ ĮǁǄİǐ ĮȺǗ ǉƾĲǔ Ʒǎ ǉƾǌĮǋİ ǉĮǈ ĮǑĲǗ īǈĮ ǌĮ ǋǆǌ
ȺǏǎǊƾǃǎǑǌǉĮǈǎǈǃİǊĮǌƾįİǐıĮǌǋĮǐĲĮȺƾǏǎǑǌİ 
G2: And when it was the beginning of acorns, in September, when it was early 
warm weather, they (acorns) were just a bit reddish, we were climbing up in 
kermes oak trees and we threshed them and goats were eating below them. We 
did that so 'acorners' will not have the time to get them from us. 
G2: 78, M, Shepherd    
Moreover, members of other communes had conflicts when they tried to 
collect acorns from neighbouring areas, but within the same forest. These 
conflicts were mainly with shepherds that regarded them as competitors 
for the same natural source and felt they had the right to prohibit them as 
members of another commune that invaded their territory. Acorn collection 
included several dangers and µDFRUQHUV¶ from Nyvritos, felt they should be 
on the alert all the time to avoid attacks from their enemies. In this 
example, the enemy are villagers from the Zaros commune:          
1ƧȺǗ ĲǎĳĮǏƾǄǄǈȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİĮȺǗ ĲǆıǉƾǊĮȺǎǑǊƿǌİǀĲǏİǒİǎȺǎĲĮǋǗǐǉĮǈ
ǀĲĮǌİǃǎıǉǎǁƫĮǏǈĮǌǎǁıİǎǏǈıǋƿǌĮıǆǋİǁĮǉĮǈƾǋĮǆǇİǊİǌĮǃǏǎǘǌİİǑǉĮǈǏǁĮǌĮ
ıǎǑȺĮǁǍİǈǋǈĮǋĮǒĮǈǏǈƾıĲǆǃǎǘǏǈĮǌĮıĲĮıǉǁıǎǑǌİƪȺİǈįǀĲǎıİǋĮǅǙǌĮǋİĲĮ
ǃİǊƾǌǈĮƶǎǑǊƿǔİĲǗĲİǐİȺǊǆǏǙǌĮǌİǎǈǃǎıǉǎǁĲĮĮǗǏǈĮǉĮǊƾǄǈĮĲǁįĮįİǌȺƾǌİ
ǋǎǑĲİıĲĮǎǅƾƮĮǈ İǉƾǌĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ıĲǏĮȺƾĲıǎ. Ƴǈ ƫĮǏǈĮǌǎǁ« 
N2: From the gorge we were going, from the steps as we call it, and there was 
water in the river, and in some places they were shepherds from Zaros village, 
and when they had the opportunity they had a knife with them and they gash 
your sack. Because we were collecting their acorns, I told you at that time 
shepherds paid for the mountains. And they damaged us, the Zaros' villagers.  
N2: 75, M, Farmer   
Currently antagonism for acorns has disappeared and the grazing flocks 
can freely enjoy feeding on acorns with no disturbance from 'acorners' and 
shepherds do not need to thresh the trees any more. It is questionable 
though if acorn production is enough, with the increase in the number of 
animals in the area of Psiloritis:          
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PƷĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮĲĮǉĮĲƿǃĮǅĮǌ ǄǈĮĲĮǄǎǑǏǎǘǌǈĮ 
ZƮǑǏǁǔǐǄǈĮ ǅǔǎĲǏǎĳǀƣǒǈĮǑĲǗıǑǌİǒǁıĲǆǉİǋƿǒǏǈǉĮǈĮǉǗǋĮǉĮǈıǀǋİǏĮ
ǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİǉƾĲǎǈǉǎǈȺǎǑİǉĲǏƿĳǎǑǌĲǎǄǎǑǏǎǘǌǈıĲǎıȺǁĲǈǋİĲǎǌȺĮǏĮįǎıǈĮǉǗ
ĲǏǗȺǎǄǈĮǌĮ ĲǎıĳƾǍǎǑǌĲĮƹǏǈıĲǎǘǄİǌǌĮǉĮǈǇĮĮǌİǃǎǘǌİǋǈĮǆįǑǎǃƿǃĮǈĮ
ĳǎǏƿǐĲǎȺǎǊǘ ǌĮǋĮǅƿǓǎǑǌƿǌĮĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈǃİǊƾǌǈĮƧǌǃǏǎǘǌİǃƿǃĮǈĮǉƾĲǈǉĮǈ
ƿǒİǈĮȺǎǋİǁǌİǈĮȺƾǌǔǄǈĮĲǁƳĮǏǈǇǋǗǐĲǔǌǅǙǔǌİǁǌĮǈǋİǄƾǊǎǐǉĮǈįİǌĮĳǀǌǎǑǌİ 
P: Were acorns collected for pigs? 
Z9: Mainly for feed. That continued till.. even today there are some villagers 
that breed their own pigs in their home, in the traditional way, so they will 
butcher it for Christmas. So they will go up one two, no more than three times 
to collect a sack of acorns.  If they find anything left up, because the number of 
the animals is large and they do not leave any.  
Z9: 54, M, Politician    
7.3.4 Collection time - production of the trees 
Oaks in Greece ripen their acorns after the end of August till December, 
with several variations within different species and areas (Sutton 1990, 
Humphries 2006, Schwartz 1968, Athanasiadis 1985).  
In the forest, interviewees noticed a differentiation and variability in 
maturation times within kermes oak trees. There are areas within the 
same forest, where trees due to genetic variations and micro-climatic 
differentiations, have different temporal acorn maturation. Moreover, in 
forest trees, years of full fruit production follow years of less or no fruit 
production, in a general cycle of four years (Chatzistathis and Ntafis 1989). 
This happens with olive trees as well, and the term used for a full year of 
fructification in Crete is 'vedema'. A word derived from the Venetian word 
'vendemma' meaning harvest. The same term was used for oaks¶yield, as 
an 82 year old famer from Zaros village correlates oaks with olive trees:    
ZƤıĲİǏĮ ǉĮǈ ĮǑĲƾ ǗȺǔǐ ǎǈ İǊǈƿǐ Ǌƿİǈ ƿǒİǈ ǃİǌĲƿǋĮ ǎĳƿĲǎǐ ƿĲıǈ ǏǔĲǎǘıĮǌİ
Ǌƿİǈ©ƿǒİǈǋǔǏƿǃİǊƾǌǈĮĲǎĮǗǏǈǎĳƿĲǎǐƩİǌƿǒİǈȺǎǊǊƾȺǏƾǋĮĲĮƪǁȺĮǋİǗĲǈĲĮ
ǃİǊƾǌǈĮǍİǉǈǌǎǘǌİȺİǐıĲǎƿǋȺĮĲǎǑǒİǈǋǙǌĮǉĮǈĲǎǄǈĮĲǁƿǒİǈȺǏǙǈǋĮǗȺǔǐǉĮǈ
ǎǈ İǊǈƿǐ ıĲǎ ǁįǈǎ ıǆǋİǁǎ ǌĮ ǌĮǈ ǎ ƿǌĮǐ ǉĮǈ ǎ ƾǊǊǎǐ ǌĮ ǉƾǌİǈ ǋİĲƾ ƮĮǈ Ĳǎ 
ǑȺǀǌİǋǎ, İǁǌĮǈ Ⱥǈǎ ȺǏǙǈǋǎ. 
Z7: On the other hand, they also, like olive trees if it was a vedema this year, 
people asked: Are there acorns this year in the mountain? Not much. We said, 
acorns started when winter was about to start, and there are premature ones 
as with the olives, in the same spot, one tree and the other to produce later. 
The one that is protected from wind is premature.    
Z7: 82, M, Farmer    
Several times in forests, there is a trend of higher or less fruit 
production in the whole forest. However, variations between individual 
trees even within this trend still exist (Chatzistathis and Ntafis 1989). This 
is different to cultivated trees, especially olive trees, where often a 
'vedema' exists in the whole orchards of an area, probably connected with 
trees that hold a similar genotype (Panetsos 1989). In the kermes oak 
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forests in the research area, an interviewee mentioned that when there 
was a productive year for the 'chontrolia' variety of olive trees (see 
glossary), at the same time, the kermes oak had a good production as 
well. This comparison shows that oak trees were linked to olive groves, 
which peasants were more familiar with:         
ZƬİǋȺİǈǏǁĮǊƿİǈĮȺǗĲǎǑǐȺĮǊǈǎǘǐǗĲǈǗĲĮǌǆǒǎǌĲǏǎǊǈƾǄİǌǌƾǄİǌǌƾǉĮǈǎ
ȺǏǁǌǎǐƴĮǉƿĲǎ Ⱥƾǌİ ĮǑĲƾ.  
Z9: Experience derived from the old suggests that when the chontrolia variety 
(olive) produces, kermes oak produces as well. They are connected.   
Z9: 54, M, Politician     
In addition to different acorn ripening times, there is also huge 
variability in phenotype characteristics, varying from leaves to acorns. The 
majority of trees have prickly leaves. However, several variations from 
prickly to non prickly leaves often exist. A similar diversity exists in acorns, 
with different sizes and shapes not only for kermes oak trees but also 
within trees of common oak (Q. brachyphylla):             
Z8ȺǎǈǉǈǊǁİǐƿǒİǈȺǎǈǉǈǊǁİǐİǁǌĮǈǉĮǈǉİǁǌĮȺǈǎǓǈǊƾȺǈǎǋĮǉǏǈƾȺǈǎǒǎǌĲǏƾȺǈǎ
ıĲǏǎǄǄǑǊƾƷǎǁįǈǎİǁǌĮǈǉĮǈǎįǏǑǐȺǎǑİǁǌĮǈİįǙȺǈǎǋƿıĮıĲǈǐǋƿıİǐ 
Z8: There are several varieties (kermes oak) as well, thinner, longer, thicker, 
roundish. It is the same with oak, in the Meses area.  
Z8: 80, M, Farmer    
However, local people¶V observations on the trees included some 
techniques to increase acorn production. These techniques were not 
actually applied deliberately but were a result of harvesting acorns, mainly 
by threshing kermes oak trees. It is suggested from the interview evidence 
that threshing the trees resulted in positive increases in acorn production 
the following year and interviewees believed that if the branches of the 
trees were damaged then they were more productive:     
1 ƟǋĮ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ ıȺƾ ǎ ȺǏǁǌǎǐ ǀǉĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲǎǑ ǒǏǗǌǎǑ ȺƾǊǈ ƱĮ ıȺƾıǎǑǌ ĲĮ
ǉǊĮįǈƾǉĮǈįİǌǄĮĲƿǒǔǁǌĲĮȺƾǊǈǀǉĮǌİƱƾǌĮǈ ǊǈƾĲǈǉǎǐ ǎ ȺǏǁǌǎǐ. 
N4: If kermes oak branches were breaking, it was producing next year. If its 
branches were breaking then next year it was producing again. It was the 
liatikos kermes oak (variety with less prickly leaves). 
N4: 70s, M, Hayward     
=ƴĮǊǈƾǌĮǈĲǙǏĮǗǒǈȺǊƿǎǌƪǏĮǃįǁǅĮǌİĲıǎǈȺǏǁǌǎǑǐƮĮǈƿǒİǈĲǆǌǈįǈǗĲǆĲĮǎ
ȺǏǁǌǎǐ ƾǋĮ Ĳǎǌ İǏĮǃįǁıİǈǐ ǉƾǌİǈ ȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏǆ ǗȺǔǐ ǉĮǈ ǆ ǓǈǊǎǊǈƾ ȺǎǑ ǇƿǊİǈ
ǒĲǘȺǆǋĮǉĮǈǉƾǌİǈȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏǆǃǊƾıĲǆıǆǉĮǈȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮ.  
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Z4: In the past, not anymore, they threshed the kermes oak trees. And kermes 
oak if you threshed it, it produces more, like the koroneiki variety (olive) that 
needs to be threshed, and it was making more leaves and acorns.  
Z4: 36, M, Farmer    
Acorns in the forest were generally available from late September until 
December. Peasants needed them for their animals and especially for pigs. 
The acorn was a seasonal product that needed to be consumed in a short 
period but served to feed pigs another temporal breed:        
GƪǁǒĮǋİĲıǎǈǒǎǊǈǌǎǘǐǒǎǁǏǎǑǐįǆǊĮįǀīǈĮĲĮƹǏǈıĲǎǘǄİǌǌĮƮĮǈǀĲĮǌİĲǎ
ǉĮǈǉƾǇİƳǉĲǙǃǏǆĮǏǒǈǌǎǘıĮǌİǉĮǈǀĲĮǌƳǉĲǙǃǏǆƱǎƿǋǃǏǆ, ƩİǉƿǋǃǏǆĲĮ
ǃİǊƾǌǈĮǄǈĮĲıǎǈǒǎǁǏǎǑǐ 
G11: We had the 'cholinos' pig for Christmas. And it was 80 percent (of the 
peasants), and every October they started, it was October, November, 
December the acorns for the pig.  
G11: 70s, M, Shepherd     
Just before Christmas pigs were slaughtered and the meat was 
conserved to be used over the rest of winter time. In an article in a local 
newspaper in 1948, the breed of pig and the benefits of it were discussed:     
One live young pig, from the ones that are offered in the 
market, can provide for Christmas enough meat for the family, 
for a long period. If someone processed according to the 
FXVWRPVRI0RXQWDLQSRSXODWLRQVVXFKDVKDPLQ ODUGHWF««
Pigs, can easily be fed very well by net plant ingredients, 
acorns, legumes, pulses, potatoes, barley, bran, greens, with 
no problem. It can also be fed with faunal elements, such as 
remainders from cooking, slaughtering, cheese making, flour 
mills, etc (Agricultural Crete 1948, p.3).  
Pigs were considered very useful, an animal that can eat almost 
everything. It is actually the rubbish eater. Everything that was not used 
by households was given to pigs. In the same article in 1948, they 
PHQWLRQHG D SRSXODU DGDJH VD\LQJ WKDW µWKH LQWHUHVW LV DIUDLG RI WKH SLJ¶
(Agricultural Crete 1948, p.3) which means that pig breeding is very 
profitable.   
The acorn, a nutritional and energy-rich feed, was able to give more 
taste to pork and fatten domestic pigs during the final period of their 
production. This procedure was applied in South-western Spain in the 
1960s, where hogs were fattened in holm oak forests after September 
(Parsons 1962). However, in Spain, hogs were grazed in the forests, 
whereas in the Psiloritis area, people gathered acorns and carried them 
home for their domestic pigs.   
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New social changes introduced after the 1970s, prohibited villagers from 
having their own pigs. This resulted also in a change in the demand for 
acorns. People now had feed available in the markets, and if someone still 
had a pig, they did not rely on acorns to feed it. However, several peasants 
still collect acorns for their pigs:      
Zƪǋİǁǐ İȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİȺĮǊǈƾıĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮǉĮǈǋĮǅǙǌĮǋİǄǈĮ ĲǆįǈǉǀǋĮǐǒǏǀıǆ
İǁǒĮǋİ ǄǎǑǏǎǑǌƾǉǈ ǉĮǈ ǄǈĮ ǌƾǌĮǈ Ĳǎ ǉǏƿĮǐ ĲǎǑ ȺİǌĲĮǌǗıĲǈǋǎ İȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİ ǉĮǈ
ǃǏǁǒǌĮǋİǃİǊƾǌǈĮƣǒǈȺǔǐįİǌİǁǒĮǋİǌĮĲǎĲĮƦǅǎǑǋİĮǊǊƾǄǈĮǌĮǉƾǋİǈǉĮǊǗ
ǉǏƿĮǐƧǊǊƾįĮȺǎǈǎǐȺƾİǈƷǙǏĮıĲĮǋĮĲǀıĮǌİĮǊǊƾǎǄǈǎǐǋǎǑǗǋǔǐİǉǈƾȺǎǑ
ƿǒİǈĲǈǐȺİǏǈǎǑıǁİǐƿǒİǈǉĮǈǃİǊĮǌǈįǈƿǐǉĮǈĲǎĲĮƦǅİǈĲǎǄǎǑǏǎǘǌǈǄǈĮǌĮǃǄƾǊİǈ
ǎǌǗıĲǈǋǎǉǏƿĮǐƪįƾİǁǌĮǈıĲĮȺǗįǈĮĲǎǑƷǙǏĮ įİǌ Ⱥƾİǈ ǉĮǌİǁǐ ıĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ.   
Z3: We were going for acorns in the past, for our needs, we had a pig and for 
its meat to be very tasty we were collecting acorns. Not that we did not have 
feed for it, but in order to produce a good meat. But now none is going. Now 
they have stopped. However, my son, in his fields, there are oaks and he feeds 
the pig with acorns so it will produce a tasty meat. Now it is close to him. Now 
no one is going in the mountain.  
Z3: 65, F, Hotelier  
7.3.5 Harvesting the acorns 
Acorns were gathered by threshing kermes oak trees and then the 
acorns were collected by hand. This procedure was practised by men and 
women, as it was observed by Spratt in 1851 (Spratt 1865) and described 
by a 78 year old villager from Gergeri:   
* ƮĮĲƾǊĮǃİǐ ĲĮ ǋĮǅǙǌĮǌİ ĮȺǗ ǉƾĲǔ İǁǒĮǌİ ǄǑǌĮǁǉİǐ ıĲĮ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ
İȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİǄǑǌĮǁǉİǐǌĮǈǃƿǃĮǈĮǄǑǌĮǁǉİǐİȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİĲǎȺǊİǁıĲǎưİ Ĳǎǌ ƾǌĲǏĮ 
Ĳǅǆ, Ĳǆǌ ĮįİǊĳǀ ĲǎǑ.    
G6: They collected them from the ground. They had women, for acorns mainly 
women were obliged. With their husband, his sister etc.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd     
This is a different element from firewood collection, which was mainly a 
male task. 
In deciduous oaks, found in lower elevations, close to the villages, 
acorns were left to ripen and fall from the tree naturally. Then they were 
collected from the ground by hand as well, by both women and men. This 
difference is explained by the absence of antagonism in the lowlands, 
where oak trees were private, and the owners could gather acorns when 
they wanted:        
As2: Ʒǎǌ ǌĲǏǑǄǈƾ Ĳǎǌ İǁǒİ ǈįǈǎǉĲǆıǁĮ, ĲǎǑ ȺĮĲƿǏĮ ǋǎǑ ǎ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ Ʒǎ įƿǌĲǏǎ
ĮǑĲǗ Ĳǎ ƿǒǎǑǋİ ĲǙǏĮįǘǎƾĲǎǋĮ ǈįǈǎǉĲǆıǁĮǀĲĮǌ ĲǏİǈǐĮǊǊƾ ĲǆǌĮǄǗǏĮıİ Ĳǆǌ
ȺƾǏĲǆ ĲǎǑ ǎ ĮįİǏĳǗǐ ǋǎǑ ƠǉĮǌİ ȺǎǊǊƾ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ ĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈĮ ƣȺǎĲİ ƿȺİĳĲĮǌ
ȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİǉĮǈĲĮǋĮǅİǘĮǋİǋİĲĮǒƿǏǈĮ 
As2: The common oak (Q. brachyphylla WUHHEHORQJHG WRP\ IDWKHU¶V IDWKHU
This tree now belongs to two people, we were three owners, but one of the 
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parts was bought from my brother. It produced huge amounts of acorns, a lot 
of sacks. Whenever they fall down, we went and collected them.  
As2: 50, F, Farmer/Ceramist 
For threshing, long sticks were used, mainly obtained from the forest. 
Their shape was about 3 to 4 metres long, straight, and they were 
probably obtained from kermes oak or Phillyrea latifolia trees (Figure 7.6). 
These types of sticks were used also for olive tree threshing.    
PƮĮǈȺǔǐĲıǈǏĮǃįǁǅĮǌİ    
ZưİĲƿǋȺǊİǐƿǃǄĮǈǌİĮȺƾǌǔİǁǒİǉĮǈǒƾǋİĮǊǊƾƿǃǄĮǈǌİĮȺƾǌǔıĲǎǌȺǏǁǌǎ
ǋİĲǆǌĲƿǋȺǊĮǉĮǈĲĮǉǎȺƾǌǈǅİ 
PƳǈĲƿǋȺǊİǐǀĲĮǌİĮǑĲƿǐȺǎǑİǁǒĮǌǉĮǈǄǈĮĲǈǐİǊǈƿǐ 
Z Ƴǈ ĲƿǋȺǊİǐ ǀĲĮǌİ ƿǌĮ ǍǘǊǎ ǋĮǉǏǘ  ǋİ  ǋƿĲǏĮ  ǋƿĲǏĮ ǎǈ ǎȺǎǁİǐ
ǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘıĮǌǉĮǈǄǈĮĲǎǃİǊƾǌǈǉĮǈǄǈĮĲǈǐİǊǈƿǐǉĮǈǄǈĮĲǈǐǒǎǌĲǏǎǊǈƿǐĲǗĲİ
ȺĮǊǈƾ ıĲǎ ĲƿǊǎǐ ǉĮǈ ǄǈĮ ĲĮ ǒĮǏǎǘȺǈĮ ǌĮǈ ĮȺĮǏĮǈĲǀĲǔǐ ǄǈĮ ĲĮ ǒĮǏǎǘȺǈĮ įİǌ
ȺƿĳĲĮǌİǗǊĮ ĲĮǒĮǏǎǘȺǈĮǉƾĲǔƠȺǏİȺİǌĮǒİǈ Ĳıǎǈ ĲƿǋȺǊİǐǌĮǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİǎǈ
ĲƿǋȺǊİǐƷĮǋĮǅİǘǎǑǌǋİĲƾǋİĲĮǒƿǏǈĮ 
P: And how they threshed them? 
Z1: With sticks, they climbed up, they were also in the ground (acorns), but he 
would climb the kermes oak, with the stick and threshed them.  
P: Sticks were the same as for olive trees? 
Z1: Sticks were a long branch, two, three, four metres long, that was used for 
both kermes oak and olive trees in the past at the end. And for carob, especially 
for carobs not all carob pods fall down. They need to have sticks. Then they 
collected them by hand.  
Z1: 83, M, Farmer     
PƮĮǈǏĮǃįǁǅĮĲİĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮįǆǊĮįǀǋİĲǈĲĮǏĮǃįǁǅĮĲİ 
NƪǉǗǃǄĮǋİĮȺǗƿǌĮȺǏǁǌǎǀǊǈǗȺǏǎǑǌǎǋǈĮƿǌĮǁıǈǎǍǘǊǎǉĮǈǉǗȺĮǌǎ.    
P: So you threshed the acorns, with what did you thresh them? 
N4: We cut a straight branch from kermes oak or P. latifolia and we hit it.       
N4: 70s, M, Hayward    
After having threshed the tree, acorns were collected from the ground, 
put into sacks and carried by mules and donkeys or by hand to the 
villages. This is different to firewood collection, where only cargo animals 
were used for its transportation. If firewood collection is considered as a 
work for poor and deprived parts of the society, then acorn collection was 
regarded a job for the poorest peasants who did not even have a donkey 
or mule to use. When acorns were carried by humans, the procedure was 
called 'sikota' describing something that is being lifted up or 'rachi' 
PHDQLQJEDFNDQGLQGLFDWHVWKDWWKH\ZHUHFDUULHGRQSHRSOH¶VEDFNV%LJ
sacks, similar to traditional woollen VDFNVFDOOHGµYRXUJLD¶LQ&UHWHFigure 
7.7), were prRYLGHGZLWKDURSHDQGWKHQFDUULHGRQSHRSOH¶VEDFNV 
GƴǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİǉĮǈǋİĲǆǏƾǒǆƧȺǗįǔĮȺ¶ĲǆƱǘǃǏǈĲǎİȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİĮȺǗĲǆǌȺƾǌĲĮ
ĲǎǑ ĳĮǏĮǄǄǈǎǘ ȺǎǑ ǀĲĮǌİ ǉǎǌĲƾ ǉĮǈ İǁǒĮǌİ ƿǌĮ ıĮǉǁ ǋİıƾĲǎ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ǉƾǌĮǌİ
ǃǎǘǏǈĮǋİıǉǎǈǌǈƾǉĮǈĲǎıǆǉǙǌĮǌİǉĮǈĲǎĳƿǏǌĮǌİĲĮȺǎǑǊǎǘıĮǌİ 
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PĲĮǉǎǑǃĮǊǎǘıĮǌİǎǈǁįǈǎǈ 
G6: ƱĮǈǀĲĮǌİȺǎǊǊǎǁȺǎǑįİǌİǁǒĮǌİǅǙĮǉĮǈȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİǉĮǈǄǈǌǎǘǌĲĮǌİǎǈǁįǈǎǈ
ǅǙĮ 
G6: They also go with 'back' (carried them in their back). From Nyvritos, the 
way to the gorge, that it was closer, and they had a sack half full, they made it 
like a back pack with a rope, and they lift it and they brought it, they sold them,  
P: So they carried them themselves? 
G6: Yes they were several people that they did not have any cargo animals and 
they would go and they transferred themselves into cargo animals.   
G6: 78, M, Shepherd     
NƶĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİǄǈĮĲǁ ĲĮǒĮǋİıǆǉǔĲƾıĲǎǑƵǎǘǃĮ Ĳǎ ĳĮǏƾǄǄǈǀıĮ
ǉƾĲǔ«Ơǒǔ ǉǎǑǃĮǊǀıİǈ ĮȺǗ ǉǈĮ İǁǒĮ ƿǌĮ ĳƾǏįǎ ǉĮǈ ǀǃĮǌİ.  
N4: For acorns we could go because we carried them by ourselves. In Rouvas 
gorge, down there, I have carried from there, I had a sack and you could put 
in... 
N4: 70s, M, Hayward    
 
Figure 7.6: P. latifolia in Rouvas forest. A tree species, used to provide 
threshing sticks for acorn collection in the uplands.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2009 
This work was done mainly by men who had to carry cargos for long 
distances in a mountainous environment which made transportation even 
more difficult. One of the interviewees not accustomed to such hard work, 
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regretted his decision to go for acorns without his donkey and he never 
tried to do it again:   
N ưǈĮ ĳǎǏƾ ȺǀǄĮ ưĮ įİǌ İǍĮǌĮȺǀǄĮ ǉĮǈ ǋǎǑ Ĳǎ Ⱥİ ǎ ıǑǄǒǔǏİǋƿǌǎǐ ǎ
ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐǋǎǑĲǗĲİǐıĮǐǉƾĲıİǋǎǑǊƿİǈǉĮǈƾıĲĮĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮǄǈĮĲǁİıǘįİǌİǁıĮǈ
ǋĮǇǆǋƿǌǎǐǌĮȺǆǄĮǁǌİǈǐ ƮĮǈĲǎǑǊƿǔǗǈǇĮȺƾǔ  ǋĮǐİǁǒİĳƿǏİǈĲǗĲİǐƬ
ƳǑǏĮǌǁĮĲǎǉĲǀǋĮǉĮǈĲĮĳǎǏĲǙıĮǋİƧǊǊǈǙǐĮǌįİǌİǁǒĮǋİĲǎǉĲǀǋĮİǉİǁįİǌǇĮ
ĲĮȺǀǄĮǈǌĮưĮįİǌİǍĮǌĮȺǀǄĮǉǈǗǊĮǐǋİĲĮȺǗįǈĮıĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮƧǑĲǗǀǉĮǋĮİǄǙ
ǋǈĮǌİǃįǎǋƾįĮǌĮıĮǊƿǓǔƪǌĮǈİǄǙįİǌǀǋǎǑǌİıǑǌǆǇǈıǋƿǌǎǐǌĮȺǆǄĮǁǌǔǋİ
ĲǆǌȺǊƾĲǆĮȺǎǘǊƿǄĮǋİĲǙǏĮıĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮƴǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİİǋİǁǐİȺĮƿıĲǎǌǎĲǈǉǗǋİ
ĲǎǋǎǑǊƾǏǈǌĮǃǏǎǘǋİĲǙǏĮǄǈĮĲĮǅǙĮǉĮǈƿǌĮǄǎǋƾǏǈǍǘǊĮǌĮĳǎǏĲǙıǎǑǋİǌĮ
µǏǇǎǑǋİ 
N5: I went once. But I did not go again. My deceased father told me: stay here 
and do not go for acornV\RXDUHQRWXVHGWRVXFKZRUN«$QG,DQVZHUHG
him no I will go. ... It was Ourania that brought us the donkey to load them; 
otherwise I could not bring them home. However, I never went again by foot for 
acorns. It took me one week to walk again. I was not used going with the 'back' 
as it was called for acorns. We were going here in the south with the mule, to 
find some for our animals and firewood and then loaded it and then came back.      
N5: 70s, M, Farmer   
 
 
Figure 7.7: Traditional woollen sacks (vourgies) used for different purposes 
to carry products in the past. A similar type of bigger sizes was also used 
for carrying acorns from the uplands.    
Source: photo taken by the author from Ano Asites folklore museum, summer 2005.  
In the cultivated areas, where acorns were often collected from ancient 
oak trees of Q. brachyphylla, and left to fall naturally, weather conditions 
influenced harvesting time. For example, strong winds promoted acorn fall 
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and peasants had to go and collect them. In Ano Asites village there is an 
example of an ancient oak tree, owned by several families. All members of 
these families visited the tree together and then shared the collected 
acorns:   
As6: Ƴ ǌĲǑǄǈƾǐ ǀĲǌǎǐ ĲİııĮǏǔ ĮǇǏǙȺǔƷƿııİǏǈǐȺƾǏĲİǐưĮǅİǘĮǋİĲĮǃİǊƾǌǈĮ
ưİĲƾ ĮȺǗ ǉƾǇİ įǑǌĮĲǗ ƾǌİǋǎıǑǌǀǇǔǐȺƿĳĲĮǌİȺǎǊǊƾǉƾĲǔƴĮǏǀǄĮǄİȺǎǊǊƿǐ
ȺǎıǗĲǆĲİǐ ǋȺǎǏİǁ ǉĮǈ - ĲǗǌǎǑǐ ƷĮ ǋĮǅİǘĮǋİ ǗǊǎǈ ǋĮǅǁ ǉĮǈ ǋİĲƾ ĲĮ
ǋǎǈǏĮǅǗǋĮıĲİƷĮİǁǒĮǋİǄǈĮǌĮĲĮƦıǎǑǋİĲĮǅǙĮǉĮǈǉǑǏǁǔǐĲıǎǈǒǎǁǏǎǑǐ 
As6: The oak belonged to 4 people. It was 4 parts. We collected the acorns. 
After a strong wind, normally a lot of them fell down. It produced huge 
quantities, maybe 4-5 tons. We collected them all together and then we shared 
them. We fed the animals with them especially the pigs. 
As6: 66, M, Farmer  
In the same village, peasants that did not own an oak tree were visiting 
uncultivated land, not necessarily the forest in the nearby mountain, and 
threshing the kermes oak trees that grew there (Figure 7.8):   
As1: ƷĮ ǒǏǗǌǈĮ İǉİǁǌĮ ǗȺǎǈǎǐ įİǌ İǁǒİ ǃİǊƾǌǈĮ ȺǀǄĮǈǌİ ıĲǎ ƿǒİǈ ǉƾĲǈ ƾǄǏǈĮ
ǉĮĲıǎȺǏǁǌǈĮ ȺǀǄĮǈǌİ ıĲǆ ǒĮǊƿȺĮ ƟǄǈǎ ƧǌĲǙǌǈǎ ıĲĮ ǉĮǋǁǌǈĮ ǉĮǈ ǋƾǅİǑĮǌ ĲĮ
ǃİǊƾǌǈĮĮȺǗĲĮǉĮĲıǎȺǏǁǌǈĮ 
As1: On those years, when someone did not had any acorns, was visiting, there 
are wild kermes-oaks there, in the area of Halepa, Agios Antonios, in the 
Kaminia, and they collected acorns from the kermes oaks.  
As1: 63, F, Farmer 
 
Figure 7.8: Kermes oak (Q. coccifera) north of Ano Asites village that was 
used in the past for acorn production by peasants that did not own Q. 
brachyphylla trees. These trees are grown in uncultivated land or on the 
borders of the cultivations.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2008 
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7.3.6 Storage of acorns: Nature does all the work 
Although acorns were an important source of animal feed, any 
procedure regarding their storage was not developed at least in recent 
times within the research area. It seems that their production was not 
significant enough to create a need for storage and their consumption was 
instant by pigs or grazing animals:     
ƪǄƷĮĮȺǎǇǆǉİǘĮĲİĮǑĲƾȺǎǑǇİǌƾǀĲĮĲǏǙǄĮǌİǉĮĲİǑǇİǁĮǌ 
= Ƨ Ǘǒǈ įİǌ ıǆǉǙǌİǈ ĮǑĲǗ ĮȺǎǇǀǉİǑǋĮ ƶĮǌ ĲĮ ǉƾıĲĮǌĮ ĲĮ ǒǊǔǏƾ
İȺǎǑǊǈǎǘǌĲĮǌİ 
P: Did you store them or were they consumed immediately? 
Z6: No you could not store them, like the fresh chestnut they were sold.  
Z6: 82, M, Shepherd   
GƧǑĲǗĲǎǃİǊƾǌǈĮȺǈǐǇİǊĮǋİıĲǙıİǈįİ«ǋǗǌǎǌĮĲǎǒİǈǐǗǍǔǌĮǃǏƿǒİĲĮǈǌĮ
ǋǆǌ Ĳǎ ĳǀıİǈǐ ıİ ĲǗȺǎ ǌĮ ǄǈĮĲǁ ǒǊǈǎǘıĮǌİ ƾǋĮ ǀĲĮǌİ ıǔǏǗ ǉĮǈ ǀĲĮǌ ǎǄǏǗ
ıĮȺǁǅǎǑǌĲĮǌİǉĮǋǈƾĳǎǏƾƮĮǈĲĮǃƾǌĮǌİĲǎȺǊİǁıĲǎǗǍǔĮǊǊƾĮǑĲƾĲĮĲǏǙǄĮǌİ
ĲĮǅǙĮǉĮǈİĳİǘǄĮǌİƮĮĲĮǌƾǊǔıǆ İǁǒİ.  
G6: Acorns once ripe, you could not, only if you had it outside in the rain, you 
should not leave it in a place, because it would decompose, if it was left and it 
was wet, it would decompose. They left them outside, but they were eaten by 
the animals, and they were consumed in a short time.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd    
Moreover, acorns could survive naturally in the forest till the following 
spring. Acorns that fell to the ground, were covered with leaves, and 
retained there, till the following May where animals could still eat them. 
Shepherds had noticed that acorns were still fresh when animals visited 
the forest in the summer period, and could find them and eat them:            
PƷĮǃİǊĮǌǁįǈĮȺǎǑǋƾǅİǑĮǌĲĮıĲƿǏİǑĮǌȺǎǑǇİǌƾ 
GƩǏǁǉĮǌĮįİǈǐǆǉĮǊǘĲİǏǆƧȺǎǇǀǉİǑıǆơĲĮǌİƱĮĲǎǃǄƾǊİǈǐıĲǆǌƷĮǏƾĲıĮ
İȺƾǌǔƱĮǃǏƿǒİĲĮǈǉĮǈǌĮǊǈƾǅİĲĮǈƴǈǎǉĮǊƾȺĮǏƾǌĮİǁǌĮǈıĮǉǈĮıǋƿǌǎƱĮįİǈǐ
ĲǙǏĮİǉǈǎǌƾȺǎǑȺǎǋƿǌİǈǋĮǐıĲƝĮǗǏǈȺǏǎȺĮǌĲǙǐĲĮǒǏǗǌǈĮȺǎǑĳƿǑǄĮǌİĲĮǅĮ
Ĳǎ ǒİǈǋǙǌĮ Ĳǎ ǃǏǁǒǌİǈ Ʒǆǌ ƾǌǎǈǍǆ ƮĮǈ İǁǌĮǈ ıĮǌ Ĳǎ ȺĮǍǈǋƾįǈ ƮĮǈ ĮǌǎǁǄİǈ ǉĮǈ
ǃǏƿǒİĲĮǈǗĲĮǌǃǏƿǒİĲĮǈĲǆǌǗǏĮȺǎǑĮǑĲǗıĲİǄǌǙǌİǈƩİǌıĮȺǁǅİǈǉĮǈİǁǌĮǈıĮǌĲǎ
ȺĮǍǈǋƾįǈ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ǃǏǀıǉİǈ Ĳǎ ǅǎ ƮĮǈ ưȺǎǏİǁ ǌĮ Ĳǎ ĳƾİǈ Ʒǎǌ ưƾǆ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ
įİǑĲİǏǎǎǘǊǈƠǃǏǈıǉĮǌȺǎǊǊƿǐĳǎǏƿǐĮǋĮǀĲĮǌİȺǎǊǘǒǈǎǌǈƾƟǋĮ ƿǒİǈǃİǊĮǌǈƾıİǈ
ǉƾĲǔĲǎƶǉĮǊǁǅİǈǉĮǈƷǎĲǏǙİǈƪǁǌĮǈǆǉĮǊǘĲİǏǆĲǏǎĳǀıĮǌĲǎȺĮǍǈǋƾįǈ« 
P: Did they store acorns anywhere? 
G2: Well, the best storage was to leave them on the roof, to get rain, to get 
sun, better than leave it in a sack. However, if you noticed the one that was left 
in the mountain, especially the time that flocks were leaving the mountain in 
the winter, it could be found in the spring and it was like a biscuit. And it was 
opened, and it was rained on and it was dried again. It did not decompose, and 
it remained like a biscuit and animals could find it and eat it, in May or even in 
July they could find it, especially if there was a severe snow. If it is full of 
acorns in the ground, the animals can dig it and they can eat it. It is the best 
feed, like a biscuit.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd    
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Furthermore, there are some techniques to store acorns. Often in forest 
nurseries there is a need to conserve acorns, as a result of variation 
between different years in fruit production of oak trees. In order to have 
stable plant production, acorns need to be conserved and used the 
following year for seeding. The procedure includes several layers of leaves 
and sand material continued with acorn layers and so forth till a heap is 
created. The heap is left outside and acorns retain their ability to grow the 
next year (Chatzistathis and Ntafis 1989). This scientifically suggested 
procedure to conserve acorns is actually very similar to what shepherds 
had noticed and what nature is doing physically in the forest.  
7.4 Other fruits from the uncultivated land       
Although the majority of wild fruits collected from the forest were acorns, 
there were also some other fruits derived from wild trees such as carob (C. 
siliqua) and wild pear (Pyrus sp.).       
In a previous section of this chapter, it was mentioned that official 
agricultural policy encouraged grafting of common oak (Q. brachyphylla) 
onto WKH µPRUH SURGXFWLYH¶ YDORQLD RDN $ VLPLODU JUDIWLQJ SUDFWLFH ZDV
applied to carob (C. siliqua) and wild pear (Pyrus sp.) trees during the 
Cretan State rule. In a report from the Agricultural Department, the need 
to graft carob trees with more productive varieties, originated from the 
+HUDNOLRQSUHIHFWXUHDQGLQWKHUHVWRIWKHLVODQGµVUHJLRQVit is highlighted 
(Agricultural Department 1903). Moreover at that period, there were 
several censuses implemented in order to record the number of wild trees 
in the island that could be grafted, and for the village of Anogeia 2,291 
wild pear trees were recorded for that period (HAC6). At that point, it was 
a strong policy to alter the wilderness into productive elements that could 
help the population of the island to escape depravation (Cretan State 
1899b).         
Although oak grafting was abandoned in the early 20th century, grafting 
continued for carob and wild pear. This grafting policy continued and after 
the union of Crete with Greece (1913), and in the recent past (1960s-
1970s), rural policemen were charged with this task. Generally, carob 
trees were grafted with more productive varieties and wild pear was 
grafted with domestic varieties of pear. An interviewee from Ano Asites 
village, that had grafted a wild pear growing in his field, remembers rural 
policemen grafting trees in his village:                   
P: ƷǆǌĮȺǈįǈƾȺǎǈǎǐ ıĲǆǌǋȺǗǊǈĮıİ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As9: ƪǄǙĲǆǌǋȺǗǊǈĮıĮǋǎǑİǁǒĮǌİǋȺǎǊǈƾıİǈǉƾȺǎǈĮƾǊǊĮįƿǌĲǏĮİįǙİǁįĮȺǔǐ
Ĳǎ ƿǉĮǌĮǌ ǉĮǈ Ĳǆǌ ǋȺǗǊǈĮıĮ ǋǗǌǎǐ ǋǎǑ ƴĮǊǈƾ ǎǈ ĮǄǏǎĳǘǊĮǉİǐ ǋȺǎǊǈƾǅĮǌİ 
ıǑǌƿǒİǈĮ. ƮĮǈİįǙıĲǎǒǔǏǈǗǋĮǐİǁǒĮǌİǋȺǎǊǈƾıİǈȺǎǊǊƾįƿǌĲǏĮ   
P: Who grafted the pear tree?   
As9: I did, someone grafted some other trees here, I saw how he did it and I 
grafted by myself. In the past rural policemen grafted all the time. Here in the 
village they had grafted a lot of trees.   
As9: 55, M, Electrician 
This grafting practice is still used by individual farmers and applied to 
olive trees today (Figure 7.9) or wild pear and carobs. The current EU 
policy of afforestation programmes, implemented by the Forest 
Commission in Greece, started in the 1990s and still continues (EU 1992, 
M.R.D.F. 2001). Under this policy, cultivated fields are subsidised to be 
planted with specific forest species and one of them is carob. Several of 
the investors, after the succession of the plantation, grafted the trees with 
more productive varieties of carob.  
The carob tree (Figure 7.10) grows in lower elevations and can be found 
in both forested and cultivated areas, and can be regarded as a wild as 
well as a cultivated tree (Ball 1968). Wild pear on the other hand, is found 
in the uplands as well as in the lowlands, but in higher elevations than 
carob.  
 
Figure 7.9: Grafted olive trees of chontrolia variety with the modern variety 
coroneiki, introduced in the area in recent decades. In the background of 
the photo, the chontrolia variety, tall trees, can be seen, and next to the 
grafted trees is a new plantation with coroneiki variety. This area is close to 
Nyvritos village.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
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Figure 7.10: Carob (C. siliqua) tree in Zaros village in the area of Votomos. 
Source: photo taken by the author, January 2010 
Both of these tree fruits were used for feeding domestic animals, and to 
a lesser degree for the grazing flocks on the mountain. Carob fruit was also 
GULHGRUEDNHGDQGHDWHQDVµFKRFRODWH¶EHFDXVHRILWVGDUNEURZQFRORXU
and the sweetness it had, especially during harsh times when there was a 
shortage of food:   
Z ƠǌĮǐ ưǈǉǏǗǐ İȺǁıǆǐ ĮǏǈǇǋǗǐ ǒĮǏǎǑȺǈǙǌ ȺǎǑ ǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌ ıĲǆǌ ȺİǏǈǎǒǀ ƮĮǈ
ĮǑĲǎǁ ǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘĲĮǌİ ǋƾǅİǑĮǌ ĲĮ ǒĮǏǎǘȺǈĮ ĲǏǎĳǀ ƿĲıǈ ǅǙĮ ǉĮǈ Ĳǔǌ
ĮǇǏǙȺǔǉĮǋǈƾĳǎǏƾƪǊƾǒǈıĲĮǃƿǃĮǈĮĮǊǊƾǋǈǊƾǋİǄǈĮȺǎǊǘȺĮǊǈƾĲǎĲǏǙǄĮǌİ
ǉĮǈĮǑĲǗĲǎȺǏƾǄǋĮ 
Z9: A small number of carob pods that there are in the area. It was also used, 
they collected carob pods, feed for the animals, and for humans sometimes. It 
was used minimally of course for humans, in the past, they ate that thing 
(carob pods).  
Z9: 54, M, Politician    
ZƮĮǈĲĮǒĮǏǎǘȺǈĮĲĮĳǎǑǏǌǁǅĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮǃƾǌĮǌİǓǆǊƾǓǆǊƾǉĮǈĲĮįǁǌĮǌİıĲĮ
ǉǎȺƿǊǈĮıĮıǎǉǎǊƾĲİǐƮĮǈǀĲĮǌİİįǙƿǌĮǐƧǌǔǄİǈĮǌǗǐǉĮǈİǁȺİıĲǆǋƾǌĮĲǎǑǌĮ
ĳƾİǈƿǌĮǋİĲƾĲǎĳĮǁǉĮǈĲǎǑȺİĲǎǃǏƾįǑƧȺǗĲǆǌȺǁǌĮǉƾǌĮǌİǎǈǉǎǌǎǋǁĮǄǈĮ
ǌĮ İȺǈǃǈǙıǎǑǌ ƶǎǑ Ǌƿİǈ  ǒĮǏǎǘȺǈĮ ǌĮ Ⱥǈİǈ ǉĮǈ ǌİǏǗ ǌĮ Ⱥƾİǈ ǌĮ ǉǎǈǋǆǇİǁ Ĳǎ
ǃǏƾįǑĲǈǌĮĲǎǑįǙıİǈǌĮĳƾİǈ 
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Z3: Carob pods were also baked and they hung them and they gave them to 
children like chocolates. It was here someone from Anogeia village, and he 
asked his mother to give him one after his lunch and she replied he could have 
one at night. Because of the starvation they were economical so that they could 
survive. His mother was planning to give him two carob pods in the night, he 
would drink water and then he could go to sleep. What else she could give him 
to eat?    
Z3: 65, F, Hotelier  
Generally wild pear (Figure 7.11) was used to feed domestic pigs. An 84 
year old villager from Anogeia, remembers the collection of wild pears for 
feeding domestic pigs:               
AnưİĲĮǍǘĲǔǌįƿǌĲǏǔǌĮǑĲǙǌİǁǒİǉĮǈǉƾĲǈĮǒǊĮįǈƿǐƟǄǏǈİǐƴǎǑǉƾǌİǈƿǌĮ
ĮǒǊƾįǈĲǗıǎǀĲĮǌİƶİĲǗıǎǋƿǄİǇǎǐĲĮǎȺǎǁĮȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮǋĮǅİǘĮǌİǄǈĮĲǈǐ
ǄǎǑǏǎǘǌİǐƮĮǈ ǋĮǅİǘĮǌİ ĮǏǉİĲƿǐ ȺǎıǗĲǆĲİǐ. 
An3: Between these trees (forest trees) they were and some pears. Wild ones. 
It produces a pear, about this size, and people collected them for the pig. And 
they collected large quantities.  
An3: 84, M, Tavernier    
  
 
Figure 7.11: Wild pear (Pyrus sp.) in an area north of Ano Asites; its fruits 
were used in the past for animal feeding.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2008 
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The same was also happening in other villages of the Psiloritis area, 
such as Ano Asites:        
As1: ƪǁǒĮǋİǉĮǈĮǒǊƾįİǐǉĮǈĲĮǋĮǅǙǌĮǋİǉĮǈĲĮįǁǌĮǋİıĲĮǄǎǑǏǎǘǌǈĮ  
As1: We had also wild pears and we collected them (fruits) and we fed pig.  
As1: 63, F, Farmer  
As5: ƷĮǇǏƿĳĮǋİĲǗĲİǋİĲĮȺǁĲǎǑǏĮĲĮĮǒǊƾįǈĮįİǌǑȺǀǏǒĮǌİĲǗĲİǎǈĲǏǎĳƿǐ
ƺİǃǁĮ.  
As5: We fed them (pig) with bran and wild pears. You could not find at that 
time any commercial feed.  
As5: 75, F, Housekeeper      
7.5 Herb collection 
Herb collection has a long tradition in Greece and in Crete (Clark 1997). 
People from the villages, still collect aromatic plants for their own needs. 
Even if in Crete coffee culture is more extensive than tea today, herbs are 
still used as a medicine to cure cold and relieve stomach or body pains 
(Clark 2002). People believe they have important nutrients that can help 
them to have a healthier life. There is currently an increased interest of the 
antioxidant effects of Cretan herbs and a new research project has focused 
on their pharmaceutical production (Konstantoulaki 2011).  
An interviewee from Anogeia village highlights the extended and 
continued use of herbs in her village:          
P: ǋƾǅİǑĮǌ ǃǗĲĮǌĮ 
An7: ƴƾǌĲĮĲĮǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘıĮǌİĲĮĮǏǔǋĮĲǈǉƾĳǑĲƾǌĮǈȺƾǌĲĮǗǒǈǗǋǔǐǄǈĮ
ĮǄǎǏƾǄǈĮįǈǉǀĲǎǑǐǒǏǀıǆƣĲǈǒǏİǈĮǅǗĲĮǌǎǉĮǇƿǌĮǐıĲǎıȺǁĲǈĲǎǑĲǎǃǏǆıǉİ
ĮȺǗĲǎĮǗǏǈ 
P: Did they collect herbs? 
An7: Always they used aromatic plants, always, not for commercial purposes, 
for their own needs. What villagers needed for their house, they could find it 
from the Mountain.  
An7: 42, F, Economist    
The use of aromatic plants only by locals could be the case in Anogeia 
village. In the southern slopes of Psiloritis, though, and especially the 
village of Nyvritos there was also a commercialisation of herbs. The 
majority of aromatic plants are still collected for different uses (Rackham 
and Moody 1996), but two of them, had important commercial value in 
eastern Psiloritis areas, the Greek sage (Salvia triloba) and the Cretan 
Dittany (Origanum dictamnus) *UHHN 6DJH µIDVNRPLOLD¶ LQ *UHHN LV D
FRPPRQ*UHHNKHUEZKHUH&UHWDQ'LWWDQ\ µHURQWDV¶ LQ&UHWDQGLDOHFW LV
an endemic species and they have different palatability and habitats.  
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7.5.1 Greek Sage 
Greek Sage was one of the main products, collected from uncultivated 
land, in the lower zone of the mountains (500m to 700m). It is not a 
palatable shrub and survives grazing, thus often flourishes after fires. This 
happened in an area north east of Nyvritos village that was damaged after 
a forest fire in 1994 that destroyed a part of the nearby pine forest (Figure 
7.12). A 50 year old sage collector, recalls that after the fire, sage was 
abundant everywhere, but it later decreased again:  
N1: ƴǏǈǌĲǆǌĳǔĲǈƾİǁǒİǋİǈǔǇİǁǆĳĮıǉǎǋǆǊǈƾǋİĲƾĲǆǌĳǔĲǈƾıĮǌǌĮĲǆǌİǁǒİǐ
ıȺİǁǏİǈ2 ǋİ 3 ǒǏǗǌǈĮ Ǘǋǔǐ ǋİĲƾ ǋİǈǙǇǆǉİ. 
N1: Before the fire, there was a decrease of Greek sage, after the fire, it was 
like it has been seeded. Two to three years later though it was decreased.  
N1: 50, M, Herb collector 
 
Figure 7.12: Collection of Greek sage, from the area that was burned in 
1995, and the plant is still abundant.  
Source: photos taken by Tsakalakis Stelios, summer 2006    
Its extensive spread made its harvest easy and several villages were 
involved with its collection. Specifically the village of Nyvritos was one of 
the main local providers of Greek sage and today one company still 
operates. Collection time is between June to August, and the whole 
procedure has changed over time. Initially people collected only the leaves 
of the plant, but with the introduction of technology, and the ability of 
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automated machine based separation of the woody parts from the leaves, 
the whole shrub is now collected:                   
N1: Ƭ ıǑǄǉǎǋǈįǀ Ĳǆǐ ĳĮıǉǎǋǆǊǈƾǐ ƭǎǘǌǈǎ ƭǎǘǊǈǎ ǉĮǈ ƧǘǄǎǑıĲǎ ưİ ƿǌĮ 
įǏİȺĮǌƾǉǈ ǉǎĳĲǗ, ǉǗǃİǈǐ ĲĮ İȺƾǌǔ, ǋĮǅİǘİǈǐ Ĳǎ ĳǑĲǗ ǉĮǈ ǉǗǃİǈǐ ĲĮ ǉǊĮįǈƾ. 
ƴĮǊǈƾ ıĲǆǌ ĳĮıǉǎǋǆǊǈƾ  ĲǏĮǃǎǘıĮǌ ǋǗǌǎ ĲĮ ĳǘǊǊĮ Ĳǆǌ ĲǏĮǃǎǘıĮǌ ǋİ ĲĮ
įƾǒĲǑǊĮȺǎǑĲĮƿįİǌĮǌǋİȺĮǌǈƾǄǈĮǌĮǋǆǌȺǊǆǄǔǇǎǘǌưİĲƾǋİĲĮĲıĮȺǏƾǅǈĮ
ĲĮƿǉǎǃĮǌǋİĲƾ ȺǎǑǃǄǀǉİĲǎǋǆǒƾǌǆǋĮȺǎǑįǈĮǒǔǏǁǅİǈĲĮĳǘǊǊĮĮȺǗĲǎǍǘǊǎ 
N1: The harvest of Greek sage is on June, July and August. With a small sickle 
you cut the upper parts, you grip the plant, and cut the branches. In the past 
from Greek sage they pulled only the leaves, they pulled it with their fingers 
that were covered with cloth so they wouldn't be hurt. Later with small sickles 
they were cut when the machine that separates leaves from woody parts was 
developed.  
 N1: 50, M, Herb collector 
The method used in the past is now completely abandoned and a few 
people still remember it. In this procedure, hand fingers were used to pull 
the leaves from the stem and collect them. There were variations to 
protect fingers either through cloth pieces tied on them or by developing a 
more advanced innovation of leather finger rings as a 70 year old woman 
from Nyvritos recalled:         
N3 ƴǆǄĮǁǌĮǋİ ıĲǎ ĲıĮǄǉƾǏǆ ǉĮǈ ǋĮǐ ƿǉĮǌİ ǋİ įƿǏǋĮ ȺǎǑ ıƾǒǌǎǑǌİ ĲĮ
ȺĮȺǎǘĲıĮǋĮǐƿǉĮǌİıĮǌĲĮįĮǒĲǑǊǁįǈĮǉĮǈĲĮǃƾǅĮǋİıĲĮǋȺǏǎıĲǈǌƾįĮǒĲǘǊǈĮ
ȺǎǑ ĲǏĮǃǎǘıĮǋİĲǆĳĮıǉǎǋǆǊǈƾǉĮǈĲǆǌİıƿǏǌĮǋİ 
N3: We were going to the shoemaker, and he was making with leather that 
shoes are made from, he was making rings, and we put them on our front 
ILQJHUVWKHRQHV¶ZHZHUHSXOOLQJWKH*UHHNVDJHDQGZHZHUHSXOOLQJ it.  
N3: 70, F, Housekeeper 
The collection of Greek Sage was done individually from common lands, 
and the product was concentrated in the village of Nyvritos where there 
were local traders who processed it and sold it outside the village:              
P: ƷǆǌǍİǏĮǁǌĮĲİǗǋǔǐȺǏǈǌĲǆǌȺǎǑǊǀıİĲİ 
N3 µƳǈ ǉĮĲİǑǇİǁĮǌ įǏǎıİǏǀ Ĳǆ įǁǌĮǋİ Ƴǈ İǋȺǗǏǎǈ ǗǊǎǈ İįǙ ıĲǎ ǒǔǏǈǗ ȺǎǑ
ƿǉĮǌĮǌİȺǈǒİǈǏǀıİǈǐĲǆǌƿȺĮǈǏǌĮǌ 
P: Did you dry it before you sell it? 
N3: No, we gave it immediately, still green (after the collection). The 
tradesmen, here in the village that had enterprises took it.   
N3: 70, F, Housekeeper 
The processing of the herb includes a drying session and today 
separation of the leaves from woody parts of the plant. Currently, a local 
producer packs Greek sage and other herbs and sells them to the market 
through his firm (Figure 7.13):         
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N1: ƷĮĳǑĲƾĲĮǍİǏĮǁǌǔĲĮǋĮįƾǔǉĮǈĲĮıǑıǉİǑƾǅǔǑȺǗıǉǈƾǌƧǊǊƾįİǌƿǒİǈ
ǅǀĲǆıǆȺǈĮƴĮǊǈƾĮǄǗǏĮǅĮǌ-ƿǋȺǎǏǎǈĲǙǏĮǉĮǌİǁǐƴĮǊǈƾǗǊİǐǎǈĲĮǏƾĲıİǐ
ĲǎǑǒǔǏǈǎǘǀĲĮǌǄİǋƾĲİǐ.  
N1: I dry the plants then I pluck them and pack them in the shade. But it is not 
in demand anymore. In the past there were 6-7 traders now there is no one. In 
the past all the roofs of the houses were full.      
N1: 50, M, Herb collector 
 
Figure 7.13: A traditional herb collector with his modern firm on the herbs 
that he sells. He also has a website for his advertising, 
www.nivritosherbs.gr.  
Source: www.nivritosherbs.gr   
7.5.2 Erontas: worth losing your life 
The second herb, that played an important commercial role locally, was 
Cretan Dittany (Origanum dictamnus) (Figure 7.14). It had a high value in 
WKHSDVWDQGLWVSULFHVUHDFKHGWKHDPRXQWRIGUDFKPDVSHUNLOR
in the 1950s and 1960s as it is suggested from oral history.     
The high palatability of the plant (Rackham and Moody 1996, 
Kypriotakis 1998) has resulted in a limitation of its spread, in areas which 
are inaccessible for grazing animals, such as cliffs. Several endemic species 
of Crete are found on cliffs, where goats cannot reach them and they are 
generally called chasmophytic plants (Kypriotakis 1998). These cliffy areas 
present difficulties for human access as well. The harvesting of Cretan 
Dittany was hard work, mainly done by men. For its collection, villagers 
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had to climb on the cliffs or even to be tied with rope and hang to the cliff 
and collect the precious herb. This procedure included a lot of danger and 
people risked their lives to collect it. Interviewees from Nyvritos recall 
several of their relatives or friends who died while collecting it:          
N6: ƮĮǈǎƿǏǔǌĲĮǐƪǋƾǐǀĲĮǌİǉĮǈǎƿǏǔǌĲĮǐƶǉǎĲǔǇǀǉĮǌİǉĮǈĮȺǗȺĮƿ 
P: ƪǁǒİȺǎǊǘǒǏǀǋĮǎƿǏǔǌĲĮǐ 
N6: ƪǁǒİƠǌĮǒǈǊǈƾǏǈǉǎǒǏǑıƾǊİĳĲƾƧǊǊƾǌĮǇİǊİǌĮǃǏİǁǐǋǈĮǎǉƾ 
N6: And cretan Dittany. Here we had cretan Dittany. Two or three people from 
here were killed in its collection.  
P: Was it worth a lot of money? 
N6: It had one thousand (drachmas), a lot of money. But was difficult to find 
one oka (kilo). 
N6: 80s, M, Shepherd 
N3: Ʒıǆ ȺİǇİǏƾǐ ǋǎǑ ǎ ȺǏǙĲǎǐ ƾǌĲǏĮǐ İıǉǎĲǙǇǆǉİ ıĲǎǌ ƿǏǔǌĲĮ ƪǉİǁ ıĲǎǈ
įƿĲİǐĲǙǏĮĮǎȺǁıǔȺǏǎǐĲǎĳĮǏƾǄǄǈǀĲĮǌİǎƿǏǔǌĲĮǐǎȺǎǊǘǐǋƿıĮĲıǎǈįƿĲİǐ
ƧǊǊƾĲıǎǈįƿǌĮǌİǊƿİǈǋİĲĮıǉǎǈǌǈƾǉĮǈĲıǎǈǉĮĲİǃƾǅĮǌİǋƿıĮıĲǎǈįƿĲİǐǄǈĮǌĮ
ǉǗǓǎǑǌİĲǎǌƿǏǔǌĲĮ 
N3: My mother-in-ODZ¶V ILUVW KXVEDQG ZDV NLOOHG LQ &UHWDQ 'LWWDQ\ FROOection. 
There in the cliffs behind the gorge, it was where most of the Cretan Dittany 
was found, inside the cliffs. But there were tied with ropes, and then they could 
reach the cliffs and cut the Cretan Dittany.  
N3: 70, F, Housekeeper 
 
 
Figure 7.14: Cretan Dittany (Origanum dictamnus) with flowers in the area 
of Gafari gorge, in the borders of the Zaros and Gergeri communes.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010.  
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These two main products were very important for the local market in 
the past, used in pharmacology and as tea as one local producer states:         
N1: ƮǑǏǁǔǐǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘǌĲĮǌǄǈĮǏǗĳǆǋĮǉǑǏǁǔǐ ĲǎįǁǌĮǋİıİ İǍĮǄǔǄİǁǐǄǈĮ
ĳĮǏǋĮǉİǑĲǈǉƾȺǏǎǕǗǌĲĮǉĮǈǄǈĮǏǗĳǆǋĮ 
N1: Mainly it was used for tea making; it was generally sold for exportation for 
pharmaceutical production and for drinking (tea).  
N1: 50, M, Herb collector 
Greek sage is still collected in the research area; however collectors 
face financial problems with the importation of products from other 
markets outside Greece. In addition, Cretan Dittany has been extensively 
cultivated in the eastern parts of Heraklion prefecture, mainly in the village 
of Emparos, and the need for its collection from the wild for commercial 
purposes has ended (Pagkalos 2009).  
7.6 Other products from the forest: Dhadhi 
Several other products were and are still obtained from the uplands; 
however, they play a minor role in the daily life of the villagers. Some of 
them include the collection of fresh salads and greens, snails, and so forth; 
products found not exclusively in the Mountain.  
Another product that was actually recorded in the archive involves the 
collection of µdhadhi¶ and is connected with pines. There are only a few 
cases refering to this product as well as to pine bark collection. µDhadhi¶ 
was mentioned only by interviewees in Nyvritos village:      
N2 ƤıĲİǏĮ ǇǑǋƾǋĮǈ İǄǙ ȺĮǊǈƾ ǗĲĮǌ ǀǋǎǑǌİ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ ȺǎǊǘ ǋǈǉǏǗǐ İįǙ ƿǌĮ
ǄİǁĲǎǌƾǋǎǑĲǎǌƧįƾǋƧįƾǋĲǎǌİǊƿǄĮǌİǀĲǎǌİĮȺ¶ĲǆīƿǏǄİǏǆǉĮǈİǋƾǅİǑİĮǑĲǀǌ
ĲǆǌǉǎǑǉǎǑǌĮǏǈƾǍİǏǗǍǘǊǎĲǆǌǉĮǏįǈƾǀĲĮǌİ«İǁǒİıĮǌĲǎǊƾįǈǉĮǈĲĮ µǉǎǃǈİ
ǀĲĮǌİıĮǌĲĮıȺǁǏĲĮǋǈǉǏƾǋǈǉǏƾǉǎǋǋƾĲǈĮǉĮǈĲĮȺǎǘǊǈİƮİǌĲǎǘıĮǌİǊƿİǈįĮįǁ
ĲǎǊƿǄĮǌİǉĮǈİǉĮǁǌĲĮıĮǌĲǎıȺǁǏĲǎƟǌĮǃİĳǔĲǈƾǉĮǈĮǌƾǃĮǌİĲǆĳǔĲǈƾƧǊǊƾ
ǀĲĮǌİıĮǌĲǎǉİǏǁĲǎǍǘǊǎǆǉĮǏįǈƾĲǎǑƷǎȺİǘǉǎĮȺǗǋƿıĮǀĲĮǌǆǉĮǏįǈƾĲǎǑ
ǎǊǎıĲǏǗǄǄǑǊǆ ǉĮǈ ǀĲĮǌİ ıĮȺǈǋƿǌǎ Ĳǎ ǑȺǗǊǎǈȺǎ ǉĮǈ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ Ĳǎ ǍİĲǈǌƾǍİǈ ǉĮǈ
ĮǑĲǀ ǆ ǉĮǏįǈƾ ǀĲĮǌİ ǎıƾ ǌĲǎ ǉİǏǁ ǀĲĮǌİ ǋƿıĮ ıĮǌ Ĳǎ Ǌƾįǈ İǁǒİ ƮĮǈ ĮǑĲǗ ĲĮ
µǉǎǃǄǈİǋǈǉǏƾǋǈǉǏƾǉĮǈĮǑĲǗǐĲĮȺǎǘǊǈİİǉİǈǌƾĲǆǌİȺǎǒǀĲǆǌǉĮĲǎǒǀǋƿıĮƷǎ 
ȺǎǘǊǈİ ĮǑĲǗ Ĳǎ įĮįǁ.  
N2: I remember, in the past, I was then very young, here one of my 
neighbours, Adam, that was his name, he was from Gergeri, and he was 
collecting, pine, dried wood from the core of the pine. It had something like oil, 
and he was cutting them and it was like matches, very small pieces, and he was 
selling them. It was very flammable, it was called dhadhi, and it was as 
flammable as matches are. He was using it to set fire. But it was like the candle 
the wood, its heart. The pine, from inside, it was its heart (core), very roundish, 
and the rest was decayed, and he was moving it away, and the core was like a 
candle, it had inside like oil. And then he was cutting this into small pieces and 
then he sold it, at that time, during the German occupation. He was selling the 
dhadhi.     
N2: 75, M, Farmer 
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The archive also records one case on 6 July 1946 for Nyvritos. The 
name registered in the archive is Adam Tzortzakis, and is the person that 
the interviewees had also mentioned. This single case of µdhadhi¶ 
collection, found in the studied archives, suggests that this was not 
something extensively used by locals. 
Dhadhi was a product that was found in pine trees and actually it was 
inside the tree trunk, in the core of the tree. A similar product, obtained 
from conifers of Northern Greece was recorded by Saratsi in her research 
in Zagory, in the Epirus region. According to Saratsi (2003, p.213) µGKDGKL
was the heavily resinous core of conifer trees, which is highly flammable 
DQGZDVXVHGDVILUHOLJKWHU¶'KDGKLZDVH[WHQVLYHO\XVHGE\WKHPRXQWDLQ
population of Zagorian villages, something different to the Psiloritis area in 
Crete. Different environmental conditions and the existence of flammable 
phryganic vegetation in Crete provided other sources of kindling that were 
more accessible. This case of Adam collecting Dhadhi refers mainly to a 
product sold outside the village, probably to urban areas, where people 
had fewer opportunities to exploit natural resources.  
7.7 Bee-keeping 
Apiculture has a long tradition in Crete since the Minoan era (Figure 7.15). 
Harissis and Harissis (2009, p.1) argued, in their research in Apiculture of 
prehistoric Aegean, that from prehistoric depictions, there is evidence of 
µWKH UHPDUNDEOH SUHVHUYDWLRQ RI DSLFXOWXUH WHFKQLTXHV DQG SDUDSKHUQDOLD
IURPSUHKLVWRULFXSWRPRGHUQWLPHV¶ 
 
Figure 7.15:¶*ROG SHQGDQW IURP 0DOOLD SKRWR +HUDNOLRQ 0XVHXP¶,W
represents bees producing honey.  
Source: Apiculture in the Prehistoric Aegean (Harissis 2009, p.i)  
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A main source of feed for the bees is not actually the pine trees 
themselves, but an insect, the pine scale (Marchalina hellenica) that 
parasites the pines. Pines, as gymnosperms, are aerial pollen germinators 
and do not provide flower nectar for insects to be fed (Athanasiadis 1986, 
Bell and Ridge 2002). According to Hatjina and Bouga, pine scale 
(Marchalina hellenica):        
feeds on sap that sucks from the tree and it produces a 
transparent, and at times pinkish and reddish sweet droplets of 
honeydew. Honeydew is the excess pine sap that the insects 
provide and it is the raw material collected vigorously by honey 
bees to be converted to pine honey (Hatjina and Bouga 2009, 
p.164).  
In Greece, pine scale occurs mainly on the Brutia pine (Pinus brutia) 
and Alepo pine (P. halepensis) and to a lesser degree on other pine species 
(P. sylvestris, P. pinea, P. nigra) (Gounari 2004, Kailidis 1991).  
Pine forests in Crete are of Brutia pine (P. brutia) species. Extensive 
pine forests are found mainly in the eastern parts of the island, and in the 
eastern parts of the Heraklion Prefecture as well. In this site of Dikti 
Mountain and the area of Symi, (Figure 7.1), the insect population is 
flourishing and has been there for a long time. Apiculturists from all over 
the island are transferring their bee-hives to this area and as a result there 
are a lot of problems in terms of antagonism for space between them:        
H5: ƶĲǎ ƶİǊƾǉĮǌǎ ǉĮǈ ıĲǆǌ ƶǘǋǆ ǄǁǌİĲĮǈ ǒĮǋǗǐ İǁǌĮǈ ǒǈǊǈƾįİǐ ǋƿǊǈııİǐ ĮȺǗ
ǗǊǆ ĲǆǌƮǏǀĲǆƩİǌǃǏǁıǉİǈǐǉĮǌƿǌĮ İǊİǘǇİǏǎǋƿǏǎǐǎǈ ǌĲǗȺǈǎǈ ǌǎǈǉǈƾǅǎǑǌ ĲĮ
ǄǘǏǔǒǔǏƾĳǈĮıĲǎǑǐǋİǊǈııǎǉǗǋǎǑǐ 
H5: In the area of Selakano and Symi, it is a mess, thousands of bees from all 
over Crete. You cannot find any free place the locals rent the areas around the 
forest to the bee-keepers.  
H5: 42, M, Forester 
H1: ƧǑĲǎǁǉǑǏǁǔǐȺƾǌİƶİƣǊǎ ĲǎǌǎǋǗƬǏĮǉǊİǁǎǑƧǊǊƾǎǉǘǏǈǎǐǗǄǉǎǐ Ⱥƾİǈ
ƶǘǋǆ ƹĮǋǆǊƾ Ǘǋǔǐ Ǘǒǈ ǓǆǊƾ ƺǆǊƾ įİǌ Ⱥƾǌİ ǎǈ ǋƿǊǈııİǐ ƣǊǎ ƧǑĲǗ Ĳǎ
ıǘǋȺǊİǄǋĮƶǘǋǆƮĮǊƾǋǈƶǑǉǎǊǗǄǎƪǉİǁǗȺǎǑǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌƮƾĲǈįƾıǆƧǑĲǀĲǆǌ
ȺİǏǁǎįǎİǈįǈǉƾİǁǌĮǈǄİǋƾĲǎǋƿǊǈııİǐ 
H1: They generally go in the whole Heraklion Prefecture, but the main amount 
goes in Symi. In the lower areas not in the uplands. In the uplands the bees do 
not go. In all these areas of Symi, Kalami, Sykologo, that there are forests 
(pines). This period of the year (August) is full of bees.  
H1: 59, M, Forester 
ƭn the Psiloritis Mountain, apiculture traditionally was limited to the 
lowland, phryganic and cultivated areas, and was based on angiosperms:   
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P: ƴĮǊǈƾįİǌǑȺǀǏǒİĮǑĲǗıĲĮȺİǑǉǎįƾıǆ    
Z4: ƣǈȺĮǊǈƾįİǌİǁǒİȺĮǊǈƾǃǄƾǅĮǌİĮȺǗƹĮǏǎǑȺǈƿǐǋƿǊǈǋĮįİǌĲǈǐǃǄƾǌĮǌİ
ǉĮǈ ıĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ ȺĮǊǈƾ ǉĮǇǗǊǎǑ Ĳıǎǈ ǋƿǊǈııİǐ ƠȺĮİ ıĲĮ ıǗǒǔǏĮ İȺĮƿ ǒĮǋǆǊƾ
ĲıǎǈǒĮǌİǉĮǈĲǏǙǄĮǌİĮȺǗȺǎǏĲǎǉĮǊǈƿǐǒĮǏǎǑȺǈƿǐȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏǎǇǘǋǎ   
P: In the past was that in the pine forests (bees)? 
Z4: No, not in the past, in the past they harvest carobs for honey, and they 
never brought the bees in the mountain. Here in the cultivations, in the 
lowlands, and they were fed from orange trees, carobs, more on thyme.    
Z4: 36, M, Farmer 
The pine forests had not been infected by pine scale, and the insect until 
the last few decades was absent from the research area. Over the past ten 
years and maybe more, local bee-keepers from the villages of Psiloritis 
introduced the insect to the forests of their communes, even to individual 
trees planted in the road sides or in the school gardens. The insect, after 
several failures, was successfully introduced and today has colonised 
almost all the pine forest of the area:                   
Z1: ƪǁǌĮǈƿǌĮıǉǎǑǊǀǉǈİįǙıĲǎƯĮıǁǇǈƴǎǑƿǒİǈȺƾǏĮȺǎǊǊƾȺİǘǉĮİǁǒĮĲıǎǈ
ǋƿǊǈııİǐ ĮǊǊƾ ǋǎǑ Ĳıǎǈ ǉǊƿǓĮǌİ ǉĮǈ Ĳıǎǈ ȺǀǄĮ İǉİǁ ǉĮǈ İǁǒİ ƶǉǎǑǊǀǉǈ ȺǎǑ
ƮǑǉǊǎĳǎǏİǁİȺƾǌǔǉĮǈĲǏǑȺƾİǈĲǎĳǊǎǈǗƮĮǈĲǏƿǒİǈĲǎǃǄƾǅİǈİǉİǁǌǎĲǎǋƿǊǈĮǐ
Ĳǎ Ⱥǎǘǋİ īǈĮ Ĳǈǐ ưƿǊǈııİǐ İǁǌĮǈ ĮǑĲǗ ƪȺǀǏĮǌİ ƯǎǈȺǗǌ ĮȺǗ ǉİǈ ıǉǎǑǊǀǉǈ ǎǈ
ǋİǊǈııǎǉǗǋǎǈĲĮƨǎǏǁǅĮƿǒǎǑǌİȺǎǊǊǎǘǐǋİǊǈııǎǉǗǋǎǑǐĮȺǗǉİǈȺǀǏĮǌİĮȺǗǉİǈ
ıǉǎǑǊǀǉǈ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ǋİĲĮĳƿǏĮǌİ İįǙ ƮĮǈ ĮȺ
 ǗĲǈ ƿǋĮǇĮ ƿǒİǈ Ⱥǈƾıİǈ ƪǉİǁǌǆ ǆ 
ȺİǏǈĳƿǏİǈĮ, ƨǄƾǅİǈ Ⱥİǘǉǎ ± ǋƿǊǎ ƴƾǏĮ ȺǎǊǘ. 
Z1: It is a worm, here in Lasithi, that there are lot of pines, I had the bees 
there but they stole them. I brought them there and it was the worm, that walk 
on the trunk and hole the bark and then it run out that lets say honey, for the 
bees that is useful. So they took from there the worm, the bee-keepers, Vorizia 
have a lot of bee-keepers, they took it from there, they brought it here and I 
was informed that it has been established. That area (Lasithi) is a good pine-
honey producer.   
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
N4: ƪǁǒĮ ǃƾǊİǈ įǘǎ ǋİ ĲǏİǈǐ ȺİǑǉĮǊǎǘįİǐ İǉǈƾ ǇƿǊĮǌİ İǋǃǗǊǈǎ ǇƿǊĮǌİ Ĳǎ
ǋĮǋǎǘǌǈƴǀǏĮǋİĮȺǗǉǈĮǉĮǈȺĮİ ıĲıǎǈǉĮǊǘǃİǐİȺǀǄĮǒǏǎǌǈƿǐĭƿǏĮǋİĮȺǗ
İǉİǁ Ĳǎ ǋĮǋǎǘǌǈ ĮǑĲǗ ǉĮǈ ȺǀǄĮǋİ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ǋǎǊƾǏĮǋİ İǉǈƾ ǉĮǈ ǁįǈįİ ǉĮǈ İȺĮƿ Ĳǎ
ȺİǘǉǎƴĮǊǈƾ įİǌ İǁǒİ.    
N4: I had planted two to three pines there, and they need the graft, the insect. 
So we took it from there, and in Kalyves (area with pine forest) I went one year 
and the next. We brought the insect and we released it there and it was then 
the pine was productive and here as well. In the past it did not have the insect.  
N4: 70s, M, Hayward 
The sudden increase in bee hives over the last decades is connected 
with the commercialization and demands for the product from markets in 
urban areas. The villages of Zaros and Vorizia are among the bigger 
producers of honey in Heraklion. In addition, the other villages include 
honey producers, but to a lesser degree:  
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H1: ƫĮǏǗƨǎǏǁǅĮıĲǆǌīƿǏǄİǏǆįİǌǃǊƿȺǔȺǎǊǊƿǐǋƿǊǈııİǐįİǌǍƿǏǔǄǈĮĲǁƩİǌ
ǍƿǏǔĮǌĲǈǐƿǒǎǑǌǒĮǋǆǊƾƫĮǏǗǗǋǔǐǉĮǈƨǎǏǁǅĮȺƾǏĮȺǎǊǊƿǐ 
+=DURV9RUL]LDLQ*HUJHUL,KDYHQRWVHHQPDQ\EHHV,GRQ¶WNQRZZK\,
GRQ¶WNQRZLIWKH\KDYHWKHPLQWKHORZODQGV,Q=DURVDQG9RUL]LDWKHUHDUHD
lot.  
H1: 59, M, Forester 
During a field visit in 2009, colonies of the insect were detected in 
several trees, but they were not extensive. The following year the picture 
had changed and the insect was dominant almost everywhere in the forest 
(Figure 7.16). This could just be an increase of the local population as a 
result of favourable climatic and environmental conditions of this specific 
year. On the other hand could present a boom in the population of pine 
scale that found an empty area, free of its predators, and resulted in high 
reproduction rates.  
 
 
Figure 7.16: Pine tree (P. brutia) infected by scale pine in 2010 in the pine 
forest of Zaros. 
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
The view of the insect from several foresters is positive, and forest 
literature in Greece considers it as beneficial as it produces feed for the 
bees and promotes multi-functional forestry (Kailidis 1991). Other 
researchers though regard it as negative and as an introduced pathogen 
that actually kills pines (Petrakis et al. 2010, Rackham 2008). In Crete, in 
the Chania Prefecture, foresters from Forest Direction of Chania saw 
problems with the uncontrolled introduction of the insect that was 
associated with pine deaths, in their area, according to their observations. 
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In a document dated in 2001, sent to the Forest Research Institute in 
Thessaloniki, they mentioned:     
our problem was focused in the existence of honey-productive 
insect Marchalina hellenica, mainly in pines of decreased vitality 
or even dead trees as well as in healthy trees. We should also 
add that the inoculation of the pines with this honey-productive 
insect occurred without our Commission to be aware. Our 
opinion was negative to this introduction in the pine forests of 
our prefecture. This negative opinion was announced repeatedly 
in the requests of bee-keepers, because we were aware of the 
influence in the pine forests and afforestations but first of all 
the influence it could have in the ecosystem of the National 
Park of White Mountain (HFDD52).     
Later on, in another document they had urged the negative effects of 
the pine scale and the disappearance of the pine forest in an area of the 
Chania Prefecture. In their observations they found out that:  
 in areas, three months ago, there were no deaths and attack of 
Marcalina, now there both are flourishing. Not only the insect 
had attacked the pines, but also it had been spread and in 
cypress that consisted a mixed forest with Brutia pine. Areas 
with dense forest had become open spaces and the forest is 
disappearing with fast rates. The tree deaths are found in 
areas, that four years before were infected with the honey-
productive insect Marchalina hellenica, following programmes of 
the Agricultural Ministry, without any participation or opinion 
asked from our Commission (HFDD52).    
In this last document, it seems that foresters from the Chania 
Prefecture are exaggerating this issue, and similar negative paradigms 
from Heraklion Prefecture cannot be found. Although, in the years 2002±
2004 several deaths of pines were recorded in Heraklion, these cases were 
connected with the natural phenomena of extreme drought seasons and 
not with the pine scale presence.  
In addition, the Forest Research Institute (FRI), in two of its replies in 
2000 and 2002 sent to Forest Direction of Chania, regarding pine scale, 
highlighted there were no negative effects of pine scale on the pines. In 
these documents it is mentioned that:  
 as far as it regards the honey-productive insect Marchalina 
hellenica is considered useful and measures against it are not 
recommended. In your case, you should decide after 
considering the aesthetic value of the forest and the near 
distance of the National Park of White Mountain (HFDD50). 
and the existence of the honey-productive insect Marchalina 
hellenica, has no negative effects to the trees and there is not 
any suggested treatment (HFDD53).      
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In both of these documents of FRI is reflected the traditional forestry 
idea of the insect as a positive element for the forests.  
Finally in 2008, there was an issue of a Ministry Directive, forbidding the 
spread of the insect in areas characterised as NATURA 2000 sites, 
archaeological sites, parks, national parks, and forests close to urban areas 
(HFDD53).    
Regardless of the negatives or positives of pine scale in the Brutia pine 
forests of Crete, and the long term effects it could have in the forests 
where it has been recently introduced, Marchalina hellenica is an example 
of how an unproductive pine forest was transformed into a useful element 
to benefit the local population, and not necessarily the forest itself.  
Today the key players in the area have changed and a new dynamism 
has been introduced. Local people took the initiative, and disregarding 
officials and regulations, introduced pine scale into their forests. They 
regarded their forests as an element of their life, the common land that 
they have the right to use and they altered them so they could gain more 
benefits from them.  
The degree to which this new exploitation will be positive or negative to 
the forest ecosystem is not yet clear. On the one hand, people are now 
present in a fire sensitive ecosystem all over the summer period, thus 
preventing forest fire and reducing fire risk. On the other hand with their 
works several of them have constructed forest roads, and increased flat 
clear areas within the forest (Figure 7.17).  
There are several others that follow more traditional, environmentally 
friendly bee-hive keeping within the forest (Figure 7.18). The golden rule 
could be equilibrium between bee-keeping and forest protection, and the 
Forest Authority should play a key role in this, something that has yet to 
happen. Forestry can gain benefits from this new use of forests, and 
introduce to the area more actors, and promote forestry of multiple 
purposes.     
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Figure 7.17: Bee-hives kept within the forest in a cleared area from under-
shrubs.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
 
Figure 7.18: Bee-hives kept in areas within the forest. The exploitation is 
not as present as in Figure 7.17. 
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
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7.8 Conclusion 
Other NTFPs, were used by peasants in the past and are still collected 
locally. On several occasions and different eras, they played an important 
role in the local economy as well. Among the most important other NTFPs, 
in terms of commercialisation, in the recent past, were acorns and herbs.  
Acorns were strongly connected with pig breeding and it seems that 
there was a co-evolution of that type of stock breeding with acorn 
production for centuries. Acorns were also important for other uses such as 
tanning or cloth dyeing; however, all these were spontaneously operated 
whereas pig breeding was continuous.  
On the other hand herb collection was a traditional practice that served 
peasants¶ needs, but it did also play an important role in the local economy 
at least in a local scale in eastern Psiloritis. Greek Sage and Cretan Dittany 
collection were essential till the mid 1960s for Nyvritos village which 
created a local economy based on these two products. Both of these NTFPs 
were not recorded officially by forest officials and forestry was not at least 
formally informed about these forest values. Other NTFPs seems to be 
neglected and absent from forest management policy since the last century 
and this continues to the present.  
Although most of these other NTFPs have ceased to play an essential 
role in the rural economy of Crete today, new innovations introduced in the 
forests have increased their value in the local economy. Pine forests 
currently, with the introduction of pine scale, are exploited by apiculturists 
and are now very important for honey production.  
Definitely all these NTFPs are still in use by peasants to satisfy their own 
needs, a tradition that still survives locally. Whether this will be expanded 
again at a wider economic scale or will play an essential role in the peasant 
economy, is questionable, and this is something that will be influenced by 
new social and financial needs and trends that Greece will face in the near 
future.  
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Chapter 8: Browsing in the forest 
8.1 Introduction     
Archaeological evidence and historical documents suggest an official use of 
animal husbandry in the past as old as the first civilisations in Crete 
(Figure 8.1). In the Minoan Era, there were official accounts of sheep in 
Linear B tablets of Knossos, connected with a central administration on 
husbandry of that time (Killen 1964, Rackham and Moody 1996). Rackham 
and Moody suggest a continuity of 5,000 years of intentional grazing 
(Rackham and Moody 1996).  
 
 
Figure 8.1: 6HYHUDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV RI JRDW IURP 0LQRDQ HUD D µ+ROH-
PRXQWHG MDUZLWK DSSOLTXpRI JRDW IURP2OG3DODFH3KDLVWRV¶ S   E
µ$\LD7ULDGDVDUFRIDJRXV6LGH$ZLWKSUHVHQWDWLRQVFHQHLQIURQWRIWRPE¶
p. 241 (plate 50). A part of the scene, where twRPHQFDUU\NLGVFµ(DUO\
0LQRDQ,,,WR0LGGOH0LQRDQ,LYRU\VHDOV¶SDQH[DPSOHRIDJRDWQH[W
to a shrub (Immerwahr 1990). 
 
These early interactions of humans with animals continued till today, in 
different patterns and trends, regarding the different political, social and 
environmental conditions. Despite the different degree of exploitation that 
often influenced the expansion or decrease of forest itself, pastoralism was 
present in the forests since the beginning of civilisation in Crete. Thus, 
early grazing practices had influenced vegetation structure and type. 
However, the resilience of native Cretan plants to grazing should be noted 
even in earlier times. Before humans colonized Crete, wild grazing animals 
such as deer, elephants and even hippo in an unorganized way, were 
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grazing Cretan forests (Poulakakis et al. 2002, Iliopoulos et al. 2010). 
Hence, Cretan vegetation includes an inherent resilience to grazing. 
However, the big difference occurred when humans introduced goats and 
sheep to the island, in the early Neolithic period (Rackham and Moody 
1996). Plant species, and especially trees and shrubs, have developed 
different mechanisms that help them avoiding grazing and gradually 
escape the grazing level and develope into trees (Figure 8.2). Often such 
species normally in shrub format elsewhere in Greece, in Crete are 
developed into trees and form forests.     
 
Figure 8.2: Shrubby forest vegetation that gradually escapes browsing level 
and develops into tree. The species in this photo are kermes oak (Q. 
coccifera), and maple (A. creticum), heavily grazed. The site is located 
FORVHWRWKHDUHDµNDNLDVNDOD¶north of Gergeri.  
Source: photo taken by the author, January 2010 
8.2 Transhumance and flock movements 
7UDQVKXPDQFH FDQ EH GHILQHG DV µD WUDGLWLRQDO OLYHVWRFN SUDFWLFH ZKLFK
permits the complementary exploitation of resources between the 
KLJKODQGV DQG ORZODQGV¶ (Ruiz and Ruiz 1986, p.73). At least in a short-
range format it was widely applied in Mediterranean areas for centuries 
(Garnsey 1988), however, in recent decades it has been in decline and 
replaced by other stock raising practices such as intensive and semi-
intensive systems (Stefanakis et al. 2007). These systems are 
characterised by the absence of seasonal movements and the introduction 
of additional concentrate feed that is not provided by the pastures.  
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One of the key causes of this change has been the implementation of 
policies under the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) which through the 
provision of subsidies for sheep and goats encouraged a significant 
increase in numbers. This was in the context of increased market demand 
for sheep and goats in Greece (Stefanakis et al. 2007, Lorent at al. 2009).  
It has been suggested that transhumance is a dynamic system, and has 
been developed, to better exploit natural resources in a spatial and 
seasonal context, in order to support an increased demand of specialized 
products from husbandry (Nixon and Price 2001). Transhumance has its 
origins in Crete in the Early Iron Age, where written sources and 
archaeological evidence support its existence (Wallace 2003). According to 
Chaniotis (1999, p.191), transhumance in modern Crete included the 
VHDVRQDO PRYHPHQW RI µLQGLYLGXDO VKHSKHUGV - not whole households - 
livLQJPRVWO\LQWKHPRXQWDLQRXVYLOODJHVRIWKHLVODQG«XVXDOO\-700 
P DERYH VHD OHYHO « WR ZLQWHU TXDUWHUV VLWXDWHG LQ WKH FRDVWDO SODLQV
FKHLPDGLDRU WRVXPPHUSDVWXUHVRQWKHXSODQGSODLQV¶7KHXSODQGVLQ
Crete were used as summer pasture-lands in the long applied procedure of 
transhumance.     
In northern Greece, in Epirus, Saratsi (2003) defined two types of 
transhumance, small-scale and large-scale, regarding different distances 
between the uplands and the lowland pastures of the winter. In Crete, 
transhumance should be regarded as small-scale, as distances between 
uplands and lowlands are short. However, in Chania Prefecture, and in the 
mountains of Madares, Rackham and Moody (1996) recorded a 
transhumance that included whole household movement and two different 
settlements (villages) one in the lowlands and one in the uplands. This was 
not the case in eastern Psiloritis.  
The characteristics of transhumance are its flexibility and its adaptation 
to local conditions and the needs of individual shepherds. Even in the area 
of Psiloritis there were some subtle differences in transhumance, mainly 
regarding the time that the stock was transferred to the uplands or 
intermediate movements of the flocks in the same period. The general 
pattern of transhumance though was more or less the same in the area of 
Psiloritis. This included a general movement of the animals after Easter to 
the uplands (summer pastures) and then after October their transportation 
to the lowlands (winter pastures), in forested or phryganic uncultivated 
areas, close to the coastline (Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4). A peasant from 
Zaros recalls the seasonal movement of the flocks:  
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=ƷƿǊǎǐƱǎİǋǃǏǁǎǑĲƿǊǎǐƩİǉİǋǃǏǁǎǑȺǎǑĳǎǃǗĲĮǌĲǆǒǈǎǌǈƾƮĮĲƿǃĮǈǌĮǌĲǆǌ
ƮƾĲǔ ƵǁǅĮ İǁǒĮǌİ ǌǎǈǉǈĮıǋƿǌĮ ǒİǈǋĮįǈƾ ǉĮĲİǃĮǁǌĮǌİ İǉǈƿ ǉĮǈ ǉƾǌĮǌİ ıƾǋİ Ĳǎ
ƴƾıǒĮįǆǊĮįǀǋƿıĮıĲǎǌƧȺǏǁǊǈȺǎǑĮǏǒǈǌǎǘıİǌĮǄǁǌİĲĮǈǆǇİǏǋǎǉǏĮıǁĮȺǈǎ
ǅİıĲǀĲĮȺƿǏǌĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮĮǌİǃƾǅĮǌİĮȺƾǌǔ 
 
Z1: End of November, end of December when they were afraid of the snow, 
they descended Kato Riza, they had rented pastures, and they went there and 
stayed till Easter. Which means in mid April, that temperature began to be 
warmer, they took them (animals) and brought them in the uplands.  
Z1: 83, M, Farmer 
Within this general pattern, differences regarding mainly the time 
visiting the uplands or leaving them did occur. That differed between the 
villages in eastern Psiloritis, and also seasonal variations existed. Often 
severe climatic conditions prevented shepherds from visiting the uplands at 
a certain time. Furthermore, the decision to visit the uplands was 
influenced by local market demands and generally the date of the 
Orthodox Easter that is different every year. In Greece traditionally during 
Easter there is high consumption of lamb or kids and shepherds were 
staying in the villages to sell their products. That benefited them as less 
animals were transferred to the summer pastures and they had more time 
for cheese production and more grass for the remaining animals.  
 
 
Figure 8.3: Map of Psiloritis area, showing transhumance routes for Anogeia 
and Gergeri village. SCI and SPA are areas under special environmental 
protection measures. A zone of a 20 km distance from NATURA 2000 site is 
shown.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS, information for transhumance routes were 
created using oral history and topographic maps of the area of a 1:50,000 scale  
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Figure 8.4: A part of the route used by the animals on their movement 
from the uplands to the coastal pastures and vice versa, in the area Kakia 
Skala in Gergeri village.  
Source: photo taken by the author, January 2010 
An interviewee from Zaros stated the date that shepherds visited the 
uplands: 
Z9: ƶǑǌǀǇǔǐ ƿĲıǈ ǎǏǗıǆǋǎ ǇĮ ƿǊİǄĮ ǗĲǈ İǁǒĮǌ Ĳǎ ƴƾıǒĮ ƪȺǎǒƿǐ ĲǎǑ ƴƾıǒĮ
ǀĲĮǌ ıǑǌ ȺǊǆǌ įƿǉĮ ǋƿǏİǐǋȺǏǎǐ ȺǁıǔơĲĮǌ ǎǈ İȺǎǒƿǐ ȺǎǑ ıĳƾǅĮǌ ĲǗĲİ ĲĮ
ǋǈǉǏƾǉĮǈĮǌİǃĮǁǌĮǌİȺƾǌǔǍİǉǈǌǎǘıİĲǗĲİǆĮǏǋİǄƾ.  
Z9: Usually an important date was Easter. Time of Easter was, plus, ten days 
ahead or behind. They were the times that they slaughter the kids (goats) and 
then visit the uplands, it was when milking started.  
Z9: 54, M, Politician 
Transhumance in Psiloritis was useful in several ways. First of all, it 
gave the advantage of an efficient way to exploit local resources in a 
temporal scale for grazing. Secondly it allowed the pasture-lands to remain 
unexploited for certain months every year, thus to recover from the 
grazing pressure. In the following interview it is recognized that the second 
element is very important for the environment and the conservation of the 
mountain. Moreover, nature is regarded as such a powerful element, that 
humans ultimately had to follow its rules:  
G2 ƪįǙ İǁǌĮǈ ǎǏǈıǋƿǌİǐ İȺǎǒƿǐ ĲǙǏĮ ǌĮ ǍİǉǎǑǏƾǅİĲĮǈ ǉĮǈ ǎ ĲǗȺǎǐ İǁǌĮǈ Ʒǎ
ǉĮǊǘĲİǏǎƮĮǈ ƿǌĮĳǏĮǉĲǗȺǎǑǃǊƿȺİǈǐƾǋĮ ĲǎĲĮƦıİǈǐǉĮǈĳǘǄİǈǐȺǏǈǌĳǘǄİǈǎ
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ǒİǈǋǙǌĮǐǉĮǈǉƾǌİǈǐƿǌĮǋǀǌĮǌĮǋȺİǈǐǌĮįİǈǐĲǈįǈĮĳǎǏƾƿǒİǈƱĮĲǎƪǉǈǎǌƾĲ¶
ĮǗǏǈȺǏƿȺİǈǌĮǍİǉǎǑǏƾǅİĲĮǈǉĮǈĮǑĲǗƮƾǌİǈĮǑĲǗȺǎǊǊƿǐĳǎǏƿǐĮȺǗįǈǉǎǘĲǎǑ
ǄǈĮĲǁƿǒİǈǉĮǈǆĳǘıǆƿǒİǈįǈǉƾĲǆǐǗȺǊĮǉĮǈĮǋǘǌİĲĮǈƮĮǈǗĲĮǌǉƾǌİǈǋǈĮǋİǄƾǊǆ
ǒǈǎǌǈƾĲıǎǈǇǔǏİǁǐǗǊǎǑǐǉĮǈİǍĮĳĮǌǁǅǎǌĲĮǈǉĮǈǗĲǈǇĮǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİĲĮĲİǊİǈǙǌİǈ
ƮĮǈĮǋǘǌİĲĮǈǉĮǈĮǑĲǀǆĳǘıǆǋİĲǎǌĲǏǗȺǎĲǅǆƠǒİǈįǆǊĮįǀǉĮǈĮǑĲǀĲĮįǈǉƾ
ĲǆǐǗȺǊĮǉĮǈĮǋǘǌİĲĮǈƬĳǘıǆİǁǌĮǈǑȺƿǏƾǌǔǗǊǔ«ƮĮǈǆǉƾǇİȺĮǏƿǋǃĮıǆ
ȺǎǑǉƾǌİǈǐĲǆǌȺǊǆǏǙǌİǈǐ 
G2: It is best for an area to be rested for a while, for some time. Even a fenced 
area, if you graze it and then leave it before winter comes, and for a month you 
GRQ¶WJUD]H LW\RXZLOOVHHa big difference. That it is. The mountain, need to 
get rest as well. It does (react) though many times by itself, because Nature 
has its own weapons and defence. And when it makes a big snowfall you can 
see everything disappear and whatever exists (sheep or goat left in the 
uplands) comes to an end. And nature defends itself as well with its own ways.  
That means that it has its own weapons, and it can defend as well. Nature is 
above everyone, ... and every action you may do you will pay for it.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
Two general variations within the research area can be defined: one 
mainly applied in the eastern parts and the other in central Psiloritis, 
mainly in the village of Anogeia. The period spent in the uplands is more in 
the first area, and less in the second. This is a result of less severe climatic 
conditions in the eastern parts (Figure 4.6) that result in earlier arrival and 
later leaving.  
Moreover, the eastern parts are more forested, thus a greater variety of 
feed is available through the year, especially late summer and the 
beginning of autumn, when grass is less and trees can provide the 
necessary feed, either with acorn production or with fodder cutting. 
Despite the existence or not of enough feed, the main reason for leaving 
the uplands was the occurrence of severe winter conditions and the 
appearance of snow that made grazing impossible, especially in higher 
elevations above 1,200m (Figure 8.5).   
The herd animals, sheep and goat, depending on their productivity, had 
different time entrances into the uplands. Initially animals were transferred 
to the middle zones and the productive ones to the best pastures. In 
Gergeri for example there was a productive pasture that was rented by the 
shepherds and used for common grazing. Most of this area was private, 
owned by several villagers and a small part of it was communal. Shepherds 
merged their flocks and commonly grazed them in that area called 
µ$PRXUJHOOD¶IRUDSHULRGRIRQHWRWZRPRQWKV:     
G2 ƱĮǈ Ĳǆǌ ĮǋǎǑǏǄƿǊǊĮ Ĳǆǌ İǁǒĮǌİ ǉǎǈǌǗǃǈĮ İǁǒĮǋİ ǋǈĮ ıǑǌİǌǌǗǆıǆ ǉƾǇİ
ĲǗȺǎǑǎǈǃǎıǉǎǁİǁǒĮǌİƿĲıǈǋǈĮǌĮǐȺǎǘǋİǋİĲĮǍǘĲǎǑǐǉĮǈȺǏƾǄǋĮĲǈİǁǒĮǌİǋǈĮ
ǉĮǊǀ ıǑǌİǏǄĮıǁĮ ƪȺĮƿ ƿǌĮ ǒǙǏǎ ȺǎǑ ǀĲĮǌ ǈįǈǗǉĲǆĲǎǐ Ĳǎ ǋİǄƾǊǎ ǋƿǏǎǐ
İǋİĲǏǎǘıĮǋİĲıǎǈƿǄǉĮǊİǐǋǈĮȺİǏǁǎįǎȺǗıİǐƿǄǉĮǊİǐİǁǒİǐİıǘȺǗıİǐİǄǙǉĮǈ
ǗĲǈĮǌĮǊǎǄǎǘıİȺǎǑȺǊǆǏǔǌǗĲĮǌĲǎıĲǏƿǋǋĮĲǗĲİǉĮǈĲǎȺǊǆǏǙǌĮǋİǗǊǎǈǋĮǅǁ
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ƴǎǊǊƾǒǏǗǌǈĮǉǏƾĲǆıİĮǑĲǗĲǎȺǏƾǄǋĮ. ƪǋİǁǐİǉƾǌĮǋİİȺĮƿƿǌĮǋǀǌĮ ǋǀǌİǐ
ȺǊǆǏǙǌĮǋİǗǊǎǈǋĮǅǁǉĮǈĳİǘǄĮǋİǉĮǈįİǌǍĮǌĮǄǑǏǁǅĮǋİ 
*<HV µ$PRXUJHOOD¶ZDV FRPPRQJUD]HG:HKDGDQDJUHHPHQW VKHSKHUGV
from every area, had an agreement between them. This area was private in the 
largest part, we counted the productive animals, and according to what 
everyone had, we all together paid the owners of the pasture. That was in use 
for many years. We stayed there for a period of two months, we paid all 
together and then we did not return to it again.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd  
 
Figure 8.5: Map of NATURA area, where the elevation of 1,200m and 600m 
are displayed. The area of Anogeia commune has a large portion of pasture 
in higher elevations than 1,200m.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS 
Later the productive animals were transferred to the forest and then, 
after a certain period, the remaining unproductive flock was moved there. 
Moreover, several shorter movements were also applied. After the grain 
harvest, sheep were transferred to the cultivated land to graze the 
remaining stubble and transferred back to the forest in September (Figure 
8.6 and Figure 8.7), as a shepherd from Gergeri remembers:    
G5: ƨǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ǊǎǈȺǗǌ ĲĮ ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ ǉĮǈ ǎǈ ĮǁǄİǐ, 10-15 ĲǎǑ ưƾǆ ıĲǎ ĮǗǏǈ, ĲĮ įİ 
ǑȺǗǊǎǈȺĮ ıĲİǁǏĮ, ǈĲıǈǉƾ ǉĮǈ ıǁĮ ǃǄĮǁǌĮǌİĲǎįİǑĲİǏǎǎǘǊǈĲƿǊǎǐĲǎǑįİǑĲİǏǎǎǘǊǈ
ıĲǎǃǎǑǌǗƧȺİǈǐǀǋȺĮǈǌİǎįİǑĲİǏǎǎǘǊǈǐȺƾǊǈǉĮǈȺǎǇİǏǁǅĮǌİǎǈĮǇǏǙȺǎǈǉĮǈ
ǊǎǌİǘĮǌİĳİǘǄĮǌİĲǎĲĮȺǏǗǃĮĲĮǉĮǈǉĮĲİǃĮǁǌĮǌİĲıǎǈǉĮǊĮǋǈƿǐ 
G5: So sheep and goat were visiting at 10-15 of May in the mountain, the 
others sterile, goats and the rest went up after July, end of July in the 
mountain. After the beginning of July and it was the end of the cereal harvest, 
100% of sheep left and were put in the stubble.  
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd 
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Figure 8.6: The example of Gergeri village pastures, of short term 
movements of the flock in the summer period, when they were grazing in 
the uplands.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, based on information derived from the interviews    
 
This is a good example that shows that the goat is more adaptable to 
the mountainous environment and especially forest. It also shows that the 
animals staying in the mountain were not remaining continuously in one 
place for the whole period of the summer, thus less pressure was applied 
on the uplands.  
However, that was not happening in the central mountain area, in the 
region of Anogeia. Although animals initially were moved in the middle 
zones and later in the upper parts of the pastures, there were no moves 
into cultivated lands in the lowlands. In this area cultivated areas with 
crops existed within the uplands. Animals were grazing them after their 
harvest. In addition, the area of Anogeia is more favourable for sheep 
grazing as it contains less forest, more flat areas, and a large plateau 
FDOOHGµ1LGD¶ZKHUHHQRXJKJUDVVZDVDYDLODEOHFigure 8.8).    
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Figure 8.7: A map of Gergeri commune, with the locations used by 
shepherds during the summer period.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS, information for the locations obtained from 
oral history  
 
Figure 8.8: Map of Anogeia village, showing the flat areas existing in the 
uplands, compare it with the neighbouring villages. Red areas are 
completely flat. Several of them were cultivated in the past, and provided 
important feed for sheep. Moreover, the flatter environment, benefited 
sheep over goat.  
Source: Map drawn by the author, using ArcGIS  
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8.3 Animal number and type  
The number of grazing animals in Crete is assumed today to be huge and 
associated with environmental problems, erosion, degradation and 
desertification (Enne et al. 2004, Carmel and Kadmon 1999, Papanastasis 
et al. 2002), although several others debate this assumption (Lorent et al. 
2009, Menjli and Papanastasis 1995, Rackham 1996, Forbes 2000) .  
Information on animal numbers is first mentioned for Crete in the Linear 
B archives, during the Early Iron Age, 12th to 11th centuries B.C. (Killen 
1964). This information, according to Wallace (2003), shows a central 
administration control of pastoral production and the number of sheep in 
the area of Knossos at about 100,000. The number suggested for the 
whole island is derived from archival data and other archaeological 
evidences at about 500,000, for the same period.  
In Turkish documents as it has been presented in Chapter 4, in 1699, 
the total number of sheep and goats in eastern Crete and Sfakia was 
109,895 (Stavrinidis 1987). This account may reflect the real number of 
that period but also it may not include animals that were not under 
taxation. It can be assumed that the total number of goats and sheep 
could be doubled for the whole island of Crete. A minimum proposed 
number could be approximately 220,000 animals for that period.  
Livestock censuses support a continuation of the increase in sheep and 
goat numbers till today (Table 8.1) mainly as a result of CAP. Subsidies 
promoted the increase in animal numbers and several farmers were 
focused on this element, to have more animals in order to get more 
subsidies. Lorent et al. (2009, p. 17) argue that:  
the policies applied by the Greek Ministry of Agriculture, an 
organization that is in charge of both agricultural expansion and 
the national action plan against desertification ... may be a 
cause of socioeconomic and biophysical degradation in the 
livestock sector. The objective of providing income support and 
preventing of land degradation are sometimes contradictory. ... 
The marginal importance of sheep and goat husbandry in the 
European dimension means that their specificities are not fully 
taken into account in the definition of these policies.  
As result, European policy that holds the implementation of subsidies 
keeps the key factor on how it can influence sheep and goat husbandry in 
Greece.  
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Year Sheep Goat Total 
Total 
increase 
(%) 
Increase 
of sheep 
(%) 
Increase 
of goats 
(%) 
1914 357,514 166,306 523,820 
   
1929 239,682 166,773 406,455 -22 -33 0,2 
1961 393,793 251,751 645,544 59 64 51 
1971 571,863 306,158 878,021 36 45 22 
1981 713,602 329,123 1,042,725 19 24 7 
1991 1,113,435 457,941 1,571,376 51 56 39 
2005 1,316,426 637,185 1,953,611 24 18 39 
Table 8.1: Percentage of sheep and goat increase between the different 
year records. The increases refer to the previous record in the table.  
Source: Statistics implemented by the author, animal numbers derived from the Hellenic 
Statistic Authority, from the different statistical accounts of the year mentioned. 1914 
(Direction of Statistics 1916), 1929 (G.S.C.G. 1934), 1961 (N.S.S.G. 1964a), 1971 (N.S.S.G. 
1978), 1981 (N.S.S.G. 1984), 1991 (N.S.S.G. 1995), 2005 (N.S.S.G. 2009a)    
However, contemporary statistical accounts concerning husbandry are 
criticised for their credibility. Collection of these data is very vague and 
uncertain in the sense that no official record system exists. Shepherds 
need to register their animals in order to secure funding or to sell their 
meat. The problematic checking of these records, from official officers, 
results in an ambiguity over their reliability:  
=ƮĮǈǆǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǎĳǁĮĲĮĲİǊİǑĲĮǁĮǒǏǗǌǈĮȺĮǏǎǑıǈƾǅİǈıǆǋĮǌĲǈǉǀĮǘǍǆıǆƮĮǈ
ǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǔǌ ǉĮǈ ƧǈǄǎȺǏǎǃƾĲǔǌ ƴĮǏĮǉǎǊǎǑǇǙǌĲĮǐ ĮȺǗ Ĳǈǐ ǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǎĳǈǉƿǐ
įǆǊǙıİǈǐıĲǎįǀǋǎıİǊǁǄǎįǈƾıĲǆǋĮǇĮĮǄǄǁǍǎǑǌĲǈǐįǆǊǙıİǈǐǋİǄǘǏǔıĲǈǐ
įǆǊǔǇƿǌĲĮĮǈǄǎȺǏǗǃĮĲĮƮĮĲƾȺǗıǎİǁǌĮǈĮǑĲǗ ȺǏĮǄǋĮĲǈǉǗĮǑĲǗįİǌ
Ĳǎ ǄǌǔǏǁǅİǈ ǉĮǌƿǌĮǐ ƸȺİǘǇǑǌǆ ƩǀǊǔıǆ ǉƾǌǎǑǌ įǆǊǙǌǎǑǌ ǗĲǈ ǇƿǊǎǑǌ
ƧǌĲǁǄǏĮĳĮıĲǈǐĮıĲǑǌǎǋǁİǐǉĮǈĮȺǗǉİǈǉĮǈȺƿǏĮįİǌİǁǌĮǈįǈǉǈƾǋĮǐĮǏǋǎįǈǗĲǆĲĮ 
Z9: Animal husbandry in recent years has increased substantially, an increase 
in both shepherds and sheep/goats. Following the livestock statements 
recorded in the municipality, in a short time they will reach 200 which means a 
number of reported sheep/goat around 45,000. Whether it is real no one knows 
that. Solemn Declaration they made, they can declare whatever they want. We 
sent copies to the police and from there it is not our (municipality) own 
responsibility.  
Z9: 54, M, Politician 
Moreover, the common rumours in Greek rural society and especially in 
Crete support an overestimation of the numbers of animals, which 
shepherds register in order to take advantage of more subsidies. A 
shepherd from Anogeia suggests that the real number is 100,000 not the 
300,000 registered:  
An4ǋǔǏƿǗıĮǌİǁıĮǌİİǁǒĮǌİǗǋǔǐİȺǁĲǎȺǊİǁıĲǎǌİǁıĮǌİǉĮǈȺĮǊǈƾ
İįƾİǁǌĮǈȺƾǌǔĮȺǗıǒİįǗǌǉĮǈıĲĮǒĮǏĲǈƾİǁǌĮǈ 
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An4: You know, they were, they were in the past 20,000, 15,000, 30,000, now 
they are almost more than 100,000 and in the papers they are 300,000.  
An4: 69, M, Shepherd 
This type of animal registration has been criticised a lot and under a 
new regulation, shepherds are required to have electronic tagging on their 
animals that were born after 31st of December 2009 (Patris 2011b). 
Although current statistical information contains uncertainty, this does not 
necessarily reflect the statistical accounts of the years before the 1980s:  
G3ƴǏǈǌĮȺǗĲǈǐİȺǈįǎĲǀıİǈǐǑȺǀǏǒİĲǎǉĮĲǎıĲƾǏǈǄǈĮĲǎȺǏǗǃĮĲǎǋǗǌǎǆĮǁǄĮ
įİǌ ƿȺĮǈǏǌİ ƮƾǇİ ǒǏǗǌǎ ǆǏǒǎǘǌĲĮǌİ ǎ ǄǏĮǋǋĮĲǈǉǗǐ ĲǎǑ ǒǔǏǈǎǘ ǀ ǎ
ĮǄǏǎĳǘǊĮǉĮǐǉĮǈıǎǑĲǆǋƿĲǏĮǋǁĮǋǈĮ 
G3: Before the subsidies, it was the 100 (drachmas). Only for sheep, the goat 
got nothing. Every year the secretary of the village would come or the Hayward 
and he would count them one by one.  
G3: 45, M, Shepherd 
But these records may contain fewer animals registered as in some cases 
shepherds had to pay tax according to their animal numbers (Rackham and 
Moody 1996). Thus, an underestimation could occur, particularly in the 
number of goats as sheep were subsidised. Goats can be viewed as a 
negative element, an evil creature that destroys the environment (Siddle 
2009), while the sheep is always preferred by policy makers at least since 
the 19th century. In the formal Cretan State Gazette the Secretary of the 
Chania Prefecture states that Mayors should be responsible and remove 
from the cultivated lands that had fruitful trees or grafted trees all the 
grazing animals, but specially goDWV WKDW DUH FKDUDFWHULVHG DV µthe 
LPSODFDEOH HQHPLHV RI HYHU\ VSURXWLQJ WUHH¶ (Cretan State 1899c, p.3). 
Even today, goats are subsidised with less money than sheep.  
Statistical records with less or more credibility do offer a picture of what 
has changed over the last decades. Table 4.2 suggests a dramatic increase 
in animal numbers for goat and sheep and the disappearance of other 
animals, since one of the first official records of 1914. Contemporary 
information and oral history supports a sudden increase in ovicaprid 
numbers since the 1980s as a result of subsidies. However, this seems to 
be false according to statistical data. In this case, oral history suggested 
that till the 1970s ± 1980s things were stable, and there was no mention 
of an increase in the 1960s.  
Oral history reflects mainly the sudden increase of animals after 1980. 
This can be connected with no realization of the previous increase from 
1961 to 1971. The reason for this should be related with the fact that till 
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the 1970s, no concentrate feed was used in husbandry as it has been 
supported in the interviews. The grazing system was self-dependent and 
was not influenced by external sources. This changed completely in the 
1980s when shepherds started introducing concentrate feed that made 
them able to sustain larger flocks (Papanastasis 2004, Lorent et al. 2009).   
Statistical data and oral history supports that till the 1970s, although 
the number of animals increased significant compared to the accounts of 
1961, pastures could still provide the necessary feed for the livestock. Until 
the beginning of the 1970s, no external feed could reach the pastures as a 
result of isolation and absence of vehicles. On the other hand, in the mid 
1970s, concentrates gradually started to be introduced in husbandry and 
the construction of forest roads had increased dramatically (Hostert et al. 
2003). Thus, since beginning of the 1980s, concentrate feeding was and 
still is a common practice in animal husbandry as a result of the CAP that 
promoted the increase of animal numbers (Stefanakis et al. 2007). Larger 
flocks that do not rely solely grazing on pastures became the norm (Lorent 
et al. 2009 and Hadjigeorgiou et al. 1998).    
The total increase in sheep and goats between 1961 and 2005 is more 
than 202% (Table 8.1). Table 8.1 shows the increase between the different 
dates. In terms of goat/sheep numbers, pastures seem to have a high 
pressure and today grazing should be considered as negative for the 
environment. The degree that this reflects degradation or less forest cover 
in the uplands is still questionable. Statistics not only reflect the carrying 
FDSDFLW\RI&UHWDQSDVWXUHVEXWDOVRVKRZWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKHVKHSKHUGV¶
work in the rural economy. In terms of social elements, husbandry was 
very vital, and as we can see from statistics, shepherds were large in 
number till 1971. In 1991 their number has been reduced to half, but it 
recovered later and in 2002 and 2005 there is a huge increase (Figure 
4.12), resulting in smaller herd sizes again (Figure 8.9).    
The increase in the numbers of sheep and goats does not necessarily 
mean that the farmers have increased their income. Indeed Lorent et al 
SDUJXHWKDW µIDUPHUVZKRLQFUHDVHGWKHLU IORFNV WRPD[LPLVH
CAP subsidies became more sensitive and less adaptive to adverse price 
FKDQJHV LQ DJULFXOWXUDO FRPPRGLWLHV¶ 7KXV IDUPHUV FRXOG EH DIIHFWHG
adversely by fluctuations in the prices of inputs such as concentrates and 
fuel. 
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Figure 8.9: Statistical analysis showing the number of animals per 
shepherd in Crete. The trend shows again a move to smaller herds as it 
was before the 1990s.  
Source: diagram drawn by the author based on statistical accounts of: 1961 (N.S.S.G. 
1964a), 1971 (N.S.S.G. 1978), 1981 (N.S.S.G. 1984), 1991 (N.S.S.G. 1995), 2002 (H.S.A. 
2011), 2005 (N.S.S.G. 2009a)    
8.4 Managing the flocks 
In the previous section, animal number and type have been analysed, but 
an important element is not only their numbers but also the size of the 
herds that individual shepherds owned. This can be important in social and 
cultural terms and in pasture management. Management of large flocks 
had different needs in comparison with small scale farms.  
Oral history suggests a small herd size owned by individual shepherds 
and big stocks were an exception, at least in the area of eastern Psiloritis. 
There is no evidence of common animal ownership, at least regarding 
sheep and goats. It is probable that the environmental and topographical 
conditions of Crete with a distinct and long dry period reduced the carrying 
capacity of pastures. Thus, small size flocks could be better 
accommodated.  
2IWHQ VKHSKHUGV¶ IDPLOLHV SURYLGHG WKH LQLWLDO VWRFN WR WKHLU PDOH
children that would be involved in pastoralism. There are several examples 
where the son inherited a small number of animals to start his own 
business and family. A forty-one year old woman from Gergeri village 
mentioned that her father started his own business with no more than 
twenty animals:  
G16: Ƴ: ƳȺĮĲƿǏĮǐǋǎǑȺİǁǏİǇĮǏǏǙǎǅƾǗǒǈȺƾǌǔĮȺǗǋǈǏƾıǈ
ĮȺǗĲǎǌȺĮĲƿǏĮĲǎǑǉĮǈǍİǉǁǌǆıİĲǆǌǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈĮĲǎǑ 
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G16: My father I think took 19, 13 animals, no more than 20, a share 
(inherited) from his father and he began his family.  
G16: 41, F, Agronomist  
Traditionally the male children will continue the job of a shepherd and 
WKHSUHYLRXVLQWHUYLHZHH¶VEURWKHULs today a shepherd.  
Small flocks are more flexible to move and to exploit efficiently pastures 
that are often isolated due to the mountainous topography of Crete. 
Although distances are not big, high mountains and gorges create an 
environment that makes everyday transportation difficult. Lorent et al. 
(2009) argue that stock holders in dry-lands have to adopt flexible 
strategies to cope with harsh environmental conditions and herd mobility is 
essential in such areas. The same procedure was followed in eastern 
Psiloritis till recently.  
Therefore, for several different reasons, small herds were common in 
the early 20th century and were able to exploit efficiently the natural 
resources of the diverse Cretan environment. On the other hand, small 
flocks cannot provide an efficient stable production of dairy products and 
especially cheese that markets demanded. As a result, individual 
shepherds had to create a manageable farm that could provide the 
necessary quantities of milk for cheese production, the main product of the 
uplands. Hence, in order to have a more effective exploitation of natural 
resources and the works needed for animal husbandry, shepherds were 
RUJDQL]HG XQGHU D FRPPRQ RSHUDWLRQ FDOOHG µPLWDWR¶ $FFRUGLQJ WR RUDO
information, this was extensively applied till the 1970s: 
G2: ƷǎıǘıĲǆǋĮȺǎǑİǁǒĮǋİȺĮǊĮǈǗĲİǏĮǀĲĮǌİĲǎȺǈǎįǆǋǎǉǏĮĲǈǉǗıǘıĲǆǋĮȺǎǑ
ǑȺǀǏǒİıİǉǊƾįǎǑǐƪǉƾǋĮǋİǀǎǋƾįİǐǀĮįǏİĳǎıǘǌǆǀǉĮǈĮǉǗǋĮĮȺǗįǑǎĲǏİǈǐ
ǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈİǐıİǎǋƾįĮǉĮǈİǉƾǋĮǋİǌĮıǋǁǍǔǋİǌĮǉƾǋǔǋİǋĮǅǁǋǈĲƾĲǎǌĮĳƾǋİĲǎ
ǄƾǊĮǋĮǅǁƷǆǌ ȺİǏǁǎįǎ ĲǎǑ ǄĮǊƾĲǎǑ.  
G2: The system we had in the past was the most democratic system that 
existed in any other profession. We made groups or brotherly or even two or 
three families joined a group and we met together to make the Mitato to 'eat' 
(process) together the milk. The milking period.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd  
Mitato normally refers to a permanent settlement or stone house, made 
LQ WKHPRXQWDLQV DQG XVHG IRU WKH VKHSKHUGV¶ QHHGV GXULQJ WKHLU VWD\ LQ
the uplands; it was actually a shepherd¶s hut. This type of construction 
with small differentiations existed over the whole island of Crete (Plimakis 
2008, Blitzer 1990, Rackham and Moody 1996) ,Q DGGLWLRQ VKHSKHUGV¶
huts in the uplands are found in other areas in Mediterranean region and 
other parts of Greece (Sanders 1954). Mitato were owned by an individual 
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shepherd, it was the place to sleep, and mainly it was used for cheese 
making (Figure 8.10). In the surrounding area, often some other 
constructions, in the same form as Mitato, were used for cheese storage 
and maturation (Figure 8.11).  
Having that settlement (Mitato) as the centre of their works, individual 
shepherds merged their flocks and cooperated mainly for cheese making. 
Often these shepherds were members of the same family, but that was not 
always the rule. Particularly important was the type of animals that 
resulted after the unification. The ratio of sheep and goat had to be 70 and 
30 percent respectively according to oral information:  
GƩǆǊĮįǀ ǆ ĮǌĮǊǎǄǁĮ ǀĲĮǌİ - ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ-ĮǁǄİǐ ıİ ǗǊĮ ĲĮǉǎȺƾįǈĮƣǒǈ
İȺİǈįǀǐǀĲĮǌİǌǗǋǎǐƿĲıǈǆĲĮǌİǆǈııǎǏǎȺǁĮīǈĮ ǌĮǉƾǋİǈǐǉĮǈƿǌĮǉĮǊǗĲǑǏǁ
ǀǇİǊİǐƿǌĮǈĲıǈǉǗ ƴĮǏĮȺƾǌǔ įİǌ ǀĲĮǌİ ǉĮǊǗ. īǈĮǑĲǗ įǆǊĮįǀ İǁǒĮǌİ ǋǈĮ 
ǈıǎǏǏǎȺǁĮ, 30-70.  
G5: So the ratio was 70-30 (sheep, goats) in all herds. Not because it was a 
law, was thus the equilibrium. To make a good cheese, you needed 30% goats 
milk. More than this was not good. That is why they had a balance, 30-70. 
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd   
There were shepherds with mixed flocks, goats and sheep or herds with 
only one type of animals. Regardless of the type of herds, mixed or single, 
the cooperation of Mitato had to be of mixed type, always in the ratio of 
seventy ± thirty percent of sheep/goat. That was established for the 
purposes of cheese type made in the area and statistical data do support a 
proportion of seventy and thirty percent between sheep and goat from 
1914 till the 1970s (Figure 8.12). 
Although, there is a strong trend for this proportion to decrease in 
favour of sheep, probably in cheese making it is still a rule and kept by 
cheese makers. However, there is evidence that this tradition is changing 
DQGLQVHYHUDOFDVHVJRDW¶VPLONKDVGHFUHDVHGDVDVKHSKHUGRI$QRJHLD
states:     
AnƷǎǋǈĲƾĲǎȺǎǑİǁǒĮǈǌİĮǁǄİǐǀĲĮǌİĲǎȺǏǎǌǎǋǈǎǘǒǎƪĲǎȺǈǎǉĮǊǗİǌĮǈ
ǃƿǃĮǈĮ ǄǈĮĲǁ ĮǑĲǀ ǆ ĮǁǄĮ įǁǌİǈ ȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏǎ ǄƾǊĮ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ǄǈĲıǈǉǗ ǄƾǊĮ
ȺǏǎıǋǁǄǎǌĲĮǐ Ĳǎ ǋİ Ĳǎ ȺǏǗǃİǈǎ ĳĲǈƾǒǌİǈ İǈįǈǉƾ ǄǏĮǃǈƿǏĮ ǗĲĮǌ ȺİǏǈƿǒİǈ ƿǌĮ
ǄǈĲıǈǉǗǄƾǊĮıĲǎȺǏǗǃİǈǎĲǎǑįǁǌİǈǉƾȺǎǈĮǉƾȺǎǈǎƾǏǔǋĮƮĮǈǎĮǇǗĲǆǏǎǐ
ȺǎǑƿǈǒİǌİǄǈĲıǈǉǗǄƾǊĮǋƿıĮĮǌƾǒǑǋĮǗȺǔǐĲǎǊƿǋİİǋİǁǐǀĲĮǌİĲǎǉƾĲǈƾǊǊǎ 
An1: The Mitato that had goats was privileged. (P: the best?) yes, of course, 
because goat gives more milk and goat's milk if it is mixed with sheep milk, it 
makes, especially for graviera cheese when sheep milk contains 10% of goats 
milk, it gives it some, a scent (aroma). And the 'athotiros' (hard cheese, similar 
to ricotta before its dried) that had goats milk in it, the 'anachyma' as we call it, 
it was something else (very tasty).  
An1: 50, M, Shepherd    
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Figure 8.10$W\SLFDOVWRQHFRQVWUXFWLRQµ0LWDWR¶WKHPDLQVKHSKHUG¶VKXW
in the Psiloritis Mountain. 
Source: photo taken by the author, May 2004 
 
Figure 8.11: Stone construction for cheese maturation. The small entrance 
(no more than a metre high) is characteristic and keeps temperature stable 
for cheese storage.  
Source: photo taken by the author, October 2004 
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Figure 8.12: Statistical analysis of the ration goat/(sheep+goat) that shows 
the increase of sheep.  
Source: Diagram drawn by the author, based on the numbers of Table 4.2   
Mitato in terms of partnership contains a certain independence amongst 
its members, and every year that partnership could be different. The 
PHPEHUVZHUHHTXDODQGZHUHUHIHUUHGWRDVµDIHQWLNR¶%RVV 
G ƪǄǙ ȺǎǑ İȺǀǄĮ ǃǎıǉƾǉǈ ǋǈĮ ĳǎǏƾ ǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǀǐ ǃǎıǉǗǐ ǉĮǈ ǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǀǐ
ǀĲĮǌİ ȺƿǌĲİ ĮĳİǌĲǈǉƾ İǁǒĮǌİ įǑǎ ǄǉĮǊǎǌǗǋǎǑǐ ǍƿǌǎǑǐ İǄǙ ȺǎǑ ǀǋǎǑǌ
ǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǀǐǎǒĲǙƾĲǎǋĮ 
*,ZHQWRQFHDVD\RXQJVKHSKHUGµPDQWUDW]LV¶VKHSKHUGDQGµPDQWUDW]LV¶
WKH\ ZHUH  ERVVHV WKH\ KDG WZR µJDORQRPRXV¶ HPSOR\HHV DQG P\self as 
µPDQWUDW]LV¶SHRSOHLQWRWDO 
G17: 45, M, Farmer    
Mitato coop was created only for milking purposes and cheese making 
(Figure 8.13). The rules were clear and very specific for the area of 
Psiloritis. The mitato was a highly specialized husbandry, and the works 
needed were specific for every member. The animal owners often did 
several of the necessary works and then several other people were 
employed if the number of bosses were not enough to cover the work 
needed. Generally the works were divided in certain categories that are 
summarized in Table 8.2.  
For the cooperative it was normal for three to five or even more 
shepherds to merge their flocks and create a Mitato. The total number of 
SHRSOHZDVDSSUR[LPDWHO\VL[WRHLJKWDQGPRVWRIWKHWLPHVµJDORQRPRV¶
µVWLURQRPRV¶DQGµPDQWUDW]LV¶GLGQRWRZQDQ\DQLPDOVEXWwere workers in 
the cooperative.  
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Figure 8.13: Traditional cheese making in Mitato in konomaki area, north of 
Gergeri. Several shepherds still make cheese on the spot.   
Source: photo taken by the author, May 2004 
The Mitato cooperation in the area of Psiloritis, was based on a system 
RIµPLONLQJGD\V¶(YHU\WKLQJZDVFRXQWHGLQPLONLQJGD\V(DFKSURGXFWLYH
animal was counted in the whole process and normally a system of forty or 
thirty productive animals was applied. For example the owner of 
IRUW\WKLUW\ DQLPDOV KDG WKH ULJKW RI RQH µPLONLQJ GD\¶ 7KHQ person that 
owned the cheese making implements was having one milking day, 
µJDORQRPRV¶had two, stironomos and mantratzis for one milking day each.  
Name Works 
Tyrokomos 
(ĲǑǏǎǉǗǋǎǐ)  
The person responsible for cheese making. Often a member of 
the family had expertise in this.  
Galonomos 
ǄǉĮǊǎǌǗǋǎǐ 
A shepherd obligated with the grazing of the productive 
animals. 
Stironomos 
ıĲǈǏǎǌǗǋǎǐ 
A shepherd obligated with the grazing of non-productive 
animals or animals in winter pastures. 
Mantratzis 
ǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǀǐ 
The person for the rest of the works (firewood collection, 
cleaning the implements of cheese making, transport of 
products and firewood in the village) 
Table 8.2: The main specialisations in a Mitato.  
Source: Table drawn by the author, based on oral information    
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The system was highly hierarchically structured. According to the 
interviews, during the milking period, the first to take the cheese 
production, the first milking day, was the person with the more animals. 
Then the rest of the bosses followed and then the galonomos, then 
stironomos and last the mantratzis. In cases where the cooperation was 
based on family members, it was the oldest member that had the first day 
production. In accordance, the following days were given to the oldest son 
and so forth.  
G2: ƟǋĮİǁǒİǐǀȺǏǗǃĮĲĮƿǄǉĮǊİǐǀĮǁǄİǐƿǉĮǌİǐǋǁĮǋƿǏĮǄƾǊĮĲǆıĮǈǅǗǌ
ƷǈƿǉĮǌİĲǙǏĮĮǑĲǗǐȺǎǑƿǈǒİĲĮȺǈĮȺǎǊǊƾȺǏǗǃĮĲĮǀȺİǏǌİȺǏǙĲǎǐĲǎǄƾǊĮĲǎ
ǉĮǅƾǌǈ ĲĮ ĲǎǑȺǈƾ ǗǊĮ ĲĮ ıǉİǘǆ ĮǑĲƾ İǃǄƾǌĮǌİǋǁĮ ǋƿǏĮǄƾǊĮ. ƟǋĮǇƿǊĮǌİ ǎǈ
ǄǉĮǊǎǌǗǋǎǈİȺƿǏǌĮǌİǋƿǏİǐǄƾǊĮǉĮǈİǁǒĮǌİ ǉĮǈƿǌĮǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǁ ƴǎǑǀȺİǏǌİǋǈĮ
ǋƿǏĮ 
G3: If someone had 40 or 30 productive sheep and goat, he was having one 
milking day. The person owned the larger flock, was taken first the milk. The 
milking implements have the right for one milking day. Galonomos gained 2 
milking days, and they had also the mantratzi for one milking day.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
G3 ƶĲǆǌ ĮįİǏĳǎıǘǌǆ İȺǀǄĮǈǌİ ȺĮǏƾįİǈǄǋĮ ǎ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ ǎȺǈĮ ǋİǄƾǊǎǐ Ǆǈǎǐ
įİǘĲİǏǎǐǉĮǈǎǑĲǎǉĮǇİǍǆǐ 
G3: When it was a family based Mitato, it was first the father, then the eldest 
son, then the second son etc.  
G3: 45, M, Shepherd 
Moreover in order to have a more reliable and equitable system, days 
with less production, as a result of bad weather conditions or other 
unpredictable factors were under common share. This means that these 
GD\V¶ SURGXFWLRQ ZDV SODFHG LQ µ0HVL¶ PHaning in the middle, and was 
shared by all the members of the cooperative. The following milking day, 
when production was normal, it was given to the person that was in order 
to take his harvest.  
That system was applied in Psiloritis Mountain, and different less 
hierarchically structured systems were developed in other parts of Crete. 
For example in western Crete in Sfakia, another system of partnership was 
applied. The difference was mainly in the type of product sharing. Here the 
production was not divided in days but in products. The whole production 
was divided at the end between the owners and their workers, according to 
their sharing value. However, more or less the works and specializations 
needed were the same (Plimakis 2008).  
Generally, workers in husbandry were people from nearby villages and, 
depending on the work type, high specialization was often required. For 
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example, the work of 'galonomos' and 'tyrokomos' was much appreciated 
and required special skills:    
$QơĲĮǌİǎǈĮǇǏǙȺǎǈȺǎǑĮıǒǎǊǈǗĲĮǌİǋİĲǆǌĲǑǏǎǉǗǋǈıǆįİǌǋȺǎǏǎǘıĮǌİǌĮ
ǉƾǌǎǑǌİǗǊǎǈĲǎǑǐĲǑǏǎǉǗǋǎǑǐǀįİǌǀĲĮǌǗǊǎǈİǈįǈǉǎǁǄǈĮĲǑǏǎǉǎǋǈǉǀƿǌĮǐĮȺǗ
ǉƾǇİǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈĮĮȺǗǉƾǇİȺĮĲǎǘǄǈĮǀĲĮǌİǉĮǈǎİǈįǈǉǗǐǎǎȺǎǁǎǐĲǑǏǎǉǎǋǎǘıİ
ƮĮǈǎǈǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǁįİǐǎǈǎȺǎǁǎǈǀĲĮǌİĮǐȺǎǘǋİǎǈĲĮǒǑįǏǗǋǎǈǌĮĲǎȺǎǘǋİ ƿĲıǈ
ǊǎǄǈǗǐǀĲĮǌİȺǎǊǘįǘıǉǎǊǆįǎǑǊİǈƾįǈǗĲǈĲǆǌǉƾǌĮǌİıǑǌǀǇǔǐȺĮǈįǈƾƩǆǊĮįǀ
ǎǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǀǐǀĲǎǌİǌĮǈǋİǌįİǌİǁǒİĲǗıǎǋİǄƾǊǆǑȺİǑǇǑǌǗĲǆĲĮǗȺǔǐǀĲĮǌİǎǈ
ƾǊǊǎǈǎǄĮǊǎǌǗǋǎǐǎıĲİǈǏǎǌǗǋǎǐǎĲǑǏǎǉǗǋǎǐǌĮǉƾǌǎǑǌİǌĮįİǁǍǎǑǌİĮǊǊƾ
ǀĲĮǌİǎĮȺĮǏĮǁĲǆĲǎǐǌĮǊİǈĲǎǑǏǄǀıİǈƿǌĮǋǈĲƾĲǎ 
An1: There were certain people obligated with cheese making, not everyone 
could be a cheese maker or they were not all specialists for cheesing, one from 
each family, each 'patougia', was the expert for cheese making. And 

PDQWUDW]LGHV
ZKRZHUH OHW¶VVD\WKHSRVWPHQ LWZDVDYHU\KDUG MREDQG LW
was done mostly by children. Although mantratzis was not a very responsible 
work as they were others such as 'galonomos' 'steironomos', the cheese maker, 
the (mantratzis) was thought necessary to operate a Mitato.  
An1: 50, M, Shepherd   
7KH ZRUN RI µPDQWUDW]LV¶ WKDW GLG QRW UHTXLUH DQ\ SDUWLFXODU VNLOO DV
mentioned in the previous interview, involved mainly young children. The 
poorest families sent their children in such work to have some extra 
income for their household. Here is an example of a very poor family that 
sent one of their children in the mountain and another one as a servant in 
a house in Heraklion city:     
1 Ʒǎǌ ǉĮǉǎǋǁĲıǈ Ĳǎǌ ƶ.. ơĲĮǌ  ǒǏǗǌǔǌ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ƿǃĮǊİ ǎ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ ĲǎǑ
ǋĮǌĲǏĮĲǅǀǉĮǈǀȺĮǈǏǌİĮȺǗĲıǎǈǃǎıǉǎǘǐĲǙǏĮȺǎǑĲǗǒĮǌİǀȺĮǈǏǌİǄƾǊĮĲǑǏǁǉĮǈ
ǁǅİ ĲĮ ƾǊǊĮ ȺĮǈįǈƾ ĲǎǑ ƮĮǈ Ĳǎ ĳĮǌǎǘǏǄǈǎ İǁǒĮǈ ǃƾǊİǈ ĳĮǋİǄǈƾǉǈ ǉĮǈ ȺĮǏǌİ ĲĮ
ǋǆǌǈƾĲǈǉǈĮǉĮǈȺƿǏǌĮǌıĲǎıȺǁĲǈĲĮĮȺĮǏĮǁĲǆĲĮīǈĮ ǌĮ ǅǀıǎǑǌİ. 
N3: Poor S... He was 12 years old, and his father put him mantratzi, and so he 
could get from the shepherds that he was working to, milk and cheese to feed 
KLVRWKHUFKLOGUHQ$QG)««6«EURWKHUZDVVHQWDVDVHUYDQWDQGKLVIDWKHU
was taking his salary and then they could buy the necessities for their house. 
So they could survive.  
N3: 70. F, Housekeeper  
Other products such as wool production were also important, but in the 
20th century cheese was the most valuable. The main reason for the 
establishment of Mitato was mainly for cheese making, needed for 
commercial purposes.  
This type of cooperation was most relevant for small sized farms and 
large herds were individually run. In the late 1970s, a shepherd from 
Anogeia village went for the first time to the uplands to work in husbandry 
DQGQRWLFHG WKDW WKHPDMRULW\RI WKH µPLWDWR¶ZHUHD FRRSHUDWLRQRI VPDOO
herds and the rest were individual large sized ownerships:     
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$Q ƩǑǎ ǉĮǈ ĲǏǈİǐ ǀ  ƾĲǎǋĮ İǋĮǅİǑǗĲĮǌ Ǘıǎǈ İǁǒĮǌİ ǊǁǄĮ ǋǈǉǏǗ ǉǊǀǏǎ
ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ   ǋĮǅİǑǗĲĮǌİ - ƾĲǎǋĮ ǉĮǈ ǉƾǌĮǌİ ƿǌĮ ǋǈĲƾĲǎ ƣıǎǈ İǁǒĮǌİ
ĮȺǗ įǈǉƾ Ĳǎ - įİǌ ǒǏİǈĮǅǗĲĮǌİ ǀĲĮǌİ ǋǗǌǎǈ ƧǊǊƾ ıǑǌǀǇǔǐ ǀĲĮǌİ
ǋǈǉǏǎǕįǈǎǉĲǀĲİǐ ȺǎǑ ǋĮǅİǑǗĲĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ǉƾǌĮǌİ ƿǌĮ ǋǈĲƾĲǎ ƩǆǊĮįǀ Ĳǎ 70% Ĳǔ 
ǋǈĲƾĲǔ ǀĲĮǌİ ıǑǌİĲĮǈǏǈıǋǎǁ.    
An1: Two, three or four persons could meet, the ones that had small herds, 
sheep, 50, 100, they met 3 -4 persons and they made a Mitato. The ones that 
had by themselves 300-400 did not need that, they were alone. However, 
normally they were small sized farms, and they met and create a Mitato. So 
70% of Mitato, were cooperation.     
An1: 50, M, Shepherd   
8.5 Where should I graze Mr/Ms. Mayor?     
In Psiloritis Mountain and generally in Greece, uncultivated areas, mainly 
consisting of forests and forested lands, are considered as state land 
(Hellenic Republic 1979), as has been analysed in Chapter 4. Regardless of 
the formal legal status of the land another type of rights of pastures 
existed. Oral history informs us that shepherds divided the uplands into 
ZKDWLVFDOOHGµGRFKL¶įǎǒǀRU
DSRVWURIL
ĮȺǎıĲǏǎĳǀ:    
G2 ƷǎǑ ǃǎıǉǎĲǗȺǎǑ ĲǙǏĮ İǋİǁǐ İǁǒĮǋİ ƿǌĮ ȺǏǎǌǗǋǈǎ İȺĮƿ Ĳǎ ǒǔǏǈǗ ǋĮǐ ȺǎǑ
İǁǒİ ȺǎǊǘ ǉǎǈǌǎĲǈǉǀ ĮǄǏǈƾįĮ ƧǊǊƾ ǎ ǉĮǇƿǌĮǐ İǁǒİ ǋǁĮ įǎǒǀ Ĳǆ ǊƿǄĮǋİ
ĮȺǎıĲǏǎĳǀĲǆǊƿǄĮǋİıĲǆǄǊǙııĮĲǆįǈǉǀǋĮǐǉĮǈǃǎıǉǎǘıĮǌİƾǊǊǎǈİįǙıĲǎ
Ⱥǈǎ ǉǎǌĲƾ ıĲĮ ƶİǊǊǈƾ ƾǊǊǎǈ ıĲǎ įǈȺǊǗǏǈ ƾǊǊǎǈ Ⱥǈǎ ǋƿıĮ ǋƿıĮ ǉĮǈ İǋİǁǐ Ⱥǈǎ
ǋƿıĮ 
G2: For the grazed land we had an advantage here, because we had a huge 
communal wild (uncultivated land) area. However, each of us had what it is 
FDOOHG µGRFKL¶ RU ZH FDOOHG LW µDSRVWURIL¶ LQ RXU ODQJXDJH DQG someone could 
JUD]HKHUHPRUHFORVHWRWKHYLOODJHLQµ6HOLD¶RWKHUVLQµGLSORUL¶RWKHUVLQQHU
and we even more inner.   
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
This was a division based on family members which is still in use. 
Although the land was regarded as common in terms of grazing rights, 
there was a strong connection of specific defined areas with several 
families from the villages. This status has no juridical recognition and it 
should be considered more as a local social element developed in Crete for 
different cultural reasons. This tradition has a high ethical status and 
respect among the users of the mountain. The time that it was developed 
and under which circumstances is unknown. It probably resulted from a 
need to avoid conflicts between shepherds. No one would go to graze 
another family¶V ODQGµGRFKL¶,WZDVDUHDVRQIRUFRQIOLFWDQGRIWHQEORRG\
conflict. This element is still respected by locals and according to a forty-
two year old interviewee from Anogeia village, although her family does 
not visit the uplands anymore, when they want they can return to it:     
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An7: Ƴ ǉƾǇİ ǃǎıǉǗǐ İǁǒİ Ĳǆ įǎǒǀ ĲǎǑ įǆǊĮįǀ Ĳǎ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ ȺǎǑ ĮǑĲǗǐ
İǉǋİĲĮǊǊİǘİĲĮǈ ǎȺǗĲİ Ĳǎ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ ĮǑĲǗ ǀĲĮǌİ ǄǈĮ ĮǑĲǗǌ ǉĮǈ ǎ įǈȺǊĮǌǗǐ Ĳǎ
ıİǃǗĲĮǌİǉĮǈĮǑĲǗǐıİǃǗĲĮǌİĲǎǑįǈȺǊĮǌǎǘǎǏǈıǋƿǌĮĲĮǗǏǈĮǗǒǈĮȺǎįǎǒǀıĮǌ
ǈįǈǎǉĲǆıǁĮĮǊǊƾƪıĮǌȺİǏǈǎǒǀȺǎǑǃǗıǉǔǉĮǈĲĮǅǙĮĮǌĮǄǌǔǏǁǅĮǌİıİȺǈĮ
ȺİǏǈǎǒǀȺƾǌİǉƾǇİǒǏǗǌǎĮȺǗǋǗǌĮĲǎǑǐ(P:ƧǑĲǗıǑǌİǒǁǅİĲİǋƿǒǏǈǉĮǈıǀǋİǏĮ) 
ưİ ıİǃĮıǋǗ ǇĮ ƿǊİǄĮ ƱĮǈ ƸȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ ȺǎǊǊƿǐ ǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈİǐ ǎǈ ǎȺǎǁİǐ
ƿǒǎǑǌ ıĲĮǋĮĲǀıİǈ ǌĮ ǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİ ǃǎıǉǎǁ ıĲǆǌ ȺİǏǈǎǒǀ Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ ȺǎǑ ǀĲĮǌİ ǎ
ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐǋǎǑȺǎǑǀĲĮǌİǉİǁȺƿǏĮǃǏƿǌĲǅǆįİǐȺǎǊǊǎǁǉǎǌĲƾıĲǆƱǁįĮİǉİǁǉǎǌĲƾ
ıĲǎǒǈǎǌǎįǏǎǋǈǉǗįİǌİǁǌĮǈǉĮǌİǁǐǃǎıǉǗǐĮȺǗǋĮǐĲǙǏĮƸȺƾǏǒİǈĲǎǋǈĲƾĲǎƪ
ǎȺǗĲİȺƾİǈ ǉƾȺǎǈǎǐƾǊǊǎǐ İǉİǁ ĲǙǏĮįİǌȺƾİǈǉƾȺǎǈǎǐƾǊǊǎǐįİǌȺƾİǈǋİ Ĳǆǌ
ƿǌǌǎǈĮ ȺǎǈĮ ƾǋĮ ȺİǏƾıǎǑǌİ - ǒǏǗǌǈĮ Ⱥǎǋǀǌİǈ ĮǌİǉǋİĲƾǊǊİǑĲǎ ǉĮǈ İǁǌĮǈ
įǆǋǎĲǈǉǗǐ ǒǙǏǎǐ ıǈǄƾ ıǈǄƾ Ⱥƾİǈ ƧǊǊƾ ǆ įǎǒǀ Ĳǔ ƨǏƿǌĲǅǆįǔ Įǌ ǉƾȺǎǈǎǐ
ƨǏƿǌĲǅǎǐ ĲǙǏĮ Ǆǁǌİǈ ǃǎıǉǗǐ ǇĮ Ⱥƾİǈ İǉİǁ ƩǈǉĮǈǔǋĮĲǈǉƾ ǉĮĲƾ ǉƾȺǎǈǎ ĲǏǗȺǎ
įǈİǉįǈǉİǁ Ĳǎ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ ĮǑĲǗ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ ǃƾǊİǈ ĲĮ ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ ƷĮ ĲǆǏǎǘǌİ ǋİ İǑǊƾǃİǈĮ
ĮǑĲƾƩǆǊĮįǀǋǎǑƿǒİǈǉƾǌİǈĳǎǃİǏǀİǌĲǘȺǔıǆƷǎ ǒǔ ǉǎǑǃİǌĲǈƾıİǈ, Ĳǎ ĲǆǏǎǘǌİ 
ǋİ İǑǊƾǃİǈĮ.  
An7: Each shepherd had his area (dochi), that means a piece of land that he 
exploits, so this land was for him, and his neighbours respected that and he 
respected his neighbours, boundaries were defined, not accepting it as a 
property, but (P: as an area to graze?) and the animals knew in which area to 
go every year on their own (P: This continues up to today?) With respect I 
would say. Yes. Of course there are many families that they stopped being 
shepherds any more, in the area that was my father, who was over there the 
Vrentzides many of them, close to Nida, in the nearby ski resort, there is no 
shepherd now. Their Mitato is there.  
P: so someone else is going there now?  
An7: No one else is going now, but in the sense which, if 5-10 years will pass 
and the area remained unexploited, and it is a municipal land, they will start 
going. But the area (dochi) is of Vrentzido, if someone Vrentzos now become a 
shepherd, he will go there. It will be his right to have his sheep in that area. 
They strongly keep this tradition. This has a lot impressed me. I have discussed 
this element with them and they keep it with veneration.  
An7: 42, F, Economist  
Crete is famous for several positive and several negative cultural 
HOHPHQWV2QHRIWKHQHJDWLYHVLV
9HQWHWD¶µ9HQWHWD¶LVDFRQIOLFWEHWZHHQ
the members of two hostile families without an end, resulting often in 
PXUGHUVRIPDOHPHPEHUV6HYHUDOµYHQWHWD¶ZHUHFRQQHFWHGZLWKSDVWXUH
use between shepherds and resulted in the abandonment of whole villages 
LQ WKH SDVW )RUWXQDWHO\ WKLV QHJDWLYH µWUDGLWLRQ¶ VHOGRP RFFXUV WRGD\
However, there are still some incidences often involving conflicts over 
pastures. In local newspapers news often cover such conflicts: 'the accused 
had land disputes with the victim as there were demands for pasture and a 
few years ago the deceased had beaten him' (Pervolarakis 2008, p.1). 
The absence of legal rights in 'dochi' does not mean that it did not have 
a strong influence on local decisions. Recent archives from local 
communes, document a type of auction for renting the pastures to 
shepherds and their participation in them. However, we should consider 
such elements as formal procedures that officials had to follow, but which 
do not reflect the reality. These auctions were a formal procedure 
LPSOHPHQWHGE\WKHRIILFLDOVZKHUHRWKHUSHRSOHSXWµIDNH¶RIIHUVVRWKDWDW
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the end each shepherd would WDNHWKHLUµGRFKL¶after having offer the best 
renting price (GAC1, 3).  
Current Greek agricultural policy is strongly connected with the CAP and 
animal subsidies are a result of this policy. In Crete two main subsidies are 
connected with sheep and goats. These two policies were introduced in 
1999 and 2001 and are still in force. The first one is related to what is 
defined as Less Favoured Area (LFA) and is connected with the available 
amounts of grazed land for each farmer (EC 1999). The second is defined 
as the µHZHDQGJRDWSUHPLXP¶DQGDFFRUGLQJWRWKH&RXQFLO5HJXODWLRQ(&
3µWKHHZHSUHPLXPDQGWKHJRDWSUHPLXPVKDOOEHJUDQWHG
in the form of an annual payment per eligible animal per calendar year and 
per producer within thHOLPLWVRILQGLYLGXDOFHLOLQJV¶7KLVW\SHRIVXEVLG\LV
not connected with the amount of grasslands or the grazing pressure in an 
area. 7KXV DOWKRXJK IRU WKH IDUPHUV µWKH HZH SUHPLXP JURZV
proportionally with flock size, the LFA subsidy is tied to the sum of 
rangeland and fodder areas (in ha). If this limit is exceeded, a penalty of 
 LV DSSOLHG WR WKH OLYHVWRFN FRPSRQHQW RI WKH VXEVLG\¶ /RUHQW HW DO
2009, p. 6).  
As a result of this policy and the large proportion of common lands in 
the uplands, local authorities have to verify that shepherds have enough 
space for their animals, so they do not damage the environment. This is 
implemented by municipalities so that their shepherds will not lose any 
subsidies, according to European directives. It seems that current local 
authorities have more power than in the past:     
PƳįǀǋǎǐįǆǊĮįǀƷǎǇİǔǏİǁįǆǋǎĲǈǉǗ 
Z9: ƩǆǋǎĲǈǉǗ ǌĮǈ ĲĮ İǌǎǈǉǈƾǅǎǑǋİ ıĲǎǑǐ ǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǎǑǐ « Ʃİǌ ǋȺǎǏǎǘǋİ ǌĮ 
ĲǎǑǐǉĮǊǘǓǎǑǋİǃƿǃĮǈĮǄǈĮĲǁǆƿǉĲĮıǆįİǌĳĲƾǌİǈıİǉĮǋǁĮȺİǏǁȺĲǔıǆƪǉİǁĲǎǑǐ
įǁǌǎǑǋİƿǌĮĲǋǀǋĮǄǆǐǁıĮǁıĮǌĮǉĮǊǑĳǇǎǘǌǄǈĮǌĮȺĮǁǏǌǎǑǌĲǈǐİȺǈįǎĲǀıİǈǐ
ƧǑĲǀ İǁǌĮǈǆĮǊǀǇİǈĮǄǈĮĲǁ ǗǊǎǐǎĮǏǈǇǋǗǐ ĲǔǌĮǈǄǎȺǏǎǃƾĲǔǌȺǎǑ įǆǊǙǌǎǑǌ
įİǌĮǌİǃĮǁǌİǈıĲǎįƾıǎǐ 
P: So municipality considers this land (uplands) as municipal?  
ƫ9 0XQLFLSDO \HV :H UHQW LW WR WKH VKHSKHUGV « :H FDQQRW FRYHU WKHP
though, as the land is not enough. We just verify a parcel of the land that it is 
just enough to cover them for the subsidies. That is the truth, because not the 
whole number of ovicaprid that they record is visiting the forest.  
Z9: 54, M, Politician 
Therefore, today a shepherd has to ask his/her Mayor, where should I 
graze Mr/Ms Mayor, so I can get some more money for my family. The 
answer will be formally recorded on a paper but will have no connection 
with reality.  
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8.6 Grazing in cultivated land 
The rural economy in Crete was at least till the 1970s based on 
KRXVHKROGV¶VHOIsufficiency (Shay and Beattie 1993, Kosseris and Clutton 
1968). Every family regardless of their main occupation, shepherds, 
farmers or other, had their own stock. Animals were raised for their meat 
or dairy products that were in daily need. Generally, pigs were raised to be 
consumed at Christmas and lamb at Easter. On the other hand, oxen were 
mainly used for manufacturing works, ploughing the earth and for 
threshing. Horses, mules and donkeys were mainly used to transport 
goods. Fowl and their products were used more often as a protein source 
for household needs. In this mixed type of farming, goats and sheep were 
the main stock raised and it was very common for each household to have 
more than 3 animals. The majority of households had goats, the cow of the 
poor as it is often called in Greece. This type of animal was referred as 
µPDUWDULND¶ RU µVSLWDULND R]D¶ PHDQLQJ KRXVH OLYHVWRFN 7KLV ZDV DOVR
common during the Venetian period and during the Ottoman occupation.  
During the Venetian period, Gasparis mentioned that: 
'a special category was the herders for cattle (bovarii or 
custodes bovium). They were obligated with the grazing of the 
animals of the whole village or only of the fief, but with a salary 
after a personal agreement' (1997, p.114).  
The same story was also mentioned in one of the interviews regarding 
cattle grazing at least till the 1960s. In the village of Zaros all the cattle 
were moved in the area of Messara to graze the stubble of the fertile plain 
(Figure 8.14):     
P: ưĮ įİ ǋǎǑ Ǌİǐ ĲǗĲİ ĮǑĲƾ ȺǎǑ ıȺƿǏǌĮǌİ, Ĳǆǌ ǉĮǊĮǋǈƾ Ĳǆǌ ǉĮǁĮǌİ ǀ Ǘǈ;  
Z1: ƣǒǈ İǄǈǌǗĲĮǌİ Ĳǎ ƾǊǊǎ Ƭ ƮĮǊĮǋǈƾ ǒǏİǈĮǅǗĲĮǌİ ǄǈĮ ĲǏǎĳǀ ǄǈĮĲĮǔǅƾưƾǊǊǎǌ
ǉƾĲǔǗǒǈıĲǎƫĮǏǗįİǌİǄǈǌǗĲĮǌİĮǑĲǗȺǎǑǇĮȺǔƷİǊİǈǙǌǎǌĲĮǐǎǉǗıǋǎǐƱĮ
ǇİǏǁıİǈ ǉĮǈ ǌĮ ĮǊǔǌƿǓİǈ ǋİ ĲĮ ǃǗįǈĮ ȺǎǑ ĮǊǔǌİǘĮǌİ ĲĮ ǃǗįǈĮ ǋİĲƾ įİǌ
ǒǏİǈĮǅǗĲĮǌİ įǑǎ ǋǀǌİǐ ĲǏİǈǐ ǋǀǌİǐ ǀĲǎǌİ ĮǇǏǙȺǎǈ ȺǎǑ ĮǏǒǈǌǎǘıĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ
ǋĮǅİǘĮǌİıĲĮǉĮȺĮǏǈĮǌƾǄǈĮǌĮĲĮǃǊƿȺǎǑǌİƴǀǄĮǈǌİǐĲǎǅİǑǄƾǏǈıǎǑĲǎĳǆǌİǐ
ıĲǎǌƾǇǏǔȺǎĮǑĲǗĲǎȺĮǏĮǊƾǋǃĮǌİĮǑĲǗǐǉĮǈİǁǒİǎǉĮǇƿǌĮǐĲǎǑǐĮȺǗ ± 
ǀ ǃǗįǈĮĮǌƾǊǎǄĮĲǆȺǏǎĲǁǋǆıǆİǁǒİǉĮǈĲĮǋǎǊƿǏǌĮǌİǄǈĮĲǁĮǋȺƿǊǈĮİǁǒİ
ǋǗǌǎıĲǆǌǉƾĲǔǋİǏǈƾĲĮƾǊǊĮǀĲĮǌİǋǗǌǎǉĮǊĮǋǈƿǐĲĮȺǎĲǁǅĮǌİǉĮǈĲǎǃǏƾįǑ
ĲǎįƿǌĮǌİƳǈ ǉĮǊĮǋǈƿǐ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ ǒǏİǈĮǅǗĲĮǌİ, ǄǈĮ ĲǏǎĳǀ.  
P: Can I ask you, in the ploughed land, the stubble was burned or not?  
Z1: No, they did something else. The stubble was needed for animal feed. 
Probably, down (in the plains), not in Zaros, what I will say was happening. 
After the harvesting of cereals and the threshing, with oxen they threshed, then 
oxen were not needed for a period of two, three months. So there were people, 
which started collecting the oxen and gathered them in Kapariana, so they 
could look after them. You would bring your oxen pair and you leave it to that 
people, and he would take them, and everyone had 100, 150 or 80 oxen, 
depends on what he preferred and then they left them free, because at that 
time vineyards were only in the south area, the rest (land) was only stubble, 
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they watered them, and during the night they tied them. The stubble was 
needed for animal feed.   
Z1: 83, M, Farmer    
The type of goats raised in the houses was also called 'Zana', another 
variety more productive and more suitable for domestic spaces. Moreover, 
if someone did not have the good variety of Zana, they had to collect the 
best goats of their flock the ones that were less wild and more productive, 
and kept them in the house for milking and cheese making as a shepherd 
from Gergeri suggests:     
G5: ƷĮǎǈǉǗıǈĲĮƩİǌǑȺǀǏǒİıȺǁĲǈǌĮǋǆǌƿǒİǈǀĲĮǌǌǗǋǎǐǗǊǎǈ(ƪĮǑĲǎǁ
įİǌ ȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ ıĲǎ ǃǎǑǌǗ Ǘǋǔǐ ǉĮǇǗǊǎǑ). ƣǒǈ ĮǑĲƾ ǉĮǈ ǎ ǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǎǐ İǁǒİ
ƶĲǎıȺǁĲǈ İǋİǁǐȺǎǑ ĲǎıȺǁĲǈǋĮǐǀĲĮǌǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǎĳǈǉǗǎȺĮĲƿǏĮǐǋǎǑ İǁǒĮǋİ
ĮǁǄİǐƮĮǈİǁǒİǄǈĮǌĮȺǁǌǎǑǋİƿǌĮȺǎĲǀǏǈǄƾǊĮǄǈĮǌĮǉƾǌİǈĲǎĲǑǏǎǅǎǘǊǈǀĲĮǌİ
ǌǗǋǎǐ īǈĮĲǁ įİǌ ǑȺǀǏǒİ ǉĮǈ ǆ įǑǌĮĲǗĲǆĲĮ ǌĮ ĮǄǎǏƾıİǈǐ ǄƾǊĮ ƣȺǔǐ ǑȺƾǏǒİǈ
ĲǙǏĮƪǁĲİİǁǒĮǌİĮǑƝĲİǐĲǈǐĮǁǄİǐĲǈǐǅƾǌİǐİǁĲİĮȺĲǎǉǎǑǏƾįǈǉǏĮĲǎǘıĮǌİǋǈĮ
įǑǎ ĮǁǄİǐ Ĳǈǐ Ⱥǈǎ ǉĮǊƿǐ Ĳıǎǈ Ⱥǈǎ ǄĮǊĮĲİǏƿǐ ĲǈǐȺǈǎ ǀǏİǋİǐ ǉĮǈ Ĳıǎǈ ǒĮǌİ ıĲǎ
ıȺǁĲǈ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ İǍǑȺǆǏİĲİǁĲİ« ǎǈ ĮǌƾǄǉİǐ ĲǎǑ ıȺǈĲǈǎǘ ƴǔǐ ǀǇİǊİ ǌĮ ǇǏƿǓİǈ ĲĮ
ǉǎȺƿǊǈĮǁǌĲĮǀǇİǊİǌĮĲǎǐİǄǎǏƾǅİǈĲǎƱƳƸƱƳƸĭƧưƭƯƭ 
G5: The animals kept in the home. There was not a house that would not have 
LWZDVDµODZ¶DFRPPRQSUDFWLFHIRUHYHU\KRXVHKROGLQWKHYLOODJHIRU
everyone. (P: They did not go to the mountain at all?).No, not them, and the 
shepherd had as well. At home, we, that our home was a shepherds home, my 
father had 3 goats. And he had them so we could drink a glass of milk to make 
white cheese, it was like a law. We did not have the opportunity to buy milk. As 
it is today. Either they had this goats Zanes, or from their flock they would keep 
one or two goats the most good, most productive the most calmed and they 
kept them at home to serve their needs in the house. How they could feed their 
children, what you could buy, NOYNOY FAMILLY (a modern brand of milk)? 
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd   
 
Figure 8.14: Oxen watered in Crete ca 1900, area unknown. 
Source: Mikros Nautilos, (Anonymous 1995)   
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Furthermore, not only oxen were used in a common grazing system for 
certain periods of the year, but also goats and sheep. Every village had a 
shepherd tasked with the grazing of the animals, especially when farmers 
were occupied with harvesting of cereals and grapes:  
As6: ĬĮ ıǎǑ Ⱥǔ ǋǈĮǈıĲǎǏǁĮƴĮǊǈƾǗĲĮǌǎǈĮǇǏǙȺǎǈİįǎǑǊƿǑĮǌİıĲĮǒǔǏƾĳǈĮ
ƿǌĮǐĮȺǗĲǎǒǔǏǈǗǀȺİǏǌİǗǊĮĲĮǎǅƾǉĮǈĲĮȺǏǗıİǒİƧǑĲǗǐĲĮƿȺĮǈǏǌİǉƾǇİ
ǋƿǏĮǉĮǈĲĮǃǗıǉİǑİıĲĮǒǔǏƾĳǈĮĲǔǌǒǔǏǈĮǌǙƮİǈƿǃǊİȺİǐǉƾǇİĮȺǗǄİǑǋĮȺǎǑ
ĲĮǋǗǊİǏǌİǌĮǄǊĮǉǎǘǌİǌĮȺƾǌİıĲǎıȺǁĲǈĲǎǑǐơĲĮǌ ǋǈĮ ȺǎǊǘǗǋǎǏĳǆİǈǉǗǌĮ
ĮǑĲǗǌĮĲǎǃǊƿȺİǈǐƱĮĲǏƿǒǎǑǌİǗǊĮıĲǎıȺǁĲǈĲǎǑǐǉĮǈǌĮĳǔǌƾǅǎǑǌİıĲĮǋǈǉǏƾ
ĲǎǑǐƬ ǉƾǇİ ǎǈǉǎǄƿǌİǈĮİǁǒİǋİǎǅƾǉǑǏǁǔǐĮǁǄİǐǉĮǈȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ 
As6: I will tell you a story. In the past, when people were occupied with daily 
works (harvest time), one person from the village was responsible to take care 
of the animals (from the whole village). That person should take every day all 
the animals and feed them in the fields of the owners. However, every 
afternoon he released them and each of them was running alone to its owner. It 
was very nice to see that. All of them running and bleating looking for their 
house and their offspring. Every family had about 3 - 5 animals, mainly goats 
and sheep.    
As6: 66, M, Farmer   
Although cultivated land was grazed often by household animals, 
shepherds took advantage of the extended grain cultivation of the past as 
well. As has been mentioned in the section on transhumance, after the 
harvesting, they also grazed such areas. The use of cultivated land for 
grazing was very important in husbandry. It provided fodder when grass 
was in a decline in the uplands as well as manure for the crops.     
8.7 /HDIIRGGHUFROOHFWLRQµNODGL]R¶ 
8.7.1 Preferred trees 
An additional source of feed, along with the acorns, was provided from the 
trees in the forest. In the past and less today broadleaved trees were used 
for leaf fodder collection. Not all tree species were used for it, but there 
was a differentiation on preferred trees. The main species for leaf fodder 
collection were maple (Acer creticum) and kermes oak (Quercus coccifera), 
the most common trees in the broadleaved forests of Psiloritis. On the 
other hand, other woody species, such as Phillyrea latifolia or holm-oak 
(Quercus ilex) were not used due to their negative taste characteristics and 
animals did not like them according to shepherds¶ observations:     
G9: ȺĮǏǗǊǎ ȺǎǑ, ȺǏĮǄǋĮĲǈǉƾ Ǌİǐ, ǎ ĮǅǁǊĮǉĮǐ, ǉĮǈ ǎǈ ǊǈǎȺǏǁǌǎǈǎǈ Ĳǎ ǊǈǎȺǏǁǌǎǈ
ĮȺǎȺƿǏĮ įİǌ ƿǒİǈĮǅǈǊƾǉǎǑǐ ƪ įİǌ Ĳıǎǈ ĲǏǙǌİǋǔǏƿ ǎǈƾǈǄİǐ ǗȺǔǐ ĲǏǙǌİ Ĳǎǌ
ǉĮĲıǎȺǏǈǌǎ ǎ ȺǏǁǌǎǐ ƿǒİǈ ǉĮǈ ĮǄǉƾǇİǐ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎǌİ ĲǏǙǌİ Ǘǋǔǐ İ ǄǊǑǉǀ Įǐ ƿǒİǈ
ĮǄǉƾǇİǐ Ĳǎ ǊǈǎȺǏǁǌǈ įİǌ ƿǒİǈ ĮǄǉƾǇİǐ ǉĮǈ įİǌ Ĳǎ ĲǏǙǌİ ǎ ĮǅǁǊĮǉĮǐ, ǉĮǈ Ĳǎǌ
ĮȺǎĳİǘǄĮǌİıǎǑǊƿǔǀĲĮǌİıĲǈĳǀǋǔǏƿǉĮǈǎĮǅǁǊĮǉĮǐıĲǈĳǀǐİǁǌĮǈīǈĮǉǈǎǌƾ
ǄİǌǁǉĮǌİǉĮǈǎǈĮǅǈǊƾǉǎǈ ƿǒİǈıĲǎǅĮǏǈĮǌǗĮǅǁǊĮǉĮĮȺǎǘǌĮǈįİǌȺĮǊİǘİĲĮǈǇİǏǁĮ
įİǌĲǏƾ 
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G9: Athough, actually you could assume, that holm-oak, and lioprinos (P. 
latifolia) are palatable, goats do not eat it as they eat the shrubby kermes oak. 
Kermes oak although it has spines goats like to eat it. It is sweet, although it 
has thorns. P. latifolia and holm oak have no thorns but they do not eat them, 
they are avoided. I am saying that both are bitter. That's the reason that holm-
oak survived, it is in the mountain, the side of Zaros village, very big trees 
(holm-oaks).    
G9: 60s, M, Shepherd 
However, if holm-oak (Q. ilex) was not a palatable species, then it 
should be a quite common species in the forest, as grazing would not have 
a significant effect on it. This is not the case though and holm-oak is 
mainly found on cliffs, avoiding grazing, or in very distinctive areas within 
the forest. According to Rackham and Moody (1996), holm-oak in Crete 
cannot survive grazing pressure. The observations of shepherds in the area 
of Psiloritis could support that young holm-oak trees are more palatable 
than mature plants, thus holm-oak was not used for fodder collection and 
shrubby holm-oak is difficult to find in the area that is heavily grazed. In 
addition, holm oak could have been more exploited for other uses, charcoal 
or firewood for example, in the past. On the other hand, kermes oak as 
more valuable for leaf fodder collection could have been unexploited for 
timber and charcoal thus more abundant today.      
Trees often contain large phenotype variability. For example Kermes 
oak has a range in leaf phenotype, varying from very spiny to smooth 
leaves. Trees with less prickly leaves (Figure 8.15) were more desirable for 
fodder, even than maple according to an 82 year old interviewee from 
Zaros village. Generally, kermes oak (Q. coccifera) had denser foliage than 
maple (A. creticum) (Figure 8.16 ), and could provide more feed:     
PƮǗǃĮǌİǉĮǇǗǊǎǑǉǊĮįǈƾǄǈĮǌĮĲĮǁıǎǑǌİĲĮǅǙĮ 
=ƧǋĮǇİǊİǌĮǌĮǈȺǎǇƿǐĳǎǘǌĲİǐĮǄǏǎǑǊǁįİǐǉĮǈıĲĮĮǗǏǈȺǎǑ µĲĮǌĮǈ ȺǏǁǌǎǈ
ĲĮǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİǉǗǃǄĮǌİĲıǎǈȺǏǁǌǎǑǐǉĮǈĲĮǉǊĮįǁǅǎǑǌİ 
PƧǊǊƾȺǙǐȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİıİƿǌĮȺǏǁǌǎǉĮǈǉǗǃĮǌİǗǊĮĲĮǉǊĮįǈƾơǉǗǃĮǌİ« 
Z6: ƷǆǌǉĮǊǀǉĮǊǀĳǎǘǌĲĮƱĮǈƨƿǃĮǈĮƿȺǏİȺİǌĮĲǎǌİįǈĮǊƿǍİǈǐǉĮǈĲǎǌȺǏǁǌǎ
ǌĮǉǗǓİǈǐǄǈĮĲǁİǁǌĮǈȺǏǁǌǎǈȺǎǑƿǒİǈĮǄǉƾǇǈĮǉĮǈįİ«ƪǁǌĮǈȺǏǁǌǎǈȺǎǑİǁǌĮǈıĮǌ
Ĳǆǌ İǊǈƾǌĮȺǎǘǋİ ĲǎĳǘǊǊǔǋĮ ĲǎǑƿǉǈǎǑıĮǐ Ĳıǎǈ İǏǈǋƾıĮǌİƨƿǃĮǈĮǉǗǃǄĮǌİ
ĲıǎǈǉǗǃǄĮǌİǗǊǆĲǆĳǎǘǌĲĮ 
PƮĮǈĮıĳİǌĲƾǋǎǑǐǉǗǃĮǌİǉǊĮįǈƾĮȺǗĲǎǑǐĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǑǐ 
Z6: ƪ, ǎǈĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǈįİǌƿǒǎǑǌİȺǎǊǘĳĮǁ 
P: Did they cut branches for animal feeding? 
Z6: If you could find anywhere, bushy wild olive tree or in the mountain what 
you can find is Prinos, they cut them, they cut prinos for fodder.  
P: Did they cut the all the branches of a tree?  
Z6: The good bush. You need to choose the prinos, because there are prinos 
with prickly leaves. There are kermes oak, that their leaves are like olive's, 
those ones, was cut a lot. They cut from them the whole bush (leaves). 
P: And from maple, did they cut branches from maple? 
Z6: Maple does not contain a lot of feed (foliage is not so dense)   
Z6: 82, M, Shepherd    
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Figure 8.15: Kermes oak (Q. coccifera) in Rouvas forest with less spiny 
leaves. This type of foliage was more desirable for grazing. 
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2004     
 
Figure 8.16: Kermes oak (Q. coccifera) and maple (Acer creticum) in 
Rouvas forest. Generally Kermes oak has denser foliage than maple. 
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010    
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The majority of the interviewees though, supported the suggestion that 
the preferred fodder species was maple (A. creticum), whose leaves had no 
prickly characteristics and animals preferred it. Maple was pollarded or 
shredded the whole period that shepherds spent in the uplands, but 
preferably in July, when its fruits were mature. This relation of fruit 
maturation and leaf fodder collection is not necessarily connected with 
maple fruits themselves. Maple fruits do not contain a huge amount of 
feed, as acorns or pears do. Maple (A. creticum) is a deciduous species and 
could not be used for fodder when its leaves were still in the sprouting 
phase. Moreover the fruit maturation period could be connected with 
maximum foliage production and nutritional value. Hence, maple branches 
were more desirable to be cut at that period (Figure 8.17):    
PƮǗǃĮĲİǉĮǇǗǊǎǑǉǊĮįǈƾǉĮǈǌĮĲĮĲĮƦıİĲİĲĮǅǙĮ 
G2 ƳǏǈıǋƿǌİǐ İȺǎǒƿǐ ƲƿǏİǈǐ ȺǎǈĮ İȺǎǒǀ; ǆ ıǑǌǆǇǈıǋƿǌǆ ǆ ǉĮǊǘĲİǏǆ İȺǎǒǀ
ǀĲĮǌİ Ĳǆǌ ǙǏĮ ȺǎǑ ǋİıĲǙıİǈ ǎ ĮǏǎįĮǋǗǐ. Ʒǎ įİǘĲİǏǎǎǘǊǈ İǉǗǃǄĮǋİ Ĳǎǌ
ĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǉĮǈƿǉĮǌİǉĮǈǉĮǊǗİǌĲǘǌǎǑǌĲĮǌİǋİĲƾīǈĮĲǁǎĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǐ ǍƿǏİǈǐ
ǉƾǌİǈǋǈĮȺİĲĮǊǎǘįĮƾǊǊǎĲİİǁǌĮǈȺǏǎǐĲǎǋǔǃǉĮǈƾǊǊǎĲİİǁǌĮǈǉǎǉǉǈǌİǏǀƩǘǎ
ǊǎǄǈǗİǁǌĮǈǆȺİĲĮǊǎǘįĮĮǑĲǀƧǌƾǊǎǄĮĲǙǏĮǄǈĮĲǁİǁǌĮǈĲǎǁįǈǎȺǏƾǋĮĮǊǊƾǉĮǈ
ǎǉƾǇİȺǏǁǌǎǐǉƾǌİǈǉĮǈįǈĮĳǎǏİĲǈǉǗĲǎǃİǊƾǌǈƷǎ ǁįǈǎǉĮǈǎĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǐƾǋĮ
ƿǒİǈǉĮǈǉĮǏȺǗǉĮǈĳǘǊǊǎİǉǗǃĮǋİǉĮǈȺĮǒĮǁǌĮǋİĲĮǏǁĳǈĮĲǗĲİǄǈĮĲǁĮȺǗĲǎǃǑǅǁ
įİǌİǋȺǎǏǎǘıĮǋİǌĮĲĮȺǎǑǊǀıǎǑǋİǉĮǈĲĮǉĮıĮȺǈǉƾĲǙǏĮĲĮǉǗǃǄĮǋİǉĮǈĲĮ
ĲĮƦǅĮǋİƾǋĮǀǇİǊİǌĮǋİıĲǙıİǈǎĮǏǎįĮǋǗǐ 
PƣĲĮǌǀĲĮǌĮǑĲǗǉǗǉǉǈǌǎ 
G2ƱĮǈǌĮǋİıĲǙıİǈǉǗǃǄĮǋİĮȺǗȺƾǌǔĲĮǉǊĮįǈƾ. ƣǒǈǗǊĮĮǑĲƾȺǎǑȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİ
ȺǏǎǐ ĲĮ Ⱥƾǌǔ ǉĮǈ ĳİǁǌĮǋİ ǉĮǈ ǊǁǄİǐ Ⱥǎįǈƿǐ ĲǎǑ ǉƾǌĮǋİ ıĮǌ Ĳǎ ǉǊƾįİǋĮ
ƮǊĮįǁǅĮǋİ ĲĮ ǏǁĳǈĮ ƴǎǊǊƿǐ ĳǎǏƿǐ ƾǋĮ İǁǒİ ǉĮǈ ǉĮǌƿǌĮǐ ǊǁǄİǐ ĮǁǄİǐ ǋǈĮǌ
İǉĮĲǎıĲǁǅĮĲǎǐǀǉǎǃǄİǉĮǈȺǎǑǉĮǈȺǏǁǌǎĲǎǒİǈǋǎǉĮǁǏǈĲǙǏĮ   
P: Did you cut any branches to feed the animals? 
G2: Specific times. You know the usual time, the best time was the time that its 
fruits were mature in July, and then was the time to cut maple and it was good, 
it could re-grow later. Maple as you know, makes a butterfly (fruit), sometimes 
is purple and sometimes is reddish. There are two varieties of that butterfly 
(fruits). Depending, because although it is the same species, but as it is 
happening with kermes oak, every tree produces different acorn. The same 
thing is happening with maple. When the tree had both leaves and fruits, we 
cut it in order to fatten the young goats. Because just with the milk we could 
not sell them. And the ones that were planned to be killed, we fed them as well 
(goats), when the fruits of the tree were matured.  
P: When it was red? 
G2: Yes when it was mature. We cut the branches, from the top. Not all, only 
WKRVHZKRZHQWWRWKHWRSDQGZHOHIWDIHZµDSURQV¶ZHPDGHVRPHWKLQJOLNH
SUXQLQJµ.ODGL]DPH¶EUDQFK-ing) the young goats. Many times when someone 
had a few goats, 100 animals, he could cut now and then kermes oak in the end 
of the summer, autumn, and that was good for the trees.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd   
On the other hand, kermes oak, was shredded after August. Although 
this species is evergreen and could be used for fodder all over the year, 
there was a preference after August. This is presumably connected with 
the existence of enough grass till July. The pressure in the grasslands was 
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more as animals spent more time on it. The lack of rainfall in the summer 
and a potential re-sprouting of grasses made woody vegetation that still 
contained green parts more desirable. Trees with leaf fodder and shrubs 
naturally grazed provided the necessary feed for the animals during the 
dry period of the summer (Papanastasis et al. 2008). Kermes oak was 
more desirable after August when shepherds could benefit from the acorns 
of these trees:     
PǉǑǏǁǔǐĮıĳİǌĲƾǋǈĮǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİ 
G5: ƱĮǈ Ǘǒǈ ǎ ȺǏǁǌǎǐ ĲǗıǎ ǌĮ ȺǎǊǘơĲĮǌİ Ⱥǈǎ ǄǊǑǉǗ Ⱥǈǎ ǉĮǊƾ ĲǏǔǄǗĲĮǌİ ǎ
ĮıĳƿǌĲĮǋǎǐ ȺĮǏƾ Ĳǎǌ ȺǏǁǌǎ ƮĮǈ ǎ ȺǏǁǌǎǐ ǀĲĮǌİ ǉĮǊǗǐ ǗĲĮǌ İǁǒİ ǃİǊƾǌǈ Ĳǎǌ
ƳǉĲǙǃǏǆȺǒǄǈĮĲǁĲǎǃİǊƾǌǈǄǈĮǌĮȺƿĳĲİǈǉƾĲǔǌĮĲǎǃǏİǈĲǎǅǎȺǏƿȺİǈǌĮǋȺİǈ
ǎ ƳǉĲǙǃǏǆǐ ǎ ƱǎƿǋǃǏǆǐ ǌĮ ǃǏƿǍİǈ İǌǙ ĮȺİǈǐ ǌĮ ǋȺİǈ ǎ ƶİȺĲƿǋǃǏǆǐ ǎ
ƳǉĲǙǃǏǆǐǉǗǃĮǌİĲĮǉǊĮįǈƾĮȺǎǘİǁǒĮǌİǉĮǈǃİǊƾǌǈĲǗĲİǐǀĲĮǌİǎȺǏǁǌǎǐȺǈǎ
ĮǏİıĲǗǐǄǈĮǉǊƾįǈıǋĮ«Tǎ ıĳİǌĲƾǋǈ ǀĲĮǌ ǗǊǆ Ĳǆǌ İȺǎǒǀ.  
P: Did you collect leaf fodder from maple? 
G5: Yes not kermes oak so often. It was sweetest, maple was eaten better than 
kermes oak. Kermes oak was good when it had acorns, in October for example 
because, acorns naturally dropped down and then the animal to find it, it has to 
be October or November, when it rains. So beginning of September, October 
they cut the branches that had acorns on them and they were more wanted for 
leaf fodder collection. Maple was wanted all the time.  
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd  
 
Figure 8.17: Acer creticum in July, when its fruits are mature and foliage 
had reached the maximum growth.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2004    
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As a result of the different ecological characteristics between species 
there was not only a differentiation between the species, but also a 
temporal preference between them for leaf fodder collection. Shepherds 
tried to satisfy the needs for extra feed for their flock and to take 
advantage of the best time for leaf collection that could provide them with 
less effort and yet maximum production.    
8.7.2 Why leaf fodder? 
The importance of fresh feed for the animals, especially during the long dry 
summer period in Mediterranean regions, has been stressed by several 
researchers (Croitoru 2007, Papanastasis and Papachristou 2000, 
Papanastasis et al. 1999). Although woody shrubby plants do provide such 
feed, leaf fodder from trees can be an extra nutritional source in a crucial 
period. In addition, in the region of Psiloritis leaf fodder collection was used 
as a managerial tool for the flock. For example often animals were 
provided with leaf fodder when new animals were introduced into the herd. 
,WZDVDFWXDOO\XVHGDVDWRROWRNHHSWKHPFORVHWRWKHVKHSKHUG¶VKXWDQG
control them efficiently till they became used to the new environment. 
Often this included keeping them in an enclosed area, made from stone 
walls (Figure 8.18); today some shepherds still do this but with a metal 
fence (Figure 8.19).  
Furthermore, the nutritional value of leaf fodder was appreciated by 
shepherds and often it was used for fattening young animals. Generally, it 
seems that leaf fodder was not a common feeding source that could help 
the goat and sheep growers to support their flocks with sustainable feed all 
round the year but a highly valued extra resource used under specific 
circumstances:     
PƮĮǈȺƾǌǔįİǌĲĮƦǅĮǌİįǆǊĮįǀĲĮǅǙĮǋǗǌǎȺǎǑǉǗǃĮǌİǉǊĮįǈƾ; 
G5: ƫǔǎĲǏǎĳƿǐǗǒǈ ƪǄǙǇǑǋǎǘǋĮǈǋǈĮǒǏǎǌǈƾǉĮǈǄǗǏĮıİƿǌĮǐǋȺƾǏǋȺĮǐǋǎǑ
ǋǈĮ ǏĮ ĮǁǄİǐ ǉĮǈ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ Ĳıǎǈ ıĲĮǋĮĲǀıǎǑǋİ ǌĮ Ĳıǎǈ ǒǎǑǋİ ıİ ƿǊİǄǒǎ Ĳǎǐ
İǉǗǃĮǋİĲǎȺǊİǁıĲǎǌĮıĳİǌĲƾǋǎǑǐīǈĮǌĮĲıǎǈıĲƿıǎǑǋİƧǊǊƾǃǄĮǁǌĮǋİǋİƿǌĮ
ıĮǏĮǉƾǉǈ ƮǊĮįǁǅĮǌİ ȺƾǌĲǔǐ įİǌ ǀĲĮǌ Ǌǘıǆ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ İȺǈǃǈǙıİǈ Ĳǎ ǉǎȺƾįǈ ıǎǑ
ƪǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİȺǎǑǌĮǒİǈǐƿǌĮǉǎǘǋǎǎǅƾǌĮǒİǈǐȺǈƾıİǈǉƾȺǎǈǎǎǅǗĮǊǊƾǗǒǈǗĲǈ
ǀĲĮǌƿǌĮȺǏƾǄǋĮıĲƾǌĲĮǏ 
P: So in the uplands they did not feed the animals, they only cut branches?   
G5: Feeding not. I remember one year, my uncle a bought about 50 goats and 
in order to stop them, have them under control, we mainly cut maple. To keep 
them there. We cut them with a small saw. However, that was not a solution for 
your herd to survive. We cut leaf fodder to feed an animal that you kept inside 
a fence, it was not a standard procedure.  
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd 
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Figure 8.18: 6WRQHZDOOQH[WWRDVKHSKHUG¶VKXWZKHUHDQLPDOVZHUHNHSW
for milking and other needs. In the area called Diplori, in Rouvas forest.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010   
 
Figure 8.19: A fenced area where goats are kept and fed with leaf fodder 
from kermes oak, next to a spring, in Zaros commune, in Rouvas forest.    
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010       
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8.7.3 µ.ODGL]R¶ 
The Cretan word used for leaf fodder collection and feeding the animals in 
WKH DUHD RI 3VLORULWLV LV µNODGL]R¶ ǉǊĮįǁǅǔ), as was mentioned earlier, 
PHDQLQJµEUDQFK-LQJ¶7KLVWHUPGHscribes the whole process of shredding 
or pollarding and then feeding the animals. Thus, leaf fodder collection and 
feeding the animals were a unified procedure.  
7KH PD\RU RI =DURV PXQLFLSDOLW\ UHFDOOHG WKH µNODGL]R¶ PHWKRG DQG
underlined the fact that it was a careful form of management. Leaf fodder 
collection was quite common with shepherds that were familiar with what 
and how to cut. He argued that the trees were not damaged and 
VKHSKHUGVRQO\FXW WKH µXQQHFHVVDU\¶EUDQFKHVVRPHWKLQJWKDWDFFRUGLQJ
to him actually helped the trees:     
=ǉǗǃĮǌİƮǊĮįǈƾǎǈǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǎǈĮǊǊƾǉǊĮįİǘĮǌİĲǎǑǐȺǏǁǌǎǑǐǉĮǈĲǏǙǄĮǌİĲĮ
ǅǙĮ Ĳǆ ĳǎǘǌĲĮ ȺǎǑ ǊƿǄĮǋİ ƷĮ ǃǊĮıĲƾǏǈĮ ƿĲıǈ ĲĮ ǊƿǄĮǋİ ƧǊǊƾ ǉĮǌǎǌǈǉǗ
ǉǊƾįİǋĮƩǆǊĮįǀǎǉĮǇƿǌĮǐǀǍİǏİǗĲǈ İǁǌĮǈıİǋǈĮıǑǄǉİǉǏǈǋƿǌǆȺİǏǈǎǒǀƩİǌ
ȺǀǄĮǈǌİ ǌĮ ǉǗǓǆ Ĳǎǌ ȺǏǁǌǎ ǌĮ Ĳǎǌ ǉĮĲĮıĲǏƿǓİǈ Ơǉǎǃİ ƳǏǈıǋƿǌĮ ƮǊĮįǈƾ Ĳǎǌ
ǉǊƾįİǑİ ǉĮǈ ĮǑĲǗǐ ǍĮǌƾǌǎǈǄİ ǋİĲƾ Ʒǎǌ ĮǌĮǅǔǎǄǗǌǆıİ ƮĮǈ ǀĲĮǌ ȺƾǏĮ ƴǎǊǘ
ıǆǋĮǌĲǈǉǗƧȺǗƷǆıĲǈǄǋǀȺǎǑǉǊƾįǈǅĮǌİĲĮǅǙĮĲǗĲİĲĮǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİƿıĲǈĮǉǏǈǃǙǐ
ǊƿǄĮǌİ ǇĮ Ⱥƾǔ ǌĮ ǉǊĮįǁıǔ ĲĮ ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮƣĲĮǌ ǊƿǄĮǌİ ĲĮ ǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİ ƧǌƿǃĮǈǌİ
ȺƾǌǔǋİƿǌĮıĮǏĮǉƾǉǈȺǎǑİǁǒİǎǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǎǐǉĮǈƿǉǎǃİĲǏǁĮĲƿııİǏĮǉǊĮįǁĮ
ǗǒǈȺĮǏĮȺƾǌǔĮȺǗĲǎǉƾǇİįƿǌįǏǎĲĮƾĳǆǌİǉƾĲǔǉĮǈǋĮǅİǘǎǌĲĮǌĲĮǅǙĮưǗǊǈǐ
ǀǇİǊİǌĮȺƿıİǈĲǎȺǏǙĲǎǉǊĮįǁƿǃǊİȺİǐĲĮǅǙĮǉĮǈƿĲǏİǒĮǌǉĮĲİǑǇİǁĮǌǉƾĲǔ 
Z9: Shepherds cut branches, but they were lopping kermes oak, and animals 
were eating the bush as we call it. The sprouts as we call it. However, it was a 
normal lopping. Everybody knew he was operating in a particular area. They 
ZRXOGQ¶WJRWRFXW kermes oak, to destroy it. He will cut, specific branches, he 
was pruning it and then it would sprout again later. It was revivifying the tree 
and that was very important. When they were feeding the animals with fodder 
µNODGL]R¶ DV WKH\ FDOOHG LW WKH\ ZRXOG VD\ , DP JRLQJ WR µNODGLVR¶ WKH VKHHS
:KHQ WKH\ VD\ µNODGL]R¶ WKH\ ZRXOG FOLPE LQ D WUHH ZLWK D VDZ WKDW WKH
shepherd had with him, and he would cut three, four, branches, no more from 
each tree, and he let it down and the animals were gathered. When first branch 
fell down, you could see the animals running immediately down (by the tree).  
Z9: 54, M, Politician   
Shepherds were provided with axes or saws and climbed into a tree to 
cut the necessary branches. Apparently, prickly leaves such as those on 
kermes oaks meant that they were more problematic to cut than other 
species (Figure 8.20). Shepherds often damaged their clothes when they 
were cutting such spiny foliage and a 45 year old shepherd from Gergeri 
village, joked that you needed a new shirt every time you climbed a tree:   
PƴǙǐĲĮǉǗǃĮĲİİǁǒĮĲİǋĮǌƾǏǈıƾǏĮǉĮ 
G2: ưĮǌƾǏǈǀıĮǏĮǉƾǉǈƿǌĮĮȺǗĲĮįǘǎƷǗĲİįİǌǑȺǀǏǒĮǌĲĮĮǊǑıǎȺǏǁǎǌĮ 
PƴǔǐĮǌİǃĮǁǌĮĲİ İȺƾǌǔ 
G2ƷǗĲİǎǉǗıǋǎǐǀĲĮǌİıĮǌĲĮǊƾıĲǈǒĮįİǌİǁǒİĲƿĲǎǈǎȺǏǗǃǊǆǋĮǉĮǇǗǊǎǑ 
G3ƮƾǇİĳǎǏƾǀǇİǊİǐƿǌĮȺǎǑǉƾǋǈıǎ. 
P: How did you cut the branches? Did you have an axe or a saw? 
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G2: An axe or a small saw. One or the other. At that time we did not have chain 
saws.  
P: How did you get into the tree? 
G2: At that time people were very flexible (stamina and good physical 
condition), they did not have such a problem (to climb).  
G3: Every time after that (leaf fodder collection) you needed a new shirt.  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd / G3: 45, M, Shepherd 
7KHZKROHSURFHGXUHRIµNODGL]R¶FUHDWHVDEXFROLFLPDJLQDU\RIWKHSDVW
described by several interviewees. Animals preferred this type of feed and 
when they heard the noise of wood cutting, they rushed to the area, 
waiting for the tasty fodder to fall. The animals connected the sounds and 
human actions with fresh fodder:   
Z7: Ƴǈ ǃǎıǉǎǁ ǉǗǃĮǌİ ǋİ ĲĮ ǋȺĮǊĲĮįƾǉǈĮ ǀ ǋİ ĲǎǑǐ ıĮǏƾǉǎǑǐ ĲǗĲİ ȺǎǑ įİǌ
ǒǏǆıǈǋǎȺǎǈǎǘıĮǌİ ĲǏǎĳƿǐ İǉǗǃĮǌİ ǉǊĮįǈƾ ǉĮǈ ǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİ ȺǎǑ ǊƿǄĮǌİ
İǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİƮĮǈǋĮǅİǑǗǌĲĮǌİǎǈĮǁǄİǐİǁǒĮǌİǋƾǇİǈĮȺǗĲǎǌǀǒǎĮȺ¶ĲǎǒĲǘȺǆǋĮ
ǀĮȺ¶ĲǎȺƿıǈǋǎǉĮǈȺǆǄĮǁǌĮǌİİǄǙȺǎǑĲǎįĮįǆǊĮįǀıĲǎǉǑǌǀǄǈȺǎǊǊƿǐĳǎǏƿǐ
ĮȺǗǉĮǈȺĮǏĮȺƾǌǔǋƿĲǏĮǌĮĮǉǎǑıĲİǁǌĮǉǗǃİǈǉƾȺǎǈǎǐǉĮǈĲǏƿǒĮǌİǗȺǔǐǆ
ȺǑǍǁįĮ 
Z7: Shepherds cut branches with small axes or with saws, at that time that 
WKH\GLGQRWXVHDQ\IHHGDQGWKH\FXWEUDQFKHVµNODGL]R¶DVWKH\FDOOHGLW$QG
goats will come there, they had learned the sound from the hit or from the fall, 
and they went, I saw it when I was hunting several times, from a distance of 
100 metres and more, if it was a sound of cutting heard, they were running like 
having a compass.  
Z7: 82, M, Farmer     
 
 
Figure 8.20: Kermes oak (Q. coccifera) foliage, with a detail of spiny 
leaves. The dense foliage of the tree, related with spiny leaves, caused 
problems when leaf fodder was collected.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2008    
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This also happened when people were threshing oaks for acorns and 
animals waited under the trees for acorns to fall. Today, this bucolic view 
as with many other elements has been heavily modernised. The sound of 
the axe that could break the tranquillity of the uplands has been replaced 
E\ WKH VRXQG RI WKH VKHSKHUG¶V FDU KRUQ $QLPDOV WRGD\ UHVSRQG WR WKH
modern sound of the horn, gathering close to the road and waiting to be 
fed, with a compound feed probably imported from distant places outside 
Crete or even Greece (Figure 8.21):    
G ƧǑĲǗǐ ĲǙǏĮ įİǌ ǉĮĲİǃĮǁǌİǈ ĮȺǗ Ĳǎ ĮǋƾǍǈ ǉĮǇǗǊǎǑ ƮĮǈ ĮǑĲƿǐ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ Ĳǎǌ
İǁįĮǌİ İǄǌǔǏǁǅĮǌİ Ĳǎ ĮǋƾǍǈ ǉĮǈ įǏǁǉĮǐ İǁǒĮǌİ İǉǈƾ ĲĮ ȺǊƾǄǈĮ ȺǈĮıǋƿǌĮ ǉĮǈ
ǋǎǘǄǉǏǈǅĮǌİ  ǉĮǈ ǌĮ ǌĮǌĮ ǌĮ ǌĮ İĳǙǌĮǅİ ĮǑĲǗǐ ǉĮǈ ǉǏƾĲǈǎǑǌİ ƿǌĮ ĲıǎǑǃƾǊǈ
ǗĳǉİǏǎ, ıİǊİĳĲƾİǁǒĮǌİǋĮǅǎǒĲİǁǉǈĮĮǁǄİǐ 
G6: Now they do not leave the car (modern shepherds) at all. And when they 
(goats) saw him, they recognize his car, and you could hear them, they were 
around the area, and they were screaming, and he was calling them, and he 
holds an empty sack. In ten minutes 100 goats gathered there.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd   
 
 
Figure 8.21: Sacks that contained compound feed. Animals are familiar 
with them and when they saw the shepherd holding them they come close 
to him. The tree is kermes oak (Q coccifera).  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2010     
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In other parts of northern Greece in the Pindos Mountains, kermes oak 
bushes were also used for stall-feeding and deciduous trees were used for 
leafy hay making (Halstead 1998, Halstead et al. 1998). This has not been 
recorded in Psiloritis, probably because of the less severe winters that did 
not require leafy hay making. Moreover in Crete less deciduous trees are 
found compared with Pindos. Halstead (1998) recognised the importance 
of leaf-foddering in shaping the recent landscape of the area of Plitaki in 
Pindos.  
8.7.4 Trees browsed by goats 
Although, several interviews supported the existence of leaf fodder 
collection there were a few examples where this was not a common 
practice. Definitely areas with less forest were not used extensively for leaf 
fodder collection as the existence of enough trees is essential for this 
activity. For example in Anogeia village the absence of substantial ancient 
trees and the lack of extensive forests, did not create opportunities for leaf 
fodder collection:      
ƪǉĮǈǍƿǏİǈǐĮǌǎǈ ǃǎıǉǎǁǉǗǃĮǌİǉĮǇǗǊǎǑǉǊĮįǈƾ;  
Ʃİǌ ǉǗǃĮǌİ Ĳǎ ȺǎǑǏǌƾǏǈ ĲǙǏĮ Ĳǎ ǏĮǃįǁǅĮǌİ īǈĮ Ĳǎ ǃİǊƾǌǈ ƪǊƾǒǈıĲǎ ĲǗĲİ
įǆǊĮįǀǄǈĮǌĮ ǉǗǓİǈ ǌĮĳƾİǈ ǌĮǒǎǏĲƾıİǈĲǎǉǎȺƾįǈǗǒǈ įİǌǑȺǀǏǒİǋǗǌǎ Ĳǎ
ǃİǊƾǌǈ 
P: Do you know if the shepherds cut branches? 
An3: they did not. Kermes oaks were threshed. For the acorns. It was not much 
at that time. However, to cut and feed the animals (leaf fodder), to be enough 
for the herd, no, only the acorns.  
An3: 84, M, Tavern keeper 
Moreover, the gradual abandonment of this practice, as a result of 
modernization and shift to a more sheep-based husbandry, made some 
interviewees forget about this practice or not to have seen it even in areas 
such as Gergeri where it was often applied. For example an interviewee in 
his mid 50s from Gergeri did not recall shredding or pollarding trees when 
KHZDVDVKHSKHUGLQKLVV(YHQKLVZLIHDVKHSKHUG¶VGDXJKWHUKHUVHOI
who had spent several periods in the mountain, did not recall this. On the 
other hand, she was familiar with another procedure, of the goats browsing 
the trees themselves:   
P ƮĮǈ įİǌǋǎǑ Ǌİǐ ǎǈ ǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǎǈ ƿǉǎǃĮǌ ǉĮǇǗǊǎǑ ǉǊĮįǈƾ ǄǈĮǌĮ ĲĮƦıǎǑǌ ĲĮ
ǅǙĮ 
GưȺĮįİǌȺǈıĲİǘǔƣǈƱĲĮİǁǒĮǌİıĮǏĮǉƾǉǈĮĲǗĲİǐıĮǐ 
G16ƩİǌĲǎǇǑǋǎǘǋĮǈȺǎĲƿ 
PīǈĮĲǁǉƾȺǎǈǎǈǋǎǑİǁȺĮǌǗĲǈǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİĲǎǌȺǏǁǌǎ 
GưȺǎǏİǁǉĮǈǌĮĲǎǌİǉǊĮįǁǅĮǌİ 
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G16 ưǀȺǔǐ İǁǒĮǌİ Ⱥǈǎ ȺǎǊǊǎǁ ȺǎǊǊƿǐ ĮǁǄİǐ İǍİȺǀĲǈįİǐ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ ǉǊĮįǁǅǎǘǌİ
ǋǎǌĮǒƿǐĲǎǑǐƴǈǎȺǎǊǊƿǐĮǁǄİǐǇǑǋǎǘǋĮǈµǄǔǉĮǈµǒĮǋİ. ƱĮ ǉǗǃǎǑǌİ ǉǊĮįǈƾ įİǌ 
ǇǑǋǎǘǋĮǈ ȺǎĲƿ Ĳǎǌ ȺĮĲƿǏĮ ǋǎǑ.  
P: Can I ask you if the shepherds cut branches to feed the animals?  
G15: No I don't think so, they didn't even have saws at that time.  
G16: I cannot recall something like that.  
P: Some people told me that they did. 
G15: They may cut branches.  
G16: I think that goats were more because they were able to collect leaf fodder 
themselves. I remember that we had more goats (than sheep). To cut branches 
I don't remember my father doing it.   
G15: 50s, M, Electrician/ G16: 41, F, Agronomist 
The ability of the goat to climb on the tree and eat the leaves reduced 
the number of trees to which pollarding could be applied. The use of the 
trees by the goats themselves, also meant that there was no need for leaf 
fodder collection (Figure 8.22, Figure 8.23, Figure 8.24).    
On the other hand, the climbing of goat in the trees was not always 
seen as positive and shepherds did not necessarily promote it according to 
a 78 year old shepherd from Gergeri, as it often resulted in a loss of capital 
for them. 7KLV LV LQ FRQWUDGLFWLRQ ZLWK =DFKDULV¶ (1977) observations in 
eastern Crete, where he noticed that shepherds put stones and chopped 
the trunks of kermes oak, to help the goats climb in the trees. However, 
such practices were not recorded in this research in eastern Psiloritis and a 
shepherd from Gergeri rejected the idea:     
P ƪıİǁǐ ıĮǌ ǃǎıǉǎǁ ǃƾǅĮĲİ ȺƿĲǏİǐ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ ǋȺǎǏǎǘǌ ǌĮ ĮǌİǃĮǁǌǎǑǌ ǌĮ ĲǏǙǌİ
ȺƾǌǔıĲĮįİǌĲǏƾ 
G6ǌĮǃƾǊǎǑǋİįǑǎȺƿĲǏİǐǌĮǃǄǎǘǋİǌĮĲǎǌİǏĮǃįǁıǎǑǋİǉǈĮȺǎǉǈĮǐĲǆǌȺƿĲǏĮ
ĲǆǌİǃǄƾǌĮǋİƣǈįİǌİǉƾǌĮǋİİǋİǁǐĲƿĲǎǈĮƱĲĮİǋİǁǐįİǌİǇƿǊĮǋİǌĮǃǄĮǁǌǎǑǌİ
ǎǈĮǁǄİǐǄǈĮĲǁİǁǒĮǋİĮȺǙǊİǈİǐƮĮǌİǁǐǃǎıǉǗǐįİǌȺǈıĲİǘǔȺǔǐƿǉĮǋİȺǏǗǃĮǌĮ
ǃǄĮǁǌİǈǌĮǃǗıǉİĲİǆĮǁǄĮǄǈĮĲǁǀĲĮǌİǌĮĲǆǌǉǏİǋƾıǔǋǎǌĮǒǗǐǋǎǑ  
P: Did shepherds put stones, so that goats could climb on the tress? 
G6: We put some stones so that we could reach the tree and thresh it, and then 
we will remove the stone. We did not do such a thing. We did not want the 
goats to climb, because we had a loss. No shepherd in my opinion would ever 
try to do something like that, to allow the goat to climb graze the trees, it was 
like I wanted to be hanged.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd 
Moreover, the amount of time and effort that shepherds should spend 
discouraged them from shredding or pollarding the trees. Gradually, the 
effort of pollarding and the introduction of commercial feed reduced this 
management practice.  
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Figure 8.22: A goat browsing kermes oak in Viannos area in east Heraklion.  
Source: H.F.D. digital archive, photos taken by the author November 2003   
 
Figure 8.23: Young kermes oak (Q. coccifera) browsed by goats. The trunk 
of the tree is used by the goats for climbing. 
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2009    
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Figure 8.24: An ancient Kermes oak (Q. coccifera), that goats still climb, is 
naturally pollarded. This type of tree was not useful for leaf fodder 
collection.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2010    
As mentioned previously, there are several risks associated with 
climbing goats. In several cases they were trapped in the branches of 
kermes oaks by their horns and could not escape. They finally were left 
dead hanging from the trees. This was common and was recorded in a 
traditional couplet by local people, referring to the villages of the eastern 
slopes of Psiloritis Mountain.  
īİǏǄİǏǆƱǘǃǏǈĲǎǐƫĮǏǗǐƨǎǏǁǅĮǉĮǈƮĮǋƾǏİǐİǉǈƾĲǎĲǏǙǌİĲǎ
ǉǏǈǄǈƾǐȺǎǑįİǌĲǎĲǏǙǌİǎǈıǉƾǏİǐ 
µGergeri Nyvritos Zaros, Voriza and Kamares, it is there that 
they eat the meat that even vultures GRQRWHDW¶.  
Most of Cretans believe that this refers to the poverty of these villages 
and as a consequence people were eating even the worst quality of meat. 
However, after several conversations with locals, they explained that the 
couplet actually refers to their custom to eat the meat of the goats that 
were left dead hanging in the trees. This meat could be found several days 
after the death of the goats, thus in the couplet they are compared with 
vultures.  
Currently shepherds, occasionally still pollard trees and use leaf fodder 
for their flocks. It is not as common as it was in the past, but traces of this 
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management practice can still be found in the area as we can see in Figure 
8.19 and Figure 8.25.  
 
 
Figure 8.25: Maple (Acer creticum) where a few branches have been cut 
recently for leaf fodder collection. 
Source: photo taken by the author, January 2010 
8.7.5 Pollarding system 
7KHV\VWHPRISROODUGLQJWKHWUHHVZDVUHFRUGHGLQWKHIRUHVWHUV¶UHSRUWRI
1930. There they noticed that villagers pollarded forest trees, especially 
kermes oak, in a similar manner to olive trees:  
In the past, even these remaining trunks of kermes oak were 
lopped, influenced from the customs of lopping old olive trees. 
All of the oaks have now re-sprouted. However, when Forest 
Commission involvement became stronger, this was forbidden, 
and it is still forbidden as it is illegal and dangerous for the 
health of these sparse trunks (RGC4).  
This system of ancient olive tree pollarding was very common in the 
villages of Psiloritis and normally was applied to the trees every 5 to 6 
years (Arvanitis 2008). The same procedure was followed for kermes oaks, 
however, with a longer rotation, as in the forest people had access to more 
trees and could allow longer periods of re-growth. Olive trees were 
pollarded to increase the yield of olives, kermes oak to increase the foliage 
and acorn production:   
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As1: Ʒǈǐ ǉǊĮįİǘĮǌİ Ĳǈǐ İǊǈƿǐ ǎ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐǋǎǑ ĮǊǊƾ ǉĮǈ ƾǊǊǎǈ ĮǇǏǙȺǎǈưİĲƾ Ĳǎ 
ǉǊƾįİǋĮ ƿǃĮǅĮǌ ǄǉǎǑĮǌǗƮǑǏǁǔǐ ĲĮ ǍİǏƾįǈĮ ĮǊǊƾ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ǋİǄƾǊĮ ǉǊĮįǈƾ ȺǎǑ
ƿǃǄĮǈǌĮǌȺǎǊǘǓǆǊƾƷǈǐ ǉǊƾįİǑĮǌǉƾǇİĲǏǁĮǒǏǗǌǈĮǗıǎȺǈǎȺǎǊǘĲǈǐǉǊƾįİǑİǐ
ĲǗıǎȺǈǎǉĮǊƿǐǀĲĮǌİƴİǏǌǎǘıĮǌ ǗǋǔǐǉĮǈȺƿǌĲİǉĮǈįƿǉĮǒǏǗǌǈĮǉĮǈįİǌ Ĳǈǐ
ǉǊƾįİǑĮǌǄǈĮĲǁǀĲĮǌįǘıǉǎǊǎƱĮ ǉǊĮįİǘǎǑǌ. Ʃİǌ Ĳǈǐ ǉǊƾįİǑİ ǉĮǈ ǗȺǎǈǎǐ ǀĲĮǌİ,. 
Ƴ ȺĮĲƿǏĮǐ ǋǎǑ İǁǒİ Ⱥƾİǈ ǉĮǈ İǁǒİ ǋƾǇİǈƷǈǐȺǈǎȺǎǊǊƿǐĳǗǏİǐƿǃĮǅĮǌǋƾıĲǎǏĮǌĮ
ĲǈǐǉǊĮįƿǓİǈƷǈǐĮǏĮǈǙǌĮǌİǉĮǈĲǎǑǐȺǎǊǘǓǆǊǎǘǐǉǊƾįǎǑǐĲǎǑǐƿǉǎǃĮǌǉĮǈıİ
ĲǏǁĮǒǏǗǌǈĮǄǁǌǎǌĲĮǌȺǈǎǉĮǊƿǐ 
As1: We lopped the olives, my father and others. After they were lopped we 
fertilized them. They cut mainly the dead branches and other branches that 
were very tall. They lopped them every 3 years, if you lopped them regularly, 
they were better. It could though be every 5 or 10 years because it was a 
difficult procedure. They should be lopped only by specialized people. My father 
learned how to do that. Most of the times a specialist should do that. They 
spaced them and they cut the very tall branches and in three years they were 
better. 
As1: 63, F, Farmer  
It seems that in the 1930s leaf fodder collection from kermes oak trees 
was legally forbidden. The degree to which this was widely enforced is not 
clear. Presumably, villagers could be prohibited from doing it on a large 
scale, but they might continue cutting a smaller number of tree branches 
that would not leave a significant visual effect on the tree. Oral history 
suggests WKDW WUHHVZHUHQRWSROODUGHGLQD µKHDY\ZD\¶PHDQLQJFXWWLQJ
all the foliage of a tree, as it is shown in Figure 8.26. In this case we 
VKRXOGFRQVLGHUDµOLJKWSROODUGLQJ¶OHIWWKHWUHHZLWKVHYHUDOEUDQFKHV,WLV
a mixture of pollarding, lopping and shredding at the same time. This 
system was also used for ancient olive tree pollarding, as has been 
described in the previous interviews (Figure 8.27).  
 
Figure 8.26: µ3ROODUGLQJ (DFK WUHH LV VKRZQ EHIRUH FXWWLQJ DIWHU FXWWLQJ
DQGRQH\HDUDIWHUFXWWLQJ¶(Grove and Rackham 2001, p.48).    
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Figure 8.27: Ancient olive tree in Asites village, recently pollarded.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2008    
On the other hand, pollarding maple was not considered to be a 
negative element by forest officials. In the same report (1930), they wrote 
that:       
Related to grazing is leaf fodder collection, and especially from 
maple. However, as a result of the general conditions, it seems 
it is the only economical use of this species, thus, it (leaf fodder 
collection) cannot be classed as harmful or dangerous (RGC4).     
The importance of maple for leaf fodder collection was noticed by forest 
officials in the 1930s. Moreover, their flexibility in management solutions, 
and their notion of production from the forest, led them to propose the 
continuation of this practice on maple. Kermes oak on the other hand, was 
regarded as more important for charcoal and acorn production, thus leaf 
fodder collection was not an important income for that species. In addition, 
the fact that they did not find any natural regeneration of kermes oak, but 
they recorded such for maple, supported their decision to applying 
different management practices to these two species regarding leaf fodder 
collection (RGC4).  
Later in the 1960s, the Forest Code was developed and there was a 
special section for leaf fodder collection. Although, one might expect that 
at that time foresters would regard cutting branches as a negative element 
for the trees and the forest, this was not actually true. The Forest Code of 
1969, included such characteristics and this predates the more recent 
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recognition of the importance of pollarding and shredding in recent 
decades by several researchers as an element of landscape value, 
biodiversity and beneficial management of ancient trees, that could be 
crucial for their survival (Rackham 2003, Butler et al. 2001). It is also 
important to mention that in this code, social and traditional factors are 
taken into consideration as leaf fodder collection is described under the 
*UHHN ZRUG RI µNODGRQRPL¶ PHDQLQJ µFROOHFWLQJ EUDQFKHV¶ ZKLFK is very 
FORVHWRWKH&UHWDQWHUPIRUOHDIIRGGHUFROOHFWLRQµNODGL]R¶ 
Article 112: µKladonomi¶OHDIIRGGHUFROOHFWLRQ 
1. Leaf fodder collection is prohibited in public or non public 
deciduous oak forests, beech, chestnut and pine forests for 
feeding the livestock, and the Head Forester is able to issue a 
restriction which will mention the prohibition, regarding time 
and place.  
2. In exceptional circumstances it is possible to allow leaf 
IRGGHU FROOHFWLRQ IUHH RI WD[DWLRQ LQ WKH IRUHVWV «  DQG LQ
areas, where that was implemented in the past, only when the 
trees are very old, deciduous, and leaf fodder collection is 
already SUDFWLVHG « and after they have been marked by the 
relative forest officials (Greek Kingdom 1969, p.57).  
So the Forest Code of 1969 did include elements of ancient tree 
conservation, however, it was the responsibility of the Forest personnel to 
recognise and apply this in forest management. Moreover, in 1930 
foresters in Crete did realize the importance of leaf fodder collection from 
maple and supported a continuation of this management.  
8.7.6 Damaging the trees.     
The majority of the shepherds consider that this management of the trees 
is positive for the tree itself. They think this type of management should be 
continued and that the trees today do not look as healthy as they were in 
the past. Moreover, oral history provides evidence that pollarding resulted 
in more acorn production from kermes oak, as with ancient olive trees:     
*ƷǈǊİǐǋǙǏİīǈǙǏǄǆįİǌİǉǗǃǄĮǋİǉĮǈȺǏǁǌǎǑǐǉĮǈ ǉǊĮįǁıĲĮǅĮǋǎǌǗƿǌǈĮ
ıǎǑǉǈĮȺǎǉǈƾ ǉǏĮĲǎǘǌĮǉǗǋĮĮǊǊǈǙǐǇĮǌǀĲĮǌİǗǊǎǈǍİǏĮǋƿǌǎǈ 
G9: Well George, we cut kermes oak and branches, and that's the reason that 
they are still alive, otherwise all of them would have been dead.  
G9: 60s, M, Shepherd 
H2: ƴƾǌĲĮ, ĮǑĲǗ (ǉǊƾįǈıǋĮ) ǄǈǌǗĲĮǌİ ȺƾǌĲĮ ƮǊĮįǁǅĮǌİ ƾǏĮ ıĲǆǌ ǎǑıǁĮ
ǉǊĮįƿǃĮǌİĲĮįƿǌĲǏĮǀĲĮǌİǋǗǌǎǉĮǊǗįİǌǃƾǅĮǌİĲǎįƿǌĲǏǎǉĮĲǔǉǊĮįƿǃĮǌİ
ĲĮǉǊĮįǈƾǉĮǈįǁǌĮǌĲǎǐƾǏĮıĲǆǌǎǑıǁĮǄǈǌǗĲĮǌİƿǌĮǉǊƾįİǋĮǉĮǈǋǈĮĮǌĮǌƿǔıǆ
ĲǎǑįƿǌĲǏǎǑ 
H2: Always, this (leaf fodder FROOHFWLRQZDVKDSSHQLQJDOZD\V7KH\µNODGL]R¶VR
actually they were lopping the trees, and it was positive, they did not cut the 
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whole tree, they trimmed the branches, so actually they did a lopping, a 
renewing of the tree.  
H2: 45, M, Veterinarian 
There is a connection between these ideas and the problems of reduced 
productivity in ancient olive trees and their gradual replacement with a 
modern variety. A 66 year old farmer from Ano Asites village mentioned 
that when ancient olives were not pollarded, they died. However, people 
realized that and the ones that were pollarded are very green and healthy 
today (Figure 8.27):     
As6: Ʒıǎǈ ǒǎǌĲǏǎǊǈƿǐ įİǌ Ĳıǎǈ ǉǊĮįƿǑĮǌİƷıǎǈ ĮĳǀǌĮǌİ ǉĮǈǓǆǊǙǌĮǌİǉĮǈǄǈĮ
ǉǈǎǌĮ ıĲǎ ĲƿǊǎǐ İǍİǏĮǇǀǉĮǌİ ƮƾȺǎǈǎǈ Ĳıǎǈ ǉǊĮįƿǓĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲǙǏĮ ǍĮǌĮǌǎǁǍĮǌİ
ƧǑĲǗ ƿȺǏİȺİ ǌĮ ƿǒİǈ Ǆǁǌİǈ ĮȺǗ ȺĮǊǈƾ.     
As6: The chontrolia (ancient) trees were not pollarded. They let them grow in 
height and for this finally, they have died. Some have pollarded them (ancient 
olive trees) and now they have grown again. This should have been done in the 
past. 
As6: 66, M, Farmer 
Pollarding by shepherds was a type of forest management. This made 
shepherds consider themselves as the conservationists of the forest. This is 
in contrast with what a forester would assume, as grazing and browsing 
are most of the times considered enemies of the forest. Grazing along with 
other factors is connected to and blamed for degradation, forest ecosystem 
collapse, desertification and all the negatives that did not allow the 
µSULPLWLYH¶ IRUHVW LQ *UHHFH WR GHYHORS +RZHYHU ORFDO SHRSOH IURP WKH
Psiloritis area, mainly shepherds, regarded themselves as the protectors of 
the forest that the rest of the population wanted to destroy. Not only by 
protecting individual trees but also by applying management to them, they 
actually helped the forest, according to their observations on nature:      
G6ƪǁǌĮǈȺǎǊǊƾįİǌĲǏƾİǌǌǎİǁıĲǎįƾıǎǐĲǎǑƵǎǘǃĮǉĮǈĳĲĮǁİǈǆǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǎĳǁĮ
ƷĮǉǊĮįİǘĮǋİİǋİǁǐǉĮǈİǋİǁǐİǉǊĮįİǘĮǋİįİǌĲǏƾǉĮǈĮǌĮȺĲǘıǎǑǌĲĮǌİǘıĲİǏĮ
İǌǎǁǄĮǌİǉĮǈ  ǀĲĮǌİĲǎȺǈǎȺǎǊǘİȺǈǉĮǏȺǁĮĮǐȺǎǘǋİǀǉĮǌİƾǋĮĲǎǉǎǃİǐǉĮǈ
ǀĲĮǌİǉĮǊǗǉĮǈǄǈĮĲǎǅǙǎĮȺǎǑİǃǗıǉİǑİǉĮǈĮǑĲǗȺǎǑƿǄƿǌĮǉĮǏȺǗǉĮǈƿǉĮǌİ
ȺǈǎȺǎǊǊƾǃİǊƾǌǈĮīǈĮĲǁǀĲǎǌİǗǒǈǃĮǏǈƾįǆǊĮįǀıĮĳǀİǁǒİĲǎǃǎǑǌǗǃİǊƾǌǈĮ
İįƾǗǋǔǐȺǎǑįİǌĲǎǉǗǃǎǑǌİįİǌǉĮǇĮǏǁǅİĲİįİǌ«ĮǊǊƾǌĮǋǆǌĲǎǉǗǃİǈǐĮȺǗ
ĲǎǌȺƾĲǎƮĮĲƾǊĮǃİǐ; ƪ Ĳǎ ıǑǌĲǆǏǎǘıĮǋİ Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ İǉİǁ« 
G6: There are lots of trees, and it is because of animal husbandry. We lopped 
them, and they were helped to grow. And the yield was better. If you cut it (the 
tree), it was productive, it was better for the grazing animals, and for the tree 
that was able to produce more fruits. Because in the past in the mountain there 
were always acorns, but now that they stopped cutting, they do not clean it, it 
has not. But you should not cut the whole tree from the base. You know what I 
mean, we conserve it there.  
G6: 78, M, Shepherd 
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8.7.7 Leaf fodder, an alternative forest management 
Leaf fodder collection and the feeding of grazing animals were 
interconnected in the area of Psiloritis. There is no evidence of leaf fodder 
collection in the uplands for commercial reasons or storing, but fodder was 
consumed immediately after the collection and thus used locally. This 
PDQDJHPHQW µNODGL]R¶KDGEHHQused by local people, mainly shepherds, 
over centuries, and its origins are lost in the past. Leaf fodder was 
appreciated for its nutritional values and it could provide fresh green feed 
during the crucial dry period of the summer. Hence, it was often used by 
individual shepherds for specialised uses, such as controlling the flock and 
fattening young goats.  
Although, this type of fodder was not considered as essential for the 
survival of the livestock, it had a significant influence on the forest itself. 
The existence and survival of ancient trees in the forest was closely 
FRQQHFWHGWRVKHSKHUGV¶PDQDJHPHQWSUDFWLFHVof individual trees. Several 
researchers have suggested that ancient trees are actually ancient because 
of traditional management practices, and that when these were abandoned 
the trees gradually died (Petit and Watkins 2003, Rackham 2003, Butler et 
al. 2001). Although today, the majority of the trees seem healthy and their 
growth is significant, we cannot assume that in the future they will not 
collapse and die. The gradual abandonment of pollarding could decrease 
their ability to re-grow and could result in their natural death. Pollarding 
preserves the ability of the tree to re-VSURXW DQG µUHPHPEHU¶ LWV JHQHWLF
code of youth.     
Managing and pollarding the trees can be divided into three main 
categories: pollarding, tree browsing and semi-pollarding. The first 
category has been recognized by Rackham and regards the removal of the 
entire tree stem but not at ground level. This according to interviewees 
was not common in the area of Psiloritis; however, characteristics of 
several ancient trees support that this was in fact actually used sometime 
in the past. The second case has also been recorded by Rackham and it is 
common in Crete today (Figure 8.24). The third case is actually a mixture 
of shredding and pollarding, where after pollarding someone cannot 
visually recognise the effect of branch cutting (Figure 8.25). This was the 
common practice in Psiloritis according to oral history information and the 
foreVWHUV¶UHSRUWRIZKLFKPHQWLRQHGSROODUGLQJDQGWKDWDOOWKHWUHHV
had totally re-sprouted. This ability to manage the forest and not leave 
visual effects on it is one of the fundamental forest management principles 
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(Ntafis 1990) and this semi-pollarding method as it was implemented in 
eastern Psiloritis Mountain could be adopted by modern forestry.  
8.8 Interactions of Forest Service with Shepherds 
The relationship of forest officials with grazing animals is twofold. The one 
is that nomadic grazing is closely related to forest studies in Greece. The 
other is that pastures are regarded as forested land under the 
constitutional management and protection of forest law. In the 
management plan of 1930 foresters took into consideration the value of 
the forest for animals (RGC4). Thus, forest personnel were mainly 
regarded in positive terms by shepherds. The Forest Commission especially 
after the 1970s, created water tanks, roads and so forth, under the term 
µLPSURYHPHQW RI SDVWXUHV¶ )LQDQFLQJ ZDV VXSSRUWHG by central 
government policies and implemented through the Forest Service (HFDA9). 
6KHSKHUGVUHDOL]HGWKDWWKH\FRXOGKDYHURDGVQH[WWRWKHLUµPLWDWR¶ZDWHU
for their flocks, all provided through the Forest Service. With the help of 
local authorities, they DSSOLHG SUHVVXUH IRU PRUH µSDVWXUH LPSURYHPHQW¶
and even local communes implemented such work under the supervision of 
the Forest Service, when they had necessary funds.  
In one of their forest plans, in 1985, foresters suggested that a forest 
road should be constructed in Psiloritis and specifically in the pastureland 
of Nyvritos village.  One reason was that:  
the access works will help to transfer construction materials for 
the water works, the transportation of animals, dairy products, 
feeds and shepherds. The water works will ensure the 
necessary quantity of water for the animals and their equal 
distribution in the pasture, so that the concentration in a few 
spots of a huge number of animals will be avoided and also 
their movements over large distances in order to find water. 
With the access and water works husbandry production will be 
increased and the standard of living of the shepherds will be 
improved (HFDD29). 
From this document it is clear that road construction, which later 
became a problem and several ecologists regarded it as catastrophic for 
the natural environment, was a strong political target. Forest roads were 
strongly connected with grassland improvement. It was important for 
shepherds to have better accessibility to their pastures. This forest policy 
resulted in an extended road network, of several kilometres in Psiloritis 
Mountain that changed its previous isolated status (Xirouchakis and 
Nikolakakis 2002). The mountain is not anymore an inaccessible area, a 
mysterious refuge where formal state laws could often be avoided. 
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Moreover, forest roads helped the import of more and more feed that 
helped to sustain large flocks. The Mountain is not anymore a reserve that 
could provide free feed for grazing animals. Overgrazing is in fact a result 
not only of the subsidies that provide the necessary capital for feed that 
allows large flocks, but also of recent forest policy. Forest policy provided 
the necessary funds for road construction that resulted in greater 
accessibility of more and more isolated mountainous areas. 
Forest Service archives suggest less conflict in the past with shepherds 
than with other villagers. That gradually changed, and today the majority 
of forest offences are connected with shepherds (HFDA2, 3). Overgrazing 
was not a problem in the past, as it seems to be today. Moreover, several 
current forest policies are connected with forbidding grazing connected 
with forest fires. If a forest fire occurs in forested areas then a direction is 
issued from the Forest Service forbidding grazing for several years. Hence, 
more land is under prohibition of grazing (Figure 8.28) and often 
shepherds disregard this and graze within the burned areas and this 
produces conflicts (HFDA3, 11). In addition, the creation of new forests 
and the increase of forest land, especially close to urban areas is a current 
policy target. As a consequence, plantations have been established in 
former pastures, and often shepherds graze their animals in them and that 
creates more conflict.     
 
Figure 8.28: Areas that are under forest law protection and called 
reforestated in Heraklion Prefecture. Grazing can be forbidden for several 
years.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS, information for the reforestated areas were 
obtained from forest maps from HFDA11    
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8.9 Contemporary grazing practices     
Current EU policy and the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) have 
influenced grazing practices in Greece. Lorent et al. (2009, p.1) note that 
µ7KH &RPmon Agricultural Policy (CAP) subsidies of the European Union 
(EU) have been pointed to as a potential driver of livestock growth and 
FRQVHTXHQW LQFUHDVHG JUD]LQJ SUHVVXUH¶ DQG WKDW WKLV µKDV OHG WR ODQG
GHJUDGDWLRQLQ*UHHFH¶*UHHNDJULFXOWXUDOSROLF\ LV strongly influenced by 
the CAP and very recently there has been a new focus on environmental 
conservation (M.R.D.F. 2011). Officially the M.R.D.F. (2011, p.1) states 
that: 
the rural development policy for Greece is implemented through 
the Rural Development Programme 2007-2013 (RDP) focusing 
on the following Axes: AXIS1: Improvement of the 
Competitiveness of the Agricultural and Forestry Sector, AXIS2: 
Improvement of the Environment and the Countryside, AXIS3: 
Quality of Life in Rural Areas and Diversification of the Rural 
Economy, AXIS4: Implementation of LEADER Approach. 
However, these policy targets are at a very general level and there is 
hardly any direct mention of livestock, which is included as a small part of 
the general plant crop sector (M.R.D.F. 2011). Moreover, this document 
misses the fact that since 2010 the forestry sector has been moved to a 
different Ministry, the Ministry of Environment (M.E.C.C.). This institutional 
separation of forestry from agriculture may well make it more difficult for 
future cooperation between them regarding, for example, policies towards 
livestock numbers and grazing. 
Livestock policy is still under the umbrella of the CAP and Greek 
Agricultural policy fails to establish a clear local policy specifically for this 
sector. As a result livestock policy is still implemented through the two 
main subsidies that were mentioned in section 8.5 of this chapter. For 
H[DPSOH WKH HZH SUHPLXP LQ  ZDV ¼ SHU KHDG RI SURGXFWLYH
animals and this could be increased by an extra ¼ SHU KHDG LQ WKH
PRXQWDLQRXV DUHDV PDNLQJ D WRWDO RI ¼ IRU HDFK PRXQWDLQ VKHHS
This policy does not appear to recognise the implications of the resultant 
pressure to increase stock numbers on the quality of grazing pastures and 
the adverse environmental side-effects (Canali 2005 and District of Crete 
2006). Moreover the LFA subsidy connected with grazing pressure and 
livestock density has promoted the cultivation of fodder, mainly consisting 
of barley, so that farmers can prove that they have enough productive 
space for their animals and gain the maximum of the LFA subsidy (Lorent 
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et al. 2009). But again, the environmental consequences of increased 
barley production have not been brought into the equation. So although 
forestry may not be connected with the CAP directly, CAP policies, 
especially those on livestock, have a big influence on forest conservation.  
Contemporary shepherding, strongly influenced today by the CAP 
subsidies, is still based on the traditional grazing system. For example 
several shepherds still move their flocks from the uplands to the winter 
SDVWXUHV WKH\VWLOOPDNHFKHHVH LQ WKHLU µPLWDWR¶ WKH\VWLOO FROOHFW IRGGHU
from trees, and they have the same type of animals, goats and sheep. 
Although the current system is based on the traditional grazing method, 
several differences occur. The socio-political circumstances have 
dramatically changed over the last hundred years and shepherding is 
highly influenced by these changes. 
The biggest change in the current environment is the accessibility of 
uplands, especially in islands, such as Crete, where uplands are a few 
kilometres from lowlands. In the past the absence of transport vehicles 
and a road network made transhumance a necessity for economically 
sustainable flock management. There was a need to exploit natural 
resources whenever and wherever they were available.   
Today there is no need to collect fodder from the mountain as olive 
leaves are available from olive cultivation. Shepherds collect the cut olive 
tree branches or the leaves from olive harvesting and carry them to the 
mountains to feed the animals. Even goats and sheep have changed their 
behaviour and reactions. In the past they were used to the sound of the 
axe and moved to the tree that was cut. Now they are used to the sound of 
WKHVKHSKHUGV¶FDUVDQGWKHLUNOD[RQDQGFRPHFORVHWRWKHURDG 
K1: ƪįƾǉǎǑǃĮǊǎǘǌİĲĮĳǘǊǊĮĲǔǌİǊǈǙǋİĲǎĮǋƾǍǈǌĲǎǐǉĮǈĲĮȺƾǌİıĲǎĮǗǏǈ 
K1: Today they carry (shepherds) the leaves from olives with their cars and 
brought them in the uplands.  
K1: 77, M, Shepherd 
Today the main product of the flock remains milk used for cheese 
making but the big difference is that almost all the milk is transferred and 
VROG WRFKHHVH IDFWRULHV&KHHVHPDNLQJ LQ µPLWDWR¶ LVDEDQGRQHGDW OHDVW
for commercial purposes.  
However, the recession that Greece is facing today has already 
influenced the shepherds. Today, more than during the last decade, 
shepherds tend to return to more traditional practices, such as cheese 
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making and leaf fodder collection. This may help them to gain more profit 
from products, such as cheese, and reduce the amount of concentrates for 
feeding their flocks. As a result of this, early in 2011, shepherds of 
Heraklion created a cooperative FDOOHG µ&UHWDQ 0LWDWD¶ DQG WKH\ ZLOO VHOO
their own products to the consumers without any mediators and agents 
(Lasithiotaki 2010, Patris 2011a). Traditional products are highly 
appreciated in Crete today and several networks of local producers have 
started operating. In Psiloritis one of them is calOHG µ7DVWHV RI 3VLORULWLV¶
(Psiloritis Natural Park 2011). All these current trends and the value that 
traditional products are gaining could help animal husbandry to survive 
and flourish.  
Furthermore, new regulations will influence shepherding in the near 
future. The absence of an effective cross referencing system that did not 
exist in Greece for several decades seems to have come to an end. New 
technology and applications will bring back a cadastral system like that of 
the Ottomans who effectively controlled the lands they had occupied, 
mainly for taxation reasons. This will verify and will apply a new 
environmental policy targeted from the EU, and adopted by the Hellenic 
Republic. Almost all the uplands areas and winter pastures as well, are 
NATURA 2000 sites (Figure 8.29). This in the near future will result in 
regulations imposing a maximum allowed number of animals (M.E.C.C. 
2011a, M.R.D.F. 2010).  
 
Figure 8.29: Crete, with NATURA 2000 sites. Sites of Community 
Importance (SCI), Special Protected Areas (SPA) (M.E.C.C. 2011a). The 
contour of 600m is also shown.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
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8.10 Conclusion    
This chapter has argued that grazing has a long presence in Crete and 
vegetation has an inherent resistance to it, not necessarily connected with 
the shepherding tradition on the island. Husbandry has a history of more 
than 5,000 years and is connected with the first civilisation and human 
settlement that introduced ovicaprid farming.  
Transhumance was the traditional livestock practice, along with 
household livestock breeding. Today household livestock has declined and 
transhumance is still applied in a modern way, however it is not used 
extensively. In addition new semi-intensive practices have been 
introduced, mainly in the middle elevation zones, whereas in the uplands 
transhumance still survives. Recent decades have been characterised by 
the complete disappearance of cattle and other animals, such as mules and 
donkeys from the uplands.  
The huge increase in sheep and goat numbers over the last three 
decades was strongly influenced by the CAP. This resulted in a dependence 
on concentrates that is often connected with higher costs to maintain large 
flocks. Flocks were generally managed for milking over the last hundred 
years and the final product was cheese making. Shepherds were organised 
LQDFRRSFDOOHGµPLWDWR¶IRUWKHVHSXUSRVHV0HDWSURGXFWLRQZDVDVXE-
product of milking. Today shepherds are still focusing on milk production, 
although not on cheese making on the spot. The most recent trend is a 
new type of cooperation based on marketing local products.  
Grazing itself has influenced and is still influencing the forest. Leaf 
fodder collection, a traditional form of management which has gradually 
disappeared, had a strong influence on forest trees. This management 
should be evaluated and integrated into modern forestry for the 
conservation of ancient trees.  
Shepherding as a result of the CAP and global market influences is 
facing a transitional stage today. Adapted management practices from the 
past may become more important as result of the rapidly changing socio-
economical factors that influence Greece today. Recession and the new 
CAP regulations that will be introduced in 2013 may result in a need to use 
these past management practices and to exploit natural resources more 
efficiently. This is important for forestry as grazing is highly connected with 
forest management in Crete and forestry should take advantage of this and 
interact in a positive way with shepherds, the main users of the uplands. 
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Introducing a new type of management could help to conserve the forest, 
and reduce conflicts with shepherds which occasionally exist today.  
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Chapter 9: Contemporary Forestry in 
eastern Psiloritis  
9.1 Introduction    
The forest complexity and the slow growth that characterises Cretan 
forests, often creates problems in forest management. In order to 
understand forest ecology and current forest structure, detailed local 
research is needed. This has not yet been recognised by foresters and this 
creates several problems and failures in modern forest works.  
Forest works generally in Heraklion are focused on forest road 
construction, improvements of pastures, plantations as well as pathway 
development and forest recreation. The fact that forest management for 
timber is not applicable in Crete as it is in continental Greece, has resulted 
in the neglect of Cretan forests and their value and their characterisation 
as unproductive. Thus an absence of management creates an ambiguity 
over what type of forest works can be implemented in Cretan forests and 
often these small scale interventions fail to reach their targets.  
9.2 Micro scale analysis with the use of aerial 
photography     
In this section, four case studies (Figure 9.1) within the research area were 
studied through objective analysis, mainly based on aerial photography 
and satellite imagery, integrated with GIS analysis. These four sites were 
selected because they represent different management forms implemented 
in the past and are also sites of various forest types. Particularly, Lakkos-
tou-Rouva, appears today with a different forest type from the surrounding 
area, the view of Lachtaridias, is a location where photographs are 
available for a series of years, thus comparison can be applied. The third 
area, Prinos, is an abandoned grain cultivation site in the uplands, next to 
the forest and the fourth is a pine forest where all the remaining areas are 
occupied by broadleaved species.   
Analysis of these four case studies will help to understand what 
elements influenced vegetation evolution and the reasons that specific 
forest types occur in the area today.  
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Figure 9.1: Location of the four case studies.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
9.2.1 Case study 1: The lakkos-tou-Rouva area    
Lakkos-tou-Rouva is located in the northeast boundaries of Gergeri 
commune and Zaros commune (Figure 9.1). In the site of Gergeri, 
mysteriously, a relatively flat area is missing dense forest whereas the 
neighbouring areas include denser forested vegetation. Initially, when the 
area was visited by several foresters, including myself, in 2000 for the 
needs of an EU funding project, Life µ99 (E.C. 2011a), it was speculated 
that a different soil type could be the result of such a phenomenon. This 
relatively small area, surrounded by forest, more or less dense, has an 
appearance of a very dry soil type, and there you can find Cistus species 
widely spread. Several individual young trees are found, from the same 
species as the nearby forest (A. creticum, Q coccifera, C. sempervirens, P. 
latifolia), and also some Pyrus sp. grafted in the past; however, today only 
some of them retain the grafts and survive (Figure 9.2).  
Cistus species under the canopy of the forest is rare and that can be 
easily explained by the ecology of the species and is not necessarily 
connected with the soil type. Cistus likes sun, something difficult to find 
under dense forest cover. However, it was difficult to explain the fact that 
forest was absent from this site. It was assumed that a different soil type 
from the rest of the area, probably acid soil, was present as this type is 
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favourable to cistus species found there, and that was the reason of this 
differentiation.   
 
Figure 9.2: 'HDGSHDUWUHH3\UXVVS LQWKHDUHDRI µLakkos-tou-Rouva¶
the species that survived from the clear-cutting in 1930.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
The examination of environmental data did not show any differentiation 
from the surrounding forested areas; the soil type was common to a large 
area and it is limestone. In addition, slope and elevation is partly more 
favourable for Lakkos-tou-Rouva, and there are no climatic variations to 
the nearby forest (Figure 9.3).   
In the management report dated on 1930 for the forest of Rouvas, the 
site of Lakkos-tou-Rouva, is mentioned and it was the main reason for the 
foresters of that time to visit Rouvas forest in the Gergeri commune. 
According to the archival information, the commune council asked for 
IRUHVWHUV¶ KHOS LQ RUGHU WRPDQDJH WKHLUZRRGODQG HIILFLHQWO\8QGHU WKLV
formal inquiry was hidden another request. In this report it is mentioned: 
Today, the cooperative asking for the compilation of a 
management report, aimed not in the normal economical 
income, but on two things: a) at the community satisfaction of 
this need b) and mainly at the logging of as much as possible 
amounts (if they have the approval through logging tables) so 
that through this income, they could be able to pay the 
expenses of the new educational building that its construction 
just started (RGC4).     
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Figure 9.3: Geological map, overlayed in GIS with the site of Lakkos-tou-
Rouva. The geological data regard a similar type of soil. C5C7 code 
indicates hard limestone in middle and lower slopes.  
 Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS. Information regarding soil data was 
derived from Soil Map of Greece (Forest Service 1997). 
It seems that since the establishment of the Forest Authority in 
Heraklion and the existence of forest personnel in the research area since 
1921, local authorities lost control of their forest production and permission 
had to be issued from Forest Office. For this, local authorities asked 
foresters, the experts, to visit their area and permit more exploitation, as 
sudden needs had to be satisfied and in this case it was the building of a 
new school. In the next section of the report it is mentioned that:  
in this forest, charcoal yield may only be allowed in the flat and 
HDUWKHQDUHDRIµODNNRV5RXYD¶ZKHUHWRGD\DQGLQWKHSDVWDV
the ruins of houses and threshing floors show there was an 
agricultural exploitation, and already they had started grafting 
wild pears. Thence may completely remove all the kermes oak 
trees, as total capital, without damaging anyone, but for 
increasing the productivity of this area, indicative is also the 
name stream-of-good-grass (RGC4).     
It seems that foresters had agreed to this request of overexploitation 
and they tried to support their decision. Their main argument was that the 
area in the past was cultivated, thus exploitation with extensive clear-
cuttings in a flat area, where erosion could be minimal, can be applied. 
Their decision could have been influenced also by local politicians who 
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could have received requests from the Commune Council for more forest 
production to satisfy their need for capital. An interviewee from Gergeri 
suggests that the president of the Commune of that time had connections 
with the political party that was in power and could influence forest officials 
for his benefit:       
G2: īǈĮĲǁǀĲĮǌĲǎǑƫĮǒƾǏǆĲǎǑīǈǙǏǄǆȺǏǗİįǏǎǐǉĮǈǉƾǌĮǌİǋǈĮǌĮǈĲǁĮǀĲĮǌİĲǎ
įĮıĮǏǒİǁǎǉĮǈǀĲĮǌİĲǎǑǉǗǋǋĮĲǎǐǉĮǈĲǎǑǃƾǊĮǌİǉĮǈƿǃǄĮǊĮǌƾįİǈĮǉĮǈȺǀǄĮǌİ
ȺǎǊǊǎǁǎǈīİǏǄǈĮǌǎǁǉĮǈǉǗǓĮǌİİǉǈǎǌƾƷǎ ƫĮǏǈĮǌǗ Ʃİǌ ǉǗȺǆǉİ, ǉǗȺǆǉİ ǋǗǌǎ Ĳǎ 
ǒǔǏǈĮǌǗ ǋĮǐ.     
G2: Because it was Zacharis of Giorgi president, and it was the Forest 
Authority, and he was a supporter of the ruling party and he got permission and 
then several people from Gergeri went there and they cut it. The area that 
belongs to Zaros village was not cut, only our village area.    
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
Foresters in their report mentioned the amounts of charcoal that could 
be produced:     
from the yield of this flat area that will include the nearby 
slopes, can be extracted (200,000) two hundred thousand 
okades of charcoal so with that the immediate objectives will be 
satisfied and for which this report was complied (RGC4). 
This amount is relatively large, if it is compared it with the total charcoal 
production for the whole prefecture of Heraklion as it was recorded in the 
forest archives (Figure 4.17). In 1934 production was 141,690 okades, and 
the maximum charcoal production recorded in the archive was 507,872 
okades in 1938 (HFDA6). This verifies the great interest of the local 
authorities in the exploitation of the area and the capital they could get. In 
addition foresters made clear that this could influence future forest 
production and they mention that: 
it is appropriate and necessary herein to be mentioned in the 
most categorical way that with the specification and the 
charcoal making on this flat part, will be stopped for a long 
time, totally and for good, the capital of all kinds of logging 
trade in this forest. This should be into consideration by the 
cooperative and the charcoal makers of the village (RGC4).   
This is strongly connected with sustainable yield production of the forest 
as a total, something strongly connected with forest science even from its 
initial formation (Wiersum 1995). Overexploitation of a specific part of the 
forest means the cessation of forest production from the whole forest so 
that the total yield remains stable.    
The event that changed the landscape in Lakkos-tou-Rouva area was 
also mentioned in oral history. Several interviewees recalled it and some of 
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them remember the whole procedure as it was passed to them from their 
ancestors. A 43 year old interviewee remembers that in early 1900 the site 
of Lakkos-tou-Rouva was clear-cut in order to cultivate the area:     
G5: AȺǗǗĲǈǊƿǌİĲǎǊƾǉǉǎĲǎǑ ƵǎǘǃĮĮǑĲǗǊƿİǈİǄǁǌǆǉİĮǏǒƿǐĲǎǑµİǁǒĮǌİ
ǃǄİǈ Ǌƿİǈ ǉĮǈ İǁǒĮǌİ ǑǊǎĲǎǋǀıİǈ ǉĮǈ İǁǒĮǌİ ǉǗǓİǈ ǗǊĮ ĲĮ įİǌĲǏƾ ǄǈĮ ǌĮ Ĳǎ
ǉĮǊǊǈİǏǄǀıǎǑǌİƠǌĮ ĲǋǀǋĮ Ǌƿİǈ ǃƾǊĮǌİ ǉĮǈ ĳǔĲǈƾ. 
G5: From what I have heard, Lakos of Rouva, that did happen in early 1900, 
they went there and logged, cut all the trees, so they could cultivate it. In a 
part of it they set off fire as well.  
G5: 43, M, Bee-keeper/Shepherd 
Another older interviewee from the same village recalls more details of this 
event, and some of them are very similar to what it was reported in the 
1930 document:      
G2: Ƴ ƮǑǏǈĮǉǁįǆǐ ȺǏƿȺİǈ ǌĮ ǀĲĮǌİ ȺǏǗİįǏǎǐ ǗĲĮǌ İǉǗǓĮǌİ Ĳǎǌ Ǌƾǉǉǎ ĲǎǑ
ƵǎǘǃĮƮĮǈǉƾǋĮǌİȺǀǏİǋǈĮĮȺǗĳĮıǆĲǎǉǎǈǌǎĲǈǉǗƶǑǋǃǎǘǊǈǎƱĮǉƾǌǎǑǌİǊƿİǈ
Ĳǎ Ǌƾǉǉǎ ĲǎǑ ƵǎǘǃĮ ǌĮ ĮĳǀıǎǑǌİ ǋǗǌǎ Ĳıǎǈ ĮǒǊƾįİǐ ǌĮ ǉƾǌǎǑǌİ ĲǘȺǎǑ
ǉĮǊǊǈƿǏǄİǈİǐ ǌĮ ǉǗǓǎǑǌİ Ĳıǎǈ ȺǏǁǌǎǑǐ ƮĮǈ ıǆǋƾįİǓĮǌİ ǃƿǃĮǈĮ İǃƾǊĮǌİ
ıǀǋĮįǎǘǏİǐ ǄǘǏǔ ǄǘǏǔ Ĳǎ Ǌƾǉǉǎ ǗǊǎ Ĳǆǌ ȺƾǌĲĮ Ĳǆ įǈǉǀ ǋĮǐ ơĲĮǌ ǗǊǎ
ǋİǄƾǊǎǈ ȺǏǁǌǎǈ ǉĮǈ ȺǀǏĮǌ ƾįİǈĮ ĮȺǗ Ĳǎ įĮıĮǏǒİǁǎ ǉĮǈ ĲǎǑǐ ƿǉǎǓĮǌ ǗǊǎǑǐ
İĳǀǌĮǌİ ǋǗǌǎ Ĳıǎǈ ĮǒǊƾįİǐ ǉĮǈ įİǌ ǍƿǏǔ Ĳǈ ƾǊǊǎ įƿǌĲǏǎ ĮĳǀǌĮǌİ ƮĮǈ Ĳǎ
ƿǉǎǓĮǌİǉǈǎǌĮĲǎȺǏƾǋĮȺǏƿȺİǈǌĮĲǎƿǉǎǓĮǌǉĮǈȺǏǈǌĲǎǑưİĲĮǍƾ 
G2: It was Kyriakidis at that time president of the commune when they cut the 
µ/DNNRV-tou-5RXYD¶ 7KH FRPPXQH FRXQFLO KDG D GHFLVLRQ 7KH\ ZDQWHG WR
FXOWLYDWHWKHµ/DNNRV-tou-5RXYD¶WROHDYHRQO\WKHZLOGSHDUWUHHVDQGWRFXWDOO
the kermes oak trees. They marked, they put marks all around the area, on our 
side. There it was full of big kermes oak trees, and they had permission from 
the Forest authority, and they cut them all, they left only the wild pear, and I 
do not know if they left any other tree species. They cut all this area, they must 
cut it before Metaxas regime (1936-1941).  
G2: 78, M, Shepherd 
All this information provides evidence that the forest existed in a part of 
the area of Lakkos-tou-Rouva that today has a different appearance, and 
could not be explained only with environmental information. The date that 
this clear-cutting occurred is unclear; however, it can be concluded that it 
was implemented after 1930 when the report was issued and before 1936 
as it was supported by oral history.    
A further analysis of Lakkos-tou-Rouva was implemented studying and 
analysing information of aerial photography of 1945, 1960, 1996 and 
2003. This information shows how the forest in a micro scale analysis 
recovered or did not after a heavy and sudden human exploitation that 
occurred in a short period.  
In 1945 (Figure 9.4) the image shows that the area lacks any trees and 
only a few individual ones are spotted, probably pear trees that remained 
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as a result of the past policy to change the forest into a productive pasture 
and cultivated land. The external boundary of the area follows the stream 
that is actually the boundary between Gergeri and Zaros communes. All 
the flat area to the east of the stream is left clear and the surrounding 
slopes are unexploited. This is the result of an action implemented almost 
15 years before, and the forest has not recovered yet. Oral history 
supports abandonment during the German occupation of the forest, with 
less grazing pressure and woodcutting in the inner mountain areas, like 
Lakkos-tou-Rouva. This seems to have had no actual effect on the clear-
cut area that retains the treeless characteristics. The same characteristics 
of the vegetation appear in the aerial photograph of 1960.  
Recent aerial photographs of 1996 (Figure 9.5) and 2003 (Figure 9.6) 
show that the landscape was partially more forested than the one of 1945. 
Although, today locally forest is denser and clusters of trees have been 
developed, the general pattern is of an area with less vegetation.  
In all the aerial photographs there is a stable zone with cluster of trees 
with more or less similar density. This zone is in parallel to the boundaries 
between the two Communes of Gergeri and Zaros, in the site of Zaros. The 
clear-cutting of the 1930s was applied only in the area of Gergeri, thus this 
zone survived in the commune of Zaros and remains forest today (Figure 
9.6). 
 
Figure 9.4: Aerial photography of 1945 ZKHUH WKH VLWH RI µ/DNNRV-tou-
5RXYD¶ LV VKRZQ with red line, missing woody vegetation cover. The blue 
line is the border between the Gergeri and Zaros communes.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS   
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Figure 9.5: Aerial photography of 1996 where the site of Lakkos-tou-Rouva 
is shown with red line with more woody vegetation cover compared with 
1945. The blue line is the border between the Gergeri and Zaros 
communes.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS   
 
Figure 9.6: Aerial photography of 2003 where the site of Lakkos-tou-Rouva 
is shown, with more woody vegetation cover compared with 1945. Here the 
dry river is the natural border between the two Communes, Gergeri and 
Zaros.    
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS   
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Field data collected from the area, show trees with smaller girths (Table 
9.1), compared with the nearby forest and also some dead young trees 
(Figure 9.7). The sudden disappearance of the forest in the early 1930s 
resulted in a change in the microclimatic conditions that made natural 
regeneration very slow. Young trees are now less protected from weather 
conditions and especially the summer heat. Although the first impression of 
the area indicates that there may have been some reforestation, it seems 
that there are several problems associated with it.  
GPS point Girth (cm) Species 
41 73 A. creticum 
41 66 Q. coccifera 
41 87 Q. coccifera 
43 82 Q. coccifera 
44 78 A. creticum 
46 186 Q. coccifera 
47 268 Q. coccifera 
47 144 Q. coccifera 
Table 9.1: Data collection from Rouvas forest, with measurements of tree 
girths in breast height as they were collected on August 2010.  
Source: Table drawn by the author from field data collection  
 
Figure 9.7: Dead maple trees in Lakkos-tou-Rouva area. This is also a part 
of the area that was sampled and the results are shown in Table 9.1.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
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The analyses of different periods of aerial photography, suggests that 
there is a long period of forest recovery, even in areas where 
environmental conditions are favourable. From this micro scale analysis, it 
can be suggested that clear-cutting has relatively permanent results in the 
forests of Psiloritis, at least at the human scale of observation. After almost 
80 years, the forest in Lakkos-tou-Rouvas has not completely recovered 
and remains an open space.  
This could be due to a combination of factors, environmental, ecological 
and human. At least until the 1950s charcoal was produced from the forest 
and firewood was collected until the 1970s and an increase in grazing 
pressure occurred over the last decades. All these actions may have 
resulted in the halting of forest expansion and the area is still in a shrubby 
format, although individual trees seem to gradually be recovering.  
9.2.2 Case study 2: The view of Lachtaridias      
In this case study, information derived from photographs was studied to 
check current trends in a micro-scale analysis. The area looks over the 
Gorge of Gafari, north of the village of Zaros (Figure 9.1). Figure 9.8, 
taken probably in 1992, by a Forest Service employee, shows the forest 
and the view to the gorge. Another photo taken in 2004 from the same 
SRVLWLRQZDV IRXQGLQ WKH+)'¶VGLJLWDODUFKLYHFigure 9.9). During the 
last field visit in 2010, another photo from the same position was taken in 
order to have a comparable analysis (Figure 9.10). In these photographs, 
several characteristics were spotted and presented on the figures. These 
locations are open spaces of the forest and show that they retain their 
character over time. The photos, that include a time span of more than 15 
years show a stable landscape with limited or no change. Specifically, the 
area that is shown with letter (A) was found in the photograph of 1945 
(Figure 9.11) and is exactly the same as it appears in the photographs and 
in recent digital maps as well (Figure 9.12). This is probably the result of a 
dynamic erosion phenomenon that prevents forest expansion.   
In addition, the photographs suggest that for a period of 15 years, 
individual trees are shown to be of limited growth. This implies a slow 
growth of species in Crete that make things even more complicated. 
Although forests are dynamic ecosystems, this dynamism is often difficult 
to record within human life spans (Watkins and Kirby 1998). For example, 
in the research area, forest and landscape seems to be more or less stable, 
however, this is recorded within a period of several decades, from the 
information that is available. Such trends lead us to false conclusions 
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concerning the ecological evolution of the area and management 
suggestions. The dynamism of these ecosystems is hidden in slow growth. 
Aerial photography often gives the impression of a more stable 
environment, as it fails to capture the evolution of the underneath 
vegetation cover. Field observation suggests a trend of forest increase and 
a transition from shrubs to trees (Figure 9.13).  
 
 
Figure 9.8: A view of Gafari Gorge, north of Zaros village, taken ca 1992.  
Source: photo taken by Pantelis Tzortzakis, ca. 1992 
 
Figure 9.9: The same area as in Figure 9.8, taken in 2004. 
Source: photo taken by the author, 2004    
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Figure 9.10: The same area as in Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 taken in 2010 
during a field visit in the research area.  
Source: photos taken by the author, August 2010    
 
Figure 9.11: Aerial photography of 1945, where a bare vegetation area is 
recorded and is the same as it appears in Figure 9.8, Figure 9.9, Figure 
9.10.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
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Figure 9.12: The view of Lachtaridias site as it is shown in 3D. The aerial 
imagery used is of the year 2003. The site A is shown and is similar to that 
shown on the 1945 aerial photograph.  
Source: 3D view derived from Google Earth    
 
Figure 9.13: A photograph in Rouvas forest, showing kermes oak (Q. 
coccifera) developed into tree and nearby shrubs of kermes oak that 
gradually could evolve into trees.  
Source: photos taken by the author, August 2010     
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9.2.3 Case study 3: Prinos area in Ano Asites 
Prinos area is located west of Ano Asites village in the higher elevations 
(Figure 9.1) and according to oral history was cultivated in the past (Figure 
9.14) with grain at least until the mid 1960s. Today, as has happened in 
less fertile lowland areas, it has been abandoned and is used mainly for 
grazing, as is the surrounding forest. The absence of flat areas in the past 
and the pressure for arable land drove local people to cultivate areas in the 
uplands even if they occupied only a small acreage.  
 
Figure 9.14: Prinos area as it is shown in aerial photography of 1945. 
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS 
The Prinos area was extensively used by locals for firewood collection, 
to satisfy their own needs, as well as for commercial purposes. Other uses 
of the forest such as acorn collection were not applied extensively as the 
locals had access to oak trees elsewhere in the lowlands of Ano Asites 
village (Arvanitis 2008). Thus, heavy exploitation mainly for firewood 
occurred in the forest in the past which prohibited its expansion and 
growth.  
After the 1960s according to oral history from Ano Asites, firewood 
collection and cultivation stopped in the Prinos area. Vegetation gradually 
developed into tree format, and today the area is more forested with an 
increase in vegetation cover (Figure 9.15). Furthermore, the cultivated 
land, has been gradually invaded by forest species; however, their 
expansion is slow, as the area is still heavily grazed (Figure 9.16). If this 
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trend continues in the future the area could resemble a dense broadleaved 
forest.  
 
Figure 9.15: Prinos area as it is shown in the aerial photograph of 1996. 
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS   
 
Figure 9.16: The cultivated area in Prinos, next to the forest that is 
gradually being invaded by maple (A. creticum). The nearby forest is a 
mixed forest of kermes oak (Q. coccifera) and maple (A. creticum).  
Source: photos taken by the author, July 2008   
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9.2.4 Case study 4: Pine forests of Zaros. 
The pine forest of the Zaros commune (Figure 9.17), on the south-east 
slopes of Psiloritis, eastwards of Zaros village, occupies almost the same 
area as in 1945 (Figure 9.18 and Figure 9.19). There are elements of an 
increase in the density of vegetation cover; however, this is not as 
extensive as might be expected.  
 
Figure 9.17: Pine forest of Zaros as it is today.  
Source: photos taken by the author, August 2009. 
According to Rackham and Moody (1996), pine forests have been 
extended in Crete and have invaded former cultivated lands, but this is not 
the case for eastern Psiloritis. This specific area did not have forest fires 
which can rapidly change the landscape and forest distribution over the 
last 70 years. This area of pine forest (Figure 9.20) is recorded as more 
forested compared with the past in a period from 1945 till 1996 (Hostert et 
al. 2003).  
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Figure 9.18: Aerial photography of 1945 of Zaros pine forest.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
 
Figure 9.19: Aerial photography of 1996 of Zaros pine forest.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
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Figure 9.20: Forest cover change for the case studies.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS. The vegetation cover change map has been 
derived from Hostert et al. (2003, p.190). Green colours represent strong increase of 
vegetation cover, where reddish colours represent a decrease.      
All these case studies highlight that forest ecology is complex and that it 
is often influenced by human actions. It seems that what is defined as 
natural regeneration by conventional forestry in other places of Greece, 
needs to be reconsidered in the Cretan context. In the area of Psiloritis 
there is a different form of natural regeneration. Forest species and the 
forest generally, as a result of grazing pressure and past human actions, 
show different stage transitions from seedlings into tree development. 
Here, the stages should not be defined clearly as forest stages from i) 
seedlings to ii) young trees and finally iii) mature trees, but a stage of 
shrubby format that could retain these characteristics for long periods, 
which gradually developed into young trees that could evolve into ancient 
trees. The fact is that when vegetation exceeds browsing level then the 
development of the forest is more dynamic and trees can develop quite 
fast.     
Moreover, areas that had forest in the past and for some reason have 
lost it, retain this characteristic and forest recovers gradually, but at a slow 
rate that is not always perceptible. This element is of great importance in 
decision making, especially forest management and could lead to a 
misunderstanding of the whole ecological procedure and misleading 
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management plans. This has happened after forest fires in pine forests or 
DIWHUDVXGGHQFOHDUFXWWLQJRIRDNVSHFLHV,QWKHVHFRQGFDVHLQµ/DNNRV-
tou-5RXYD¶ WKH IRUHVW KDV QRW UHWDLQHG LWV SUHYLRXV FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI D
dense forest. However, this area according to observations over a period 
between 1945 till 1996, shows an increase in vegetation cover (Hostert et 
al. 2003) (Figure 9.20) and could gradually return to a similar forest level 
as the surrounding area. All these elements are a result of the species 
characteristics found in Psiloritis and in Crete generally that have a high 
resilience to browsing and fire. Their root system can survive fire or high 
exploitation pressure and still re-sprout. Then they can remain alive in a 
shrubby woody format even for centuries and develop into trees and forest 
when the circumstances permit.      
9.3 Plantations in eastern Psiloritis Mountain         
Extensive plantations did not occur in Crete. Especially in the Heraklion 
Prefecture, plantations are concentrated in areas that were generally ceded 
from local communes or monasteries. Until the 1960s, reforestation was 
rarely supported by the Forest Authority and only the private sector or 
communes applied locally small scale plantations. The Forest Authority 
provided the necessary plants that were produced in a local forest nursery 
that was established in a permanent area in 1966 and still operates there. 
In the Book of Incidences in the year 1966, it is mentioned that:  
In the absence of forest public land, there is no reforestation 
implemented with public funds, and as result, all the 
reforestations are based only on private initiatives. However, 
because of several difficulties and back-drops that often occur, 
they (private initiatives) did not show the proper interest in the 
field of reforestations and it can be said that they showed total 
apathy (HFDA9).  
These types of comments often occur regarding the absence of 
reforestation or afforestation. It can be assumed that the forest policy of 
that time promoted reforestation, but in Crete for different political reasons 
such policy could not be implemented. The reasons are mainly connected 
to the land ownership system that until that time was problematic and the 
land was not clearly public. Moreover, the existence of extensive animal 
husbandry and the absence of a good road network caused problems for 
any plantations in the uplands. In addition, the fact that productive forests, 
as they are defined by timber forestry did not exist in Crete meant that 
there was never an actual need to implement an extensive plantation 
policy. The existence of a long dry period made plantations very costly. 
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Moreover, fertile land was often cultivated, thus plantations had to be 
developed in less fertile areas, where soil conditions are poor and several 
difficulties could arise.  
In the area of Psiloritis until the 1970s, extensive plantations did not 
happen. In the village of Anogeia, several small areas were planted by the 
Forest Commission based in Rethymnon Prefecture, and an interviewee, 
recalling that event, criticised local political authorities for not taking this 
example and extending reforestations over the whole mountain around the 
village:     
An3: ƣıǎǄǈĮ ĲǎǑǐįǆǋƾǏǒǎǑǐ İǄǙİǁǋĮǈ İįǙȺƿǏĮĮȺǗ ĲǎƷǎǀǏǇİ Ĳǎ
įĮıĮǏǒİǁǎİįǙȺƿǏĮİĲǗĲİǀĲĮǌĲǎǒǔǏǈǗǉĮǆǋƿǌǎĮȺǗĲǎǑǐǄİǏǋĮǌǎǘǐįİǌ
İǁǒİĮǉǗǋĮıǑǌƿǊǇİǈĮǐĲǎȺǎǘǋİƮĮǈǋǎǑİǁǒĮİǄǙĲǈǐĮȺǎǇǀǉİǐİįǙȺƿǏĮǉĮǈ
İǌǎǈǉǁĮıĮ ıĲǎ įĮıĮǏǒİǁǎ Ĳǎ ǒǙǏǎ ǉĮǈ ƿǋİǌİ ǉĮǈ ƿǌĮǐ ǀ įǑǎ ǑȺƾǊǊǆǊǎǈ ǉĮǈ
İǁǒĮǌİǉĮǈĲĮİǏǄĮǊİǁĮǎȺǗĲİĳǑĲƿǓĮǌİĲǗĲİĲĮįƿǌĲǏĮĮǑĲƾȺǎǑǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİ
ǃƿǃĮǈĮĲĮįƿǌĲǏĮƿȺǏİȺİǌĮİǁǌĮǈǗǊǎĲǎĮǑĲǗ ĲǎǄǑǋǌǗǋƿǏǎǐƿȺǏİȺİǌĮİǁǌĮǈ
ĳǑĲİǋƿǌǎ  ƿȺǏİȺİ ǌĮ ƿǒǎǑǋİ ȺǎǊǊƿǐ ǒǈǊǈƾįİǐ įƿǌĲǏĮ ĮǉǗǋĮ ĳǑĲİǋƿǌĮ ... 
ƪǋȺƾǐ ȺİǏǈȺĲǙıİǈ įİǌ ǋȺǎǏǎǘǋİ ǌĮ Ⱥǎǘǋİ ǉĮǈ ǗǊĮ ĮǏǌǆĲǈǉƾ İǁǋĮıĲİ ıİ ƿǌĮ
ıǆǋİǁǎȺǎǑǋȺǎǏǎǘǋİȺǎǊǘǉĮǊǘĲİǏĮƧȺǗĮȺǗǓİǔǐȺǏĮıǁǌǎǑĮȺǗĮȺǗǓİǔǐǉĮǈ
İǑǒǗǋĮıĲİǌĮĲǎǉĮĲĮǌǎǀıǎǑǌǎǈǌƿǎǈƾǏǒǎǌĲİǐǉĮǈǎǈįǀǋĮǏǒǎǈ ƧǌİǁǋǎǑǌİ
įǀǋĮǏǒǎǐĮǑĲǎǘĲǎǑĲǗȺǎǑǇĮİǁǒĮįƿǌĲǏĮĮǉǗǋĮǄǘǏǔǄǘǏǔĮȺ¶ĲǎǒǔǏǈǗ 
An3: Moreover, as far as it concern the Mayors, I have been here since 1962. In 
1962 the Forest Commission came here, at that time the village was burned by 
the Germans, and had not yet recovered. And I had here a spare room I rented 
it to the Forest Commission, and one or two employees of the Forest 
Commission were staying here, and they had their implements, and it was that 
time that they planted these trees that are here now. Of course, trees should be 
DOO RYHU WKHVHEDUH VORSHV WKHHQWLUHSODFH VKRXOGKDYHEHHQSODQWHG«:H
VKRXOG KDYH WKRXVDQGV RI WUHHV SODQWHG « $Q\ZD\ ZH VKRXOG QRW FRQVLGHU
everything negatively; we are at a point that we can be much better. In terms 
of greening, I hope the new local authorities, the Mayors understand this. ... If I 
was the mayor of this area, I would plant 5,000 trees all around the village.  
An3: 84, M, Tavernier  
This positive perception of trees and forest generally is an example of 
how local people regard the plantations as something positive. More trees 
and more green in the bare rocks around their villages, thus a better 
landscape. In northern Greece Saratsi (2003, p.219) suggests that 
plantations were regarded by local people as something positive: 
because they expect that they can be worked as a potential 
source of income for the area, or because they perceive such 
kind of afforestation as an organised attempt for the protection 
of their environment and their woods in particular.    
On the other hand, natural regeneration and invasion of forest trees into 
DEDQGRQHG FXOWLYDWHG ODQG ZHUH UHJDUGHG µDV WKH LQHYLWDEOH HYLO¶ (Saratsi 
2003, p.294). In Crete, plantations and forests are not regarded as a 
potential income, for example for timber, at least over the last 60 years. 
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They are more connected with positive elements of landscaping and 
protection of the environment.  
This example of plantations in the uplands, but close to the village of 
Anogeia, cannot be considered as an upland reforestation policy but more 
a landscaping procedure of the areas surrounding the village. It is not clear 
though if it was a Forest Service initiative or if they were promoted and 
implemented by local authorities. The interviewee suggests that the Forest 
Commission implemented it; however it could be the case that it provided 
the plants and some supervision as a result of ownership problems in the 
1960s, where forested areas were regardeGDVµRFFXSLHG¶ZLWKWKHJUD]LQJ
rights belonging to local communes. Thus, the Forest Commission could 
not invest funding on reforestations in an area where land ownership was 
problematic.  
This policy changed after the New Greek Constitution in 1975 that was 
introduced after the abolition of the dictatorship (1967-1974) and the 
establishment of a new democratic elected government. The new Forest 
Policy implies that all forested land is regarded as public (Hellenic Republic 
1979).   
7KLVµQR-SODQWDWLRQ¶IRUmal policy seemed to change over the 1980s and 
1990s in Heraklion Prefecture. Several plantations were implemented in 
areas close to the villages, always on a small scale but never in the 
uplands. Definitely the involvement of local authorities in this procedure is 
essential, however, plantations are often implemented by the Forest 
Commission. A forest official regards reforestation as one of the main 
forestry works over the last decades:  
P ơıǎǑǌ ıĲĮ ƿǏǄĮ ǄǈĮ ȺƾǏĮ ȺǎǊǊƾ ǒǏǗǌǈĮ ıİ ıǒƿıǆ ǋİ Ĳǎ ȺĮǏİǊǇǗǌ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ
ıǀǋİǏĮĲǈƿǒİǈĮǊǊƾǍİǈ 
H1: Ʒǎ ǉǘǏǈǎ ĮǌĲǈǉİǁǋİǌǎ ǀĲĮǌ ǉĮǈ ǎǈ ĮǌĮįĮıǙıİǈǐ ƿǄǈǌĮǌ ĮǏǉİĲƿǐ ƾıǒİĲĮ Įǌ
įİǌİȺǈǃǁǔıİǉĮǋǁĮƳǈįĮıǈǉǎǁįǏǗǋǎǈȺƾǏĮȺǎǊǘƠǏǄĮĮǌĮǓǑǒǀǐȺƾǏǉĮƧǑĲƾ
ǎǈĲǏİǈǐǉĮĲǆǄǎǏǁİǐǀĲĮǌǉǑǏǁǔǐĮǑĲƿǐ 
P: You were working in the sector of forest works for a long period, compare it 
with the past, how that is different today? 
H1: The main subject was reforestations; we had implemented several, 
nevertheless that none of them survived. Forest roads, lots of them, recreation 
projects, parks. That is all, these three categories mainly these three.  
H1: 59, M, Forester 
Three different examples of plantations that were established since 
1990, in the villages of Vorizia, Zaros and Gergeri will be presented here. 
These cases had different objectives and were implemented by different 
organizations. Their success varied for different reasons and this was not 
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necessarily a function of the environment, as all of these examples are 
located in a similar climatic environment.  
9.3.1 The example of Vorizia    
The former commune of Vorizia in 1987 sent a request document to the 
Forest Commission in Heraklion, asking for the creation of a forest just 
outside their village. In their document it is mentioned that:  
most of the area is rather flat and without much expense a 
huge woodland can be created, that will result in benefit for our 
citizens and for the whole of our area. The Commune Council 
ZLWK D UHFHQW YRWLQJ GHFODUHG WKLV VSDFH DV µUHIRUHVWHG¶ DQG
decided to include it within the new agricultural zone for its 
protection from the animals (HFDD31).  
Local authorities of Vorizia regarded grazed lands as something useless 
and unproductive. A forest could improve the environment and create 
more green space, a positive element for them and they mentioned that 
µWKH WUHH plantation will result in the benefit of both the villagers and the 
HQWLUHUHJLRQ¶+)''3).   
Heraklion Forest Directive's reply was negative because of several other 
requests and economic constraints at that time (HFDD32). Nevertheless 
the following year, Vorizia Commune, submitted a new document hoping to 
take advantage of an early request. Their request again was not 
successful.  
After that, almost ten years later, the plantation was actually 
HVWDEOLVKHG ,QZLWK WKH LQYROYHPHQWRI WKHEHHNHHSHUV¶ association 
of Heraklion, Vorizia Commune sent a new request with a reminder about 
the availability of enough space in their village for plantations (HFDD36). 
The following year though, the Commune declared again its decision to 
assign an area of 20 ha for reforestation. In their document it is mentioned 
that:      
The Commune Council decided to assign a communal area of 20 
KD LQ WKH DUHD µ.DINDOR¶ IRU UHIRUHVWDWLRQ ZLWK ZKDWHYHU WUHH
species you want, but they should certainly be useful in 
apiculture that lately had increased in our commune and it will 
result in the benefit of apiculturists (HFDD39).  
In this document, they were more specific about the type of trees to be 
planted. In addition it was highlighted that: 
the commune during the planting of the trees will help the 
works of Forest Commission with the necessary personal work 
that will be needed. Moreover, (the commune) will assist with 
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the watering of the trees, for the time-span needed for them to 
be watered (HFDD39).    
This shows the interest of local authorities in plantations and the strong 
perception of them as something positive for both their lives and their 
environment.  
The same year the Forest Commission implemented the necessary 
reforestation studies in the area. The total area planted, according to the 
official study was 5.8 ha and the species selected were pine 50%, cypress 
10%, prickly oak 20%, carob tree 10% and eucalyptus 10% (HFDD40). It 
is obvious that the selection of pine, carob tree and eucalyptus, all 
together about 70%, was influenced by apiculturists as these species are 
regarded as useful plants for bees (Plakoutsis 2006).  
In the archival documents, both the Vorizia Commune and the Forest 
Commission used the term reforestation. However, the actual English term 
that should describe this procedure should be afforestation. 
The analysis of the aerial photographs of 1945 (Figure 9.21) and 1960 
(Figure 9.22), shows that the area was uncultivated and the vegetation 
type was shrubby and phryganic, and it was probably used for grazing. In 
1945, the vegetation is sparser and the area looks more exploited, 
compared with 1960. In contrast, in 1960, the nearby areas appear to be 
intensive cereal cultivations, but the area itself appears denser and with a 
more shrubby vegetation than in 1945. It seems that less intensive use of 
the area took place in the 1950s, probably connected with less brushwood 
collection occuring in that decade.   
Ortho-photographs, derived either from Google Earth or from the Forest 
Commission, were taken just after the plantation and a clear picture of the 
type of vegetation and land use just before the reforestation cannot be 
made (Figure 9.23). Information though, regarding the vegetation type of 
the area just before the reforestation, is included in the reforestation study 
RI$FFRUGLQJWRWKLVVWXG\WKHDUHDZDVFRYHUHGZLWKµVKUXEE\DQG
phryganic vegetation of the species Calicotome villosa, Sarcopoterium 
spinosum, Thymus capitatus, Salvia sp., Salvia officinalis, Ramnus sp. and 
VHYHUDOJUDVVHV¶ (HFDD40). 
All this information shows that the reforested area was treeless and had 
no forest vegetation from 1945 to 1996. The aerial photography shows 
relatively bare land in 1945 and shrubbier land in 1960 suggesting a form 
as it was described in the study of 1995. Thus, the term used to describe 
this plantation should be considered more as afforestation than 
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reforestation, as it refers to the establishment of forest in an area 
previously not occupied by trees for at least the last 60 years.   
 
Figure 9.21: Aerial photograph of 1945, geo-referenced and overlaid with 
the current boundary of reforestation in Vorizia village.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS   
 
Figure 9.22: Aerial photography of 1960, geo-referenced and overlaid with 
the current boundary of reforestation in Vorizia village.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS   
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Figure 9.23: Aerial photography of Google Earth (2002) geo-referenced and 
digitized to create the current boundary of reforestation in Vorizia village.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
This plantation was successful and the trees still survive in the area 
(Figure 9.24). The apiculturists use the plantation for their benefit and it 
can be concluded that the targets of the commune were achieved (Figure 
9.25).  
On the other hand, the main targets of the reforestation study have not 
yet been totally satisfied. These according to the study were: 
1. µ/DQGVFDSLQJRIWKHDUHD 
2. The development of forest recreation opportunities, employment 
and the improvement of hygiene (health) of local people 
3. 7KHKHOSRIDYLFXOWXUHLQWKHDUHD¶+)'$    
The first one, landscaping of the area is a very subjective element and 
cannot be evaluated easily, however, the successful establishment of 
woodland in a formerly grazed land, from a forestry perspective can be 
evaluated as positive. The second target does not seem to be successful, 
when an extensive natural pine forest exists close to that area, and even 
there forest recreation is not well established (Figure 9.26). However, such 
a target needs a lot of time to gain success as a result of the slow-growth 
of forest trees. This also is connected with the improvement of the 
environment and the life of local people, and it is a very subjective issue to 
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be evaluated. The last target was the same as the commune target and it 
has definitely been achieved as previously mentioned.  
 
 
Figure 9.24: Pines in the reforestation of Vorizia village, implemented in 
1996.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
 
Figure 9.25: Beehives within the reforested area in Vorizia.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010 
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Figure 9.26: The location of the plantation in Vorizia village and the forest 
close to the commune.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
9.3.2 The example of Zaros.  
The second example is in the village of Zaros, where a plantation was 
implemented in 1997. This area was destroyed by a forest fire in 1994 and 
previously had forest and forested vegetation (Figure 9.27 and Figure 
9.28).  
In their study implemented in December 1996, foresters mentioned 
that:  
the forested woody vegetation, that occupied the area before 
the fire was dense and mainly consisted of pine and in a less 
percentage cypress. Today in the area there are some 
individual trees of pine, cypress and a small percentage of 
prickly oak that had not been burned (HFDD45).    
,Q WKDW VWXG\ LQ WKH VHFWLRQ µ7DUJHW RI UHIRUHVWDWLRQ¶ LW LV PHQWLRQHG
WKDW µUHIRUHVWDWLRQ RI WKH DUHD LV QHFHVVDU\ LQ RUGHU WR DFKLHYH D SDUWLDO
restoration of the damage done by the fire in 1994, particularly because 
WKHQDWXUDOUHJHQHUDWLRQLVOHVVRUWRWDOO\DEVHQW¶(HFDD45).     
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Figure 9.27: A part of the Zaros forest that was burned in 1994, where a 
more dense pine forest appears on the slopes.  
Source: H.F.D. photographic archive, taken before 1994    
 
Figure 9.28: Part of the same area as in Figure 9.27. The dense pine forest 
has disappeared.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010    
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In this case we have an example of a forest fire that destroyed a pine 
forest, and two years later a conclusion from forest officials that there was 
not enough natural regeneration, thus natural progress should be replaced 
DQG µKHOSHG WR UHFRYHU¶ 7KLV H[DPSOH UHIOHFWV DPLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKH
forest ecology and the impression that nature works fast. The decision of 
the foresters to propose reforestation in that area was not only influenced 
by forest scientific knowledge. In this case as in many other examples, this 
decision was connected with legal issues, funding availability and social 
factors. Forest science supports the idea that reforestation is never a 
priority after a forest fire. Pine forests generally have the ability to 
regenerate naturally after a fire, when they are older than 15 years and 
have the ability to produce fertile seeds (Ntafis 1990). Reforestation is 
suggested only when natural regeneration has totally failed and that 
should be evaluated after a certain time period, that is never less than 5 to 
6 years (Chatzistathis and Ntafis 1989). This of course is a general rule 
applied in Greece where environmental conditions differ greatly within the 
country. For example, in the case of Crete, this time span probably should 
be extended for more than 6 years, as a result of the slow growth of 
species and the variability of rainfall between different years.  
In addition the strong feeling that in an area that you had forest you 
should have forest, connected with the legal context influenced the 
management decisions of foresters. According to Greek Forest Law, forests 
should remain forests forever. It is also mentioned that in the case of 
IRUHVW GHVWUXFWLRQ DQG ZKHQ µQDWXUDO UHJHQHUDWLRQ LV QRW SRVVLEOH WKHQ
reforestation should be implemented within three years from the date that 
WKHDUHDZDVUHFRJQLVHGDVµUHIRUHVWHG¶DQGWKLVLVWKHUHVSRQVLELOLW\RIWKH
)RUHVW$XWKRULWLHV¶(Hellenic Republic 1979, p.2856). An area is designated 
DV µUHIRUHVWHG¶ DFFRUGLQJ WR )RUHVW ODZ ZKHQ LWV QDWXUDO YHJHWDWLRQ IRU
various reasons is being destroyed (Hellenic Republic 1979). Moreover, 
often the wrong idea that if you do implement reforestation you will not 
get any negative results but only positive, and help nature itself, influenced 
their decisions (HFDA9).   
In contrast to all this scientific knowledge, forest officials did implement 
reforestation in the area and not only once. The first attempt completely 
failed and then a second attempt a few years later was again unsuccessful. 
The selected area was the most suitable one to implement planting, and 
other steep areas were left outside the plantation plan (Figure 9.29). A 
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Forest official argues that the failures of reforestation were connected with 
overgrazing:       
H1: ƶİ ƿǌĮ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ İǋİǁǐ ǉƾǌĮǋİ ĮǌĮįĮıǙıİǈǐ ǎǈ ǎȺǎǁİǐ įİǌ İȺǈǃǁǔıĮǌ ǊǗǄǔ
ǑȺİǏǃǗıǉǆıǆǐ ƿǌĮ ǋǈǉǏǗ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ İǋȺƾǐ ȺİǏǁȺĲǔıǆ ƧǑĲǗ ȺǎǑ ȺǏǎıĳİǏǗĲĮǌ
Ʊǎǋǁǅǔ ĲǏİǈǐ ǀ ĲƿııİǏǈǐ ĳǎǏƿǐ Ĳǈǐ ǉƾǌĮǋİ įİǌ İȺǈǃǁǔıİ ĲǁȺǎĲĮ ĮȺǗ Ĳǆǌ
ǑȺİǏǃǗıǉǆıǆ ƧȺǗ ĲǎǑǐ ǃǎıǉǎǘǐ ȺĮǏǗĲǈ ǆ ƿǉĲĮıǆ İǁǒİ ȺİǏǈĳǏĮǒĲİǁ İǁǒİ
ȺǎĲǈıĲİǁİǁǒİİǁǒİ 
PƴǈıĲİǘİǈǐǗĲǈƿǃĮǅĮǌĲĮǅǙĮǋƿıĮǉĮǈ Ǆǈ
ĮǑĲǗĲǎǊǗǄǎĮȺƿĲǑǒİǆĮǌĮįƾıǔıǆ 
H1: ƟǌǎǈǄĮǌĲǆǌȺİǏǁĳǏĮǍǆǉĮǈƿǃĮǅĮǌĲĮǅǙĮǋƿıĮ 
H1: In one part of the area we did reforestation. It did not survive because of 
the overgrazing. It was a small area, the more suitable one. I think three or 
four times we did them, nothing had survived (trees) because of the 
overgrazing. Because of the shepherds. Although the area was fenced, was 
watered, etc.  
P: Do you think that the area was grazed and is that why reforestation failed? 
H1: They were opening the fence and they were bringing inside the animals.  
H1: 59, M, Forester 
The absence of the vegetation had negative results several years later. 
Significant erosion after heavy rainfall occurred in 2005-2006 and the river 
bed was completely changed as a result of the huge amount of top soil 
loaded into it (Figure 9.30). There was only partial soil cover left on the 
slopes, where some trees had escaped the fire. Today the landscape is 
different.  
 
Figure 9.29: Burned area of 1994 and the reforestation area in 
Trapezoplaka, in Zaros village. Steep areas were left out of the plantation 
plan.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
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Figure 9.30: Erosion in Zaros forest in 2005-2006. The area was burned in 
1994. The soil was protected in areas that the trees had survived  
Source: H.F.D. photographic archive, November 2006   
In Zaros village, regardless that the scientific knowledge did not support 
a reforestation in the area, reforestation was established several times 
despite the previous failures. However, it should be debated if the 
reforestation had negative influences on the natural regeneration itself. 
The surrounding areas outside the plantation have not yet recovered a 
complete and dense forest. A careful study of the area from aerial 
photography of 1945 (Figure 9.31) suggests a similar landscape form as it 
is today, without the dense forest.  
Research in the HFDA10, shows that there have been several forest fires 
in the Zaros region since 1923. Table 9.2 presents information on forest 
fires in Zaros village as they have been recorded in the archive (HFDA10). 
From this information there is a fire recorded in 1930 in an area called 
µ7UDSH]RSODND¶7KLV LV WKH VDPHSODFHQDPHDV WKHDUHDEXUQHG LQ
and reforestation took place. The fact that both areas have the same place 
name and both were a pine forest in Zaros village is evidence that they are 
the same area. Moreover aerial photography of 1945 has similar landscape 
features as recent aerial photography (Figure 9.32), obtained after the fire, 
supporting the idea that the area already had a forest fire before 1945.  
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Figure 9.31: Aerial photography of 1945, geo-referenced and overlayed 
with the current boundary of reforestation in Zaros village.  
Source: Map drawn by the author using QGIS    
year Forest name place name 
area 
(ha/10) 
composition(tree species) 
Age of 
trees 
1923 Zaros Zaros 1000 Olive trees 
 
1925 Rouva halepa 20 Forest and shrubs  
 
1930 Zaros Trapezoplaka 15 Pines 2-30  
1933 Forest of Zaros Kato spyria 200 Prickly oak pines  20-80  
1947 Alonaki Kalamafka 
 
5 Prickly oak pines  0-80 
1948 
Rouva, commune of 
Zaros 
Kalamayka 9 Prickly oak pines  25-75 
1950 Kolovia Mesa Vroulisaki  
 
25 phrygana 
 
1969 vrontisaki Vrontisaki 5 Myrtles 
 
1969 Alonaki Alonaki 50 Pine 
 
1984 Kourtokefala 
 
300 grasses 
 
1990 Voulismata 
 
4 Pine 
 
1990 Trapezoplaka 
 
2 Pine 
 
1994 Rouvas
1
 
 
3020 1000 forest, 2000 grasses 
 
1999 Parti 
 
200 forested 
 
1999 Parti 
 
300 grasses 
 
2000 Hosto nero 
 
5 forested 
 
2000 Vrontisi 
 
1 grasses 
 
2001 Koutelo 
 
1 grasses 
 
Table 9.2: Zaros forest fires as they have been recorded in the book of 
forest fires (HFDA10). 1The area Rouvas, refers to a larger forest that 
LQFOXGHVWKHDUHDZLWKWKHSODFHQDPHµWUDSH]RSODND¶ 
Source: Table drawn by the author, based on HFDA10    
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Figure 9.32: Aerial photography of 1996, geo-referenced and overlayed 
with the current boundary of reforestation in Zaros village.  
Source: Map made in QGIS by the author 
All this information, archival and aerial photographs, suggests that there 
ZDV D VWDJH RI µVWDEOH¶ SLQH IRUHVW IURP WKH V WLOO WKH V Figure 
9.27). Moreover, the time for forest to recover could be more than six 
years because after the fire of 1930, in 1945 the forest had not totally 
recovered. The current forest may be a different forest in extension and 
density to the previous status of pine forest in the area. This can be 
connected with an increase in grazing pressure that can result in more 
slow growth and regeneration of the forest. 
In addition even a forest official argues that forest fire was not 
important and did not had a negative influence on the forest itself:     
P: ƶĲǎ įƾıǎǐ ĲǎǑ ƫĮǏǎǘ Ʒǎ 1994 İǁǒİ Ǆǁǌİǈ ǋǈĮ ȺǑǏǉĮǄǈƾ, İǁǒİ ǉƾǓİǈ ƿǌĮ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ
ȺİǑǉǎįƾıǎǑǐ 
H1: Ʃİǌ ǀĲĮǌ Ǘǋǔǐ ǉƾĲǈ ĮǍǈǗǊǎǄǎ ưǆǌ ǋİ ǏǔĲǀıİǈǐ ǄǈĮ ĮǌĮǄƿǌǌǆıǆ įİǌ
ǑȺƾǏǒİǈĲǁȺǎĲĮưƾǊǊǎǌǑȺƾǏǒİǈǉĮĲƾǇƿıİǈǐƩİǌǀĲĮǌǗǋǔǐǋǈĮȺǑǏǉĮǄǈƾȺǎǑ
ǌĮƿǒİǈǉƾǓİǈȺƾǏĮȺǎǊǘįƾıǎǐİǁǒİǉƾǓİǈȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏǎǃǎıǉǎĲǗȺǎǑǐĮȺǗĲǆǌ
ǋİǏǈƾ Ĳǆǐ īƿǏǄİǏǆǐ ƱǎĲǈǎĮǌĮĲǎǊǈǉƾ Ⱥƾǌǔ ĮȺǗ Ĳǆǌ īƿǏǄİǏǆ ƮĮǈ ǋİĲƾ ǋȺǀǉİ
ǋƿıĮıĲǎįƾıǎǐƿǌĮİǊƾǒǈıĲǎǉǎǋǋƾĲǈ 
P: In the forest of Zaros in 1994, there was a fire, it had burned a pine forest. 
H1: Yes but was not a very important one. Do not ask me for regeneration, it is 
nothing there, although it is partially some. It was not though a fire that had 
burned a lot of forest, it had burned more grazed lands from the side of 
Gergeri, southeast, in the upper places of Gergeri. And then it went into the 
forest, but it burned a small area.  
H1: 59, M, Forester  
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Regardless all this information, reforestation was implemented. The 
knowledge of history in forest management could support the idea that 
reforestation should not have been implemented and the loss of a lot of 
funding and time could have been saved. The existence of a forest fire in 
the same area, in the past, and the fact that forest recovered later, could 
have helped foresters to take the correct decision and hence avoid a 
failure.  
Although reforestation did not influence natural regeneration, forest 
works did have a negative influence on the landscape. Forest roads could 
promote erosion in the area and instead of trees, the only remains of 
forest works are the roads and the cement tanks that were made, both 
infrastructures that have a permanent influence on the landscape (Figure 
9.33 and Figure 9.34).     
The main reasons for the failure of the plantation could be connected 
with the time of planting, problems in organising efficient management of 
the whole plantation, and mainly the pressure and antagonism over 
grazing. The timing of plantations is very important in Crete, as juvenile 
trees have to survive a harsh dry summer period that can last more than 4 
months. Often funding availability and deadlines of projects are not 
connected with planting times and plantations do not adhere to appropriate 
planting periods.     
  
Figure 9.33: The area reforested in Zaros village in 2002. 
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2002    
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 Figure 9.34: The area reforested in Zaros village in 2010.  
Source: photo taken by the author, August 2010    
9.3.3 The example of Gergeri     
In the municipality of Rouvas a local policy of landscaping the areas around 
the villages was developed and in the main village, Gergeri, the Mayor, 
promoted a policy of removing the apparently negative elements of the 
landscape. In the upper parts of the village, he funded the removal of a 
VKHSKHUG¶VVWDEOHWKDWZDVUHJDUGHGDVDQHJDWLYHODQGVFDSHHOHPHQWDQG
replaced it with a soccer field. Next to the new soccer field was an area 
which was used as an uncontrolled rubbish dump site and was selected for 
landscaping by creating a forest (Figure 9.35). At the same time, several 
citizens of the village, mainly beekeepers, promoted pine plantations to 
increase honey production. This is an example where villagers took the 
initiative to create a forest in their area that could provide them with a 
better landscape and of course to help apicultural development. The Forest 
Commission provided the necessary plants and then several volunteers 
planted them in 2001.  
This plantation took place when the author was working as a forester in 
Rouvas municipality and his suggestions for the species selection were 
under negotiation with some of the volunteers. The increase in apiculture 
and a sudden love for pines from beekeepers created a debate over what 
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species should be planted. They wanted only pines to be planted there and 
no other species. Finally, a mixture of species was selected, including 
pines. 
Although in this area there was a small scale plantation, there were 
some conflicts with a shepherd who was grazing his livestock there and a 
fire did occur there a few years later, though it did not destroy the 
plantation. Today the trees do survive, and the shepherd seems to have 
accepted the new status, and uses it for his benefit as well (Figure 9.36).  
 
Figure 9.35: The plantation in Gergeri.  
Source: photo taken by the author, January 2010  
 
 
Figure 9.36: The entrance of sheep in the fenced area of the plantation in 
Gergeri.  
Source: photo taken by the author, January 2010   
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9.4 The management problem 
The importance of forestry in Heraklion is generally neglected as a result of 
extensive agriculture development in the prefecture and the absence of 
timber production from forests. Today financially, forestry does not play an 
important role in the local economy, as is happening in other parts of 
Greece, especially in Macedonia and Thrace.  
Today in Crete, the Forest Authority is more often regarded as a 
bureaucratic commission than a sector connected to development. This is a 
result of the involvement of the Forest Commission with house building 
permissions. In Greece, the Forest Commission needs to verify, for land 
outside urban areas, if it is or it is not under forest law regulation. This is 
often one of the main aspects of current forest work, which is time 
consuming in areas with high pressure for building development as it is 
Crete and other islands (HFDA9). The lack of timber production and the 
involvement in house building permissions resulted in a notion of 
neglecting forestry, something felt among forest personnel. There is an 
LPSUHVVLRQWKDW&UHWHLVQRWDSURSHUILHOGIRUDIRUHVWHUZKHUHµSURGXFWLYH¶
forests do not exist.  
H3: ƪįǙ ĮıǒǎǊǈǗǋĮıĲİ ıǑǌİǒǙǐ ǋİ ȺǏƾǍİǈǐ ǒĮǏĮǉĲǆǏǈıǋǎǘ Ĳǎ  Ĳǆǐ
įǎǑǊİǈƾǐǋĮǐİǁǌĮǈĮǑĲǗƩİǌ ƿǒǎǑǋİ ȺĮǏĮǄǔǄǈǉƾ įƾıǆ ıĲǆǌ ƮǏǀĲǆ.  
H3: Here the main work is related to building permissions, the 90% of our work 
is there. Productive forests does not exist in Crete.  
H3: 43, M, Forester 
The management problem in Crete is an area of debate. Often people 
disregard what a forester is and how the forest resources of the island 
should be used. Management of forests is not a stable situation but is 
influenced by social status and other available resources. Forests were 
used historically for the development of different civilizations and until 
UHFHQWO\ IRUHVWHG DUHDV DQG IRUHVWV ZHUH XVHG WR FRYHU ORFDO SHRSOH¶V
needs and provide an extra income when it was needed. In order to define 
how management should be implemented in the research area today, 
several different factors should be questioned. This problem has arisen 
because what conventional forestry regards as management is often 
concentrated on logging management plans. Forestry has a long tradition 
in this and it is probably the first time that the term sustainable 
management was introduced and actually implemented (Wiersum 1995).  
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A forester from H.F.D. suggests that forest management is totally 
absent for Crete and suggests that forest management can be only timber 
production: 
H4: īǈĮǗıĮǒǏǗǌǈĮǍƿǏǔİǄǙįİǌǑȺƾǏǒİǈįǈĮǒİǁǏǈıǆıİǉĮǌƿǌĮįƾıǎǐ.  
P: ƩǆǊĮįǀǎǑıǈĮıĲǈǉƾįǈĮǒİǁǏǈıǆįİǌƿǒİǈǐǑȺǗǓǆıǎǑǎǘĲİȺǔǐǄǁǌİĲĮǈǎǘĲİĮǌ
ǄǈǌǗĲĮǌİ 
H4: Ʃİǌ ƿǒǎǑǋİ ĲƿĲǎǈǎ ĮǌĲǈǉİǁǋİǌǎ ǉĮǈ Ǆİǌǈǉƾ ıĲǆǌ ƮǏǀĲǆ įİǌ ǌǎǋǁǅǔ ǉĮǈ ıİ
ƾǊǊǎǑǐǌǎǋǎǘǐǌĮǑȺƾǏǒİǈǉƾĲǈĮǌƾǊǎǄǎ 
P: ƣĲĮǌ Įǐ Ⱥǎǘǋİ Ǌƿǋİ ǄǈĮ įǈĮǒİǁǏǈıǆ İıǘ Ⱥǔǐ Ĳǎ ƿǒİǈǐ ıĲǎ ǋǑĮǊǗ ıǎǑ Ĳǈ
ĳĮǌĲƾǅİıĮǈ 
H4: ƴǏǙĲĮ ĮȺǗ ǗǊĮ ĳĮǌĲƾǅǎǋĮǈ ǗĲǈ ƿǒİǈ ǌĮ ǉƾǌİǈ ǋİ ǑǊǎĲǎǋǁİǐ įǆǊĮįǀ
ǑȺǎǊǎǄǁǅİǈǐ Ĳǎ ǍǑǊĮȺǗǇİǋĮ ıİ ƿǌĮ įƾıǎǐ Ĳǎ İĲǀıǈǎ ǍǑǊĮȺǗǇİǋĮ ǉĮǈ ĮǌƾǊǎǄĮ
ǎǏǁǅİǈǐ ĮǑĲǗ ȺǎǑ ȺǏƿȺİǈ ǌĮ ĮȺǎǋĮǉǏǑǌǇİǁ ƷǙǏĮ Įǌ ȺİǏǈǊĮǋǃƾǌİǈ ǉĮǈ ƾǊǊİǐ
İǌƿǏǄİǈİǐįǆǊĮįǀįİǌǍƿǏǔĲǈƾǊǊǎǋȺǎǏİǁǌĮİǁǌĮǈ 
H4: For the years that I am here and I know there is no management in the 
forests. 
P: So actually you do not know how management was implemented or if it was 
done?  
H4: We GRQ¶WKDYHWKDWW\SHRIIRUHVWZRUNVand generally I do not believe that 
other prefectures of Crete have something similar. 
P: When we speak about management how you think it should be applied? 
H4: First of all I guess that has to do with logging, which calculates the timber 
yield in a forest, the annual yield and then you define what can be harvested. If 
there are other elements there I do not know what else it could be. 
H4: 45, F, Forester 
However, another notion of management, appeared as early as in the 
1960s in Greece, and was connected with pasture management 
(Papastavros and Makris 1986), based on the principles of sustainability. 
Forestry today in Greece includes also hunting, wildlife protection and 
pasture management. This though seems to be neglected by some forest 
officials today.  
Another Forester from H.F.D. seems to be more aware of this type of 
multipurpose forestry and suggests that management in Cretan forests 
should be tailored according to the needs of the different areas, and it 
should import regulations in what is today totally uncontrolled: 
PƶİǗĲǈ ĮĳǎǏƾĲĮƩƾıǆĲǎǑǌǎǋǎǘƷǈȺǈıĲİǘİǈǐǗĲǈǇĮƿȺǏİȺİǌĮǄǁǌİǈǉĮǈĲǈįİǌ
ƿǒİǈǄǁǌİǈ 
H1: ưǈĮ ıǔıĲǀ ƩǈĮǒİǈǏǈıĲǈǉǀ ǋİǊƿĲǆ Ƭ ƳȺǎǁĮ ǌĮ ȺǏǎǃǊƿȺİǈ Ʒǈǐ ȺǏĮǄǋĮĲǈǉƿǐ
ĮǌƾǄǉİǐƩƾıǎǑǐƮĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǔǌƮĮǈƴǏǎȺƾǌĲǔǌƳ ưİǄĮǊǘĲİǏǎǐ İǒǇǏǗǐȺǎǑ
ȺĮǁǅİǈİǁǌĮǈǆǑȺİǏǃǗıǉǆıǆƮĮǈ įİǈ ǆ ǉĮĲıǁǉĮ ƟǊǊǎǐǇĮİǁǌĮǈǎıĲǗǒǎǐıĲǎǌ
ƺǆǊǎǏİǁĲǆƮĮǈƾǊǊǎǐǇĮİǁǌĮǈǎıĲǗǒǎǐıĲǆǌƨǈƾǌǌǎƩǈĮĳǎǏİĲǈǉƾ ȺǏƾǄǋĮĲĮ İ.  
P: Regarding the forests of the prefecture, what do you think should has been 
done and what has not been done? 
H1: A correct management plan. A management plan that will take into account 
the real needs of the forests, the shepherds and mainly, the biggest enemy, 
overgrazing. Especially the goat. ... The targets will be different in Psiloritis, in 
Viannos, different things.   
H1: 59, M, Forester 
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However, when foresters face reality and have to deal with resources 
where logging is not the main management strategy, problems and 
confusion exists. A formal guide for an alternative management practice 
does not exist. Foresters are confused although they have been taught 
about alternative management, when logging is not implemented. 
Moreover, the current status of animal husbandry does not allow for the 
development of a proper management plan for pastures that will be 
implemented in Crete. As a result in Crete over the past 60 years, forestry 
management is limited or completely absent from the island. There have 
been a few forest works, related to husbandry, forest recreation and forest 
road construction, but an organised management plan has never been 
applied (HFDD10, 18, 21, 27, 28, 35, 41)  
H1: ƴǙǐǇĮǄǁǌİǈǆǑǊǎȺǎǁǆıǆĲǎȺǏǗǃǊǆǋĮİǁǌĮǈȺǔǐǇĮǄǁǌİǈǆǑǊǎȺǎǁǆıǆıĲǆǌ
ȺİǏǈǎǒǀǋİǊƿĲǆǐǆ ǎȺǎǁĮıǁǄǎǑǏĮǇĮȺǏǎǃǊƿȺİǈ ... ǗĲǈȺǒǇĮǃǗıǉǎǑǌİ
ȺǏǗǃĮĲĮ ǉǎǋǋƾĲǈĮ ǎǅƾ İǉİǁ ȺǎǑ ǃǗıǉǎǑǌ ĲǙǏĮ  ĲĮ  ȺǙǐ ǇĮ
ĳǘǄǎǑǌ ƧǑĲƾ İǁǌĮǈ ĲĮ  ȺǙǐ ǇĮ ĳǘǄǎǑǌ Ƭ ȺǎǊǈĲİǁĮ įİǌ ǇƿǊİǈ ǌĮ Ĳǎ
ǏǑǇǋǁıİǈ ǄǈĮ įǈƾĳǎǏǎǑǐ ǊǗǄǎǑǐ Ǘǒǈ ǄǈĮ ĲĮ ǒǏǀǋĮĲĮ ... ƪǁǌĮǈ ǉĮǈ ǉǎǈǌǔǌǈǉǎǁ 
ȺĮǏƾǄǎǌĲİǐ ǋİĲƾ.     
H1: How this will be implemented (management plan), that is the problem. The 
management plan will suggest ... that for the area studied for example, can 
graze 1000 sheep, now they are 10,000, the rest 9,000 animals where they will 
be removed. The State does not want to regulate it for different reasons, not 
only for money ... there are also social elements connected with this.  
H1: 59, M, Forester 
Moreover, there have been some other management plans for the 
protected area of Psiloritis developed outside the Forest Service and 
funded by the EU, under several Life Projects (E.C. 2011b). Often these 
management plans are neglected by foresters as unrelated or a gathering 
of information that could be useful for a scientist but not necessarily 
applicable in current forestry in Crete.  
Forest Commission has several successful examples of forest works that 
have helped the local population and added important values to neglected 
areas. Although forest roads have been greatly criticised for landscape 
destruction by ecologists, a retired forester suggests that such works were 
very useful to the upland populations:  
H ƸȺǀǏǍİ ĮȺǎĲƿǊİıǋĮ ǉĮǈ Ĳǎ ĮȺǎĲƿǊİıǋĮ ĳĮǈǌǗĲĮǌ ıĲǎ ȺǏǗıǔȺǎ Ĳǔǌ
ǉĲǆǌǎĲǏǗĳǔǌĮǐĲǎȺǎǘǋİƳǈǎȺǎǁǎǈǇƿǊĮǌİǋƿǏĮǋİĲĮǅǙĮǌĮĳĲƾǍǎǑǌİıĲǎ
ǋǈĲƾĲǎǉĮǈƾǊǊǆǋǈĮǋƿǏĮǌĮǉĮĲƿǃǎǑǌİǉƾĲǔǉĮǈĮĳǎǘĮǌǎǁǍĮǋİĲǎįǏǗǋǎıİ
ǋǈĮ ǙǏĮ ĳĲƾǌĮǌİ ıĲǎ ǋǈĲĮĲǎ Ĳǎ ĲİǊİǑĲĮǁǎ ǋǈĲƾĲǎ  ǉĮǈ ƾǊǊǆ ǋǈĮ ǙǏĮ ǌĮ
ǉĮĲİǃǎǘǌİĮǐȺǎǘǋİǋİĲĮĮǑĲǎǉǁǌǆĲĮĲǎǑǐīǈĮĮǑĲǎǘǐǀĲĮǌİǋİǄƾǊǆǑȺǗǇİıǆ
įǈǗĲǈǉİǏįǁǅĮǌİǒǏǗǌǎǋİǈǙǌĮǌİĲǎǉǗıĲǎǐĲǆǐȺĮǏĮǄǔǄǀǐ 
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H6: There was a benefit and the result (of road construction) was in the faces 
of the shepherds. They needed one day with the animals to get to Mitato, and 
another day to go back to the village, and when we constructed the road, in one 
hour they were in the last Mitato... and they needed another hour to get down. 
For them this was very important, they gain on time, and reduced their 
productive cost.   
H6: 62, M, Forester 
Another example of successful forest work is the creation of a 
recreational forest area in the 1980s in Zaros village. This was done with 
the cooperation of the Water Commission that wanted to create an 
irrigation system with a reservoir in the area. The Forest Commission 
suggested the creation of a lake that was later connected with a pathway 
in the nearby gorge of Gafari. Today this area is one of the main visiting 
tourist spots for Psiloritis region (Figure 9.37).  
One of the main suggestions of a forester of how to implement forest 
works was: 
HǃƿǃĮǈĮƴĮǌĲİǊǀǇĮȺǏƿȺİǈǌĮǍƿǏİǈǐǗĲǈǄǈĮǌĮǄǁǌİǈƿǌĮƿǏǄǎǉĮǈǌĮǄǁǌİǈ
ıǔıĲǗǉĮǈǉĮǊǗȺǏƿȺİǈǌĮǒǏİǈƾǅİĲĮǈİǌįǈĮĳƿǏǎǌǌĮǒǏİǈƾǅİĲĮǈǋİǏƾǉǈǉĮǈıĲǆ
ıǑǌƿǒİǈĮ ǌĮ ǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌİ ǉĮǈ ĲĮ ǊİĳĲƾ   ƩǈǗĲǈ Įǌ ǑȺƾǏǒǎǑǌ ĲĮ ǊİĳĲƾ ǉĮǈ įİǌ
ǑȺƾǏǒİǈĲǎİǌįǈĮĳƿǏǎǌįİǌǄǁǌİĲİĲǁȺǎĲĮ 
H6: You must know Pantelis, that in order of a work to be implemented and to 
be done in a good way, there is a need for interest. You need to have passion 
and then money. If there is only money available, and there is no interest in the 
work, nothing will be done.  
H6: 62, M, Forester 
All these examples and suggestions facing current reality and the 
neglected role that Forest Commission plays can be summarised in what a 
40 year old forester states: 
An11: ƷǙǏĮǌĮıǎǑȺǔȺǈıĲİǘǔǗĲǈįİǌȺĮǁǅİǈǉĮǇǗǊǎǑǏǗǊǎĲǎįĮıĮǏǒİǁǎƧǑĲǀ
İǁǌĮǈǆȺǏǎıǔȺǈǉǀǋǎǑİǉĲǁǋǆıǆǉĮǈİǁǋĮǈĮȺǗ ǋİıĮǉĮǈǋȺǎǏǙǌĮȺǔǗĲǈƿǒǔ. 
ƴǈıĲİǘǔǗĲǈǋȺǎǏİǁǌĮȺĮǁǅİǈĮǊǊƾǌĮȺǔǋƾǊǊǎǌĲǎİǍǀǐǎǑıǈĮıĲǈǉƾİǁǌĮǈƿǌĮǐ
įǈİǉȺİǏĮǈǔĲǈǉǗǐ ĳǎǏƿĮǐ Ĳǎ įĮıĮǏǒİǁǎ įǈİǉȺİǏĮǈǙǌİǈ ǉĮǈ ȺǏǎıȺĮǇİǁ ǌĮ
įǈİǉȺİǏĮǈǙıİǈ ĲĮ ǄǏĮĳİǈǎǉǏĮĲǈǉƾ ĲǎǑ ȺǎǊǁĲǆ ƷǁȺǎĲİ ƾǊǊǎ įİǌ İǁǌĮǈ ĮǑĲǀ Ĳǆ
ıĲǈǄǋǀǆįǏĮıĲǆǏǈǗĲǆĲĮĲǎǑƩİǌƿǒİǈƿǌĮıǒİįǈĮıǋǗįİǌƿǒİǈƿǌĮǗǏĮǋĮĲǎǑ
ĲǗȺǎǑĲǎǑǌǎǋǎǘĮǐȺǎǘǋİȺǎǑĮıǒǎǊİǁĲĮǈ 
An11: I should say that I believe the Forest Commission has actually no role (in 
rural development). That is my personal opinion and I have an inside view of 
the things (employee in H.F.D.). I believe that it can play an important role, but 
I should say this: actually today is a bureaucratic office, it tries to work with the 
bureaucratic problems of the people. Nothing else it is at the moment. It does 
not have a target, a schedule a vision for the area for the prefecture.    
An11: 40, F, Forester 
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Figure 9.37: The area of Votomos in Zaros, where F.H.D. created an 
organised recreation site.  
Source: photo taken by the author, July 2009    
Currently there is a strong absence of Forest authority regarding control 
over grazing and this can result in a lack of efficient management and 
overexploitation. The problem is even more complex as animal husbandry 
officially is under the service of the Agricultural Department. However, the 
formal manager of uncultivated land, thus the majority of grasslands, is 
the Forest Commission. These contradictory elements have resulted in a 
permanent neglect and confusion among foresters, and have led them to 
conclude that forest management in Crete cannot be applied.  
9.5 Conclusion 
Recent forest works were successful and unsuccessful, an example being 
the plantations implemented in eastern Psiloritis. The lack of understanding 
of how forest ecology works and the fact that small scale interventions had 
long term results in the forest makes things even more complicated. 
Plantations have to be evaluated carefully and only when the 
circumstances are applicable should they be implemented.  
Irrespective of the quality of the plantationV¶ PDWHULDO DQG WKH
appropriate procedure that a forester could suggest and supervise, 
reforestation or afforestation should be evaluated in a broader context 
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before a decision is made of where and when it is to be implemented. Local 
initiatives for afforestation should be promoted as they include small scale 
developments often for landscaping damaged sites, where forest is the 
most appropriate landuse. These cases are costless and have much more 
chance to succeed as they often have the agreement and support of local 
people. What was criticised as negative in the forest archives in the 1950s 
for Crete was that only the private sector provides a limited reforestation 
programme. Today this should be promoted and the Forest Commission 
can play a key role in that.       
Reforestation attempts in areas where forest was destroyed by fire 
should be avoided and natural processes should remain unaffected. The 
knowledge of the history of the forest sites is important as it can help us to 
understand the dynamics of the habitats and promote the appropriate 
decisions for forest conservation. Knowing the past can help us to 
understand the present and develop a management plan that will affect 
the future and be suited to our needs and targets.      
The Forest Commission needs to redefine its role and adopt current 
trends in forestry. In Crete, where shepherding dates back to early 
civilisations, there is a strong need for cooperation with the shepherds. 
They are the actual users of the uplands today and the ones that should be 
the beneficiaries of forestry. There is a strong need to set short term 
achievable management targets that can be applied in the current 
conditions, taking into consideration that forester actions will be 
permanent for long periods in the forest. Foresters need to evaluate their 
targets and adopt a new vision for the benefit of both, the forests and the 
society.    
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Chapter 10: Conclusion and discussion    
10.1 Summary of the research findings 
The neglected forests of Crete were not always neglected and 
unproductive. Different epochs created needs that exploited them more or 
less. Whatever the central governmental policy from the various rulers of 
Crete was, over the historical era, local people relied on their forest 
resources for their survival.      
This thesis has shown that forest resources provided security in times of 
need and when circumstances were harsh. Forests and the isolated 
mountain provided a refuge and extra income. In addition forest resources 
were intensively exploited to provide the necessary needs for survival.    
Oral history and archival research have provided insights into forest 
uses over the last hundred years from the perspective of local people and 
central policy makers. The uplands, where the main forests survive and are 
hidden according to Rackham and Moody (1996) provided the necessary 
IXHO DQG WLPEHU IRU ORFDOV¶ QHHGV DV ZHOO DV IHHG IRU WKHLU OLYHVWRFN
Depending on the time and the harsh social circumstances, these sources 
were also commercialised and marketed to those that did not have access 
to forest.  
The main management practices implemented by locals were leaf fodder 
cutting, firewood collection, grazing and logging for timber and charcoal. 
These actions influenced forest synthesis and expansion. Other products 
obtained from the forest not necessarily connected with management 
practices, but which could influence them, were acorns and herbs both of 
which were very important for the local economy in the past.      
The majority of these practices ceased in the 1960s. Some of them were 
regarded by the locals as negative for the forest; for example, charcoal 
production which was seen as responsible for destroying much of their 
woodland, but a necessity for their economic survival at the time. Others 
such as leaf fodder cutting were assumed to be positive for the trees and 
were a factor that renewed them.       
All these different uses of the past drew on a complex system of rights 
and utilization within the same space, but from different users. Although 
conflicts did occur, all of these various and often contradictory uses 
coexisted for hundreds of years. Today the scene has dramatically changed 
and new trends in spatial use have appeared. The only remaining 
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traditional practices associated with the trees are leaf fodder and firewood 
collection, although they are only sporadically applied. Currently the main 
use of the forest is for grazing and it can be argued that this is a persistent 
practice that has been continuous for millennia.       
The complex system of the past has disappeared and shepherds regard 
themselves as the only occupier of the uplands. The multiuse of the forest 
has been abandoned and it is now exploited only by browsing animals 
whose numbers have significantly increased. Traditional animal husbandry 
faces changes as well, in both the type of animals, an increase in sheep 
and a decrease in goats, and the grazing system applied. In the past the 
uplands were able to sustain independent animal husbandry, without any 
need for extra feed imported from outside the area. Nowadays this has 
changed and shepherds rely on concentrated feed at a huge economic 
cost.       
Ancient trees remain one of the most enduring characteristics of the 
landscape, and were useful as key points to geo-reference aerial 
photographs of 1945 with current satellite imagery. In addition, the micro 
scale analysis implemented in this research highlighted the importance of 
historical geography in ecological studies and especially in forestry. 
Historical geography plays a key role in understanding and evaluating 
vegetation status and can be applied locally in specific sites in a micro 
scale analysis to explain different geographical phenomena. This was 
obvious in chapter 9 where the cases presented showed that historical 
geography enlightens current geographical phenomena that could not be 
explained easily by studying only the physical environment.  
As a result of this micro scale analysis, forest status was better 
understood in eastern Psiloritis. Forest is shown to resist degradation from 
overgrazing and vegetation cover has decreased mainly in the grasslands 
of the upland plateaus where there is higher pressure. Overgrazing is not 
necessarily connected with forest reduction in Crete as Cretan trees are 
resilient to browsing and can survive high pressure and recover when 
conditions are more favourable.       
The key players of the forest were the majority of the upland population 
and after the 1920s the forest officials as well. This was true till the 1960s, 
when most of the traditional practices ceased. Forest officials were not 
needed anymore to issue permissions for woodcutting, and gradually the 
local forest offices were abandoned. Today the main users of the uplands 
are shepherds and forest officials who promote works for the improvement 
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of grasslands, mainly road constructions, over recent decades. This has 
also stopped since the end of 1990s. Today the absence of the Forest 
Commission is more obvious than ever and is connected with the recession 
in Greece and a lack of capital investment in forestry works. In addition 
new regulations and prohibitions are about to be introduced as the area of 
Psiloritis has been classed as a NATURA 2000 site as have the majority of 
forests in Crete. At the moment however, the current situation is 
characterised by the increase in grazing animals fed with concentrated 
foods, the accessibility of the uplands by vehicles, and the absence of any 
clear forest management.      
10.2 Methodological issues  
The use of a multi-source research approach was particularly helpful in the 
study of forests and helped to add information in areas that were missing. 
Data were often found in unexpected sources, hence there is a recognised 
need to be flexible in forest history research and not focus on only one 
method. Preliminary research in the archives provided background 
information about the history of eastern Psiloritis and allowed the better 
formation of questions for the interviews.  
Undoubtedly, the fact that I was already familiar with the study area 
helped the research process. This was the reason that I could gain free 
access to local commune archives as well as to HFDA, which were studied 
for first time in the project. Some difficulties occurred in the H.A.C., where 
the strict implementation of the rules permitted only limited access to the 
sources. Archival research can be very time consuming when following the 
formal regulations and fortunately this was not the case for the 
unorganised local archives, otherwise the amount of data collected for this 
research would have been much less.      
An important element was the use of a micro scale analysis on specific 
forest sites that were particularly useful to understand forest status and 
that can help forestry in the future to have better management decisions. 
This is connected with the importance of historical geography not only in 
geography itself but also in other disciplines such as applied forestry.  
The combination of both qualitative and quantitative methodologies was 
beneficial. However, it was important to keep a balance between them. 
Moreover, the amount of data found in the archives could not be studied 
for every available year in detail, thus only selected years were integrated 
in the GIS quantitative analysis. Therefore, only a partial idea of the real 
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picture could be shown in this thesis. The absence of quantitative 
information in digital format was a disadvantage and it was time 
consuming to transfer these data from paper to database format.           
Furthermore, several other archives exist in Crete and could not be 
studied because of several barriers such as lack of knowledge of Turkish 
and Italian language and also the lack of available time. These written 
sources may include additional information on human-nature interactions 
useful in environmental history which could be studied in the future. The 
selection of a specific area to be studied offered the opportunity for 
detailed local research but these results may differ in other parts of Crete 
as it is a very diverse place and local communities could have adapted 
other traditional practices.              
Digital data collection for GIS was a really important element. Open 
source data available for free in Greece (OKXE 2011), enables you to 
perform research with no cost and less time. However these free data 
often lack any metadata that can provide information from and by whom 
they were produced, when or their accuracy. This added a level of 
uncertainty and ambiguity concerning their credibility. This is a problem 
that has often been addressed and there have been several steps to 
standardise spatial data (Kralidis 2008) but they are still in progress.        
On the other hand, GIS was particularly useful in the analysis of 
quantitative archival information as it was possible to detect trends that 
were not obvious only from the qualitative analysis. The creation from 
scratch of databases from data documented on paper was challenging and 
time consuming work. In addition in this research only limited capabilities 
were used and GIS can offer a range of more analytical tools in forest 
management and conservation.             
10.3 Lessons from history for forestry 
Current knowledge of traditional management practices, although it has 
often been neglected by modern society, may contain wisdom and the 
experience of millennia that today in the scientific world faces the risk of 
being abandoned and forgotten.  
This thesis has shown that what we regard today as neglected and 
unproductive forest was not so in the recent past. Even the Forest 
Authority permitted forest production, mainly charcoal, till the 1950s, but 
today modern foresters ignore this history. Current forest management for 
timber has totally ceased and often people regard the current situation to 
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be one of long standing. An interviewee from Zaros mentioned that the life 
style of the past could not even be imagined by current people:    
=ƬĮȺǗıĲĮıǆĮǌȺƾǋİǒǏǗǌǈĮȺǁıǔǀĲĮǌİǋİǄƾǊǆĮȺ¶ĲǆıǆǋİǏǈǌǀǉĮǈĮǌ
ȺƾǋİȺǈǎȺǁıǔǒǏǗǌǈĮȺƾǊǈĮǉǗǋĮȺǈǎǋİǄƾǊǆƩǈĮĳǎǏƿǐȺǎǑǗȺǎǈǎǐįİǌĲǎ
µǅǆıİįİǌǋȺǎǏİǁǌĮĲǎĳĮǌĲĮıĲİǁ 
Z7: The distance, if we go 60 years ago, was vast compaULQJLWWRWRGD\¶VOLIH
In addition, if we go even further back in time, twenty years before, it was even 
ELJJHU'LIIHUHQFHVWKDWLIVRPHRQHKDVQ¶WOLYHGWKHPWKH\FDQQRWHYHQLPDJLQH
them.  
Z7: 82, M, Farmer    
This shows how easily people forget their past even if it is relatively recent. 
The current situation is presumed to be what has always been the case and 
modern urbanised society disregards the use of nature and earth by people 
and they have lost the connection to their own natural environment.        
Historical geography though was able to reveal the secrets of the forest 
and showed for example that the pine forest of Zaros in Trapezoplaka was 
not pine in 1945. After the forest fire that destroyed it in 1994, 
unsuccessful plantations were organised and implemented several times by 
Forest Commission. If foresters were aware of this they could avoid 
afforestations in this specific site and invest the available capital in more 
successful works. Current forest personnel in H.F.D. ignore completely the 
existence of leaf fodder collection and its value for the conservation of 
ancient trees (Petit and Watkins 2003, Rackham 2008, Peterken 1996). 
Forest law does permit under specific conditions leaf fodder collection. 
However, if someone suggested the implementation of such a practice, 
they would face negative reactions from foresters, as leaf fodder cutting is 
regarded as harmful for the trees and the forest. It seems that the forest 
law in this case is much more flexible than the foresters and provides the 
necessary tools to implement alternative management when needed. The 
most important lesson that history has shown is that the forest was an 
important element for the locals where multi-uses coexisted for long 
periods and although conflicts existed, a balance did occur and allowed all 
of them together to exploit their resources.  
10.4 NATURA 2000 - Modern forestry  
The problematic timber production from Cretan forests created a gap in 
PDQDJHPHQWNQRZOHGJHIRUWKHµXQSURGXFWLYH¶IRUHVWVRI&UHWHDQG*UHHFH
generally. Forest history can learn from these practices and some could be 
integrated in current forest works and plans so that both forest and local 
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people could benefit. Crete needs different management and forestry 
should be flexible and open-minded to accommodate new practices. 
Traditionally forestry is a conservative discipline and should be as it has to 
deal with actions that will be faced by future generations but forestry 
needs to define new approaches that could promote central policy and also 
benefit local communities. Definitely today in Greece a formal forest policy 
does not exist or even if there are some targets written on paper and 
published in statutes, most of the time they are lost in the bureaucratic 
chaos of the public sector. It is through individual initiative that this picture 
can change. A forester from H.F.D. suggests that first we as individuals 
need to have a vision which breaks through the daily routine:       
An11: ƧǑĲǀ İǁǌĮǈ įǆǊĮįǀ ǆ ǄǌǙǋǆ ǋǎǑ ǉĮǈ ǆ ƾȺǎǓǆǋǎǑƴǈıĲİǘǔ ǗĲǈ ǎǈ ǌƿǎǈ
ƾǌǇǏǔȺǎǈ ȺǎǑ İǁǋĮıĲİ ĲǙǏĮ ıĲǆǌ ǑȺǆǏİıǁĮ Ǘıǎǈ ǌƿǎǈ İǁǋĮıĲİ ǉĮǈ Ǘıǎǈ ǇĮ
µǏǇǎǑǌİĮȺǗįǔǉĮǈȺƿǏĮȺǏƿȺİǈǌĮƿǒǎǑǌİǗǏĮǋĮįǆǊĮįǀȺǈıĲİǘǔǗĲǈǗĲĮǌƿǒİǈ
ǉĮǇƿǌĮǐĲǎȺǏǎıǔȺǈǉǗĲǎǑǗǏĮǋĮǇĮǃǏİǈƿǌĮįǏǗǋǎǌĮĲǎĮǉǎǊǎǑǇǀıİǈƧǊǊƾ
ǃǊƿȺǔ Ⱥǔǐ ǎǈ Ⱥǈǎ ǌƿǎǈ ĮȺǗ ǋĮǐ İǁǌĮǈ ĮǉǗǋǆ ǒİǈǏǗĲİǏǎǈ Ƴǈ Ⱥǈǎ ǌƿǎǈ ĮȺǗ İǋƾǐ
ƿǒǎǑǌĲǆǌǌǎǎĲǏǎȺǁĮĲǔǌȺǎǊǘȺĮǊǈǙǌƴǈıĲİǘǔĮǑĲǗįǆǊĮįǀǃǊƿȺǔĮǐȺǎǘǋİ
ǉĮǈǋİĲĮȺĮǈįǈƾȺǎǑƿǒǎǑǌƿǏǇİǈĲİǊİǑĲĮǁĮǗĲǈǋǗǌǎĮǑĲǗȺǎǑĲǎǑǐǊİǐǉƾǌǎǑǌİ
įİǌ Ⱥƾǌİ ȺĮǏĮȺƿǏĮ ǉĮǈ ǎǘĲİ ƿǒǎǑǌİ ǋǁĮ ȺǏǗĲĮıǆ ưǁĮ ǉǎǑǃƿǌĲĮ ǉĮǈ ƿǒǎǑǌİ
ǄǌǙıİǈǐǎƾǊǊǎǐƿǒİǈǋƾıĲİǏ ıĲĮ*,6ȺǎǊǘȺİǏǈııǗĲİǏİǐĮȺǗǋĮǐǉĮǈįİǌǉƾǌİǈ
ƿǌĮǃǀǋĮȺĮǏĮȺƾǌǔƮĮǈǃǊƿȺǔǌƿĮȺĮǈįǈƾȺǈǎǋǈǉǏƾĮȺǗǋĮǐǉĮǈįǈǎǏǁǅǎǌĲĮǈǉĮǈ
ĲǎǑǐ İǌįǈĮĳƿǏİǈ Ĳǎ ǎǏƾǏǈǎ Ĳǎ ǌĮ ǉİǏįǁıǎǑǌİ ǒǏǗǌǎ ǌĮ ĳǘǄǎǑǌİ įİǌ ƿǒǎǑǌ
ǗǏĮǋĮƩİǌĲǆǌǃǊƿȺǔİǄǙĮǑĲǀĲǆįǎǑǊİǈƾıĮǌǗǏĮǋĮĮȺǊǙǐİǁǌĮǈǆǋǈıǀǋǎǑ
ǅǔǀĮǐȺǎǘǋİ 
An11: I mean this is my opinion. I believe that young people that we are now in 
Forest Commission, «DQGWKHQHZWKDWZLOOFRPHfrom now on, need to have a 
vision.  I believe that when everyone has their personal vision they will find a 
way to follow it. However, I see that the younger of us are even worse. The 
younger (foresters) of us have the mentality of the very old (foresters). I have 
noticed that the new people that came to work, they just do what you told them 
to do. They don't move on, they don't have any proposals. Although they are 
educated. They have master degrees in GIS, much more than us and they do 
not do a further step. In addition, I see young people, younger than us, that are 
employed in H.F.D., and the only thing that are interests them is the working 
time how to work less and leave earlier, they do not have a vision. I don't mean 
that this job is my vision, but it is still half my life here.      
An11: 40, F, Forester 
This is the current challenge, how to change the unproductive status 
into useful elements that can promote multiple purpose forestry and 
alternative management. Traditional practices were a result of a need of 
the local people in the past, but today there is no actual need for these 
uses to continue. Thus, some of these practises have ceased. Here lies the 
importance of forestry and foresters who can promote a policy that can 
help to maintain crucial characteristics and create a need of action. The 
Forest Commission under specific management targets can encourage 
these elements crucial to conserve ancient trees and forest generally and 
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they can again be useful to people that have forgotten them. The Forest 
Commission has the experience to implement such works and actually in 
Greece is the only sector that implements management and has the 
relevant experience.  
It is the Forest Commission that should re-establish the lost human-
diversity action in the forest and import new users into the mountain. This 
will bring the lost complexity of the past to the monopoly of shepherds in 
the area today. Currently the majority of shepherds are regarded as 
enemies of the forest and the main cause of environmental damage. It is 
important that shepherds are reminded that they were the protectors of 
the forest and that they should continue being so as they are and will be 
the main users of it in the future. New trends and uses within the forest 
have already taken place. Environmental educational programmes have 
been established in the mountains, alternative tourism has increased and 
people want to know more about rural Crete and are not only visiting the 
massive touristic attractions on the coast (ACEE 2011, EGN 2011).  
This has already started happening and foresters in Crete are more 
open-minded in terms of alternative management than others from 
Northern Greece. This is a result of the timber production that still 
operates in Macedonia, Epirus and Thrace, whereas the absence of such 
management in Crete creates the need to redefine forest values. Thus, 
H.F.D. often promotes the construction of pathways and recreation sites in 
the forests. Current trends in the society for the use of traditional 
products, and the reconnection of urban citizens with nature can help 
H.F.D. to take advantage and promote a policy towards a productive 
Cretan forest (Psiloritis Natural park 2011, M.E.C.C. 2011a).   
Eastern Psiloritis has been facing different type of changes in its long 
history. This research has shown that several management practices of the 
past were responsible for the current landscape status of the area. The 
findings of this research can be applied in a wider context regarding the 
management of Psiloritis as a NATURA 2000 site and not only in relation to 
forest elements. The findings showed that in the past and today, landscape 
is strongly connected with the human actions. The management of the 
Psiloritis NATURA 2000 site should be in accordance with the conservation 
targets and social parameters that modern society faces today. Thus 
forestry cannot be separated from a holistic management approach that 
will be applied in the future in the NATURA 2000 site and will include 
cultural and farming elements. Moreover, local population could be 
Chapter 10                                                      Conclusion and discussion                       
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benefited from this designation of their land as a NATURA 2000 site and 
promote a sustainable development in their villages. All these elements are 
interrelated and it is not possible to separate for example forestry from the 
rest of the uses of the environment in Psiloritis Mountain.    
10.5 Further research recommendations   
The present research has investigated the relationships of local people with 
their forest resources based on oral history, archives and GIS analysis. 
Focus has been placed on the forest elements and not other topics such as 
traditional products from animal husbandry. The specialisation of these 
products is very high and different between local producers; however, 
several of them are being forgotten as a result of unification and mass 
production. This needs to be investigated and explored in the future, 
before this knowledge is completely lost.      
From an environmental historical perspective, more attention should be 
given to other archival sources for example from Venetian and Ottoman 
periods that could produce a clearer picture of those eras.      
Experimentation is needed to evaluate past management practices and 
to apply them efficiently in current ecosystems. This will enable a better 
evaluation of these actions and the potential benefits that the forests and 
society can gain.  
In forest research, information regarding the use of GIS especially open 
source, could promote the conservation of forests and could be helpful for 
investigating its role specifically designed for the Forest Commission. 
Current available land-use data are not applicable to the Forest 
Commission today and there is a need to create digital information 
integrated in an informative system that could be used at least at the level 
of the region of Crete.  
It is also crucial to find solutions to how people can participate in future 
decision making and cooperate in forest conservation through modern 
technology and web-GIS applications, the new democratic society that the 
digital world brings.        
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Appendix I  
Interview Survey card for Mayors, foresters and gatekeepers (based on 
Saratsi 2003) 
Name Occupation/Responsibilities 
Age Place 
Date  
 
Life history 
The personal history of each individual.  
The discipline and the responsibilities. 
Potential questions:  
 Do you know where there was forest and how this area was called?  
 The ownership status of the forests? Communal? 
 Who visited the uplands and how they were using their forest? Was 
any kind of permission required?  
 Do you remember any products derived from the forest?  
 When this type of management implemented, how was it done, why 
it was done, who participated?     
 When was the last time that this type of management took place? 
Why it was stopped?      
 Do you believe that the forest in the past was bigger and healthier? 
Was it extended in other areas?   
 Do you remember a large scale fire in the past? When and where?    
 Today who is the user of the forest and how it is exploited?       
 Relationships with ecological organisations.  
 The municipality has interest in the forest? What is the value for the 
municipality of the forest, in terms of management, conservation? 
Who should implement management in the forests of your areas? 
 How will you describe a good forester? 
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Interview Survey card for villagers  
Name Occupation 
Age Place 
Date  
 
Life history  
The personal history of each individual.  
Forest elements 
 Forest of the area: place, toponyms, species.   
 Relations of villagers with the forest/its use/ who visiting the forest.    
 Products from forest: timber/agricultural implements/fruits/resin/ branches/leaves/. 
Transportation of the products, how they collected the products, who collected them, 
special workers? Storage of the products?  
 Pine forests: their use, honey, resin, wood. Their expansion today?  
 Forest fires: When, Where. Did they set off fires? Where and why?  
 Diseases in the forest and the trees.  
 Charcoal making: When, type of wood used, how, commerce.  
 Lime making: When, type of wood used, how, commerce. 
 During the WWII what happened? Did Germans used local forests and people for 
their needs?  
 Hunting: When, Where? type of game. 
 Cultivations today and in the past.  
 Historical information of the forest and the uplands, existence of myths.     
 Users of the uplands today and in the past.   
 Bee keeping: Today and in the past.  
 Protected area: What do you know about this? What is your personal opinion? 
Grazing elements: 
 Grazing system in the past vs today.    
 Animals: goats, sheep, cattle. When this changed? The number of the animals in the 
past and today.  
 Did you collect any food for the animals? Did you cut branches with leaves to feed 
them? From what tree species? When, How, Where? Is that still applied?   
 Summer Pastures: When, for how long, from whom, how was the life in the uplands. 
Trans-humans routes. What is happening today?  
 Pastures were considered communal or private? Today what is their status?  
 Where is the best pasture today and why you think this?  
 Do you think that pine forests are a good place to graze?  
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 Plants or animals existed in the uplands in the past and today you cannot find them 
or they have been reduced.  
 Concentrated feeds: When they started using them and why?  
 Current problems in animal husbandry?  
List of traditional management practices based on (Moreno et al. 1993) 
Sheep grazing/ Goat grazing/ Hay cutting/ Fodder cutting /Uprooting /Pollarding for fuel/ 
Felling for timber /Deadwood collection/ Coppicing for fuel /Water drainage/ Tree plantations/ 
Pastoral fire /Terracing /Charcoal making /Garden cultivations/ Forest fire. 
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Appendix II  
A list of the participants of the interviews during this research:  
a/a code Place Date Occupation Age Gender 
1 An1 Anogeia 01/02/2010 Shepherd 50 M 
2 An2 Anogeia 01/02/2010 Civil Servant (AKOMM*) 30 M 
3 An3 Anogeia 17/01/2010 Tavern owner 84 M 
4 An4 Anogeia 17/01/2010 Shepherd 69 M 
5 An5 Anogeia 17/01/2010 Priest 64 M 
6 An6 Anogeia 17/01/2010 Shepherd 52 M 
7 An7 Anogeia 14/08/2009 Economist (AKOMM*) 42 F 
8 An8 Anogeia 14/08/2009 Agriculturalist (PNP*) 45 M 
9 An9 Anogeia 17/01/2010 Teacher (EGP*) 44 F 
10 An10 Anogeia 01/02/2010 Mayor 36 M 
11 An11 Anogeia 10/01/2010 Forester (EGP*) 40 F 
12 An12 Anogeia 25/01/2010 Civil Servant  45 F 
13 An13 Anogeia 01/02/2010 Teacher (CEE*) 45 F 
14 An14 Anogeia 01/02/2010 Tavern owner 48 F 
15 An15 Anogeia 09/02/2010 Researcher (NHMC*) 40 M 
16 As1 Ano Asites 12/07/2008 Retired, Farmer 63 F 
17 As2 Ano Asites 12/07/2008 Farmer, pottery shop 60 F 
18 As3 Ano Asites 10/07/2008 Farmer, painter 58 M 
19 As4 Ano Asites 05/07/2008 Farmer, housekeeper 56 F 
20 As5 Ano Asites 25/07/2008 
Retired Farmer, 
housekeeper 
75 F 
21 As6 Ano Asites 23/07/2008 Farmer, builder 66 M 
22 As7 Ano Asites 20/07/2008 Retired, 95 F 
23 As8 Ano Asites 16/07/2008 Farmer, housekeeper 60 F 
24 As9 Ano Asites 12/07/2008 Electrician 55 M 
25 As10 Ano Asites 07/08/2010 Civil Servant 30 M 
26 As11 Ano Asites 29/07/2008 Farmer, housekeeper 63 F 
27 As12 Ano Asites 04/07/2008 
Retired Farmer, 
housekeeper 
89 F 
28 As13 Ano Asites 04/07/2008 Farmer, beekeeper 61 M 
29 As14 Ano Asites 21/07/2008 Farmer 36 M 
30 As15 Ano Asites 23/07/2008 Farmer 50 M 
31 As16 Ano Asites 20/07/2008 Farmer 55 F 
32 G1 Gergeri 19/01/2010 Civil Servant 80 M 
33 G2 Gergeri 21/01/2010 Shepherd 78 M 
34 G3 Gergeri 21/01/2010 Shepherd 45 M 
35 G4 Gergeri 12/01/2010 Bee keeper-Shepherd 43 M 
36 G5 Gergeri 27/01/2010 Shepherd 78 M 
37 G6 Gergeri 30/01/2010 Shepherd 78 M 
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38 G6 Gergeri 15/01/2010 Civil Servant 50 M 
39 G7 Gergeri 27/01/2010 Shepherd 75 M 
40 G8 Gergeri 27/01/2010 Shepherd 76 M 
41 G9 Gergeri 20/01/2010 Vice-mayor 40 M 
42 G10 Gergeri 27/01/2010 Shepherd 65 M 
43 G11 Gergeri 28/01/2010 Farmer 58 M 
44 G12 Gergeri 30/01/2010 Shepherd 80 M 
45 G13 Gergeri 30/01/2010 Farmer 82 M 
46 G14 Gergeri 27/01/2010 Electrician  60 M 
47 G15 Gergeri 15/01/2010 Agriculturalist (AC*) 41 F 
48 G16 Gergeri 15/01/2010 Farmer 45 M 
49 G17 Heraklion 20/01/2010 Teacher (EGP*) 43 M 
50 G18 Gergeri 27/01/2010 Pensioner 60 M 
51 G19 Gergeri 21/10/2009 Teacher (CEE*) 41 M 
52 G20 Gergeri 07/01/2010 Civil Servant 70 M 
53 G21 Gergeri 07/01/2010 Civil Servant 45 M 
54 G22 Gergeri 07/01/2010 Civil Servant 45 M 
55 G23 Gergeri 15/01/2010 Mayor 45 M 
56 G24 Heraklion 20/01/2010 Teacher (CEE*) 45 M 
57 G25 Heraklion 20/01/2010 Teacher 39 F 
58 G26 Gergeri 15/01/2010 Civil Servant 30 F 
59 G27 Gergeri 15/01/2010 Civil Servant 30 F 
60 G28 Gergeri 07/01/2010 Butcher 40 F 
61 H1 Heraklion 26/08/2009 Forester 59 M 
62 H2 Heraklion 18/01/2010 Veterinarian (GCG*) 45 M 
63 H3 Heraklion 25/01/2010 Forester 43 M 
64 H4 Heraklion 25/08/2009 Forester 45 F 
65 H5 Heraklion 24/08/2009 Forester 42 M 
66 H6 Heraklion 26/01/2010 Forester 62 M 
67 H7 Gergeri 30/01/2010 Forester 30 M 
68 H8 Ano Asites 20/07/2008 Retired, forester 62 M 
69 H9 Heraklion 23/07/2008 Agriculturist (AC*) 45 M 
70 H10 Heraklion 09/01/2010 Agriculturalist (AC*) 33 M 
71 K1 Krousonas 28/01/2010 Shepherd 77 M 
72 K2 Krousonas 28/01/2010 Shepherd 45 M 
73 N1 Nyvritos 18/08/2009 Cafe owner 50 M 
74 N2 Nyvritos 14/01/2010 Farmer 75 M 
75 N3 Nyvritos 14/01/2010 Housekeeper 70 F 
76 N4 Nyvritos 14/01/2010 Police-farmer (Hayward) 70 M 
77 N5 Nyvritos 14/01/2010 Farmer 70 M 
78 N6 Nyvritos 14/01/2010 Shepherd 75 M 
79 N7 Nyvritos 13/01/2010 Civil Servant 50 M 
80 Z1 Zaros 19/10/2009 Farmer 83 M 
81 Z2 Zaros 20/01/2010 Hotel manager 71 M 
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82 Z3 Zaros 20/01/2010 Farmer 65 F 
83 Z4 Zaros 20/01/2010 Farmer 36 M 
84 Z5 Zaros 19/10/2009 Housekeeper 78 F 
85 Z6 Zaros 21/01/2010 Shepherd 82 M 
86 Z7 Zaros 20/01/2010 Farmer 82 M 
87 Z8 Zaros 20/01/2010 Farmer 80 M 
88 Z9 Zaros 17/08/2009 Mayor/Politician 54 M 
89 Z10 Zaros 08/08/2010 Shepherd 40 M 
90 Z11 Zaros 08/08/2010 Shepherd 70 M 
 
*EGP: Ecological Group of Psiloritis, NHMC: Natural History Museum of Crete, PNP: 
Natural park of Psiloritis, CEE: Centre of Environmental Education, AC: Agricultural 
Commission, GCG: Geotechnical Chamber of Greece, AKOMM: AKOMM-Psiloritis 
Development Agency of Local Government. 
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Appendix III 
 
  Heraklion Forest Direction Documents 
Code Date Title-Information 
HFDD1 25/10/1946 Request for permission of Nyvritos commune to cut branches 
from their kermes oak forest.  
HFDD2 28/12/1946 Approval of 200 wooden sticks derived from the forest of 
Nyvritos for the fence of the reforestation 
HFDD3 12/3/1947 Fence of the reforestation the military camp.  
HFDD4 21/3/1947 Court decision for distrait of goats and issue of a fine.  
HFDD4 28/5/1948 Guidance for the filling of Book of Incidences 
HFDD5 19/8/1949 Program of reforestations in the area of Kavalara in Liliano 
village 
HFDD6 6/3/1966 Special study of the works for the improvement of the 
hydrological conditions of the mountain pasture of Gergeri 
commune 
HFDD7 25/6/1970 Granted area for reforestation (Krousonas commune) 
HFDD8 2/7/1970 Commune of Krousonas decision for assigning area of 25 ha 
for reforestation 
HFDD9 3/7/1970 Allocation of areas for reforestations 
HFDD10 13/7/1970 Allocation of areas for reforestations 
HFDD11 18/7/1970 Allocation of areas for reforestations 
HFDD12 26/7/1970 Allocation of areas for reforestations 
HFDD13 30/7/1970 Allocation of areas for reforestations 
HFDD14 17/2/1971 Submission of lists with animal husbandry information 
HFDD15 26/8/1972 Selection of personnel for the work on forest fires and forest 
fire protection 
HFDD16 11/12/1972 Decision for the time of permissions for wooded houses 
construction for recreation 
HFDD17 2/12/1972 Dismissal of the forbid of grazing the forested areas  
HFDD18 28/7/1975 Improvement of Zaros pasture 
HFDD19 30/7/1975 Improvement of forests and pastures (Zaros) 
HFDD20 9/9/1975 Approval of the study of improvement and management of 
pastures of Zaros commune 
HFDD21 7/10/1975 Study of management plan of pastures 
HFDD22 16/12/1975 Compilation of management plan of pastures of Zaros 
Commune 
HFDD23 7/1/1976 Management plan of commune pastures 
HFDD24 14/1/1976 For the improvement of communal pastures 
HFDD25 16/10/1976 Report for the management plan of Zaros pastures 
HFDD26 16/10/1976 Management and improvement plan of Zaros commune 
pastures 
HFDD27 1983 Preliminary study of the organise of forest recreation and fire 
protection of Rouvas, Zaros gorge  
HFDD28 3/4/1985 Final study of forest road in Gergeri- Ai Giannis 
HFDD29 1985 Study of the improvement of the hydrological conditions and 
accessibility of the mountain pasture of Nyvritos commune  
HFDD30 7/1987 Preliminary study of the creation and operation of forest 
recreation in Rouvas, Zaros-Nyvritos gorge 
HFDD31 13/3/1987 Concession of area for reforestation (Vorizia) 
HFDD32 20/4/1987 Reforestation of communal pasture 
HFDD33 11/2/1988 Reforestation of communal area 
HFDD34 11/4/1990 Approval of regulation of operation of the forest recreation 
are in Votomos Zaros 
HFDD35 9/6/1992 Survey of Reforestation studies of Heraklion prefecture 
HFDD36 12/12/1994 Reforestation of Vorizia communal areas, construction of 
environmental works and apiculture ect.  
HFDD37 24/1/1995 Forbidden of logging in communal forest of Vorizia 
HFDD38 23/2/1995 Request for reforestation in Vorizia commune 
HFDD39 28/5/1995 Assignment of communal area for reforestation, help with 
personal work from the commune 
HFDD40 24/11/1995 Study of aesthetical reforestations in the region of Vorizia 
commune 
HFDD41 4/7/1995 Protection of Rouvas forest 
HFDD42 31/7/1995 Utilization of Mountain range in Rouvas municipality 
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HFDD43 17/10/1995 Construction of studies (Municipality of Rouvas) 
HFDD44 26/1/1996 Delegation of studies construction (Rouvas) 
HFDD45 23/12/1996 Study of reforestation works and construction of water tank in 
the burned areas of the forest of the region of Zaros 
commune 
HFDD46 22/7/1997 Repulse of Municipality of Rouvas lawsuit 
HFDD47 22/10/1997 Lawsuit again the Greek State from Kost/nos Kokosali and 
Ioannis Kokosalis 
HFDD48 5/11/1997 Lawsuit of Municipality of Rouvas against the Greek State 
HFDD49 4/5/1998 Repulse of Municipality of Rouvas lawsuit 
HFDD50 25/6/2000 Results of pine samples regarding nematodes 
HFDD51 6/12/2000 Definitive result of the lawsuit of Rouvas municipality 
HFDD52 25/5/2001 Problems of pine diseases in Sfakia, Prasse 
HFDD53 10/10/2008 Dosage of pesticides for the treatment of Marcallina hellenica 
   
  Nyvritos Commune Documents  
RNC1 1849 Transaction contact for the forest 
RNC2 28/2/1900 Selling contract of land to Nyvritos Commune 
RNC3 6/5/1903 7UDQVDFWLRQGHHGRI1\YULWRVDQG*HUJHULµZLOGODQG¶ 
RNC4 10/10/1906 Statement of ownership recognition  
RNC5 14/11/1920 Renting contract of the pasturelands 
RNC6 13/4/1929 Selling contract of pastureland 
RNC7 1/8/1931 Court decision for the use of pastureland in Nyvritos 
RNC8 16/12/1931 Advises of Heraklion Prefecture to Nyvritos Commune for the 
renting regulations of the pastureland 
RNC9 19/12/1931 Renting contract of the pasturelands 
RNC10 28/8/1935 6KHSKHUGV¶GHFODUDWLRQ 
RNC11 5/11/1935 Advises of Heraklion Prefecture to Nyvritos Commune for the 
renting regulations of the pastureland 
RNC12 7/11/1935 Shepherds application to Heraklion prefecture for renting the 
pastures of Nyvritos Commune 
RNC13 10/8/1938 6KHSKHUGV¶GHFODUDWLRQ 
RNC14 17/7/1940 Registry of occupation of pastureland  
RNC15 5/6/1943 Renting contract of the pasturelands 
RNC16 17/6/1943 Shepherds application to local court for renting the pastures 
of Nyvritos Commune 
RNC17 4/7/1952 Court decision regarding the renting of the pastures  
RNC18 25/10/1957 Request for information of illegal pear harvesting (rural 
police) 
RNC19 22/11/1957 Report of the Communal Committee of Nyvritos for illegal 
harvesting of pears  
RNC20 16/12/1957 Reply to the Nyvritos Commune request (rural police) 
RNC21 18/12/1957 Reply to the complains request (rural police) 
RNC22 31/12/1957 Auction for the pasture of Nyvritos  
RNC23 21/6/1958 Report of Gergeri Commune to Heraklion Prefecture regarding 
the dispute of Gergeri and Nyvritos for the pasturelands 
RNC24 24/6/1958 Report regarding pasturelands ownership of Nyvritos  
RNC25 July 1958 'HVFULSWLRQRIWKHFRPPXQDOµZLOGODQG¶0RXQWDLQ 
RNC26 9/7/1958 Heraklion Prefecture report regarding the pasture voreino  
RNC27 19/8/1959 Lawsuit against Nyvritos for the pasturelands   
RNC28 2/10/1959 Report from Gergeri Commune to Nyvritos Commune for 
pastureland disputes  
RNC29 28/5/1960 Rejection of Nyvritos application for land ownership  
RNC30 21/8/1960 Reply regarding information of pasturelands from the Gergeri 
Commune (Heraklion Prefecture) 
RNC31 2/9/1960 Request for information for the ownership of pasturelands 
(Heraklion Prefecture)  
RNC32 2/9/1960 Application to the Advisory Committee of the ministry of 
Economics for the ownership status of pastureland 
RNC33 22/9/1960 Reply regarding information of pasturelands in the dispute 
with Gergeri Commune (Heraklion Prefecture) 
RNC34 12/10/1960 Report to Nyvritos Commune for pasturelands 
RNC35 18/11/1960 Report to Nyvritos Commune for pasturelands 
RNC36 23/4/1961 Request to the ministry of Economics for the ownership status 
of pastureland 
RNC37 3/5/1961 Committee decision for the cadastral records, the case of 
1\YULWRVµZLOGODQG¶ 
RNC38 25/7/1961 Registration of land to Nyvritos commune 
RNC39 23/10/1962 Nyvritos commune lawsuit for pastureland 
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RNC40 9/10/1963 Court decision for pastureland  
RNC41 October 1971 Registry documents for commune cadastral information 
RNC42 18/5/1972 Nyvritos commune decision for issuing lawsuit for pastureland 
RNC43 31/5/1972 Approval of Nyvritos commune decision 
RNC44 22/6/1972 Topographical diagram of Nyvritos pasturelands 
RNC45 17/10/1972 Court decision for pasture use 
RNC46 17/2/1976 Court decision for land ownership 
RNC47 14/9/1976 Report of illegal cutting of forested vegetation 
RNC48 24/6/1977 Placement of landmarks in the pasturelands 
RNC49 8/4/1986 Table of commune ownership lands  
   
  Gergeri Commune Documents 
RGC1 1849 Selling document of the forest to 76 villagers of Gergeri  
RGC2 
22/10/1924 Charter of Cooperative of the management of joint-owned 
forest  
RGC3 
14/5/1929 Tax rent 20,200 drachmas of charcoal and timber production 
(for implement construction) of the forest of Rouvas 
RGC4 
29/5/1930 Management report of the private cooperative forest of 
Gergeri, Rouvas 
RGC5 
May 1934 Commune Committee decision for the representation in the 
court in the dispute with the cooperative for the forest of 
Rouvas  
RGC6 
21/12/1936 Commune Committee decision of ownership of Rouvas forest 
in the dispute with the cooperative  
RGC7 
14/12/1937 Request of Forest Office for documents to prove ownership of 
Rouvas forest 
RGC8 
7/12/1938 Position paper of ownership of the area Voreino of Rouvas 
forest (Heraklion Prefecture) 
RGC9 
20/9/1940 Donation document of pasture land (Chalepa) to the church of 
Agios Georgios  
RGC10 
7/1/1953 Request of information regarding grazing rights in the 
communes (Heraklion prefecture) 
RGC11 30/1/1953 Direction of pasture rent 
RGC12 6/2/1953 Information regarding illegal grazing in the communes 
RGC13 
30/6/1966 Reconnaissance study of access forest road to the 
Mountainous pasture of Gergeri Commune 
RGC14 
26/2/1969 Decision of Registration Cadastral Committee for the Rouvas 
forest 
RGC15 October 1971 Registry documents for commune cadastral information 
RGC16 
31/3/1986 Registration and updating of Cadastral information in 
Communes and Municipalities 
RGC17 24/11/1987 Gergeri Commune Committee decision for grazing rights 
RGC18 22/11/1988 Gergeri Commune Committee decision for grazing rights 
RGC19 24/1/1991 Gergeri Commune Committee decision for grazing rights 
RGC20 
18/2/1994 Preparatory study of utilization-management and 
conservation of Mountainous areas of Gergeri commune 
(Forest Service)  
RGC21 10/5/1994 Type of use of pasturelands and specification of grazing rights 
   
  Zaros Commune Documents 
ZZC1 6/9/1910 Renting contract of the Rouvas forest to local shepherds 
ZZC2 
21/5/1929 Agreement of the boundaries between Zaros and Nyvritos 
Communes 
ZZC3 
17/12/1939 Agreement of the boundaries between Zaros and Moroni 
Communes 
ZZC4 
18/10/1958 Agreement of the boundaries between Zaros and Vorizia 
Communes 
ZZC5 
28/6/1960 Agreement of the boundaries between Zaros and Gergeri 
Communes 
ZZC6 
8/3/1961 Agreement of the boundaries between Zaros and Anogeia 
Communes 
ZZC7 1/11/1961 Court decision of Zaros and Anogeia communes boundaries  
ZZC8 
29/9/1967 Decision of Registration Cadastral Committee for the Rouvas-
Notika forest 
ZZC9 18/10/1972 Catalogue of grazing rights for the economical year 1973 
ZZC10 6/12/1972 Improvement of pastures 
ZZC11 30/12/1972 Technical report for forest road construction     
ZZC12 
24/5/1974 Submission of historical information of the German occupation 
period  
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ZZC13 30/10/1975 Technical report for fencing the pastures 
ZZC14 25/2/1976 Grazing permission on the flocks of Vrontisi Monastery  
ZZC15 15/9/1976 Regulations of grazing in Zaros pastures 
ZZC16 23/4/1977 Censuses of pastures in Heraklion Prefecture 
ZZC17 
4/6/1977 Zaros Commune Committee decision of how to use communal 
pastures 
ZZC18 12/9/1977 Court decision for water managing  
ZZC19 24/8/1978 Request of machine borrowing to construct pasture roads 
ZZC20 
28/11/1979 Zaros Commune Committee decision on the request for the 
construction of a stable 
ZZC21 
11/2/1980 Zaros Commune Committee decision on the request for the 
construction of a stable 
ZZC22 
24/1/1983 Zaros Commune Committee decision on the request for 
grazing permission on the cultivated zone 
ZZC23 2/2/1983 Utilization of pastures and forests  
ZZC24 25/3/1983 Request of a shepherd for grazing permission 
ZZC25 24/6/1983 Improvement of pastures  
ZZC26 
18/8/1983 Composition of the creation of forest recreation and fire 
protection in the Gorge of Rouvas Zaros 
ZZC27 30/1/1984 Settling of the cultivated zone in Zaros 
ZZC28 29/8/1984 Recognition of natural environment (filling questionnaire) 
ZZC29 24/10/1985 Zaros Commune Committee decision of illegal grazing 
ZZC30 27/5/1986 Request for pasture works funding 
ZZC31 
5/7/1988 Zaros Commune Committee decision of how to use communal 
pastures 
ZZC32 8/8/1988 Confirmation of grazing rights 
ZZC33 
5/5/1989 Invitation of the Zaros Commune president to the shepherds 
to registry their animals and the areas they are grazing 
ZZC34 
8/5/1989 Zaros Commune Committee decision on the request for 
grazing permission of a shepherd on the cultivated zone 
ZZC35 
20/6/1989 Zaros Commune Committee decision of how to use communal 
pastures 
ZZC36 
24/5/1990 Zaros Commune Committee decision on the request for 
grazing permission of a shepherd in the cultivated zone 
ZZC37 12/12/1990 Decision of the Agricultural office about fertilizing pastures 
ZZC38 
4/3/1991 Zaros Commune Committee decision on the request for 
grazing permission of a shepherd 
ZZC39 
30/6/1991 Zaros Commune Committee decision of how to use communal 
pastures 
ZZC40 
23/1/1992 Attempt for intervention in the environmental destruction of 
Psiloritis   
ZZC41 
20/7/1993 Zaros Commune Committee decision of how to use communal 
pastures 
ZZC42 
25/7/1995 Zaros Commune Committee decision of how to use communal 
pastures 
ZZC43 
30/7/1996 Zaros Commune Committee decision of how to use communal 
pastures 
   
  Vorizia Commune Documents 
ZVC1 1/12/1919 Renting contract of the uplands to shepherds 
ZVC2 28/5/1936 Court decision of Vorizia and Kamares communes boundaries 
ZVC3 
18/12/1939 Court decision of Vorizia and Skourvoula communes 
boundaries 
ZVC4 18/10/1958 Court decision of Vorizia and Zaros communes boundaries 
ZVC5 
27/1/1961 Court decision of Vorizia and Magarikari communes 
boundaries 
ZVC6 21/11/1961 Selling of water spring 
ZVC7 21/5/1965 Agreement for water works 
ZVC8 6/8/1982 Public, Municipal, Communal land 
   
  Anogeia Municipality 
AM1 29/5/1964 Court decision of Anogeia  and Zoniana boundaries 
AM2 
11/6/1964 Agreement of the boundaries between Anogeia municipality 
and Zoniana Commune    
AM3 25/6/1986 Problems of the pasture burning 
AM4 
25/6/1986 Instruction for the protection of houses from fires in the 
forest, scrublands, grasses 
AM5 30/10/1986 Reforestations of the mountains  
AM6 16/11/1989 Allegation for wood cutting and pig grazing in the forest of 
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Vroulidia 
AM7 
2/3/1992 Suggestions of the Greek Enterprise of Nature Protection for 
the protection of overgrazing of Psiloritis 
AM8 7/7/1992 Calling to help conserve Psiloritis 
AM9 1/12/1992 Reforestation of Psiloritis 
AM10 15/3/1993 Results of the Committee meeting for the save of Psiloritis 
AM11 
29/3/1993 Notification for the overgrazing of Psiloritis and request for 
developing a management plan 
AM12 
20/5/1993 Notification to individual shepherds of fencing communal 
pastures 
AM13 
18/6/1993 Allegation of goats from Vorizia grazing in the pastures of 
Anogeia 
AM14 
5/7/1993 Negative answer to establish permanent forest personnel in 
Anogeia 
AM15 21/7/1993 Renting of grazing in public forests and forested areas 
AM16 
24/9/1996 Anogeia municipality Committee decision asking for research 
of the ownership problem of the uplands 
AM17 11/6/1998 Request to characterised areas in the uplands as no forested 
AM18 12/6/1998 Escalation in the relationships of Anogeia Zoniana 
AM19 13/6/1998 Media bulletin for the Anogeia ± Zoniana conflict 
AM20 
29/6/1998 Anogeia municipality Committee decision for fencing 
communal pastures  
AM21 
3/7/1998 Reply form Forest Commission to request asking for the 
status of areas in the uplands 
AM22 28/7/1998 Agreement of the pasture uses between Anogeia and Zoniana    
AM23 
11/9/1998 Lawyers suggestions for the ownership problems in the 
uplands 
AM24 15/6/1999 Census paper for ski resort 
AM25 11/10/1999 Scheduling of forest works 
AM26 27/10/1999 Concession of upland and coastal areas for reforestation  
AM27 24/5/2001 Proposals of forest works 
AM28 21/6/2001 Suggestions of Hunting Association for the protected areas 
AM29 18/7/2002 Revocation of the Refuge of Wild Life in Psiloritis 
AM30 8/5/2005 Request to re-establish the Refuge of Wild Life in Psiloritis 
AM31 12/5/2005 Refuges of Wild Life in Trigiodo and Psiloritis 
AM32 
12/5/2009 Special studies for the validation of ancient trees as Natural 
Monuments  
AM33 12/6/2009 Request to study the disease in the species Berberis cretica  
   
  Ano Asites Commune Documents 
GAC1 2/3/1955 Ano Asites Commune Committee decision for renting 
communal pastures  
GAC2 25/8/1961 Form of agricultural statistics 
GAC3 15/1/1972 Renting agreement for pastures 
   
  Historical Archive of Crete (H.A.C.) 
HAC1 1898-1899 Report for the need to create Agricultural department in the 
Direction of Economics  
HAC6 1903 Censuses of the wild trees of the island 
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Appendix IV    
Title of Registry book Information registered Notes Reference years 
Type of 
use in the 
research 
code 
 
Book of decisions in absence 
>ǺȚȕȜȓȠİȡȒȝȘȞĮʌȠĳȐıİȦȞ@ 
Number and date of decision 
 
1925-1970 qualitative HFDA1 
Name of defendant 
 Residence of the defendant 
 Time of the trial 
 Sentence issued 
 Reason for conviction 
 Trial date 
 receive date 
 Result 
 
 
Book of accusations 
>ǺȚȕȜȓȠȞȂȘȞȪıİȦȞ@ 
Name of prosecutor/ 
 Their residence 
 
1925-1971 quantitative
/qualitative 
HFDA2 
Name of the offender / 
Their residence 
 Characterisation of the action 
 Date of persecution 
 Date of operation 
 Date of trial 
 Result 
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Book of registry for forest 
infringements 
>ǺȚȕȜȓȠțĮĲĮȤȦȡȒıİȦȢįĮıȚțȫȞ
ĮȞȠȝȘȝȐĲȦȞ@ 
Village 
 
1980-present quantitative/qualitative HFDA3 
Forest name 
 Public - Private 
 Type of infringement 
 Date it happened 
 Name of the perpetrator 
 Name of prosecutor 
 Date of prosecution 
 Date of trial 
 
 
Book of power and payroll of 
personnel 
 >ǺȚȕȜȓȠǻȣȞȐȝİȦȢțĮȚ
ȝȚıșȠįȠıȓĮȢȆȡȠıȦʌȚțȠȪ@ 
Name 
 
1917-1930 qualitative HFDA4 
Action of employment 
 Started date 
 Action of reassignment 
 District of his descent 
 Department of work 
 Dates of work 
 Salary 
 
 
Book of power and payroll of 
SHUVRQQHO>ǺȚȕȜȓȠǻȣȞȐȝİȦȢțĮȚ
ȝȚıșȠįȠıȓĮȢȆȡȠıȦʌȚțȠȪ@ 
Action of employment 
 
1930-1932 qualitative HFDA5 
Started date 
 Action of reassignment 
 District of his descent 
 Department of work 
 Time of work in the Forest 
Service 
 Education 
 Salary 
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Book of registration of 
permission loggings  
>ǺȚȕȜȓĮȀĮĲĮȤȫȡȘıȘȢ
İțįȚįȠȝȑȞȦȞĮįİȚȫȞȊȜȠĲȠȝȓĮȢ@ 
Date 
 
1933-1949 quantitative/qualitative HFDA6 
Logger name/residence 
 Characterisation (Private- 
Public etc) 
 Commune 
 Forest Product 
 
Quantities 
for each product 
there is a separate 
column to register 
the quantities 
 
Book of registration of 
permission loggings 
>ǺȚȕȜȓĮȀĮĲĮȤȫȡȘıȘȢ
İțįȚįȠȝȑȞȦȞĮįİȚȫȞȊȜȠĲȠȝȓĮȢ@ 
Date 
 
1949-1958 quantitative/qualitative HFDA7 
Logger name/residence 
 Characterisation (Private- 
Public etc) 
 Commune 
 Forest Product 
 
Quantities 
for each product 
there is a separate 
column to register 
the quantities 
Name of the register 
 
 
Book of registration of 
permission loggings 
 >ǺȚȕȜȓĮȀĮĲĮȤȫȡȘıȘȢ
İțįȚįȠȝȑȞȦȞĮįİȚȫȞȊȜȠĲȠȝȓĮȢ@ 
Action of permission 
information are now 
registered in district 
level and not in 
commune level 1969-1977 quantitative/qualitative HFDA8 
Forest product 
 Quantities 
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Book of incidences 
>ǺȚȕȜȓȠȖİȖȠȞȩĲȦȞ@ 
This book is a type of diary for the commission 
and various information are recorded each year. 
This also includes the personnel, the type of 
forests and new regualations that are imported.  
1956-present qualitative HFDA9 
 
Book of statistics of fires  
>ǺȚȕȜȓȠıĲĮĲȚıĲȚțȒȢʌȣȡțĮȖȚȫȞ@ 
Forest name 
 
1923- present quantitative/qualitative HFDA10 
Place-name 
 area 
 Forest species 
 age 
 Public-Private 
 Management type 
 Village 
 Date 
 Damage 
 Name of the register 
 Date of presecution 
 Name of the arsonist 
 Forbidden action issued 
 Archive of reforestaded areas Several documents related for the reforestated 
areas of Heraklion, and their maps 1950 - present 
quantitative
/qualitative HFDA11 
 
Archive of natural monuments  Information for the areas recognised as natural 
monuments 1980 - present qualitative HFDA12 
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Appendix V 
GIS analyses:  
 
Kriging analysisLVZLGHO\XVHGLQ*,6DQGµWKHEDVLFLGHDLVWRGLVFRYHU
something about the general properties of the surface, as revealed by the 
measured values, and then to apply these properties in estimating the 
PLVVLQJSDUWVRIWKHVXUIDFH¶(Longley et al. 2005, p.336).  
 
Point to polygon: This is one of the most common spatial operations. It 
answers the question which points are within or outside of a specific 
polygon. If polygons overlap, points can be in one, more or no polygons. 
Moreover the attribute data of the polygons can be added to the points 
that are within them. ArcGIS can perform this with several tools (e.g. 
spatial join) (Longley et al. 2005, De Smith et al. 2007)  
 
Polygon Overlay: Similar to point in polygon operation, though it involve 
polygons. It is more complicated, and the reason for vector model arisen in 
GIS. It answers various spatial questions, for example which olive orchards 
are in tertiary deposits (Longley et al. 2005, Goodchild 2002).  
 
Buffer analysis It can be applied in points, areas, and lines and builds a 
new object, according to the distance we will choose. Is very useful when 
we need to find what elements are within a distance of an object, instead 
of trying to find the distance of elements from the desired object. For 
example we can find which trees are within a distance of 300 m of the 
villages (Longley et al. 2005). 
 
Voronoi or Thiessen Polygons,WLVPDLQO\EDVHGRQµ7REOHU¶VILUVW/DZ
of Geography: Everything related to everything else, but near things are 
PRUHUHODWHGWKDQGLVWDQWWKLQJV¶/RQJOH\et al. 2005, p. 65). In addition 
Voronoi analysis can be analysed DV µJLYHQa set of points in the plane, 
there exists an associated set of regions surrounding these points, such 
that all locations within any given region are closer to one of the points 
than to any other point¶(De Smith et al. 2011)          
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Appendix VI 
 
Information of the geological symbols derived from the geological 
map of Crete (Creutzburg 1977)  
µTs?-E: Gavroro ± Tripolitza series: ( Excluding flysh) Jurassic to Eocene 
(very questionable occurrences of Upper Triassic). Thick bedded to 
massive, usually grey limestones and dolomites of tidal to shallow water 
origin. Locally brecciaed or fine crystalline.  
Ts-Pc: Pindos series including its external parts (Ethia series) and early 
&UHWDFHRXV³IO\VFK´GHSRVLWVbut not Tertiary flysch. Upper Cretaceous to 
Paleocene ±Lower Eocene: Pelagic limestone with chert and lime turbidites.  
Cenomanian ±7XURQLDQ*UD\ZDFNHDQGVKDOH³IO\VFK´ 
Upper triasic - /RZHU &UHWDFHRXV %HGGHG FKHUW ³UDGLRODULWHV´ DQG
pelagic limestone, likewise lime turbidites.  
J?-Ek ³3ODWWHQNDON´ IRUPDWLRQ VV -XUDVLF " WR (RFHQH 0RVWO\
dark, locally light-coloured, thin-bedded to platy, finely to coarsely 
crystalline limestones with bands and nodules of chert. Locally, thin 
intercalations of reddish or greenish phyllites. At some places, for instance 
in the Sitia penissula, the limestones pass at the top into low-grade 
PHWDPRUSKLF JUHHQLVK FDOFDUHRXV SK\OOLWHV ZLWK *ORELJHULQLGDH¶
(Creutzburg 1977) 
 
Information of the vegetation zones in Crete. 
µ+3LQH-cypress forests of Crete  
M9: Oak forests of Crete with Quercus ilex  
T3: Eastern humid thermo-Mediterranean zone  
73LQHIRUHVWVZLWK3LQXVEUXWLDDQGF\SUHVV¶&RXQFLORI(XURSHS
sheet 4) 
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Glossary 
 
Chontrolia: the traditional variety of olive trees cultivated in the area of 
Psiloritis often in ancient format.  
 
EGN: Established in 2000, the European Geoparks Network (EGN) aims to 
protect geodiversity, to promote geological heritage to the general public 
as well as to support sustainable economic development of geopark 
territories primarily through the development of geological tourism. 
 
Grosi/grosia: gurus in Turkish, is a silver coin used in Ottoman Empire. 1 
oka/okadhes: Measurement value used in Greece in the past. 1 oka equals 
to 1,282 kgr. Zygi/zygia: 1 zygi equals 100 oka.  
 
Natural Monument is a category of natural protected areas in Greece. 
They are areas, private or public, with important natural and ecological 
features. They can be solitary trees, parts of a forest, or areas with rare 
plants that are important for their biological, cultural, aesthetical or 
historical values (Chatzistathis and Ispikoudis 1995). 
 
NATURA 2000 µ,Q 0D\  (XURSHDQ 8QLRQ JRYHUQPHQWV DGRSWHG
legislation designed to protect the most seriously threatened habitats and 
species across Europe. This legislation is called the Habitats Directive and 
complements the Birds Directive adopted in 1979. At the heart of both 
these Directives is the creation of a network of sites called Natura 2000. 
The Birds Directive requires the establishment of Special Protection Areas 
(SPAs) for birds. The Habitats Directive similarly requires Special Areas of 
Conservation (SACs) to be designated for other species, and for habitats. 
Together, SPAs and SACs make up the Natura 2000 series. All EU Member 
States contribute to the network of sites in a Europe-wide partnership from 
WKH&DQDULHVWR&UHWHDQGIURP6LFLO\WR)LQQLVK/DSODQG¶(XURVLWH 
 
Mitato:  normally refers to a permanent settlement, stone house, made in 
WKHPRXQWDLQVDQGXVHGIRUWKHVKHSKHUGV¶QHHGVGXULQJWKHLUVWD\LQWKH
XSODQGV LWZDV DFWXDOO\ D VKHSKHUGV¶ KXW 7KLV W\SH RI FRQVWUXFWLRQZLWK
small differentiations existed whole over the island of Crete.   
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Phrygana: is the vegetation type that occupies areas in Greece and Crete 
and its species are often aromatic shrubs and shrubs with characteristic 
dimorphism in their leaves that changes in winter and summer. They 
contain several spiny leaves and they occupy over grazed areas. They are 
often called Garrigue in other parts of the Mediterranean.  
 
Prinos/Katsoprini: In local dialect is the term used to describe kermes 
oak (Q. coccifera). When it is in a shrubby format is called katsoprini. 
